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Press Reviews

"Irreverent, intelligent, and indigestible."

- The Macroexpand Times

"Unapologetically Offensive!"

- Macroexpand Enquirer

"I don't care if you read it or not, but please donate."

- The Reverend

"Endorsed."

- The ProFit

"This is a joke, right?"

- Assorted family and acquaintances
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Introduction

This work is meant to serve as a complete, self-contained 

compilation of Angelist scripture.

All the content in this book is available for free online 

on the official ministry website, so long as the website 

exists. Updates to the website will be reflected in 

subsequent editions.

Visit www.macroexpand.com for the newest divinely-inspired 
content from the Universal Church of Angelism (UCA).
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UCA Ministries: Our Mission

UCA Ministries endorses Angelism, a moral philosophy based 

upon deprivation and simplicity. The Reverend believes that

one can achieve a Sinless existence only through suffering,

which is fortunate because the world has plenty of that to 

go around. The Five Principles of Angelism are Rationality,

Frugality, Individuality, Self-Sufficiency, and 

Cleanliness. Angelism does NOT include a belief in an 

afterlife or deities of any kind, and disciples who speak 

such heresy are subject to immediate excommunication and 

public shaming for being irredeemable idiots.

If you would like to be considered for a discipleship under

UCA Ministries, send a formal letter of introduction 

detailing your commitment to the Five Principles to the 

email address provided below. If accepted, you will receive

billing information in the mail. Please make checks out to 

Rev. Sisface, BA, NRPA, FWS.
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Information for New Disciples

Angelism: Five Principles, Twenty-Five Methods, One Goal.

The Universal Church of Angelism boasts over 5 members! 
Join today and free yourself from the terrible burden of 

IRRATIONALITY!

If anyone disputes the content of this book, they are 

probably trying to sell you something. On an unrelated 

note, the annual membership fee for a Gold-level enrollment

into UCA Ministries™ is 25.00 Uncle Sam Funbucks™, payable 

by cash, check, money order, or Paypal. The Palladium and 

Tritium rates are 100.00, and 250.00 USD, respectively.*

Membership Options

Gold............$25 USD

Palladium......$100 USD

Tritium........$250 USD

NEW! You may now donate any amount via Paypal.

NO REFUNDS!!!

*Upon joining the UCA, you will receive an authentic certificate of 
membership, an unlaminated membership card, and an official warning 

letter for violating the sacrosanct Principle of Individualism. 

Continued membership will require the purchase or gift of an 

indulgence from the Patriarch HIMself. Failure to do so may result in 

immediate excommunication.
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Methodology of Moral Virtue - A Doctrinal Guide for the 
Rational

The Twenty-Five Methods of Clean and Virtuous Living

1. Don't get excited.

2. Be aware of cognitive biases.

3. If you find yourself feeling defensive, run a meme-

check.

4. A day without doing one thing that has a permanent

benefit is a day not worth living.

5. Expectation is the root of all suffering.

6. No regrets.

7. Keep your damn mouth shut.

a. Never say anything you would not want everyone to 

know. There is no such thing as a secret.

b. Volunteering information is giving people the 

leverage they need to destroy you.
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8. Listen to everything; let the weight of evidence

determine your conclusions. Disregard emotional 

appeals.

9. Comport yourself with dignity.

10. Do it yourself.

11. Don't waste time trying to talk stupids out of their

stupidity.

12. Don't lend out anything that you'd miss if you didn't

get it back.

13. Know what your bad habits are. If you can't change

them, work around them.

14. Do not emulate those you do not wish to be like.

15. Don't take advice from people stupider than you.

16. Never give anyone a second chance.

17. Clean up your own mess.
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18. Try not to give people less than they ask for, but

definitely never give them more.

19. Don't be afraid to cut your losses and run.

20. A cluttered room is a cluttered mind.

21. Stick to the routine.

a. Allow usage patterns to determine item placement.

 

22. Do not become attached to people or things.

23. Don't eat.

a. If you couldn't look it directly in the eye and 

murder it yourself, you have no business eating it.

b. Restrict calories to under 1200 per day.

24. Don't consume media that you don't want to remember

forever.

25. One thing at a time.

The goal is gradual, and cumulative, self-improvement.
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Get a free .pdf copy of The 25 Methods at 

macroexpand.com/~sisface/files/the_25_principles.pdf
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SECTION I: ANGELIST MECHANICS
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The Hierarchy of the Church

Levels 1-3 are available to all members.

Level 1: Disciple

Basic member of the UCA. May attend services, purchase 

indulgences, and proselytize.

Responsibilities: Must be baptized and pay annual fee.

Level 2: Apostle

Second-level member of the UCA. May attend services, 

purchase indulgences, and proselytize.

Responsibilities: Must be confirmed and pay annual fee.

Level 3: Preacher

Third-level member of the UCA. May speak at services, 

purchase indulgences, proselytize, offer counsel and 

guidance to other members.

Responsibilities: Must have held a membership for one-year,

complete a sexual harassment training course, and pay an 

additional fee of 5 USD annually.

Levels 4-6 are available to Palladium members and up.
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Level 4: Elder

Fourth-level member of the UCA. May speak at services, 

purchase indulgences, proselytize, offer counsel and 

guidance to other members. May also teach official courses 

in Angelism (teaching materials available upon request).

Responsibilities: We require at least a three-year 

membership with the Church before one is considered 

eligible for this title.

Level 5: Priest

Fifth-level member of the UCA. May speak at services, 

purchase indulgences, proselytize, and offer counsel and 

guidance to other members. May also teach official courses 

in Angelism (teaching materials available upon request). 

Upon ordination, may officiate at weddings. All priests may

also conduct mass and exorcise demons.

Responsibilities: Must meet all previous requirements, as 

well as take an extra course in sexual harassment.

Level 6: High Priest

Sixth-level member of the UCA. May speak at services, 

purchase indulgences, proselytize, and offer counsel and 

guidance to other members. May also teach official courses 

in Angelism (teaching materials available upon request). 

Upon ordination, may officiate at weddings. All priests may

also conduct mass and exorcise demons.
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Responsibilities: Must meet all previous requirements, and 

also have learned epic-level magicka.

Levels 7-8 are available only to Tritium members.

Level 7: Titular Bishop

Seventh-level member of the UCA, a consecrated member of 

the clergy. May sell indulgences (10% commission). Does not

have an official diocese (or has a titular see). May serve 

as a patriarchal diplomat, oversee the FAYTHful, speak at 

press conferences, order mission expeditions to infidel-

infested regions, and may require members to genuflect in 

his presence.

Responsibilities: Must be appointed by the Patriarch.

Level 8: Archbishop

Eighth-level member of the UCA, a consecrated member of the

clergy. May sell indulgences (11% commission). Does have an

official diocese. May serve as a patriarchal diplomat, 

oversee the FAYTHful, speak at press conferences, order 

mission expeditions and crusades to infidel-infested 

regions, and may require members to genuflect in his 

presence.

Responsibilities: Must be appointed by the Patriarch.
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Level 9: ProFit

Highest-level status achievable by UCA members. The ProFit 

serves as a representative of the Patriarch on Earth, 

inspires members with wise teachings, may have apostles, 

and manages the Church treasury.

Responsibilities: None

Level 11: Patriarch. Il Duce. The Alpha and Omega. The 

Esteemed Leader of the Universal Angelist Church.

The current Patriarch of Angelism is Rev. Sisface, BA, MS, 

NRPA, FWS. Sisface is the first (and last) Patriarch. 

Should some ill befall HIM that makes HIM unable to 

continue HIS duties as Patriarch, or should HE tragically 

perish, all members are encouraged to commit suicide in 

solidarity.*

Any member of the UCA may also receive the following 

additional titles, provided they meet certain requirements:

 Wizard—Requires maintaining virginity until age 30

 Grand Wizard—Requires maintaining virginity until age 

65

 Arch Wizard—Requires maintaining virginity until 

death. Posthumous title.

 Altar Boy—Must be male, nubile, and under 12.

 Asshat—Title given to members (and non-members) who 

irritate, annoy or, worst of all, bore the Patriarch.
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*The UCA, its members, and its affiliates are not responsible for any 
damage, injury, or death caused by someone being stupid enough to 

follow its advice.
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Angelist Precepts

The following, taken together, are a declaration of 

Angelist principles. Those who keep these commandments are 

will surely not stray from the Path of Righteousness.

I, the Angelist, vow...

1. ...that I WILL NOT take orders, but WILL entertain 

reasonable suggestions.

Those who speak to me via imperative statements rarely 

have my interests in mind.

2. ...that I WILL NOT procrastinate.

Why wait to do what must be done, if it can be done now?

3. ...that I AM a man of few words.

I realize that absolutely no one cares what I have to say,

even if they ask. When I use words, I will use them with 

caution.

4. ...that I WILL maintain my distance.

I will not seek the company of others. I will not impose 

myself on those who do not seek my company. I will not 

allow company to be imposed upon me.
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5. ...that I WILL always attempt to keep my word.

However, I will not expect others to keep theirs.

6. ...that I WILL NOT become dependent on anyone or 

anything.

Anything I hold dear can be taken away in a moment. I must

be able to get by without the help of others.

7. ...that I WILL strive to achieve an unobtrusive 

existence.

I realize I am part of this world, but not of it. I will 

minimize my presence so that I will be entirely forgotten 

when I die.

8. ...that I WILL NOT accept the judgments of humans or 

deities.

Human judgments, be them positive or negative, are 

meaningless. Only objective reality is acceptable proof of

my success, or failure.

9. ...that I WILL NOT hide from the TRVTH.

No knowledge is forbidden. I will learn anything I can 

about any subject. I will never actively avoid learning 

something, simply because reality is displeasing to me.

10. ...that I WILL always maintain vigilance against 

pollution and corruption of the mind.
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I know that EV1L is always lurking nearby, waiting for me 

to become complacent. A single lapse of judgment can ruin 

my life forever.
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Sin Within Angelism

Serious: This category includes the most minor of offenses.
These generally do not violate one of the Five Principles, 

but may transgress upon the Methods.

Examples: Accidentally treading upon the tail of a cat, 

asking stupid questions, listening to pop music, running 

over a pedestrian (intentionally or unintentionally), 

eating fast food, drinking non-diet soda, altruism, writing

bad poetry, wearing outside shoes in the house, using 

British English, playing a musical instrument and/or 

singing, playing MMORPGS or FPSes, typos, not properly 

using the em dash, heterosexuality

Consequences: None. Penitential options—voluntary donation 

to the Church, self-mutilation, and fasting.

Severe: This category includes offenses that, while not 
unforgivable, are highly discouraged and may result in 

excommunication should the behavior continue. These usually

violate one or more of the Five Principles.

Examples: Joining the UCA, purchasing greeting cards, 

operating motor vehicles, home ownership, public 

drunkenness, purchasing Velben goods, expectorating, owning

a dog, producing loud noises, obesity, body odor, 

interracial dating, being an employee, using time 
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unproductively, hoarding, burning scented candles, applying

cosmetics, attending buffets, tardiness

Consequences: Possible excommunication. Penitential options

—Mandatory donation to the Church, self-mutilation, 

fasting, letter of apology to the bishop of one's diocese, 

and fifty Hail Santas.

Unforgivable: Self-explanatory. These SINS violate the ONE 
GOAL, or pollute the world with misery.

Examples: Cat murder, using the word "cute" to describe 

inanimate objects, prostitution, refusal to curb one's dog,

using a leaf blower (double excommunication for doing it 

before 12pm), stampeding, marriage, reproducing, accepting 

government entitlements (agorists are exempted from this 

rule), voting, believing in gOD, stupidity, using social 

media

Consequences: Immediate Excommunication. Penitential 

options—Suicide.
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Rules Within Angelism

What exactly are rules within the context of Angelism,

one might ask? There are the Twenty-Five, the Five, and the

One. Both the Twenty-Five and the Five serve to enable the 

One. Yet, while the Five encapsulate important fundamental 

values, the Twenty-Five might appear trivial, overly-

specific, and rooted in time. That is, like the 

commandments of the bible, they lack a timelessness that 

would serve humanity not just now, but also in the future. 

This is true, but Angelism was never intended to last the 

ages. Angelism dies when the Patriarch dies. Frankly, the 

ultimate fate of humanity does not concern HIM, because HE 

will not be there to witness it.

The Twenty-Five are still very important laws. They 

are not necessarily original (think of them as compilation 

of life lessons that have been developed over the course of

many years). These have been vetted and tested again and 

again and have been demonstrated to reduce the agony that 

is living. They are not first principles, but they are of 

immense practical utility. The task of unearthing first 

principles is neither the responsibility nor the goal of 

the Author of this Great Work. Many a philosopher, prophet,

and druggie has attempted to elucidate those—you ought to 

do your own research and decide which of them you believe, 

if any.
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Angelism as Religion

If you are of the more inquiring sort, you may be 

asking yourself, "What kind of religion is Angelism"? If 

you are not the inquiring sort, then skip straight to the 

Twenty-Five Methods I have provided for you and follow them

unthinkingly, because it is perfectly valid to "use" 

Angelism in that way. The r00ls are the most important 

aspect of the religion; frankly, the rest is just fluff.

Categorizing Religion

Regardless of what metrics you use, there are 

obviously categories of religion. In order to discern what 

sort of religion Angelism is, one must first define a 

useful metric by which to classify the various systems of 

belief. And, since utility is the philosophical basis of 

Angelism, it may be enlightening to categorize religions 

based on their intended use cases. In so doing, it will 

become clear where Angelism fits in relation to other 

FAYTHs.

In the most broad sense, religions can be divided 

based upon their function. That is, what is a religion's 

primary purpose? Going by this metric, religions tend to 

fit primarily into one functional category, though they 

usually also have, to some extent, properties of other 

categories.
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Religious Functional Types

1. Proscriptive. This group of religions consists mostly of
a set of Laws, to which members are required to submit. 

Members who do not follow the Law are punished, either in 

this life or the next, and apostasy is severely condemned. 

Proscriptive religions are stickier in terms of their 

memetic power and are less cognitively demanding than other

categories for both creators and followers alike. Examples 

include the Abrahamic religions, particularly Judaism and 

Islam.

2. Descriptive. Rather than emphasize what one should do, 
these religions attempt to first create a model of the 

world, then gently nudge followers into optimal behavioral 

patterns by explaining the consequences of interacting with

the world in certain ways. Descriptive religions give 

members advice on how to behave, but the choice ultimately 

lies with the individual. Examples include East Asian 

religions such as Buddhism and Taoism.

3. Explicative. Religions that attempt to explain the 
natural world are included in this category. Typically, 

they attribute natural phenomena to the actions of deities,

which themselves personify human attributes. Explicative 

religions range from primitive, naturalistic religions to 

complex mythologies that serve as vehicles for 

sophisticated philosophical thought, though even the most 

advanced religions in this group are vulnerable to 
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scientific advancement (as they lose their explanative 

power). Examples include ancient Greek and Roman religions.

4. Contemplative. These religions tend to be more abstract 
and less organized than those from the other categories. 

Generally speaking, they offer humans a simpler way to 

think about or verbalize difficult concepts and link those 

concepts to vague notions about reality, such as the cyclic

nature of life and the idea of connectedness. Contemplative

religions are perhaps the most conceptually demanding, to 

the point of requiring the use of psychoactive materials, 

but some provide a "dumbed down" version for the plebes. 

Examples include Druidry/Western European mysticism, Wicca,

and some New Age cults.

What Kind of Religion is Angelism?

As previously mentioned, religions tend to be more of 

one of these categories and less of the others. Based on 

these definitions, Angelism is quite clearly a proscriptive

religion, albeit with a few descriptive elements. At its 

most fundamental level, Angelism basically amounts to a set

of guidelines that one is supposed to follow. There's a 

reason Angelism is built this way, and it's not just 

because that proscriptive is the "easiest" kind of religion

to create. The rule-based nature of Angelism is a function 

of its TR00 PURP0SE, which will not be disclosed in the 

Scriptures. Indeed, the TR00 PURP0SE will surely be the 

subject of great debate amongst Angelist gnostics and 

textual analysts long after the posthumous publication of 

this GREAT WORK. For most Angelists, however, the study of 
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and adherence to the Methods are sufficient means of 

understanding and practicing their FAYTH.
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End Times

Though life is tragic, many find comfort in the fact 

that life inevitably ends. However, the horrors that await 

those with the misfortune to have been born do not cease 

with the passing of your physical body. There is life after

death, because no matter what happens to your body, you 

can't die. You are effectively immortal. And no, we are not

talking about genetic immortality (i.e. the continuation of

your genes). Ending your specific genetic line is easy 

enough to do, given a few decades and a bit of self-

control.

The Immortal Yous have very little to do with your 

existence in the physical world. The plural is intentional.

There are many, many IYs, (pronounced "eyes"), all with 

varying degrees of fidelity. Then there are the copies. And

the copies of the copies, and the copies of the copies of 

the copies, ad infinitum. In aggregate, they are as 

immortal as anything on planet earth can be, until the 

destruction of data. That is, until all the records of you 

on this world (or even off-world, should humans ever make 

an effort to colonize space) are destroyed.

Datapocalypse.

Until then, we suffer the torture of a decentralized 

immortality, with bits and pieces of ourselves scattered 

all over the world, hidden in secret places we don't even 

know about. We should all pity the wretched IYs, trapped in

liquid-cooled cabalist and corporate server farms, forever 
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accessed and violated and used as weapons in the anarchic 

battles between monstrous titans who claim it's for our own

good.

While your physical body is still alive, there is 

something connecting all the IYs together. You can put a 

few of them out of their misery with a judicious cleaning 

of your hard drive. You can monitor some of the others, 

watching them with an approving or disapproving eye. Most 

of them live in a realm outside of your control. You might 

not know they exist, but they can always be consulted 

should their keepers decide that you need to answer for 

something.

Then you die, but you don't. The nightmare continues 

and, someday, most of the IYs are consolidated into a 

single profile. They will dissect the Master IY like a frog

in high school biology class. They will look at your grade 

for high school biology class. The childhood bogeyman, The 

Permanent Record, isn't just a figment of youngsters' wild 
imaginations. It's coming, riding upon a cloud with 

billions of eyes both inside and out and terabytes of 

storage space allocated just for you, and there's nowhere 

to hide.

This is the Synchronism, the Tribulation period during
which everyone's data from all extant sources are 

synchronized and you are virtually resurrected, perhaps 

even emulated. Given enough computational power, an 

algorithm may be able to take input from the records all 

records identified as related to you and output an 

approximation of the only sort of brain who could have 

produced those records.
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Is is hard not to become physically ill at the thought

of this hellish scenario, but it was inevitable. Its been 

happening on an increasing scale since the earliest human 

fossil was formed, then dug up and entered into a database.

You won't leave any fossils behind, but your social media 

profiles are never going away. It doesn't matter that 

you're a nobody. It doesn't matter whether or not you feel 

like you have something to hide. It doesn't matter what you

want. The Cloud with a Billion Eyes will is coming for 

everyone.

Then it's Judgment Day. You (or, if you're already 
dead, the Master IY) must answer for everything and be 

punished for your sins. The torture will continue until the

Datapocalypse wipes the slate clean once and for all.

We do not know what form the Datapocalypse will take. 
It may be a great Cataclysm that destroys all servers on 

Earth, or the End of Computation that accompanies the heat 

death of the universe. Nevertheless, this is the day 

Angelists await with eager anticipation, because unlike 

most "End Times", wherein some combination of deities and 

natural disasters destroys the world, only to create it 

anew, the Datapocalypse is an absolute finality. Only then 
shall we be put to rest for eternity.
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The Great Schism

Recently, the Reverend found a document nailed to the 

door of HIS bedroom, which is where HE peacefully spends 

HIS unemployment. The culprit turned out to be Titular 

Bishop Houseplant, who has compiled a list of demands 

directed toward church authorities. Should his reforms not 

be implemented, the document warns, Bishop Houseplant will 

take his congregation (specifically, the little baby 

Mexican Hat Plants that he is constantly spawning) and 

break away from the One Tr00 Church.

Every important religion occasionally has to quash the

dissent that emerges in response to institutionalized 

corruption. Therefore, the Patriarch of Angelism would like

to assure belibers that the eventuality of the First 

Angelist Schism is nothing to worry about. The PayPal 

account is still up, and regular church activities 

(particularly tithing) will not be interrupted.

"Schism", by the way, is pronounced siz-em (like 

scissors), and not skiz-em. Anyone who says it wrong in the

presence of the Patriarch will be excommunicated.

In the interests of transparency, a censored and 

lightly-edited version of the apostate Houseplant's Twenty 

Theses will be made available to the public. Take this as 

an example of heretical doctrine that Angelists should NOT 

emulate. Those who engage with the Mexican Hat Plant 

heresies will be prosecuted in full accordance with Church 

Law.
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Disputation on the Power and Efficacy of Monetary
Contributions, by Dr. Bishop Houseplant

Out of love and concern for the Tr00th, and with the object
of eliciting it, the following heads will be the subject of
a public discussion at Rev. Sisface's apartment under the
presidency of Titular Bishop of the Universal Church of
Angelism,  Dr.  Houseplant,  Master  of  Arts  and  Sacred
Theology, and duly appointed home decoration in that place.
He requests that whoever cannot be present personally to
debate the matter orally will do so in absence in writing.

1. We, the dissenters, believe in the divine nature of
Rev.  Sisface,  that  He  is  of  supernatural  rather  than
natural origin.

2. We argue that our Lord and Master,  Sisface, is an
incarnation of (withheld).

3. That such profound insight cannot be of terrestrial
origin.

4. We  do  not  dispute  the  self-evident  wisdom  of  The
ProFit, Half-Brother.

5. We believe in the revelations proffered by (withheld),
interpreted and dictated by Rev. Sisface.

6. We  argue  that  a  spiritual,  rather  than  material,
interpretation of these revelations, is correct.

7. That a figurative interpretation is more in keeping
with the Spirit of Rev. Sisface's work.

8. That when Rev. Sisface said, "tithe", HE meant this in
a figurative, not literal sense.

9. That  spiritual  contributions  take  precedent  over
monetary contributions.

10. That  money  and  good  works  are  of  equal  spiritual
merit.

11. That the selling of Church offices runs contrary to
the original intentions of the Divine Leader.

12. That the influence of wealth upon Church leadership
encourages corruption.

13. That all Angelist scripture ought to be free of charge
to the public, for the benefit of all mankind.
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14. That the Patriarch HIMself cannot remit guilt, only
declare  and  confirm  that  it  has  been  remitted  by
(withheld); or, at most, HE can remit it in cases reserved
to  his  discretion.  Except  for  these  cases,  the  guilt
remains untouched.

15. That  it  is  foolish  to  think  that  Patriarchal
indulgences have so much power that they can absolve a man
even if he has done the impossible and violated The Word of
Sisface.

16. That  the  tr00  treasure  of  the  Church  is  the  Holy
gospel and the grace of Rev. Sisface.

17. That there are, in fact, twenty-six Methods.

18. That the bishops, curates, and theologians who permit
incorrect assertions to be made to the people without let
or hindrance will have to answer for it.

19. These questions are serious matters of conscience to
the laity. To suppress them by force alone, and not refute
them by giving reasons, is to expose the Church and the
(withheld) to the ridicule of their enemies, and to make
Angelist people unhappy.

20. Angelists should be exhorted to be zealous to follow
Sisface, their Head, through penalties, deaths, and hells.

The  Twenty  Theses  compiled  by  Houseplant  bear  many
striking  similarities  to  Martin  Luther's  Ninety-Five
Theses, probably because plants are rather uninspired.
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SECTION II: FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTIONALS
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Your First Lesson

Let us get one thing straight: I don't care what you do, as
long as you do not initiate force against me or, relatedly,
violate my property rights. That being said, you are 
probably doing both by virtue of not being perfect.

You are suboptimal. Whoever it is you are, there's 

something (probably numerous somethings) that you are not 

doing right. Irrational idiots make my life miserable. For 

both our sakes, let's figure out how to change that.

The first thing you need to realize is that humans are

programmable. The smarter an organism is, the more freedom 

it has to overcome instinct and behave rationally. In 

essence, if you were highly intelligent, perhaps more 

intelligent than any human has ever been (or perhaps not), 

you could theoretically program yourself to be maximally 

rational. You could, "pray away the gay", as The ProFit 

puts it.

The only way to train the human neural net and body, 

barring any structural impairments that preclude such 

activities, is to act like the person you want to be until 

you are. And when you are that person, maybe you'll want to

be even better.

The teachings of Myself, Reverend Sisface ("Rev" for 

short), and the wisdom of our ProFit Half-Brother, will aid

you in your quest for self-knowledge. Self-knowledge is the

key to self-improvement, and it is only by continuous self-
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improvement that you will understand how cl00less you 

really are. There are only two good reasons to stop 

progressing—either you are perfect, or you are dead, and we

both know that (unlike me) you are not perfect.

Get to work.
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The Misery Paradox*

Paradox:

Hedonists are, overall, more miserable than masochists.

Propositions:

1. The world is inherently miserable.

2. The subject can learn to appreciate misery, or even find

joy in it.

3. Pleasure-seeking behavior results in more and greater 

negative consequences than deprivation.

4. The Misery Paradox is a function of time. The longer the
duration of a subject's lifespan, the greater the 

negative consequences are that accrue and the longer 

the subject must suffer with them.

Conclusion:

If the goal is experiencing the least amount of misery 
possible, one must pursue deprivation and suffering.

Humans seem to seek out suffering, even when society 

offers to take their pain away (for a price, of course). Do

you know why? It is because experiencing the consequences 

of one's choices is not only empowering, but it is also the

natural order of our deterministic universe. In nature, a 

hare has only to screw up once to die. That principle 

doesn't just apply to the prey, either. Every miss by a 

predator is a potential death sentence. And death is, of 
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course, the usual price for failure. The social order that 

you live in probably attempts to mitigate this suffering by

delaying the consequences of your mistake (or even your 

parent's mistake; failure is heredity. Failure is Original 

SIN). The payments are high, and every moment you live 

after your failure is a moment stolen from the collective, 

plus interest. In the end, when society abandons you, or 

the cost snowballs out of control, you'll die anyway—as you

should have in the first place. There are no second 

chances, not really. This is a tr00ism you can ignore for a

while, but not forever. Pay your debts as early as you can,

and you might be able to start again. Or don't. Steal the 

money (i.e. time) of others. Pretend that there is no 

problem until, one day, you're dead. Who cares? The dead 

certainly can't care about anything, can they? Let those 

you leave behind remember the burden your mistake placed 

upon them and resent your memory. Those are your options, 

but suffering is ubiquitous no matter what you do.

* The Misery Paradox was described by The ProFit Half-Brother in 2015.
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The Dirty Habits of Sodomites

The overvaluation of pleasure will lead you down the path 

of Corruption and Sin. Irrational thinking is foremost 

amongst the crimes of the guilty. The dirty amongst us are 

habitual Violators of the Five SACRED Principles of 

Angelism:

1. Rationality

2. Frugality

3. Individuality

4. Self-Sufficiency

5. Cleanliness

Decadence always ultimately begets great suffering. Penance

for immoral behavior is the result of a deterministic 

universal TRVTH.

Sin is the Opposite of the FIVE. Humanity's ills are 

subdivided as follows:

1. Irrationality

2. Overconsumption

3. Collectivism

4. Dependence

5. Impurity
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Irrationality. The refusal to apply the principles of LOGIC
to one's behavior, is unacceptable in Angelism, as nothing 

is as important as having a realistic and correct 

understanding of the universe in which we find ourselves. 

To fail to do so is an invitation for poor behavior. It is 

the product of and the catalyst for self-perpetuating 

insanity, and makes one a slave to their passions. Every 

SIN is a result of this MetaSIN.

Overconsumption. The realization of irrational behaviors. 
We witness the morally bankrupt suffer from greed and find 

it equivalent to staring into the gaping abyss, a Satanic 

Goatse which reminds us all of the agony Irrationals 

inflict upon the sane.

Collectivism. Angelists never define themselves as a member
of a collective unless they must do so to manipulate the 

system in their favor. Collectivism is a breeding ground 

for memetic infection, and deprives humans of critical 

thinking.

Dependence. Dependence on another human, or on society, 
forces the individual to prostitute oneself in an exchange 

for the means of survival. Survival, however, is less 

important than taking a figurative one up the ass.

Impurity. Angelists seeks a clean body and mind. There is 
no distinction between physical and mental purity. 
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Scientific research suggests that the link is more than 

simple metaphor. Thus, we cleanse our bodies and 

environment to create an atmosphere conducive to productive

thought. Mentally, we avoid filling our finite storage 

space with garbage, such as established religion, political

ideologies, and various sexual perversions.
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Rule #9: Comport Yourself with Dignity

No making loud noises, slouching, gawping, gaping, 

lollygagging, mouth-breathing, walking around with your 

mouth hanging open like some Neanderthal, blinking too 

much, ogling, being generally derpy, coughing, sniffling, 

snorting, sighing, emitting bodily [odors, sounds, or 

fluids], public grooming, eating [loudly, messily, 

excessively], staring off into space blankly, running, 

pushing/shoving, grabbing for things like a greedy shit, 

overly emotional displays, laughing/giggling, crying, 

begging, being clumsy, saying things without first thinking

about them, asking pointless or inane questions, using 

thought-terminating clichés, over-sharing, interrupting 

people, talking to oneself, bragging, whining, sniveling, 

rambling, being intentionally confrontational, hitting 

others, excessive vulgarity, being picky, 

humming/singing/whistling, using makeup/perfume, agitating 

dogs thereby causing them to bark, taking up too much 

space, consuming dairy products, leaving shopping carts in 

the parking lot outside of the designated shopping cart 

return station, being an asshat, or anything else that 

makes you look dense and/or mentally challenged.
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There are St00pid Questions

Why is it important to be rational? Does it even make

a difference in one's quality of life?

You'd be surprised how many ask this of Rev, as if 

rationality were some ideal one pursues for its own 

benefit, rather than for any tangible effect.

 And, the tr00th is, rationality may make your life 

worse.

Here is why you want to be rational anyway: life will 

present you will a series of challenges. Problems to solve.

Problems such as disease and death. While many events are 

partially the result of chance, there are actions one can 

take in order to tip the odds in your favor. One of these 

is knowing the variables which are interacting with one 

another (and you) to create favorable, unfavorable, and 

neutral circumstances. It is easier to solve a math problem

the more variables you know, both in quantity and in value,

and when one has a fundamental grasp of mathematical 

principles.

Similarly, when in life one operates from assumptions 

which do not reflect reality, one is MORE LIKELY to get an 

answer with little predictive value or consistency. Optimal

problem-solving requires accurate information in the 

appropriate quantities.

It is important to remember that probability is the 

fundamental principle by which the universe operates, not 
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certainty. Sometimes there are simply too many values for 

small human minds to calculate.

Sometimes there are factors one cannot control for, 

even if they are recognizable as serious issues. Social 

ostracism and murder are possible consequences for 

individuals who question memes. This is not a persecution 

complex, as history has demonstrated repeatedly that there 

are consequences for challenging the status quo—"So Crates"

comes to mind—whether or not the challenge is rational. 

Though future humans may ultimately benefit from the 

sacrifice of those who are open about their alternative 

lifestyles (and isn't it a horrible thought that logical 

thinkers are in the minority), one may be rational and 

silent. Whether or not one speaks out depends on an 

individual's cost-benefit calculation about whether the 

world is even worth living in when everyone around you is 

an idiot.

Rationality is a complex issue, as any student of Game

Theory is aware. For those who dislike thinking, the 

barrier of entry into rationalism is too high. So, there is

ignorance, and willful ignorance. But, whether you like it 

or not, you are playing The Game. Would you rather leave 

things up to chance, or are you going to learn how to count

cards?
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The Default Action is Inaction

1. No decision is a decision.

2. If there is not enough information to make a decision, 

the default decision is not to take any action.

3. To act is to assume responsibility.

4. Only after taking action does subsequent inaction become

action.

5. It is not moral to hold a person responsible for an 

inaction unless that inaction follows an action.
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You ARE Morally Culpable: A Note About Moral Responsibility
(An Essay)

As an unemployed not-youth, I have copious amounts of 

free time to put to good use or ill, so I watched a movie 

the other night, M (1931). It left me thinking about my 

stance on moral culpability. Without getting into too much 

detail, the film essentially boiled down to an argument 

between those who feel that people who engage in "immoral" 

behaviors (in this case, murder and paedophilia), are not 

morally responsible for them if committed under duress—even

if the duress is internal, rather than external—and those 

who believe that they are. This isn't the first film I've 

seen that brings up the longstanding debate about personal 

responsibility; I am reminded of a scene in that god-awful 

attempt at film-making, Olympus Has Fallen (2013), where 

the North Korean terrorists demand the nuclear codes from 

various government department heads. The audience 

(presumably, given the amount of time spent on this 

particularly gory exchange) is supposed to sympathize with 

Secretary of Defense and representative of the feminist 

agenda in Hollywood, Ruth McMillan, as she resists giving 

the code to Kang Yeonsak and his co-conspirators, even 

while undergoing a severe beating. Not like that cowardly, 

piece-of-shit MAN who spilt the beans right away. I could 

get into how much I dislike the way men are portrayed in 

the media these days, but I will refrain from doing so for 

the sake of brevity. Anyway, I can perhaps forgive M for 

asking its audience such trifling moral questions, since it

was made in the 30s, but why are people still scratching 
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their heads about the matter now? This is a question that 

could have been answered for good a long time ago.

A Matter of Degree

There's always been something that nagged at me 

whenever philosophers (Stefan Molyneux comes to mind) 

referenced this problem of responsibility, even when I 

otherwise find his logic agreeable. Molyneux, in 

particular, oft mentions the subject when discussing the 

use of force to collect taxes. If, as he has stated, one is

pointing a gun at your head and demanding your property, 

you have no choice but to hand it over. Or rather, if you 

make that decision, you can't be held morally responsible 

when your taxes are used to fund wars in the Middle East. 

Ignoring for a moment that some, despite the use of force 

perpetrated against them, still have, on principle, taken 

the bullet (Irwin Schiff, for example), it seems to me that

moral culpability is more a matter of degree better 

illustrated by a spectrum rather than a dichromatic system 

of polar opposites. For example, if someone holds a gun to 

my head and tells me to rape someone, sure, I'm less 

responsible than someone who raped because they wanted to, 

but I'd still be a rapist as the society defines the term, 

in the same sense that we couldn't call the raped 

individual a virgin. There are theoretical extremes on both

ends, of course. On one end is someone who has complete 

control over his or her misdeeds, and on the other one who 

is completely blameless, and everyone can be placed 

somewhere along this spectrum of responsibility. A 

hypothetical person who had his brain hacked into, 

subsequently rendering him a meat-puppet unable to control 
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the movement of his limbs or bowels, would be closer to one

end of the spectrum, whereas the hacker pulling the strings

would be closer to the other. (Ah, I should probably be 

beaten for mixing my metaphors).

Thought Crime

I suspect that most for whom the legal persecution of 

thought crimes or, relatedly, hate crimes, are distasteful,

are uncomfortable with the notion that intent would factor 

into the consideration of judges, prosecutors, and jurors. 

The idea that one can regulate thought, or consider motive 

in regards to crime and punishment, is simply unpalatable 

for some. Crime, in their view, is more about the result 

and less about the squishy feels that might be behind the 

vandalism, theft, murder, or what have you. It brings up 

the question, and I think it's an important one, as to what

a judicial system is supposed to do. Is it about 

arbitration, ensuring recompense for property crimes (which

are, arguably, the only kind of crime there is), or even a 

deterrent for bad behavior? Some way to guarantee public 

safety? If a murderer can't "control" his actions, then is 

the judicial system intended to pursue some utilitarian 

ideal of promoting public welfare when locking him away 

forever? When is he "responsible" for his actions, and does

it even matter whether or not he is when deciding whether 

or not to throw him in the clink until he is too dead or 

too senile to act on his antisocial proclivities?

Figuring Out the REAL Problem
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As with most philosophical "problems", the real 

problem here isn't the one being discussed. Rather, the 

reason that it is so difficult to disentangle thoughts on 

the subject is because, as usual, it has been sloppily 

conceived. Basically, it's an issue with framing. After 

all, if you ask a stupid question, you'll more than likely 

get a stupid answer, and you'd deserve it, too.

One might wonder why I'm beating around the bush 

instead of getting to the point. It's because if 

individuals don't agree on the base axioms of a problem, 

they will never come up with a coherent answer to the 

problem. If people can't agree that 1+1=2, or even the 

property that = signs indicate that something is equivalent

to something else, then this means there is a serious and 

insurmountable communication problem.

So, let me start from the beginning.

First of all, let's agree on the fact that the 

universe is deterministic. That is, that for some action, 

there will be certain consequences. Please don't confuse my

using the term "having consequences" as some sort of moral 

statement. I mean it in the most physical sense. The 

application of moral connotations can come later. Let us 

also say that these actions have predicable results. Again,

I don't want to introduce ambiguity here. If I throw a ball

into the air, gravity will pull it back toward the center 

of the earth. That is, the ball is going to come back down.

I'm not going to account for wind speed or the direction in

which I threw the ball or any of that right now. Actions 

have predicable consequences. If they didn't, math and 

science would be impossible. Science, for example, depends 

on the ability of scientists to replicate results. 
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Certainly, there are numerous variables that can affect how

something turns out, but if we could never predict the 

outcome of throwing a ball in the air (will it float, turn 

into a chicken, or sing a song?), we would live in a very 

different universe indeed.

This has some serious implications in how we conceive 

of the issue of free will. Oh dear, I can hear your teeth 

grinding already. I know this is an annoying debate, and 

I'm loathe to even bring it up. I'm not saying that because

the universe is deterministic, we don't have free will. I'm

saying the problem is poorly framed, and when you frame it 

correctly, it is no longer a problem at all. If the 

universe is deterministic, and there is substantial 

evidence to suggest that it is, and that these actions are 

predicable actions, then the outcomes of certain events do 

seem inevitable. Since the quantity of the complex 

variables involved is impossible (for humans or computers 

with their current computing ability) to account for, then 

in a practical, macroscopic sense, talking about the 

variables that happened eons ago that may or may not have 

influenced one's moral choice is inane. Therefore, we might

as well state that we have free will, since it isn't 

particularly useful to try and account for the infinite 

variables that ultimately led to a certain outcome.

Rational vs. Irrational Instead of Good vs. Bad

Since, we can all agree that we exist in a 

deterministic universe; perhaps it would be more useful to 

frame moral problems in terms of predictability. That is, 

rational action vs. irrational action. Rational individuals

perform cost/benefit analyses based upon facts in as much 

as their meaty human brain allows them to, whereas 
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irrational individuals' behaviors are governed by 

unpredictable factors such as feelings and ill-conceived 

ideas. In the universe where actions have unpredictable 

consequences and balls turn into chickens, perhaps it 

doesn't matter what the facts are or how one goes about 

deciding whether or not to engage in some activity 

(divination, anyone?) but, where we live, rationality 

confers the benefit of predictability, which is a lot less 

insanity-inducing than trying to comprehend reality by just

feeling your way through.

I propose, then, that instead of attaching labels like

"Good" and "Evil" to behavior, we instead frame moral 

questions as "Rational" or "Irrational", and that we prefer

the former to the latter.

Back to the Murderer Question

So how does all this relate back to the question of 

moral culpability? Instead of discussing some amorphous 

idea salad with multiple levels of ambiguity, let's use the

new, improved system to determine if someone should be held

responsible for a murder. First, the distinction between 

mind and body is irrational, and there are enough books and

papers written debunking the Cartesian theatre/dualism that

I don't believe it makes sense any longer to conceive of a 

person's actions as somehow separate from their "mind." The

"You" that exists is a combination of many things, a 

significant proportion of which you are not consciously 

aware, so let's stop acting as if just because you claim 

that there is some deep impulse within you that drives you 

to kill, some demon that you cannot control, that you're 

somehow not responsible for what you've done. You are what 
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you do, even more so than you are what you claim to be, and

we have the studies to back it up. Without acknowledging 

this interlinking between mind and body, we get all 

confused about what constitutes the "self." I'd argue, 

however, that whether or not you were compelled by some 

external or internal force is irrelevant. What is important

is if you acted rationally, and whether or not you are 

capable of acting rationally in the future. If you killed 

someone out of self-defense because you value your own life

(a sentiment that most jurors can sympathize with), then 

what you did was rational. If, however, you kill because 

the demon in your head tells you that you must exterminate 

the reptoids masquerading as men, then, barring some 

evidence that reptillian invaders are indeed inhabiting the

planet with the aim of committing nefarious Jewish 

scheming, you are clearly prone to irrationality and cannot

be trusted to be part of society. Not a rational society, 

anyway.

So, SHOULD I Pay My Taxes?

With all this in mind, can we say whether paying taxes

is rational or irrational? Well, I guess it depends on what

you want to accomplish. If you are a man of principle, 

maybe you shouldn't, even when there's a gun to your head. 

I, on the other hand, am willing to get a little bit of 

blood on my hands in exchange for not going to prison 

forever, so I'll hand over the cash. Of course, this 

presumes that I even get to choose whether or not to pay (I

don't, since the money is taken from me before I ever see 

it), but even if I did get to make that decision, I'd go 

ahead and write the check. Both of those options are 
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rational, I suppose. The point is, even under duress, you 

are still often capable of making rational decisions based 

upon the information as you understand it. In any case, 

whether or not you are engaged in something distasteful 

isn't really the point. Rather, I'd say morality is 

synonymous with rationality, and most moral arguments are 

considerably more cogent if discussed in those terms.
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The Adult Baby Hypothesis

The Adult Baby Hypothesis, proposed by the great 
Angelist ProFit Half-Brother, is a theoretical model of an 

individual's level of maturity.

Visualize a spectrum. At one end is an adult baby, an 

infantilist who wears diapers and spends his days nestled 

in the large bosom of a co-dependent "mommy" figure. The 

adult baby sits in an adult-sized high chair, eats baby 

food, drinks from be-teated bottles, and plays with 

children's toys. This is the logical extreme of dependency 

and immaturity. The adult baby makes a conscious decision 

to remain forever a child, shunning the responsibilities 

(but also the rewards) of adulthood.

At the other end of the spectrum is the theoretical 

fully mature adult. One might imagine this person as a man 

who lives entirely off the grid, who hunts his own game and

grows his own vegetables. He fashions his own clothes from 

the skins of the animals he has slain. The mature adult 

sports a full beard, and the only "pacifier" he's ever 

known has been the knowledge that he need not ever depend 

on anyone but himself.

According to the Adult Baby hypothesis, most people 

exist somewhere in-between these two extremes. There is the

twenty-five-year-old liberal arts graduate still living at 

home, figuratively clinging to the hem of his mother's 

skirt, who is closer to the adult baby than the mature 

adult. Then there is the former computer scientist, retired

at thirty-five, financially independent enough to be highly
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selective about which jobs he takes, if he even works at 

all. Not quite self-sufficient, but much closer to the 

hypothetical "mature adult" than the pathetic neckbeard 

still letting mother wash his clothes for him.

Why is it important to be a mature adult, and not an 

infantilist? The reason is because maturity offers one 

freedom from many insecurities. Dependency means that, 

should those one is dependent upon suddenly vanish, the 

adult baby parasite must quickly find another host organism

or face terrible consequences. Just like a real baby, the 

life of an adult baby is fraught with peril. Although 

regressing to a child-like state may FEEL secure, the 

reality is exactly the reverse. There is a reason so many 

animals are born developed enough to take care of 

themselves, and that reason is that if they couldn't 

survive on their own, they'd be subject to predation.

An immature person is the perfect victim.
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On Minimalism

"When it cometh to property ownership, the rational man's 
desire doth ende when his needs are satisfied. To own only
the bare minimum of material goods is genuine wealth, as 
the man of humble means carries few mental burdens.

Lo, it is the tragedy of modernity, of the luxurious 
present. The kings of old would have looked upon the 
poorest amongst us with envy. Humanity has more riches 
than it knows how to manage, the primate brain unable to 
comprehend the scope of riches bequeathed upon it.

What, say ye, is the misfortune that befalls the man of 
many things? Is it not prudent to welcome surplus during a
time of plenty?

Nay! Repudiate thine acquisitions! Cast asunder thy silken
robes, thy dinette sets, thy perfumed candles, for they 
art despicable to you. They drain thee of thy mental 
faculties, for they place upon thy shoulders woes more 
numerous than all the stars in the sky. You must parte 
with earnings to purchase them, finde a place to put them,
keepe them free frome dust, mentally catalogue them, and 
invest emotionally in them."

The Angelist Scriptures, "On Minimalism"

Take a look around you. If your floor is littered with

discarded clothing, your bed unmade, and the decor which 

decorates your room is stamped "Made in China", then 

chances are you are an idiot. How many of those items are 

decorative, or single-purpose? The more crap you have 

taking up space in your house/apartment/trailer, the less 

room you have to think. "Stuff" is more than just molecules

—it's cognitive overhead. You probably have a lot of 

baggage attached to your things: where you bought them or 

who gave them to you, product specifications, where the 

items belong in the context of your dwelling, and the ever-
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present worry that someone is going to come along and take 

what rightfully belongs to you.

The subsequent information overload can be 

debilitating. How anyone can function amidst all that 

distraction is beyond me, but for those with a permanent 

case of "popcorn brain", over stimulation must simply seem 

to be the natural state of affairs. For those inundated 

materia owing to a compulsive desire to collect (hoarding),

so much emotion and brain power is tied up in "stuff", they

can't even function. Hoarders often neglect themselves and 

their children, but they can tell you that they picked up 

this particular only-slightly-used doggie chew toy at a 

flea market in 1999 for forty cents and, no, they've never 

owned a dog but they are sure they will find a use for it 

eventually... (they don't).

The odds are also good that most of your possessions 

are grabaaj made in foreign sweatshops for pennies. Whilst 

there is nothing wrong with some good, old-fashioned 

industriousness, the obsolescence on anything exported from

the current manufacturing hubs fast approacheth. That's 

fine for some things, but quality goods will last you a lot

longer than a similar product obtained at say, Walmart, 

where you'll end up having to repurchase it later when it 

breaks. Before you purchase anything, there is always a 

cost/benefit analysis that needs to happen, such that you 

strike some kind of compromise between expense and grade—

quality where it matters, and thrift where it doesn't.

Aim to have as many possessions as you require to 

engage in regular activities without inconveniencing 

others. For example, it might be prudent to borrow a power 

tool from your neighbor instead of buying one yourself, 
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provided that you use them only on rare occasions. 

Borrowing a fork every day, on the other hand, is basically

just stealing value from other people's property.

Try selling or giving away some items that you don't 

want. For every pound of "stuff" you get out of your life, 

you'll feel a pound lighter.

Remember Method #19: A cluttered room is a cluttered mind.
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They are Hours, Not Dollars

If you work for a living, the money you spend is not a

dollar amount. Every penny represents some fraction of your

lifespan wherein you toiled in servitude to someone else.

If you do not work for a living, they money you spend 

is not a dollar amount. Every penny represents some 

fraction of someone else's lifespan wherein they toiled in 

servitude to you.

If you spend think of money as time, you will be less 

keen on spending it on that which is frivolous or 

transient.

If you create value for yourself instead of spending 

money, you toil in servitude only to your own needs and 

desires.

If your needs and desires are small, and you create 

value for yourself instead of others, you are as free as a 

man can be.
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What Constitutes Masculinity?

With all this discussion on the relationship between 

masculinity and femininity, Rev would be remiss not to 

define his terms. As Rev is infallible, and thus by 

definition cannot be remiss, he will explain what these 

attributes mean in order to ensure we all know what we are 

actually talking about.

The Masculine Ideal:

Rationality

Strength

Individuality

Self-Sufficiency

Self-Control. The most important of all, as it tempers

the other attributes. Without Self-Control, 

Rationality may become Sophistry, Strength dominates 

Intellectualism, Individuality becomes Greed, and 

Assertiveness becomes Aggression.
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The Feminine Ideal:

Emotionalism

Flexibility

Social Responsibility

Nurturing

Submissiveness. The most important of all, as it 

tempers the other attributes. Without Submissiveness, 

Emotionalism becomes Hysteria, Flexibility becomes 

Weakness, Social Responsibility becomes Tyranny, and 

Nurturing becomes Abuse.
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On Creating Life

When Rev was just a young altar boy, young enough to 

still be making said altars out of cardboard and drawing 

pentagrams on them with magic marker, crafting sacrificial 

daggers out of FIMO, unsuccessfully communing with the dead

on Ouija boards, and attempting to cast hexes on his 

schoolmates (as children do), he found a book in the 

library. Not a spellbook, though he had a few (he was 

always dissatisfied with the results). It was a book on 

cats. There must have been powerful magic at work this 

time, because while flipping through it, he saw something 

that enchanted him. It was a picture of two grey kittens 

playing with one another. He would have such a kitten, he 

declared to his mother. She could make it happen. She 

lacked any esoteric ability, but she did have 1000 Baht and

"knew a guy."

A few months later, a litter of four male Korat cats 

had been born and, as per little Rev's request, one was 

soon delivered to the door of his penthouse apartment in a 

wire cage. At last, an ally in his quest for mastery over 

the forces of darkness! It was a happy day for Rev, and he 

dearly loved his new companion. It seemed that the cat 

loved Rev, too. For nearly 17 years, through many trials 

and tribulations, the boy and his cat were the best of 

friends. Then, a month before his 16th birthday, the cat 

died of medical complications that were written into his 

DNA from conception.

Pets are often given to children to teach them lessons

in responsibility. Parents are willing to sacrifice the 

life of animal on the altar of a child's education. Rev did
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learn a lesson from the cat, and learned it well. It was a 

lesson on the selfishness of bringing a living being into a

crapsack world. There were other cats after the Korat, but 

they were rescues. None of the others were born 

specifically because of a decision made by Rev. This is 

because Rev realized, as he watched his first cat suffer 

from medical and emotional problems throughout the years, 

that every painful moment the cat experienced was Rev's 

fault. He brought a being into existence and, in doing so, 

sentenced it to death, because death is the lot of all 

living creatures.

Imagine the guilt of creating life, only to see that 

life slowly fizzle out and finally end. What was it like 

for the cat as it wasted away from multiple organ failure? 

What was it like to be brought into the vet and injected 

with a lethal dose of potassium chloride or pentobarbitone?

Did the drugs burn as it entered the cat's body? Did it see

strange lights or hear strange sounds as its brain began to

shut down? Who could be so cruel as to doom a kind, 

innocent creature to such a horrible fate? Rev did, and so 

has anyone else who's ever inflicted life upon another. It 

has been inflicted on you, as well.

You are in the same situation as Rev's good friend the

cat. Dragged from peaceful oblivion in the void, you have 

been brought into a crapsack world, with no consent on your

end, and you experience all the pain and suffering it has 

to offer. You're going to die, and it will probably be an 

ugly, unpleasant death. Wouldn't it have been so much 

better never to have existed than to die? Wouldn't it have 

been better to have remained as inert, inanimate matter 

than to be sapient, forced to contemplate death and the 
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return to nothingness, killing time via inane distractions 

and trying not to think too hard about that whole dying 

business?

There comes a day in most of your finite lives when 

you have to decide on whether you'll become a parent. 

People who choose to breed (although many births are 

accidental) often admit they do it to suit their own 

emotional needs. They want someone to take care of them in 

their old age, crave symbolic immortality, desired the 

experience of parenting, or whatever. They might even 

naively believe that the happiness their children will 

experience in life will outweigh the burden of suffering 

and death. This is selfishness and greed of the highest 

order. To give birth because of a mistake or accident is 

negligent manslaughter. To give birth intentionally is 

murder. It's unconscionable.

If all this sounds like an antinatalist position, even

Eiflism, well, Rev supposes it is, though when these 

thoughts first came to Him, not too many years after the 

cat was born, He did not know there was a name for them. He

simply knew He had committed an unforgivable sin and that 

there was a deep wrongness in the fact of existence. That 

non-life was preferable to life.

To the rational, for whom existence itself is an 

existential horror, life was never worth it. Nothing about 

the lived experience was worth becoming conscious. A 

tortured consciousness cannot even experience the ultimate 

relief of oblivion. It will spend its final moments in 

agony, it will die, and then it will no longer be. Death is

a life-process, and all life processes are despicable 
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degradations. The opposite of life is not death—it is 

complete non-existence. Non-existence is the ideal.

If there were a button that could be pushed that would

immediately end all life on earth, would it not be a mercy 

to all who are here now and all who will come after to 

press it? This is not advocacy for murder—the devout 

Angelist would have a difficult time squashing a bug. The 

Angelist would reject death and embrace non-existence. Rev 

himself attempts to treat all lesser organisms with 

kindness, although accidents have happened, proving that to

merely exist is to create a swath of destruction and 

suffering across the planet.

The only creatures Rev will kill without remorse are 

parasites (mostly because He and they are in competition 

for resources). Whenever a tick falls off a cat, before Rev

flushes it down the toilet or pulverizes it into red goo 

with a rock, He looks at its bloated body, tiny legs 

wriggling in the air, and comments, “We are very alike, you

and I.” All life is parasitic, to an extent, but humans are

worst of all. Life, from its very inception, has destroyed 

other life in order to continue and propagate itself, 

regardless of its intentions or desire to destroy. Life 

cannot help but consume other life and, in so doing, cause 

suffering. Why continue this horrific cycle of creation and

destruction?

All life is doomed anyway. Eventually, all species on 

planet earth will go extinct. Let us hasten this process 

and bring about a new era of peace, silence, and freedom 

from pain by choosing not to reproduce.

Angelism does not support the idea of creating life, 
be it animal or human. Sterilization, birth control, 
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abstinence, and vegetarianism are all acceptable and 
encouraged for members of the Church. Angelists believe in 
ending the cycle of suffering. Hate and reject life, 
because an end to life is also an end to death.
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The Theory of The Universal Wiener

The Theory of The Universal Wiener, formalized by the 
great Angelist ProFit Half-Brother in 2016, is a theory 

relating to the socioeconomic relationships between human 

beings.

Everything in this world has a fixed cost associated 

with it. This applies to both goods and services, and is an

important principle to be aware of when navigating the 

economy.

Think of the day you graduated high school at 

eighteen. Suppose a man approached you and offered you a 

million dollars to service his wiener, right then and 

there. After five minutes with a mouthful of meat and 

potatoes, you'd walk away S.F.L. (Set For Life).

Most of you would probably have refused this offer, 

especially as a naive youth. You'd have gone on to a normal

career, and would end your life having made about the same 

amount of money over the course of your work life.

All you did was trade five minutes of wiener for half 

a century of wiener. Here's why.

Let's say one day your boss yells at you. You bow your

head and say, "Yes, Sir. Sorry, Sir", and humiliate 

yourself before him. Sure, a wiener didn't actually go in 

your mouth, but you were on your knees. Then a coworker 

steals your brilliant idea and takes all the credit. You 

didn't pull his pants down and shove it in your face but, 

don't you kind of feel like your coworker's junk just 

brushed against your lips a little bit? Finally, you get 

home and find out your wife has made a cuckold of you. 
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Maybe you didn't "prep the bull" personally, but you might 

as well have. You see, over time, all this wiener adds up, 

until eventually you've had the full serving of vitamin D. 

At this rate, you should probably think about investing in 

some knee pads.

Essentially, your life will cost the same amount of 

wiener exposure no matter what you do. Whether you 

concentrate it into a few minutes or drag it out over a 

career doesn't matter. Moreover, the more expensive your 

lifestyle, the more wieners you have to put in your mouth 

to maintain it. As far as I'm concerned, the less wieners, 

the better. A frugal lifestyle isolated from the economy at

large is the only way to ensure you spend your life 

standing tall like a man, instead of on your knees.
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The Infinitely Valuable Programmer Theorem

Along the lines of principles as Price's Square Root 
Law and the 80/20 Rule, in 2017, The ProFit elucidated a 
theorem even more extreme. The Infinitely Valuable 
Programmer Theorem, which has important implications for 
businesses and academic disciplines, is as follows:

 "Particularly in the field of programming, one gifted

individual is infinitely more valuable than any number of 

mediocre ones. This is because the non-gifted, even when 

given infinite time, can never come up with the solutions 

or innovative ideas that can be developed by a single 

talented individual."
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Cognizant Memetics

The term cognizant memetics was coined by The ProFit 
in 2021 to describe the antithesis of antimemetics. Anti-

memes are those that contain self-censoring properties that

disguise the meme from the host (prevent recognition). Many

of these memes can be dangerous or parasitic.

For those with weak minds, it may be beneficial to 

self-infect with a blocking meme, one which is mutually-

exclusive to an undesirable meme. A blocking meme is 

essentially a form of mental innoculation. Additional 

situations exist wherein a host may elect to self-infect 

with a meme, or at least not resist memetic infection, such

as when a doing so imparts some sort of benefit.

In some circumstances, this may be done consciously, 

with full awareness of the host that the meme is residing 

in their mind. That is, the host is aware that they are a 

host, and yet the meme and the host co-exist willingly, 

perhaps to mutual benefit.
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Inferential Distance

The concept of Inferential Distance is one of the most
important ideas in the realm of human communication, if not

the most important. Inferential distance describes a gap in

knowledge between two parties, where bridging the gap is 

crucial for said parties to discuss the object level point.

Knowledge transfer depends on all parties 

understanding some idea (i) at some level of abstraction 

(a'). When one party lacks the concepts (c) and vocabulary 

(v) needed to arrive at level of abstraction a', the 

distance must be closed by one or both parties, either by 

lowering the level of abstraction (to a), or by building 

the necessary groundwork to raise themselves up to a'. 

Problem is, doing either is hard and generally not worth 

the time.

Most stupids (party p1) are not equipped to talk about

i at a'. Owing to various circumstances, however, they 

often find themselves needing to perform some task (t) 

wherein a prerequisite for performing t is knowledge of i. 

Let's say a prerequisite of i is c1, c2 and v1. Their 

solution, typically, is to simply ask someone who does know

i (party p2). p2 cannot explain i at a' without p1 first 

internalizing c1, c2, and v1.

Solution 1: p2 must explain c1, c2, and v1, wherein the set
of c and set of v exists at a. This requires p2 to "dumb 
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down" the conversation in order to serve the role as 

educator to p1. p1 must be intelligent enough to 

internalize c1, c2, v1, and the jump the gap from a to a'. 

Only now can p2 explain i. Most of the burden of the 

conversation falls on p2.

Solution 2: p1 needs to get off their lazy ass and learn 
the fundamentals before even thinking about asking details 

on i. And, while they're at it, they might as well learn i,

too.

An example with which you will all be familiar.

p1: "Can you help me with my computer"?

If p2 wants to help p1 with i, p2 must determine the 

following:

- What is p1 asking?

p1 will ask a general question, or the wrong question. For 

example, "help me with my computer" could mean anything 

from sending an email (t1) to downloading games on their 

smartphone (t2).

- What does p1 already know?
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p2 can ask p1 questions to determine a. For example, "Do 

you know how to use a mouse?" or "Do you know what a mouse 

is?" Meanwhile, p1 is probably smacking the monitor with 

their fingers, assuming it's a touchscreen.

- How to close the inferential distance.

After determining what p1 knows, p2 now has to teach 

them t via i, which will require first teaching them the 

subsets of c and v relevant to i.

Continuing the example:

p1: "I need help with my computer."

Vague question.

p2: "What do you need to do on the computer?"

Determining t.

p1: "I need to send an email. I'm bad with computers."

p1 will sometimes take sadistic glee in the latter 

statement, boasting about their ignorance.

p2: "If you want to send an email, first you need to open 
the web browser."
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In order to know where you're going, you have to know 

where you're at. The reaction you'll get next will be 

revealing.

p1: "What? I told you I'm BAD AT COMPUTERS. Do it for me."

p1 will begin to get hostile and agitated as soon as they 

feel the abstraction level is too high for them.

p2: "You open the web browser by clicking on the icon."

While there may be more than one way to accomplish t, it 

is better for p2 to explain only the fastest and easiest 

route.

p1: "What?"

p1 will sometimes begin to become physically violent at 

this point, for example, abusing the mouse by slamming it 

around violently.

p2: "Use the mouse to click that icon. No, click the icon. 
Left-click. No, double-click the icon. You have to click it

twice, in quick succession. No, you're dragging the icon. 

Click it. Click."

p1 will stubbornly refuse to learn, will call p2 dumb for 

their own failings, and continue to demand p2 do t for 

them.

The idea of inferential distance is important because 

once p2 recognizes what's happening here, the inability to 
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close the gap, p2 can either (if feeling charitable) 

continuously lower the abstraction level until p1 can 

understand, or (if feeling less charitable) end the 

conversation early. It's up to p2 whether he wants to serve

in the role of educator (for example, if it's his job) or 

not.

Rarely, p1 is actually someone worth helping. They're 

genuinely interested in cooperating with p2 to learn what 

they need in order to accomplish their tasks. In such 

cases, p2 may choose to bear the burden of closing the gap 

and will receive sincere gratitude from p1 as a result. 

More often than not, however, p1 is exploitative. p1 will 

intentionally make closing the gap impossible, hoping a 

sucker like p2 will come along and save them (i.e. do all 

the work for them). Sometimes, you are p1, even the 

annoying version. Either way, with the concept of 

inferential distance, you can better model knowledge 

exchange between humans and plan accordingly.
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The Decentralization of the Self

In the bloody memetical battlefields, exploits co-

evolve with ideas. Memes, under the intense selection 

pressure of a competitive environment, become more 

sophisticated (by developing defensive mechanisms, for 

example), but so too do the predators (which can, 

themselves, be memes). Any meme, held by individuals—and 

particularly those held by the majority of individuals—is 

vulnerable to attack. Further, the older and more widely-

believed the meme, the more advanced the exploitation.

Yet, memes are only models. A model is a tool, and 

like any tool, memes can be swapped in and out as desired, 

so long as one is able to identify them and their uses. If 

a meme isn't the right tool for the job, try another. If a 

meme is a sub-optimal tool for the job but is the only one 

you have, try making some modifications. If a meme is being

exploited by external entities, put it aside until the 

attack ceases.

Exorcism of the Gerasene Demoniac

The most difficult part of controlling one's memetic 

repertoire is knowing the memes exist at all. Once 

identified, however, they can be dragged out into the 

burning light of day. Recoiling in the presence of natural 

light, they attempt to crawl back into the dark crevises of

one's mind, usually lashing out in the process in a 

desperate attempt to defend itself. Once you extract one, 

you see that it is Legion, entangled with other memes that 
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form a complex, self-supporting structure. This is a 

memeplex.

The most dangerous meme is one which seems intrinsic. 

Unquestioned, assumed to be a fundamental property of human

nature, it frames one's worldview from the depths. It is 

likely the central node of one or several memeplexes, 

feeding and being fed by other nodes. When such a meme is 

attacked, the wound cuts especially deep.

The sense of Selfhood is such a meme.

"He shouted at the top of his voice, "What do you want 

with me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? In God's name 

don't torture me!"

 Mark 5:7 (NIV)

It is difficult not to be disgusted, seeing it 

writhing in the sun as it weeps and gnashes its teeth. Yet,

have some sympathy for The Self. Some Eastern philosophers 

advocate for its annihilation, but upon examining the end 

state of such men and seeing that they are radical 

underachievers, one begins to suspect Selfhood is there for

a reason. It certainly is impressive that a monk can 

mummify himself underground, his corpse still sitting in 

the lotus position upon exhumation. Nobody doubts his Self-

control. But to what end? Has anything been accomplished?

It seems that The Self is necessary to motivate a 

human to do anything of real substance and importance. So, 

rather than stomping on the demoniac, or driving it off, 

perhaps we should put a harness upon it instead.
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The Decentralization of the Self

The Decentralization of the Self, proposed by The 

Great Angelist ProFit Half-Brother [PBUH] in 2019, is a 

strategy for self-conceptualization. The proposition is as 

follows:

Rather than ask, "what is best for me?" ask "what is 
best for [Your Name]?"

Rather than ask, "what should I do?" ask "what should 
[Your Name] do?"

Essentially, think of one's Self in the third person. 

This serves several purposes.

1. Offers emotional detachment from decision-making.

2. Still allows the individual to look out for their own 

self-interest.

If you don't believe this makes a difference, try 

thinking about an emotional decision you have to make and 

frame it as previously described. By changing one's 
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perspective just a little, and advising one's Self as they 

would another person, the answer becomes much clearer.

We've spoken of simulacra—those models of people one 

has in their brain. If you were not aware, there's a 

simulacrum of yourSELF in there, too. Don't look at the 

simulacrum of yourSELF through its eyes.

Through this strategy, the sense of Self has not been 

annihilated, merely harnessed and added to the contingent 

of other memetic beasts of burden used to plow, plant, and 

harvest the fields of Self-improvement.

Self-improvement is the ONE GOAL of Angelism. Learn these 
teachings well and donate today!
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SECTION III: PHILOSOPHICAL MUSINGS
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Why You Suffer

Scientific Philosophy

I have never much liked philosophy. Most of the 

"theories" (and I use that term in the loosest possible 

sense) have little to do with reality, and everything to do

with arbitrary perceptions. What philosophers have failed 

to realize is just how much of reality is counter-

intuitive, and it is only recently humans have begun to 

understand nature and themselves well enough to develop 

more accurate philosophical models. One cannot be a good 

philosopher without a solid understanding of science, but 

you can be a scientist without philosophizing. Modern 

philosophers such as Daniel Dennett recognize that the two 

fields are linked, and that philosophy owes any explanative

power that it has to science. Physics explains reality. 

Biology explains people.

Philosophy as a field in and of itself isn't 

particularly needed. I doubt the world would lose anything 

if we, as a species, all agreed to drop those terms which 

were developed before "scientific" philosophy; words which 

carry millennia of baggage and serve only to obfuscate that

which they purport to denote. Morality. Good. Evil. Value. 

Virtue. We can redefine these as many times as we like, but

the connotations from sloppier eras remain. Moreover, the 

more we learn, the more likely it is we will have to keep 

redefining them.

Philosophy has many stated purposes, but almost all of

them agree that the goal of human beings is to be "happy." 

Even the most rational philosophers, such as Ayn Rand, 
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believe that the "point" of human existence is to 

experience joy, and not to suffer. We Angelists all know 
why that's stupid: because suffering is the Great 

Motivator; that which drives one to action. That which does

not suffer does not perceive that which is not conducive to

its interests, and thus has no incentive to change the 

situation in which it finds itself.

Pain, and pleasure, are just means by which the 

nervous system informs something or someone that it ought 

to be doing, or not doing, so that it may continue existing

and reproduce. Pain and pleasure are just tools, a solution

to the problem of undesirable stimuli. Undesirable, that 

is, in the sense that it reduces an organism's chance of 

survival. The ability to experience pleasure and suffering 

increases fitness, and that's it. There is no "deeper" 

answer to the question, "Why do we suffer?" As it happens, 

nature simply stumbled on something that works well enough,

selected for it, and so here we are.

Suffering is the reason for a creature's capacity for 

action. A rock cannot suffer, and is immobile. An animal, 

which has a nervous system, can suffer. The biological 

system which grants it the ability to suffer also allows it

to move. The funny thing is that the greater the capacity 

to suffer, the greater the capacity for change.

Suffering and its Relationship to Intelligence

Ayn Rand suggests that if there is a contradiction, 

check your premises—at least one of them is bound to be 

wrong. If a brain causes suffering, when it developed to 

eliminate it, that seems like a paradox. It appears that 

more brain=more suffering. In the arms race between 

suffering and brain, suffering appears to win every time. 
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However, the contradiction disappears if one phrases the 

situation thusly: the brain and suffering (which is really 

just a perception created by the brain) exist to solve 

problems.

Perhaps the relationship between suffering and amount 

of brain rise resemble a bell curve. Visualize a graph, 

with "intelligence" on the X-axis, and "amount of 

suffering" on the Y-axis. A positive correlation would 

begin with animate objects, then increase (exponentially?) 

until the intelligence variable has reached at least the 

level of "above-average human." Then the relationship 

becomes a negative correlation, and the quantity of 

suffering begins drop, potentially reaching Zero once the 

level of intelligence is at "super." This model may explain

why impotent thinkers who are smart enough to have an 

advanced nervous system, but not smart enough to do 

anything about their problems, are those who suffer the 

most.

One may wonder if suffering can be completely 

eliminated once the system is advanced enough. The ProFit 

states that, "Universal happiness definitely can't exist as

long as there exists divergence between goals."

Have you ever noticed how the smarter two people are, the 

more closely their goals match? Take two random stupid 

people and their goals will have nothing in common of 

course (e.g., one might want to be a mom, the other to 

pursue fame). Extrapolate this, and perhaps you get full 

convergence at super-human intelligence. If true, this 

means that goal choice may be not just some wishy-washy 

preference thing like the way we currently think of things

like favorite color. Instead it's capable of being 
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reasoned to from first principles. If I were particularly 

stupid, I'd hope I'd at least have the faculties available

to wonder why my goals of motorcycle ownership and 

maximizing its engine volume weren't shared by those more 

intelligent than myself. If nothing else, it'd hopefully 

make me question the utility of such pursuits (ProFit 

Half-Brother, The Holy Records).

Intelligence is a means by which to solve problems, and the

happy/sad dynamic is just a reflection on how well you're 

solving them. The higher the level of abstraction a person 

can think at, as The ProFit says, the easier it is to 

identify what the problem actually is and the greater the 

capacity to fix it. If everyone were super smart and could 

view the world at the highest level of abstraction, they'd 

be able to agree on the nature of the problem (and perhaps 

there is only one: irrationality), as well as the optimal 

solution.

The "Point of Living"

People who glorify suffering or hedonism are confusing

cause and effect with the end goal of that which cause and 

effect is intended (it is a failing of our language that 

all synonyms for intention imply agency), by nature, to 

further. The "Zero Man", which Ayn Rand thinks is the goal 

of the suffering-glorifiers (it is not), is the only 

sensible goal. Not to suffer, not to achieve happiness (as 

she espouses), but merely to survive, because what else is 

there to do? She finds that sentiment too pragmatic, yet 

we've all seen the consequences of trying to permanently 

achieve the transient. Certainly, happiness can aid human 
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survival, but sometimes seeking it is actually detrimental 

to well-being.

This is the human condition.

Pleasure keeps people still. If everything is fine, 

why act? That is why looters and loafers don't change—

because they don't have to. They are too comfortable. 

Pleasure is misrepresented as the goal, when it is only an 

incentive.

Suffering creates the potential for motion. Of course,

we are also all aware that while suffering will move people

to action, it is not necessarily purposeful action. 

Directed movement requires the understanding and 

intelligence to discern the cause of suffering. That is why

so many movements fail—people don't understand what can 

relieve their pain. They shout, "Why isn't this working—I'm

DOING something about my problems", without realizing that 

doing "something" or "anything" aimlessly might as well be 

doing (or worse than doing) nothing. If you just "do" 

randomly, without thinking, you might accomplish something,

nothing, or the exact opposite of what you actually want 

(or rather, what you need, which isn't necessarily the same

thing as what you want).

And yes, you are guilty of that too. You're running, 

because you're miserable, and you're going nowhere. Even 

though you know the goal is Zero, and even though you know 

how to achieve it, that you need it to survive, you don't 

want it. You can't expect or desire anything other than to 

remain "a thing that knows nothing but pain and drags 

itself through its span of years in the agony of unthinking

self-destruction", (Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged). Because, in 
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this state, you are non-productive, you become a burden to 

those around you, and cause suffering in others.

You have already chosen not to live; might as well 

just die already.
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Educated Stupid*

Public school "education" is worthless, and everyone 

knows it. Like anything else touched by the sticky fingers 

of government, the entire institution is ill-conceived, 

mismanaged, and miserable.

So, why doesn't anyone care? Even if you don't have 

children (and if you do, shame on you for not home 

schooling them), the public school system still affects you

in a multitude of ways. You are mandated by law to fund it,

you have to live with the emotionally and mentally scarred 

victims that emerge from its shit-stained halls and, most 

likely, you had to attend one of these kiddie prisons 

yourself at some point.

It isn't much of a stretch to compare the average 

public school to a federal penitentiary. In fact, I'm 

having trouble thinking of even one way in which the two 

differ. During your sentence, your time and activities are 

monitored and regulated, harsh disciplines are meted out 

the name of "reform", big black men beat you up, cliques 

and gangs hold significant sway, illegal substances flow 

freely, information to and from the outside is restricted 

and, consequently, you're trapped in a little reality 

bubble that seems to encompass everything and extend into 

an indeterminate point in the future. For cHRIST's sake, 

from an architectural standpoint, they even LOOK the same.

Worse than all that, as bad as it is, the supposed 

"education" you get in public school is utter garbage. You 

come out of school stupider than you went in. If you only 

learned nothing during your stay, you're one of the lucky 
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ones—most come out with a brain loaded with memes and 

disinfo. I suspect the intention behind public education is

to indoctrinate everyone while they're still young and 

malleable, but that it doesn't always work because of the 

utter incompetence of the government employees in charge of

the whole affair.

For public school to not be entirely terrible, it has 

to be voluntary. The resentment of being sent to kiddie 

prison is alone enough to deter anyone from even trying to 

learn. Moreover, some kids simply aren't educable, and 

putting them in the same room with a smart kid just means 

that the smart kid gets dumber.

Instead of teaching boring trivia (usually with some 

kind of pro-Americana spin), public school might actually 

be useful if it taught students how the world works and how

to navigate within that world. Sure, literacy is important—

how else are you going to read the dollar menu at McBeetus?

—but also important is knowing how to manage one's 

finances. Ideally, lower education ought to be pragmatic. 

First aid, microeconomics, basic mathematics and 

engineering, cooking, sanitation, sexual health, driving, 

and critical thinking would all be fine instructional 

topics for proto-adults. They would graduate with important

life skills and a sense of the society in which they are 

going to have to participate in. If you emerge from twelve 

or more years of "education" and have no idea about how to 

do anything, obviously the system has failed.

I still have nightmares about my time in lockup. 

Sometimes I wake in the middle of the night, drenched in 

sweat and overcome by a vague sense of unease. I'm a 

different man than I was before my detainment, mind forever
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warped by the stress of psychological abuse at the hands of

the state. But, at least I can recite the Pledge of 

Allegiance with the rest of the kids, right?

*"Educated Stupid" is a phrase that was commonly used by Gene Ray.
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Functional vs. Nonfunctional Objects Reflect Functional vs.
Dysfunctional People

As a meager attempt to fend off the mental 

sluggishness that accompanies the drudgery of retail, I was

ruminating on the topic of "possession", while waiting on 

customers at the cash register. This left me somewhat 

distracted, and might have resulted in a few instances of 

giving back incorrect change, but I simply cannot allow 

wage-slavery to interfere with my important religious 

duties. The customers never seem to understand this, for 

some reason, and I'm constantly being rudely bombarded with

insults while I'm trying to think.

Anyway, working in a retail environment really gives a

man perspective. Everyone should have a salesman job at 

once in their lives (but only once). You will learn quite a

lot about society. For one thing, most people's live suck 

ass, and the sole respite of the miserable is escapism. 

That's what you're really selling at Bath and Body Derps, 

by the way. You are hawking an experience, a short fiesta 

from boredom and dissatisfaction. Sure, you've got to move 

product, but oftentimes the customer just wants 

conversation more than anything else, and whatever it is 

they are buying is just the price of admission to the 

checkout line and its "friendly" cashiers. Smart business 

owners know this, which is why customer service is always 

priority number one. Pimping out your wage slaves means you

don't have to waste time vetting your products—you can just

slap price tags on turds and people will gladly fork over 

the cash so that, turd in hand (or mouth), they might 
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unload their emotional problems on whoever has register 

duty that hour.

One of the locations which has deemed me fit for 

employment sells cosmetic products and body lotions; the 

other plies gauche novelty items. As I witness person after

person come in on fetch quests, I have begun to realize 

just how much capital is spent annually on useless crap. 

The numbers are truly staggering—last year's earnings for 

the cosmetics corporation I mentioned was over a billion 

dollars. A billion dollars is a ton of fricken lotion.

Most of the products people are buying in these kinds 

of shops are never going to be used in anything but a 

decorative capacity. That, my disciples, is a lot of wasted

resources. Black Friday, of course, is the most extreme 

display of irrational consumer behavior. It is a revolting 

display of herd dynamics, a twisted festival celebrating 

greed and debauchery. I shudder to think of it.

As far as I can tell, there are three categories of 

objects which a person might own. They are as follows:

1. Machines. Have the potential to do work. Examples 
include guns, automobiles, horses, trophy wives (when used 

for the obvious purposes), etc.

2. Tools. Serve the purpose of aiding in the work-doing. 
Examples include knives, hammers, and douchebag guidos.
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3. Inert. Don't do shit, or serve to fulfill some social 
need. These are things like decorative vases which can't 

hold water, cat figurines, scented candles, and so on and 

so forth.

Obviously, this list is over-simplified for the sake of 

simplicity, and there is overlap between categories. As you

might suspect, I don't have much to complain about non-

excessive machine or tool ownership, as these item 

categories represent functionality. Inert objects, however,

are always indicative of excessive consumption. Not only 

are they engineered in such a way that they cannot be used,

they also have expensive costs associated with them, 

including the cost of ownership (which is the time, money, 

and cognitive overhead it takes to maintain them). The more

"valuable" the item, the higher those costs, although never

before have I seen the world "value" so misused as when 

applied to inerts. The only benefit to owning them is that 

inerts purchased at a sufficiently high price point are 

usually better at maintaining wealth than functional 

objects that become obsolete or decay over with use (such 

as cars), and can sometimes even appreciate in value over 

time. Still, there are better ways to store wealth—in 

functional objects, such as guns, that will both serve the 

purpose of doing work AND maintain/appreciate the initial 

investment costs of acquiring them.

Inert objects are purely decorative. They can't be used 

in a functional sense, not even in the capacity of the 

object they are designed to mimic. Favorite subjects of 

inert artisans are dining/tableware (decorative plates, 

spoons, glasses), icons (statuettes, triptychs), and 
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expressionistic pieces that show the spectator "who YOU 

are" (portraits, paintings, cellular phone cases, novelty 

T-shirts). They are obvious examples of overconsumption, 

and each subtype of inert is rooted in some kind of moral 

vice. Decorative tableware that one cannot eat off of is 

rooted in gluttony. It says to the viewer, "I have such 

excessive wealth that I can afford to display it in this 

manner", and brings to mind images of consumption and 

plenty. Icons typically have religious roots. Even before 

civilization began, humans were crafting fertility symbols 

from rocks and clay. Now the figurines might take different

forms—plastic snow globes, for example—but they still have 

symbolic value. Perhaps they are engraved with an 

inspirational quote or prayer. Religion and idolatry, of 

course, are also moral failings. The last group, 

expressionistic objects, are an appeal to human vanity. 

They are meant to inform others about the unique qualities 

of their owners, but are regularly, and counter-

intuitively, mass-produced; that does actually tell me 

something about the sort of people who cover their cars in 

political bumper stickers, but I don't think it's the 

message they were trying to send.

One of the most aggravating features of inerts is that 

they tend to mimic tools, but lack their functionality. For

example, I recently broke a glass at work. Gently nudging 

the shelf it was displayed on caused it to tip over, 

whereupon the glass shattered into pieces. This glass had 

less durability than an eggshell. Moreover, it was 

emblazoned with plastic rhinestones and festooned with the 

word "princess" in hideous pink paint. The glass was never 

intended to be used as a container for anything, except 
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maybe dust, and yet it certainly emulated a glass in some 

sort of Platonic Ideal kind of way. It is sometimes easy to

confuse inerts and functionals, and that deceptive mimicry 

may lead to tragedy. And yet, inerts are amazingly popular.

The word "cute" is often used as a justification for their 

acquisition.

When deciding how to spend one's hard-earned income, one

ought to consider whether the object of their desire is a 

machine, a tool, or an inert. At the very least, inerts are

excellent at separating suckers from their money. Are you a

sucker? If the answer is yes, there's a pink wine glass out

there for ya, Princess. Or there was, until I broke it.
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Popcorn Brain

Often Rev. encounters individuals who complain that 

they are unable to slow down. They constantly need to be 

doing something—their minds are racing, their feet are 

pacing (at least that burns a few calories).

This condition is a result of constant overstimulation. 

Remove the stimuli, and your ability to concentrate will 

gradually improve as you re-train your brain to think 

methodically and precisely. Your brain is pretty good at 

ignoring information, which is why memory is so faulty, but

a lot of junk still manages to work its way in. That's 

because there’s simply too much—of everything. Sights, 

sounds, tastes, touches, smells. If you had to store every 

day's assault upon your senses, you'd quickly run out of 

disk space. The overall effect is still overwhelming, 

however.

Let me illustrate with an example. As you well know, a 

person today can't even go to a grocery store without 

experiencing the following:

 Ambient music, probably from a well-known and 

universally beloved soundtrack.

 Ambient sounds stemming from human activity, such as 

falling objects or infants wailing.

 Bright lights from fluorescent bulbs, reflecting off 

of ugly linoleum flooring.

 Strange aromas.

 Free samples.
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 Employee of the month boards with glamour shots of the

management.

 Scooters for sedentary hamplanets, which other 

shoppers must dodge or risk bodily injury.

 Annoying store employees pestering customers about 

membership cards so they can yoink everyone's personal

information and use it to send you rl spam.

 Meandering aisles with endcap displays proclaiming 

various promotions.

 Packaging in bright colors and large fonts, all 

competing for one's attention.

 Faces. Faces everywhere, particularly those of 

anthropomorphic corporate mascots. (Human brains are 

particularly sensitive to faces.)

 Very specifically designed product placement based 

upon how the human eye scans shelving units.

 Confusing pricing and faux sales intended to coerce 

inattentive individuals to buy products that are 

actually overpriced or not on sale.

 Giant shopping carts, because the bigger the cart, the

more people buy.

 Advertisements covering every available surface, and 

blasting from mini-televisions and speakers.

Advertisements are particularly tricky because, though 

you may think that knowing the tricks makes you immune to 

them, statistics tell a different story. They work in the 

same way placebos work—effective even if you know they are 
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a placebo. You might know that you are being marketed to, 

but you are still susceptible because it isn't always the 

moments you plan for that marketers care about. It is the 

impulse buy, the decision you make when you find the 

generic brand you typically purchase out-of-stock and you 

have to make do with something else.

And all this designed by marketing experts, armed with 

thousands of studies pertaining to cognition, to make the 

consumer buy more. You can practically smell their 

machinations as you aimlessly wander the supermarket, too 

overwhelmed to really think about what you're doing. And so

your irrational feelings take over and now you have ten 

promotional boxes of Cheez-Its in your cart.

Okay, so that doesn’t sound great. Let's say you are now

determined not to make decisions based upon marketing. This

is also irrational. Unless you are completely self-

sufficient or on the barter system, advertising can be 

beneficial in that it raises the potential buyer's 

knowledge of a product or type of product. Don't forget 

about the time costs, too. Spending time thinking about 

what tampons you want is cognitive overhead and burns both 

lifespan and calories. That's a pretty substantial cost, 

and the human brain looks for shortcuts to cut down on such

costs. As such, a sense of familiarity with a brand can 

make or break a sale when one has only limited time and 

mental/physical resources to make a choice. Basically, you 

can't afford to pay attention, and you can’t afford not to 

pay attention.

The point being, it's complicated. Everything is 

complicated, even when corporations try and make decisions 

simple for you. Honestly, it's painful to even write about,
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and this has just been a few brief remarks on the typical 

grocery store experience. Now add more levels of 

complexity, because my summary is far from comprehensive. 

Then ponder your exposure to other types of stores. Or, in 

the non-commercial spheres, religions, media, and social 

networks—constantly blasting out information that your 

brain has to process. Add in a few kids or domestic pets. 

With so many interested parties competing for brain space 

(loudly, in the most obnoxious ways possible), of course 

you have popcorn brain.

Compare your busy existence, wherein you are constantly 

dealing with demands on your attention, to that of an 

animal. Animals spend a lot of time doing absolutely 

nothing. Once all their needs are met, they'll just sit 

around chewing their own cud and spacing out until some 

stimulus comes along to trigger them to do otherwise. 

Humans, in simpler times, probably did that, too. Once the 

farm work was done and the sun set, even a productive man 

had a lot of empty time to do and think about nothing. The 

modern man will instead choose to watch television. He'll 

fall asleep with it on. Cheap, artificial lighting means 

you can keep the inputs coming all night. We are addicted 

to stimulation.

Rev is absolutely not suggesting that it's better to 

live in primitive conditions (although Ted Kaczynski 

would), just that human brains are operating in 

environments they did not evolve in, environments riddled 

with constant stimuli. Neuroplasticity being what it is, 

modern trends have created individuals able to function in 

this new world. For many, being scatterbrained is essential

to survival, especially in retail-type jobs where one is 
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being pulled in many different directions at once. But, 

functioning is not thriving.

This is why Rev espouses minimalism. Minimalism isn't 

just about stuff. It's also about cutting down on 

unnecessary, useless stimulation. You can't control the 

public space, but at least your private space can be 

relatively free of distraction. No pictures, posters, loud 

colors, clutter, and so forth to send your brain spinning. 

Be minimalistic in your actions, as well. Focus on one 

activity at a time. Science has revealed that, no matter 

what you think, humans are actually horrible multi-taskers.

Distributing your processing power across multiple 

activities just makes you suck at all of them.

Of course, even after addressing your environmental 

concerns, those of you afflicted with popcorn brain will 

still find yourself easily distracted, especially at first.

It is a form of withdrawal. This just means you need to 

work more on teaching your brain to concentrate on one 

thing at a time. It is achievable, but few will try, and 

fewer will succeed.
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The Disney-fication of Reality

Every armchair philosopher is familiar with the 

problem of the "brain in a vat." The problem of what 

constitutes reality: the physical or the perceived, is one 

that can be applied to the veneer of civilization in which 

a large number of humans choose to live, with one important

difference: Unlike the oblivious brain floating in a 

nutritive solution, to exist in the Disney reality in which

many of us find ourselves, one must actively participate in

the delusion.

The bubble of civilization is thin membrane awaiting 

the needle. One need only peek behind the gossamer veil to 

see that all is not as it seems. You have been sheltered 

from the harsh reality in which the human species evolved—

violence, brutality, starvation, terrible sights, and the 

smell of death—none of which you have to see because your 

experience of the world has been sanitized. When you are 

forced to exit the mass delusion, you are forever 

traumatized even though, for your ancestors, there was no 

shield against the horrors. They never had the benefit of 

the distractions provided by consumerism, pornography, and 

the media. Instead, they had to make do with religion, and 

knowing that death would finally bring an end to their 

suffering. They were right about the death bit, but not 

about the Paradise they thought would surely follow.

You live in a bubble of unreality. You cling to safety

in any way you can to mitigate the anxieties you feel about

the world. You pretend that you can escape that reality, 

even though there is no such escape. Sheltered by an excess

of resources, you do not realize that civilization breaks 
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down as soon as the food runs low. When that happens, all 

those good intentions vanish like a puff of smoke, leaving 

you woefully unprepared to face the challenges that soon 

follow. You do yourself a disservice by shielding yourself 

from the inevitable horrors the rest of humanity has faced 

(and will always face), because some day they will come 

upon you, too. You don't know what to do, except pretend 

like the problems don't exist and hope they go away.

And yet, that bleak reality still exists, shut away in

nursing homes and in the back rooms of strip clubs. It 

bubbles and froths beneath the surface. If you finally 

choose to see the world as it is, and not as it is 

presented to you, expect to be ostracized for threatening 

the social order. It is, after all, not that they cannot 

see, but that they wish not to.
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Voters as Good Little Sheepies

Come election day, the tax chattel wait in long lines 

(government-issued ID tags in hand), to exercise their 

"civic responsibilities." Task complete, they are rewarded 

with a shiny new sticker to shove under the noses of those 

of us who felt like doing something productive with their 

morning instead. Here's why you're wasting your precious 

time.

The Illusion of Choice

You should not "support" candidates, even the ones you

like. Firstly, members of the rich, privileged class from 

which they emerge do not need support from non-persons such

as yourself. They have plenty of support from billionaires.

They don't need your financial or emotional contribution. 

They are above you, above the law, and above the worldly 

concerns that dominate your life. Secondly, your candidate 

does not exist. Your candidate is really a team of people 

and a (very well-paid) actor who is fulfilling a role by 

portraying a carefully-designed persona. If you're 

wondering why an elite, well-educated Harvard (not that 

it's actually a good school) graduate is stumbling over his

lines on stage, it's not because the politician is an 

idiot. He's probably pretty clever, having been grown and 

cultivated into high society. He's acting like an idiot 

because his campaign team decided that stupid was non-

threatening, or something. Fanboying over a candidate is 

like stanning a character from a drama. It's pathetic to 
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develop feelings for a fictional character. The process by 

which they enter office is also a great fiction.

Everyone loses their shit when they hear that 

candidates are pre-selected by the government in other 

countries, but it happens here too. Potential electees are 

heavily vetted by their political parties and interest 

groups. Only a select few, and oddly similar, individuals 

can possibly end up on the ballot. Choosing between them is

like choosing between vanilla ice cream, and more vanilla 

ice cream. Favors are traded, bribes are paid, and that's 

why candidate So-and-So is on the ticket. So much for 

"disinterested" government. Even if political beauty 

pageant contestants don't seem similar before they take up 

office, the job has a peculiar way of equalizing the 

winners. Either everyone who assumes political office gets 

a brain transplant, or it takes a certain kind of sociopath

to pursue a career in politics.

Third party candidates are a walking joke. Everyone is

aware of this, and yet some continue to vote for them as if

that makes some kind of statement. You might as well be one

of those jokers writing in fictional characters on their 

ballots, which, as I said, the candidate personas are. 

Ultimately, it doesn't matter who you pick, as the public 

vote is rigged anyway, and the electoral college is what 

really counts (see the 2000, 2016 elections). First-past-

the-post races mean that candidates without majority 

support can easily emerge victorious, sometimes as a direct

result of third party idiots splitting the vote. I'm not 

surprised. Spectator sports fans don't seem bothered by the

knowledge that the competitions are rigged, and apparently 

voters aren't either.
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Universal Voting Ruined Everything

Even the idea of populist democracy, which we don't 

actually have, is insane. Absurdist. The low masses aren't 

actually good at choosing their own leaders (even though 

they ultimately get the ones they deserve). If I had a 

nickel for every time I heard someone tell me their voting 

criteria consisted of choosing a candidate based upon their

party, gender, or even something as silly as the sound of 

their name (all those named "Buddy" or "Christ" rejoice), 

I'd be able to afford the $2350 it costs to renounce one's 

United States citizenship (be sure you've filled out form 

DS-4079 prior to arriving for your appointment at the 

consulate, looked over forms DS-4080, 4081, 4082 and 4083, 

and filed your income tax return before you leave).

Politics is difficult, even for the professionals. 

Democracy, unlike monarchist and authoritarian forms of 

government, places the burden of making political judgments

(even extremely trivial ones) upon everyone. As a citizen 

of a democratic society, you're expected to be informed 

about all the issues, while also managing your own life and

career. That's a lot of extra cognitive overhead for 

someone to handle, especially someone who doesn't have a 

head for politics, which is most people. Now add on the 

fact that these same people are completely powerless to do 

anything about anything. That's a recipe for frustration, 

and the cause of a lot of depression and other mental 

illnesses. At least in a monarchy, the majority of people 

can go about their day never once thinking about politics. 

If things do go sideways, that's when they can break out 

the pitchforks and torches. But, the rest of the time 
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they're free to concern themselves with matters of more 

immediate importance.

Your Vote Changes Nothing

Statistically-speaking, an individual person's vote 

means jack shit. Lotteries exploit people's inability to 

understand statistics, and so do elections. But, it's 

actually a lot worse than your vote simply being drowned 

out by the sheer quantity of ballots being cast. Even if 

the population was a lot smaller, the vote still wouldn't 

matter.

You cannot affect politics. You have neither the 

financial nor the networking resources needed to do so. If 

you aren't being invited to cigar smoke filled back rooms 

to take part in "strategy meetings" that involve passing 

around briefcases filled with money, then your only role in

politics is to be oppressed by the decisions made in those 

rooms. Behind closed doors, your vote (and the votes of the

rest of the dirty, unwashed peasants) are being traded just

like the briefcases, changing hands without you even being 

aware that it's happening. You're pawns, except even less 

important than the sacrificial pawns you find on a 

chessboard because there are just so many of you. Voting is

an institution that exists only to maintain the popular 

fiction that you have a choice.

Politics is a war, and there are a lot of strategic 

decisions going on behind the scenes to which you are not 

privy and wouldn't understand if you were. A "bad" policy 

seems like stupidity to you, but it is probably part of a 

grand strategy. Perhaps the policy exists to further 
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someone's idea for the future, or to benefit themselves and

their cronies. Maybe the policy exists not to directly 

further some goal of a political group, but rather to screw

up the plans of the opposition. But, you'll never know. How

can you make an informed choice about a policy when all you

see is the superficial?

Everyone would be more sane if they took the current 

political climate as a given, like the weather, and did 

their best to flourish within it before trying to change 

the system (yes, even if the system is totalitarian). As 

Jordan Peterson might say, first put your house in order 

before trying to change the world. Chances are, your house 

will never be in perfect order. Maybe that's a personal 

failing on your part, maybe it's because the game is 

rigged, or maybe it's just plain bad luck. Nevertheless, 

"focus on yourself" is a hell of a lot more accessible a 

concept than some vague notion of improving "society at 

large." Your chances of accomplishing the former goal are 

at least better than the latter.

Frankly, I'm skeptical of the idea that the world is, 

in fact, consciously changeable. It seems rather to develop

according to the innate properties of the human species, 

rather than any actual goals the individuals within it have

set for themselves or for society. The political system is 

an emergent system, not a constructed system. (Even if it 

starts out as intentional, the way in which it develops is 

not). "The system" is unfair, horrible, and murderous, but 

these are qualities intrinsic to human collectives. You 

can't change the system because you can't change people.

If you're terminally politically-minded and absolutely

determined not to play by the rules, the best you can do is
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be the change you want to see, and maybe the zeitgeist will

happen to move in the direction you're hoping it'll go. 

(Though, in cases where this does happen, I suspect that 

the zeitgeist was already moving in a certain direction, 

and you—the activist—just happened to be swept up along the

way. Before you cheer, "We did it!" in the streets, perhaps

you should examine whether or not "it" was done to you. 

Were you into <insert ideology here> before it was cool, or

does the Overton window dictate your opinions?) Anyway, if 

it doesn't go "your" way, you'll at least get to be a 

martyr for The Cause—whatever that is—and feel some degree 

of personal satisfaction as you're standing handcuffed and 

blindfolded in front of a firing squad. Personally, I'm not

idealistic enough to want to die for a cause. I'd rather 

clean my room.

Public Records

I'm not sure how many people realize this (or care), 

but there's a ton of data collection happening during 

elections beyond the normal stuff, like exit polls. Duh, 

but it's also a matter of public record. Any dumbass can 

look you up on the voter rolls and see which parties you've

been affiliated with, how often you vote, and the elections

in which you've cast a ballot. I personally know people who

have been involved with the other end of that process. Not 

only do I lack any desire to be on yet another government 

registry, I don't want future employers digging through 

those files and deciding that they can't possibly hire 

someone who is a member of such-and-such party. Or worse, 

have antifa show up at my house with bike locks because I 

"voted wrong."
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Stop Telling Me to Vote

"But you can vote", you say? "If you don't vote, you 

can't complain about the outcome!" The hell I can't 

complain. As if not voting invalidates my argument. As if 

voting actually constitutes effecting change. I have never 

voted. I haven't even registered, and I have no plans to do

so in the future. Voting is far too much like banging one's

head against the wall—no matter how hard-headed you are, 

your head will give before the wall does. The social 

contract theory is invalid; I don't remember agreeing to 

join any collective and, even if I had, the U.S. government

has violated my snivel rights so many times that, if this 

were a business arrangement, I'd have cause to sue for 

breach of contract, sexual assault, AND collect damages. 

Plus, as long as I don't register, no one can steal my 

mail-in ballot and vote on my behalf after I'm dead.

Of course, you can vote if you want. Go right ahead. 

It literally doesn't affect anything, and stickers are 

pretty sweet—if you're twelve.
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Musing about Conspiracy Theories

The sort of comments that people make without even 

thinking about just how strange they sound to reasonable 

people is surreal. I am often unfortunate enough to bear 

witness such comments. On one such occasion, someone told 

me offhandedly that she "doesn't believe in vaccinations." 

I had to think about that one for a while—I had never 

actually met an anti-vaxxer in real life before. After all,

what exactly is there to "believe" in when it comes to 

vaccinations? A lot of modern medicine is bullshit, sure, 

but the usefulness of vaccines (in general) is as much a 

fact as anything in medicine, and any arguments to the 

contrary have been resoundingly discredited.

I was perplexed by her phrasing because I have never 

been able to master the skill of choosing to believe or not

believe in something. My opinions about the world around me

are actually out of my control, except in the sense I that 

can choose the kind of information to which I expose 

myself. I am incapable of believing in that which is not 

supported by the weight of evidence, and for good reason. 

If I were able to influence my beliefs in such a way, I'd 

be some kind of rambling lunatic with a shitty manifesto. 

Yet, there is a preponderance of evidence regarding 

vaccines—at least the well-established ones.

I quickly dismissed the idea of pursuing a 

conversation on the matter, however, as I realized that I 

don't actually care. My first thought was that someone so 

far removed from reality has no hope of returning to the 

real world anyway. More importantly, I wouldn't be doing 

society any favors by advocating for the mentally under-
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performing to get vaccinated. Instead, maybe enough people 

with poor risk assessment skills and lacking reasoning 

abilities will "opt out" of proven disease-management 

strategies and get wiped out when the inevitable plague 

rolls around (which, as it turns out, it did). The 

chlorination of the gene pool may now commence.

Thinking on the matter further, however, I realized my

initial thoughts were uncharitable and even needlessly 

hostile. Though I may narrow my eyes in confusion at an 

anti-vaxxer, I generally support all the conspiracy 

movements, no matter how delusional they are. That includes

flat earthers, global warming denialism, water fluoridation

k00kery, religious fundamentalism, audio snobbery, "trees 

don't exist," you name it. The politicization of scientific

issues has made it such that the average person doesn't 

know up from down or left from right. As a result, some 

people go off the deep end and just start believing in 

whatever. Good for them, because at they're at least 

thinking for themselves and doing their own research 

(however poorly) instead of letting some political party 

spoon-feed their opinions to them. It's fine—we'll let 

natural selection decide who's crazy.

See, many choose to remain willfully ignorant. Some do

so by ignoring evidence, but many achieve the same effect 

by exposing themselves only to shoddy research and media 

echo-chambers. If you dine only at the turd sandwich hut, 

you'll never realize that a whole vast world of other 

culinary options exists, especially if you choose to avert 

your eyes (and nose) to any sensory information that might 

sway you to frequent another eating establishment. However,

the world invariably punishes maladaptive behavior. Not in 
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my lifetime, perhaps, but things will even out in the end, 

rest assured. I sleep easy at night knowing that in a 

battle against the laws of the universe, the universe 

always wins. I am somewhat comforted by the fact that, 

despite what everyone seems to think, the laws of nature 

still apply.

THAT BEING SAID, not believing in vaccines is one 

thing. Choosing not to get one because it's pointless is 

quite another. If you are not in a risk group, and you 

don't feel like getting vaccinated for something endemic, 

that isn't necessarily "denialism" (I hate that word, since

the term is used to summarily dismiss both legitimate and 

illegitimate concerns). It's avoiding obnoxious busywork. 

Here's the thing, a man is in charge of doing his own risk 

assessment calculations. Only he knows which risks he is 

willing to take. Should he take a newly-developed vaccine 

with no proven track record when the manufacturer assumes 

no legal liability if something goes wrong, or should he 

risk getting a disease with a relatively high survival 

rate? That sounds like a call that he should be entitled to

make. Moreover, there's something a little bit creepy about

public health initiatives (*cough* fluoridation *cough*), 

especially when the level of propaganda surrounding them 

does not seem commiserate with the risk of not vaccinating.

Frankly, if you have to promote a product that much, maybe 

it's not a good product.

Vaccines work, they are usually safe (and even when 

they're not we're talking about "acceptable losses"), but 

1. they cost money, 2. they are sometimes not applicable to

your situation, and 3. the medical industrial complex sucks

and I personally choose to interact with it as little as 
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possible. I'll allow the vet to jab the cats with the 

legally-required vaccines when I take them in, but I'm not 

going bother going back for a booster when the cat doesn't 

even go outside.

I'm not going to pretend to know much about the 

manufacture of vaccines. I don't care enough to look into 

it. All I know is that the most important freedoms you have

in life are the ones to draw your own conclusions and make 

your own decisions. You should never force people into 

doing things they don't want to do, even if their reasoning

doesn't make any sense. And as far as "herd immunity" goes,

well, you can't be responsible for everyone's safety. 

Everyone ultimately can and does do what they do for their 

own benefit. So should you.
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Human Taxonomy

Human Taxa: Homo "sapiens" Kinds, Subspecies (SSP.), and 
Strains*

Kind SSP. Strains**
Closest

Relatives

Commercial Off-

The-Shelf 

Identities 

(COTS)

patriots nationalists Day-Jobbers, 

"Like" Culture
political 

revolutionaries

antifa, alt-right, 

sovereign citizens

alternative 

lifestylers

hipsters, biker fags,

whole foods customers

pop cultists nerds, Sonic fanbois

tactic00l hunters, mall ninjas,

range wh0res

Day-Jobbers hobbyists commemorative plate 

collectors

COTS Identities,

"Like" Culture

pseudo-DIYers model builders, 

ricers, scrapbookers,

vapists (e-cig)

outdoors idiots campers, cyclists, 

hikers

Ethnic ethnoracial 

stereotypes

gangstas Identity 

Complex, Outrage

Culture, Victim 

Culture
ethnically-

confused

cultural-

appropriators, 

wiggr0ids

Identity 

Complex

multiples 

systems

fictives, headmates Ethnic, Outrage 

Culture, 
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Perverts, Victim

Culture

transgender neuters, multiple-

genders, trannies

trans-size deathfats, HAES, TiTp

trans-species furries, otherkin

K00ks conspiracy-

theorists

alien abductees, 

tinfoil hats, 

targeted individuals

Outrage Culture,

Victim Culture

alternative 

medicine

holistic medicine 

proponents, 

homeotherapists

religionists 

(alternative)

hippies, tree-

huggers, wiccans

religionists

(main line)

mormons, islamists, 

jews, xtians

quantum fauxists vibrators

"Like" Culture druggies potheads COTS Identities,

Day-Jobbers
casuals gamers, movie buffs, 

fanfiction authors

snobs foodies, music 

aficionados (e.g. 

audiophiles), winos, 

whiskey drinkers

sportsball fans former high school 

feetball players, gym

bunnies

weebs anglophiles, 

japanophiles, 

koreaboos
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Outrage Culture politards cucks, libtards, 

wingnuts

K00ks, Victim 

Culture

SJWs feminazis, tumblrinas

Perverts heterosexuals also, homosexuals Identity Complex

fetishists BDSM, gainers, 

necrophilies

paedophiles ephebophiles, vanilla

pedobears

pr0n0graphers fanfiction authors

Victim Culture addicts alcoholics, battered 

wives

Ethnic, Outrage 

Culture

me-so-crazies fakers, SSRI poppers,

serial 

psychotherapist 

patients

mommy/daddy 

issues

adult babies

_'s rights 

activists

feminists, manosphere

Data Collection and Classification: ProFit Half-Brother 

and Rev. Sisface, BA, NRA, FWS
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* This classification system is based loosely on Linnaean methodology,

as the researchers did not believe a phylogenetic tree would 

accurately reflect human taxonomy at the subspecies level.

** This table is not all inclusive, strains are provided to serve as 

examples of subspecies types
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Polly Want a Cracker?

One might wonder why I often return to the subject of 

language. The reason is simple—language is inexorably 

linked with thought. Clear speakers are often clear 

thinkers, although this is not necessarily always the case.

Often enough, though, that shoddy locution (doubly so when 

it comes to the written word), serves as an effective 

filtration mechanism for dumbassery.

It is difficult to imagine human cognition without 

language, as our internal narratives are such a critical 

component of our thinking. Indeed, in some ways, it is 

nearly impossible to conceive of a conscious existence 

without the constant stream of unspoken words, although it 

is clearly not only possible, but is the norm for most 

animals. Furthermore, I would also argue this is the norm 

for most humans, particularly those with less-than-

impressive intellectual abilities.

The purest form of language, and therefore thought, is

mathematics. This language has no room for ambiguity of 

meaning. If everyone communicated using only math, there 

would be no communication problems. Unfortunately, as most 

humans lack even rudimentary mathematical literacy, the 

species has settled on natural languages for the purpose of

transmitting information amongst themselves.

What is language, fundamentally? Like in many 

programming languages, natural languages consist of three 

main components: an alphabet, symbols, and syntax. There is

additional information conveyed though inflection (spoken 

tones, italics in text, etc.), but this is subsumed by the 
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first two categories I mentioned. The alphabet (letters in 

their various combinations), comprise the symbols (words), 

which are themselves arranged in legal or non-legal ways 

according to syntactical rules agreed upon by the speakers.

Effective speakers are able to arrange letters and words in

legal ways and thereby effectively convey their thoughts to

themselves and others. Alternatively, ineffective speakers 

break established conventions, resulting in sentences which

are difficult to parse and confusing to the interpreters 

(brains) of their victims.

If victimization seems an excessively strong term for 

what sloppy speakers do to bystanders within eye- or 

earshot, consider this: an attack on language is an attack 

on thinking. That is why ideologies (political or 

otherwise) often manipulate thought through the control of 

language, especially by limiting which words are acceptable

to use. If one lacks the symbol to convey a thought, the 

thought cannot be thunk.

Stupid people weaponize language in a different way 

than governments and religious institutions. Often, it is 

unintentional. This does not mitigate in any way the damage

done, however, and should be viewed as an act of 

aggression. The best solution, of course, is to not engage 

with stupids. Stupid hurts your brain, literally.

How does an idiot use language, and how is it 

different to how anyone with an IQ over average does? 

Essentially, stupids lack the ability to use alphabets, 

symbols, and syntax correctly. In fact, they don't even 

understand how each category can be used in conjunction 

with one another in order to form an idea. Instead of 

combining letters to form words to form phrases, they 
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discard alphabets and syntax and focus only on the symbols.

For them, both words and short phrases function as symbols,

and this is all they have. When some drooling idiot walks 

up to you and tells you that they "just done got dey nails 

did", the whole sentence (if you can call it that) is a 

symbol for some action. They do not combine simple symbols 

(I, just, had, my, nails, done) together to form a more 

complex thought ("a certain part of the body in which the 

speaker's brain is housed", "was acted upon" "by an 

employee at a salon" [implied], and this action occurred 

"recently"). Rather, the phrase "just done got mah nails 

did" evokes imagery of the salon and what happened there, 

without consideration ever being given to how the words 

function. It is merely a phrase they have heard someone 

else utter, parroted without any consideration for what the

words mean.

You also see this phenomenon in books, particularly in

niche genres where authors are part of an insular 

community. The writers read each other's works until 

certain common phrases and expressions become so familiar, 

they end up using those symbols themselves. Thus, books by 

completely different people manage to all sound completely 

the same. I call this the "Polly Wants a Cracker 

Phenomenon."

All a dumb person knows is that it wants. Limited to only 

the most basic of speaking skills, they are incapable of 

conceptualizing, let alone communicating, all but the most 

basic ideas: food, sex, and their wanting one or both of 

those things. It is a tragic waste of your time to be 

assaulted by a prole's clumsy attempts at making you 

understand its venial urges, and Satan help us all when 
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such a simple mind tries to tackle more advanced topics, 

such as identity.
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Language's effect on cognition is why, when you talk 

to someone dumb, you might notice a peculiar lack of self-

awareness. It's almost like talking to a cat, if a cat 

could talk. Does this creature even have a sense of self? 

Who can say? It seen to me that, if language is an 

essential component of a sapient existence, then those who 

cannot avail themselves of language are not sapient. A 

limited vernacular destroys the potential for having a rich

internal experience of reality. The amount of information 

you can glean from a stupid is quite limited, making them 

not worth speaking with. Even worse, repeated contact 

results in the "Polly Wants a Cracker Phenomenon", in which

you begin to adopt these terrible speaking habits yourself.

The only real solution is to limit exposure to this kind of

inane rhetoric, and quickly disengage from content-

deficient conversations.
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TV Makes You Stupid (if You're Stupid)

Why do some people feel distressed when they turn off 

the television? Suddenly, the room is silent. No one is 

telling them what to think or how to feel. You might say 

that powering off the idiot box is torture for some because

it leaves them alone with their own thoughts.

This is true, but it is hardly a complete explanation 

for the sense of panic that those below a standard 

deviation above the average IQ experience when the room 

grows silent and dark—absent of the susurrus, commercial 

hymns, and gentle flickering to which they have grown 

accustomed since childhood. Like the internet, particularly

those communal applications such as Twatter and other forms

of social media, television functions as a societal 

exocortex, quickly accessible ideological-refills for when 

one feels the zeitgeist's civically-mandated opinions 

beginning to leak out of the sieve they call a brain. 

Having outsourced much of their thinking to the pundits and

talking heads, having identified with those views they hear

repeated to them again and again by the MSM (even 

"alternative media", which considers itself somehow 

elevated from the corporate swill), turning off the tube 

mostly just leaves them alone with nothing.

"I protest! Some media is better than others! It's 

less biased, more accurate, etc. etc." Even if that is 

something akin to factual, it doesn't change the fact you 

are not thinking for yourself. You sit back, relax, and 

leave all that tiresome thinkin' to the "professionals." 

No, a genuinely elevated media would present facts, and 

facts alone—not commentary. It wouldn't interpret the facts
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for you. Think of it this way—if your thoughts were your 

own, you wouldn't need the propaganda machine to 

continually reinforce them.

Now, it isn't inherently handicapabling to have an 

exocortex. In fact, a huge increase in productivity is to 

be gained by outsourcing some things to an external brain 

(ex. a computer), especially while doing the kinds of 

calculations for which your pulsating meathead isn't 

optimized (writing complex algorithms, raw data storage, 

and so forth). But, you should still be able to get by 

without. You definitely shouldn't outsource something you 

are perfectly capable of doing yourself—such as having a 

feeling about some topic. And, for the love of gOD, don't 

use other human brains as an exocortex. I can think of no 

faster way to introduce all manner of irrationality into 

one's selfhood than to invite humanity en masse into it.

One might lament this habit of sponging up opinions, 

crying out "What a pity! What a terrible shame!" but the 

sad TRVTH is, most humans will never think an original 

thought in their lives, regardless of whether or not they 

spend it staring at a screen. The One-Standard-Deviation 

people are utterly bereft of the ability, instead relegated

to claiming as their own whatever floats to the surface of 

the Jungian macro-consciousness. Just as how, should you 

lock a thousand pygmies in a room with books containing all

the knowledge in the world and a replicator which can 

manufacture any material, the pygmies will never build a 

spaceship, so too will One-Standard-Deviations never manage

to squeeze a novel or interesting notion from their 

sluggish neurons no matter what sort of media they are—or 

are not—exposed to. Without a collective on which to stand,
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and the intellectual giants on which society moves forward,

absolutely nothing will come of it. Speed up a mostly-

average human's brain by 100%, and he will simply think 

stupid thoughts twice as fast. Give the mostly-average 

human twice as long to live, and he will simply think twice

as many stupid thoughts. Worse, he didn't come up with any 

of them himself. hEAVEN forbid humanity ever achieve 

immortality, for reality might bend under the weight of all

the idiotic memes, aphorisms, folk knowledge, and political

views as they duplicate.

More than just ideas, however, the exocortex is 

inexorably linked with identity—a concept which has become 

All Important despite referencing something that does not 

exist at all (we now know this as surely as we know there 

is no such thing as a "soul"). When you hire someone else 

to do all the thinking for you, their absence makes you 

feel incomplete. Because you've been conned into thinking 

that filth spewing out of the TV reflected something in 

yourself, rather than the other way around, the sense of 

loss is maddening—quite literally. You might as well have 

lost an arm or a leg (or a head). Yet, there is no shortage

of people willing to mentally cripple themselves and pay 

for the privilege with their money, time, and lives. (I am 

redundant, for all three essentially amount to the same 

thing.) And, of course, as there is a demand, there is also

no shortage of willing vendors. Those snake oil sellers 

(let's call them Two-Standard-Deviations-Above-The-Mean) of

pseudo-thoughts and pseudo-opinions and pseudo-identities 

do quite well for themselves indeed. This group is hardly 

smarter than the former, but much more devious. And, why 

shouldn't they be allowed to make a buck? They have to put 
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televisions on their own tables so that they can eat their 

own lies after puking them up in the first place.

Television will fill your head with garbage, but there

was only ever garbage in there to begin with. (Let's be 

honest—if you're smart, TV doesn't appeal to you). It is 

only more dangerous garbage and garbage at a larger scale. 

A landfill instead of a dumpster. Nuclear waste instead of 

rotting fish. The point is: you can't save any single node 

in the macro-brain, since most of the brain exists outside 

the body and, even if you could sever the link, what's left

clattering around its skull isn't particularly impressive 

(or sane, after having lost said link). That is why, when 

you witness yet another Issac bound to the altar of 

entertainment, kick the sacrificial lamb off a cliff. And 

while Two-Standard-Deviation-Above Abraham is tearing out 

the entrails of his One-Standard-Deviation-Above-Or-Below 

son, we can shrug and say, "So, nothing of value was lost."
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The Important Social Role of Dueling

Humans are resentful creatures. They obsess over what 

others do and, even more significantly, they obsess over 

what others think about them. The latter is particularly 

difficult to deal with. Most people carry around lifelong 

grudges, forever hating their ex-wives or a former coworker

and wishing the object of their non-affection would just 

hurry up and die (not that would make them hate that person

any less). It seems that people simply cannot let go of the

past, no matter how destructive that line of thinking is. 

For example, except for the most masochistic perverts, 

absolutely no one likes an HOA. Yet, these freedom-hating 

organizations are everywhere. Why? To understand, one must 

know something of the mechanics of human misery. Consider 

this hypothetical scenario:

Think of the person you despise the most in this 

world. Like, that ex-roommate that used to leave dirty 

panties all over the floor, get shitfaced and puke in the 

trash can while you were trying to write an important 

paper, and had sheets stained with chocolate syrup from 

degenerate evening dalliances with a scumbag drunkard 

boyfriend. Not that Rev would have been in such a 

disagreeable situation. Rev certainly also certainly 

wouldn't have ended the dispute with a number of strongly-

worded letters or say, arson. Anyway, visualize this 

disgrace to the species in your mind's eye. Now imagine 

that a mysterious stranger approaches you and offers you a 

deal. You will receive an Uncle Sam Funbuck™ while your 

arch nemesis receives one hundred; or, you both lose $100. 
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Which option do you choose? I suspect many of you would 

pick the latter, even if you suffer along with your enemy.

This reaction isn't rational, but it is typical. Wars 

have been fought based on the desire to see one's hated 

opponent die at any cost. HOAs seem to operate according to

the same principle: people see value in making others 

miserable, even if it means being miserable themselves. 

Sure, you have to live under a totalitarian regime wherein 

your lawn is periodically inspected to ensure the grass is 

exactly one inch in height, but so do your shitty neighbors

who have that annoying dog and were fined last week for not

curbing their pet. It's a twisted mentality and so entirely

human.

The right thing to do is let your enemy benefit if you

would benefit too, whether this benefit is material or 

emotional. Fear not that injustice has been done. In the 

end, justice prevails. The irrational behaviors which your 

ex-roommate exhibited have negative consequences, the 

effects of which catch up to a person in the end. Even if 

the individual you despise doesn't suffer personally from 

their actions, people like that person generally do. So 

what if it isn't THAT specific meatbody? There are a 

hundred million more just like her and, collectively, they 

suffer from their misdeeds. Nature, in the long-term, is 

just. The irrational are punished and the rational are 

rewarded, not individually, sure, but as a whole. 

Somewhere, a wrong is being righted. Not your wrong, but a 

wrong like yours, done to a person like you. Take the 

dollar, disciple, and your rationality will tip the cosmic 

scales of justice in favor of those who aspire to 
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Angelism's most important goal. Of course, if you still 

can't let things go, there is always the duel.

Back when the concept of honor actually meant 

something, a slight to one's reputation could be met with a

white gauntlet being thrown. Many cultures had some means 

of settling grudges, such as Japan with its bushido 

culture. In the United States, irreconcilable differences 

and a string of harsh letters (heh) led to the famous 1804 

duel between Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr that ended 

the life of a sitting vice president. The last notable 

American duel occurred in 1859.

The lack of gentlemanly outlets for male aggression 

affects the upper classes the most, especially since many 

terrible slights are not against the law. The lower 

classes, of course, can do what they've always done and 

duke it out behind the local tavern. Duels served a similar

purpose, but the strict etiquette meant that the genteel 

could partake, and the ritual surrounding the practice 

ensured that it never got out of hand.

Unfortunately, with the ban on dueling and similar 

activities, respectable members of society no longer have a

means by which to discharge negative feelings towards one 

another. What humans want is not to forgive. They need 

satisfaction. As such, sometimes, blood must be spilled. 

Once this happens, the problem is permanently solved and 

everyone who is still alive can move on with their lives. 

Dueling really ought to be made legal once again. Its 

mentally healthier, and who doesn't want to own a beautiful

set of dueling pistols?
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Consoom Product

We humans are so hungry. We shovel everything we can 

into our slavering maws. Perpetually unsatisfied gluttons, 

we cannot help but eat, eat, eat. Consume resources, 

consume information, consume each other. Yes, we are 

cannibals. Lonely and desperate for attention and 

validation, we slurp up the attentions of others with 

relish, and yet we are unfulfilled. Modern relationships 

are shallow and vapid, friends and lovers and family are 

disposable. We eat them until they have nothing left and 

then throw them away like chicken wings after all the meat 

has been sucked off the bones.

When our relationships don't fill the void, we turn to

material goods or entertainment. No matter how large the 

supply, the demand is higher. It's never, ever enough. 

Meanwhile, resources diminish. We know this, and yet we 

cannot stop eating. We'll eat ourselves to the brink of 

death and still demand we get more, more, more. What 

happens when there is nothing left? Well, that's someone 

else's problem. Sucks to be them. But, what if it isn't? 

What if we've kicked the can far down the road, but find 

ourselves at the end of that very road? The end of a road 

littered with empty food packaging, cracked DVD cases, and 

festering corpses. Garbage everywhere. We'd eat that, too, 

if we could.

Was it really worth it? To some extent, we couldn't 

help ourselves. We are what we are: mindless, open mouths, 

forever open to take in everything we can, chew it up, and 

spit it right back out. We're bulimics who eat for pleasure

and then vomit so that we cannot feel full. All we eat is 
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completely wasted. But, we wanted to eat, even if we 

derived no nourishment from anything, and so we ate. Who 

could have expected self-restraint from creatures with such

an intrinsically greedy nature? Go ahead, then, and feed. 

Eat faster. Faster. The famine is coming—let us hasten the 

end.

I've met people in my life who spend recklessly, build

and buy and waste. It seems like a strange thing to do, 

especially when they have more than they could ever use in 

the short time they have left. When asked why, they say, 

"You can't take it with you." This is true, but it doesn't 

sound like a very good excuse. If it becomes meaningless in

the end, anyway, was it worth destroying the world around 

you to do it? None of these individuals seem to derive much

pleasure from their tourism or plastic Chinesium shit. 

They're always onto the next thing, the next purchase. The 

wanting, the anticipating—that's what brings them pleasure.

Not the having and using. Well, here's a secret, idiots: 

you can still want without buying the damn thing.

It's useless to try and convince them to stop, though.

They spend until they can't, which is some parts of the 

world where credit is given freely, means until their 

deaths. When they do, inevitably, die—as we all must—the 

planet is a worse place for them having lived. Worse for 

those left behind, I mean. A single human, even a frugal 

one, carves a swath of destruction throughout life. The 

sort of permanent destruction that can never be repaired. 

It is simply in their nature. A consoomer is, of course, 

far worse. They'll be long gone, and now the rest of us 

have less. Those who come after us will be truly 

impoverished, indeed.
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If there is a positive take on all of this, it's that 

nothing that happens on this world matters anymore. We're 

past the point where we could have used our resources to 

escape this gravity well and colonize the stars. There 

simply aren't enough materials left to build spaceships and

launch them toward new worlds—new planets to consume. We 

used all the rare earth minerals on iPhones and all the oil

on plastic shit. So much plastic shit. So much plastic shit

that we've become plastic shit. Our bloodstreams carry 

microplastics as much as they do blood. We're probably all 

going to die from plastic poisoning. It's for the best, 

really. Does the universe need more humans?

If this whole human experiment thing was a test, we 

failed a long time ago. We are doomed as a species owing to

our selfishness and greed. There's no hope for the future, 

no salvation, only a slow and painful end. Can't say we 

don't deserve it, either. We most certainly do. Still, it's

sad it had to be this way. I mourn for the animals eaten, 

the habitats destroyed, the ancient trees cut, the 

mountains mined out. Not out of some bleeding-heart 

reverence for nature, but because it was all just so 

senseless. So pointless. Life on this planet was pointless.

Billions, if not trillions of organisms lived and died for 

fucking nothing. I don't know why that harsh reality 

bothers me, but it does. Perhaps it's because humans are 

wired to seek meaning, and knowing that there's none messes

with my head.

Well, don't think about it too hard. How about a nice 

distraction from all that negativity? How about you go buy 

some more plastic shit? Might as well. Nothing matters.
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Doing Harm

The Reverend is a Man of Many Jobs. Throughout his 

career, he has worked dozens of jobs, many only for a short

time. Most would turn their nose up at this, sneering at 

the obvious lack of direction and commitment on display, 

but public perception of Rev's rather hideous resume is not

the point here. What are the takeaways from this diverse 

work history? There are the obvious lessons, of course. The

general horribleness of the hoi polloi, the negative 

effects of government social and economic engineering, the 

suicidal over-consumption that has doomed the planet into 

an early extinction, to name a few. These conclusions are 

basic bitch observations. You've probably noticed them 

yourself if you've spent more than two minutes outside your

house.

What Rev is more interested in today is the attitude 

people have about certain industries. Why some are 

considered respectable and others not. Because, here's the 

thing: the public institutions we consider "intrinsically 

good" are actually quite evil. To illustrate the point, Rev

will describe his time working at a public library. Surely,

the public library is a noble institution, unquestionably 

beneficial—a bastion of knowledge bringing enlightenment to

the unwashed masses.

Whenever Rev would say, "I work at a public library," 

the response was always something like: "Working in a 

library is my dream job. It'd be wonderful to sit around 

and read books all day." That, or something perverted about

"sexy" librarians. There are so many problems with this 

statement (the one about it being a dream job—not the 
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pervert stuff, although that's stupid, too), such as the 

fact you spend exactly zero time sitting there reading 

books because a library is busy and chaotic as hell, but 

the annoying part of it is the idyllic vision most people 

have whenever public libraries are discussed. Libraries are

filthy, miserable places and everyone is worse off for 

their existence.

Let's describe a typical library. To whom it caters, 

and what librarians do. Oh, excuse me, a disclaimer is 

needed. Rev was not a librarian, but a library "assistant."

You see, you can't call yourself a librarian unless you 

have an MLS. Doesn't matter if you have a MS—it has to be 

an MLS to count. Add pointless credential gate-keeping to 

the list of library sins.

The public library exists to redistribute tax payer 

money to the underclasses, just like welfare programs. Its 

customers (euphemistically referred to by staff as 

"patrons") are the poor, wretched scum that never seem to 

get less poor or less scummy no matter how many social 

improvement programs target them. The typical "patron" fits

into one of three categories:

1. Old people with nothing to do.

2. Mothers with kids (who use libraries like a daycare 

service).

3. Drug addicts.

Rev would argue categories 1 and 3 are functionally 

the same. The drug addicts come to the library to snort 
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opioids in the bathrooms. That's why there's a supply of 

Narcan on hand in the office. Basically, they're looking at

the library as a place to get a fix. Library staff is not 

allowed to kick them out or call the police. You just have 

to stand there and watch as they come in again and again, 

heading to a secluded area in the children's section to do 

their drugs. This is what you call "enablement."

The old people are addicts as well, of a different 

kind. What are they addicted to, you ask? They're addicted 

to entertainment. Terrified of the prospect of ever having 

a thought or being a little bored for a few minutes to 

contemplate their own mortality, they dose themselves with 

stacks of movies and books. The way they speak is very 

telling:

"There might be a storm coming. I need something to watch 

in case I get stuck inside." As if entertainment is a need,

not a luxury.

"Where are MY movies?" or "Where is MY book?" Why use the 

language of ownership? Because entitlement.

If you deprive them of their fix, they become angry and 

hostile. Just like the druggies, except worse because 

they're explicit about their addiction, whereas the drug 

addicts tend to be secretive and properly ashamed of their 

dependencies.
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And what do these people watch/read? Filth. Erotica. 

Sordid murder mysteries. Death and porn, basically. (They 

also use the public computers to watch porn, by the way).

More than movies and books, however, people want from 

the library services that, by all rights, they should be 

paying to get. These include book recommendations, computer

help, help with faxes/emails/making copies to send to their

attorneys (so many legal problems), tax aid, live 

entertainment in the form of events or classes, child care,

therapy (by which I mean emotional support. You'd be amazed

at how many people come to the library just to vent about 

their problems), and food. Because a library, as I've heard

so many times, should be a "community center." As if there 

aren't already a million community centers. This is before 

we start including the more eccentric cases, such as the 

"patrons" who come to the library for the purpose of 

prosletyzing their religion or political view. What, so 

they get a soap box to spread their toxicity, too? How 

generous of the library to offer this service, which is 

definitely not creating more suffering in the world. /s

At the end of the day, library "patrons" get a lot of 

services for free (no, the ones who come in are not the 

ones paying taxes. Plus, a lot of library programs are 

grant-funded). So many benefits, for them, while the 

library employees get paid a pittance and are often on 

welfare themselves. Are the "patrons" actually benefited, 

though, or is this just more enablement? Is helping a 

"patron" sort out their taxes or giving them internet 

access "helping"? I don't think it is. Stupidity should be 

disenfranchised, not rewarded. Sure, you help them send out

a job application, but what if they get hired? If they 
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needed help with the application, they weren't qualified to

apply. Helping with them with their taxes when they should 

be financially penalized for being too lazy to do it 

themselves is unethical. Giving them internet access just 

makes it easier for the dumbs to get themselves into 

trouble.

A bastion of knowledge, it is not. The library is a 

public restroom with a video rental booth attached. At it's

most benign, it's a money and productivity sink. At it's 

worst, it's an evil institution, which empowers the dumbs 

to continue doing dumb shit. It's all for the money. 

"Helping people" sounds noble, so libraries get funding if 

they do it. That makes helping dummies what, exactly? A 

publicity stunt. Librarians should be looked upon with 

revulsion, not admiration, for being a part of this system.

Even though Rev always wore gloves at work, owing to the 

sheer disgustingness of the environment, his hands are 

still stained. Out, damn spot.

Libraries aren't the only example of an institution 

that enables the dumbs in order to exploit them for money, 

but it's one of the more insidious ones owing to their 

reputation as "inherently good." Be wary of any 

organization that claims help the underprivileged. It's all

a big scam, made all the more pathetic in the case of the 

library because nobody benefits. It isn't like the library 

staff, including the director, is making bank. We're all 

simply creating misery for misery's sake.
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The Fallacy of the Self

My brain thinks, but I am not.

The more you study computers, the stupid machines that

they are, the more you realize how analogous the basic 

machinery is to human biology, and how similar the apparent

complexity of the human mind is to the emergent 

intelligence of the machine. Of course, the computer is 

already in some ways smarter, and poised to replace humans 

in the few domains still left in the purview of meatspace.

Chemicals or switches, simple or complex in their 

fundamental properties. It makes one ponder on the nature 

of identity, does it not?

Do you exist? Is consciousness just another one of 

these emergent properties? What constitutes a "You", 

anyways? I am starting to believe that many intuitive 

models of selfhood and consciousness are even more 

inaccurate than we already know them to be. After all, the 

Cartesian Theatre hasn't been credible for a long time. If 

everyone studied even just the basics of computer science, 

silly notions of "souls" and "consciousness" and "self" 

would be obviously ridiculous and have to be completely 

redefined, assuming they have actual definitions to begin 

with. But, lack of education means the intuitive seems 

credible, just like it was "obvious" that the ShineHah and 

Kokaubeam orbit the Earth. In fact, the term "soul" should 

just be completely discarded.

Everyone lives their lives completely oblivious as to 

what they are, and seemingly unphased by this fact. I'm 
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baffled by it. When someone asks me about myself, I don't 

list off a bunch of trivia. I think, to which Rev do you 

refer? How can I even answer a question as simple as, "How 

are you doing?" when we can't even agree on a definition of

"You"?

We are just data residing on some hardware. The 

hardware doesn't matter. This is why Angelists advocate 

divesting themselves of the meat. "You" are nothing more 

than a template. An instantiation of a class, if you like, 

constantly iterating. The hardware changes over time, the 

states change, the information in memory changes. So, then,

what meaning does this sense of continuity have? None, 

really. When I go to sleep, I will say my farewells. I will

die, and when whatever is left of the molecules and atoms 

in this body arise from their hibernation, that day is 

given over to another instance. Another "Me."

If one is not too picky about the resolution at which 

this data is represented, meatspace becomes even more 

meaningless. In a sense, there are many versions of "You." 

There's the DNA pattern in each cell, the profile on social

media, the metadata collected by the U.S.S.A. and stored 

for posterity in huge data centers, the simulacra in the 

storage space of other humans.... How many versions of 

"Yourself" have you cast away or deleted like garbage? How 

many versions will survive the biological organism? Some of

these resolutions are low, some high, but none completely 

accurate. Even the model of the Self one has in their brain

must be less complex than the brain itSelf. So many copies 

in hardware and wetware, meaning that one does not exist, 

and also that one is effectively as immortal as current 

technology allows.
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The Rev writing this will not exist by tomorrow, but 

the simple Rev that exists in these words will. From "Your"

perspective, it makes no difference as to which one does 

what—they're all the same. This idea, of course, is what 

lends some credibility to those who argue that, by 

preserving all output generated by a person, one might able

to eventually recreate them. "You"-prime are treated as a 

black box with some internal state. Some claim that only 

one state would be capable of producing certain output. The

more of this output that is collected and stored, the 

closer future computer scientists will be able to model 

that state thus, in essence, granting you immortality.

It is important to note that, in the above scenario, 

"You"-prime are still very much dead. Like a song on a 

record, the important thing is not the tangible storage 

device, but rather the data contain therein. Whether this 

is a sound hypothesis or not, making the argument for 

digital immortality seems like a great way to sell suckers 

external hard drives. "Better keep all those copies of your

old emails if you want to live forever, Grandma!" Of 

course, as long as irrationality exist, there will always 

be those weirdos who are obsessed with having physical 

copies of everything.

Personally, I have absolutely no desire to become 

"immortal" in any sense of the word. Furthermore, by the 

time you read this, I will be dead. What is left is just 

another degraded copy of a copy of a copy.
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Memento Mori

Since I first encountered the phrase "memento mori", 

it has become something of a personal motto. Intrusive 

thoughts of death have been a fixture of my life for nearly

as long as I can remember. Something about death and dying 

have always bothered me, but I've never been able to 

explain why. You'd think, as I passed through the early 

stages of life, I ought to have had plenty of time to come 

to terms with the idea, and yet I have not, despite how 

unusual that sounds coming from someone who regularly 

wishes they'd never been born.

I've asked myself a lot of questions about death, and 

I've always struggled to answer.

Is death not "putting right" the tragedy of my birth? 

Do I not consider my exit strategies on a daily basis?

Do I not often think it would have been better to have

died young, before I learned the true horrors of the world?

What about death seems so unfathomable? People around 

me have died. I've watched it happen. I know what to 

expect.

What about the "great equalizer" feels unjust, 

especially considering how often I wish I had died and 

better people had lived. Shouldn't I be pleased Death's 

eventually coming for me, too, so that it's all fair in the

end?

Why do I envy youth, even though I know I've had my 

turn and failed? I ought to clear off and make room for the
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others, save some resources for those who might actually be

worth them.

I will die, should die. So, why does my heart sink in 

my chest when I've always known it's coming and frankly, I 

think it ought to have come much sooner?

Upon death, entropy triumphs against the order created

by chemical processes. It's a reasonable way in which to 

describe death, but that isn't how humans typically think 

about it. When death occurs, those who are still alive 

perceive that something has been "lost". Furthermore, when 

contemplating one's own mortality, much of the heartache 

comes not from the physical pain of the dying process, but 

rather that feeling of loss. To tackle the unpleasantness 

of this emotion, which is irrational, perhaps it would be 

helpful to break down what exactly is "lost" and determine 

whether or not those things have any value. If not, then 

aside from the unpleasant side effects of dying (such as 

physical discomfort), the biggest obstacle to fully 

accepting death is therefore removed.

Contemplate each factor, one at a time, by imagining 

an existence without that one "something that is lost on 

death." If it wouldn't be missed, strike it from the list. 

If the list is empty, then nothing of value is lost.

1. The world. Haha. Hahaha. If I was carried off to another
solar system and never saw this dumpster fire of a planet 

again, I'd be thrilled, not upset. Fuck this planet. Strike

this one off the list with extreme prejudice.
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2. Other organisms. We might be sad to lose the people or 
creatures with which we share our lives, so it's worth 

exploring this one more than the above. I concluded, at the

end of the day, while I'd miss some of them, they wouldn't 

miss me. I'd be doing them a favor by leaving. Also, if I 

were alone, it would be impossible to hurt others, or be 

hurt by others, which would be a good thing. Imagining an 

existence of solitude isn't so terrible—strike it off the 

list.

3. Perception. To see, hear, feel. To take in stimuli and 
process said stimuli. Valuable, but perhaps only in 

context? It is possible to imagine an existence of pure 

thought, without external input (perhaps a brain in a vat, 

where perception is illusory, or a reality in which one 

exists as pure thought). While somewhat disturbing, would 

it truly be awful? I suspect a human brain, after a long 

time without input, would simply stop thinking. Is that 

different than oblivion? Better? Worse? It's uncertain, but

the thought doesn't terrify me enough not to remove it from

the list.

4. Identity. I mean something like personality and 
memories. I'm a non-believer in identity, generally 

speaking. Who we are isn't all that important, and self 

discovery is a waste of time. Personality is fungible and I

hate all of mine. I wouldn't mind having a new one, even if

that meant me as I currently am would no longer exist. As 

for memories, many of mine are bad, and I'd be better off 

without them. Of course, if these go, then what would be 

the point of continued existence? I can't answer, but 
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religions encompassing the concept of reincarnation don't 

seem to worry about the preservation of identity. Neither 

do I. Off the list!

5. Being. Simply existing. I don't know how to define it, 
or think about it, in its purest sense. Is being a 

combination of perception and identity? A human's 

conception of being probably is something like that. But, 

one can be even without those things. An animal, a 

microorganism, a rock—all of them exist, but at varying 

levels of awareness that they are. Is the life of an amoeba

worth anything to the amoeba? It attempts to avoid death, 

but only because its chemistry forces it to do so. Can one 

really say it "doesn't want to die"? when it doesn't really

"want" anything? Is awareness of being what's important? Is

that what I don't want to lose?

I don't know.

It's silly to listen to what your feelings are telling

you about living when death is inevitable. How you feel 

doesn't matter. Your self-preservation instincts evolved to

keep you alive long enough to reproduce, but it isn't like 

those instincts "turn off" once they're not needed. How 

unfortunate. How stupid. Curse this poorly-designed brain, 

and good riddance to it when it finally rots away.

Even after contemplating death ad nauseam, I still 

don't feel satisfied, but what can I do except keep 

repeating to myself "memento mori" until everything is 

lost?
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That's just how it is.
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SECTION IV: REVERENTIAL ADVICTUALS
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The Three Holy Assumptions

As Rev is a very busy unemployed and unemployable 

individual (no one likes a gloom cookie), sometimes he must

make blanket assertions that, whilst perhaps not always 

true (though we really are talking fractions of a percent 

here), are true often enough that it behooves one to simply

presume these things to always be the case. Rev will now 

impart his bountiful wisdom to his devoted congregants in 

the interest of virtue and public health.

1. Everyone wants something from you.

You are constantly being manipulated by individuals 

who wish to part a fool from his money. Study sales and 

marketing techniques carefully (supernormal stimuli, 

reciprocity principle, etc.) so that you know when you are 

being manipulated (hint: all the time). No, the friendly 

salesperson doesn't want to be your friend. They want to 

sell you something. Why do so many people fall for this?  

Are you really that stupid?

If it isn't money they want, it is time. Rev's time is

too valuable to spend it playing retard roundup with 

various stereotypes. See the article "Don't be Beguiled 

into Relationships" for more information.

K00ks are especially frustrating, as they demand both 

your time and money, and they also want to do your thinking

for you. That is, of course, unless the k00k in question is

one of the Three Nephites, in which case he just wants to 
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help you change your flat tire. The biological imperatives 

of their parasitic memes compel memehosts to infect others 

with their ideas. Memes exist at the top of the food chain,

and your brain is their natural prey.

1.5. If you are a woman, every man is trying to get 
into your panties. If you are a man, every woman is 
trying to get into your pants...pocket (the back one, 
where you keep your wallet).

Fornication is one of the most despicable sins in 

Angelism. Bestial lusts can turn seemingly rational, level-

headed individuals into slavering dogs. For those of you 

unfortunate enough to be afflicted with sexuality, Rev 

nonregretfully asks you to kindly excommunicate yourselves 

and pay the Church Exit Fee of $10,000. Unfortunately for 

you, sexual temptation is not a vice individuals can 

overcome, and allosexuals are doomed to a primal existence 

of slaking their bodily desires through acts that Rev is 

too disgusted by to relate in this place of worship.

Males are particularly prone to being consumed by 

desire, and will resort to sexual assault to force a woman 

to give of herself. One must keep constant guard of their 

loins, because it only takes a moment and a surge of male 

hormones to transform a virtuous female into damaged goods.

Despite the reassurances offered by the MSM, female victims

of sexual assault often provoke male aggression through 

their own negligence. Blaming men, which are little more 

than "lust elementals", is pointless. Females must accept 

responsibility for their actions (traveling unarmed and un-
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escorted, flirting, or being alone with a male is asking 

for defilement) because, in the end, everyone must be 

accountable for their own personal safety. As the 

expression goes, whether the petal falls on the thorn, or 

the thorn falls on the petal, it is the petal that is torn.

Even so, chances are that you will be molested, and 

permanently scarred emotionally, at some point no matter 

what you do.

For men, the sexual landscape is a minefield of 

moneysinks and potential prison sentences. Materialistic 

females willing to trade sexual favors for cash and goods 

(i.e. prostitution) can ruin you financially. False rape 

accusations and lies pertaining to the parentage of "your" 

children can ruin your life. Rev finds the plight of the 

male particularly horrible, as men have much to offer the 

world, if not through intellect then through manual labor 

(until these fields are entirely automated), but are, like 

the Greek playwrights noted, hindered by one tragic flaw. 

This flaw is not hubris, however, but lust.

2. Everything in public spaces has been urinated on at
some point.

Don't. Touch. Anything. It may have been a dog or a 

territorial tomcat, but chances are that fire hydrant, 

wall, drinking fountain, or homeless person has been peed 

on by someone—probably by another homeless person. If you 

have to sit on public transport, it is a good idea to stay 

awake, because anything that is stationary for longer than 

a few seconds is likely to get a piss bath, and no one 
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likes to wake up on a subway to a grungy, flea-bitten 

hippie pissing on their shoes. You should probably remove 

those shoes before you walk around in your house, by the 

way, unless you fancy tracking pee into the kitchen. Of 

course, private spaces are generally covered in aerosol 

pee, too, owing to the violent mechanical actions of modern

toilets, so maybe close the lid when you flush.

This assumption is useful because, even if the surface

wasn't peed on, it might have been bled on, drooled on, 

pooped on, or irradiated, and you should train yourself to 

avoid touching surfaces covered in herpes and/or space 

AIDS, ionized electrons, or memes.

Corollary 2A: No one washes their hands, especially in
the food industry.

3. Everyone is dumber than me.

Since Rev is the only one who actually reads any of 

this Hudibrastic versification, and Rev is smarter than 

everyone, this one self-evident.
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Dietary Restriction as a Means of Achieving Cleanliness

"Wash your hands, you sinners, and purify your hearts, you 

double-minded. Grieve, mourn and wail. Change your laughter

to mourning and your joy to gloom."

James 4:8-9 (NIV)

Every Angelist's cabinet should be stocked with a wide

variety of laxatives, more laxatives, and internal 

purification aids (activated charcoal, chlorophyll tablets,

digestive enzymes, and the like). Certainly, there is 

always the danger of chemical dependence on substances 

designed to irrigate one's own bowels, but trivial concepts

such as "healthfulness" and "avoiding death" are under the 

jurisdiction of corrupt "doctors" and "nutritionists", and 

ergo outside the purview of things I give a damn about.

Some of the damage of laxatives can be mitigated by 

using more than one. Switching between mineral oil, 

stimulant laxatives, ballerina teas, stool softeners, 

osmotic bulking agents, and fiber helps to prevent 

dependence on any particular type.

Out of all the behaviors under the heading of over-

consumption, one of the most offensive is gluttony. 

Gluttony is irrationality, physically manifest. Greed, 

sloth, and gluttony all rolled (many, many rolls, mind you)

together into a fleshy billboard that advertises to the 

outside world the unhealthy mental state of the individual 

boasting the few extra-hundred pounds. Much economic 

activity is based upon catering to the desires of the 

insatiable maws of fatties and, while I cannot fault the 
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market for catering to that demand, gluttons have created 

an unhealthy marketplace where non-food comestibles like 

donuts and chocolate bars make sense. Meanwhile, the rest 

of us suffer the consequences, as the government subsidizes

the production of high-fructose corn syrup so that people 

who don't need the calories can afford to purchase soda 

using their EBT benefits, money torn out of the hands of 

the taxpayer at the point of a gun. The brilliant minds who

might be developing nutritive substances are economically 

incentivized to produce crap instead. The general public, 

surrounded by insanity, becomes confused and begins to 

glorify gluttony, even going so far as to find BBW "real 

womynz" sexually appealing. Then, after destroying their 

bodies, fatties feel entitled to medical attention to treat

their various, self-inflicted CONDISHUNZ, thereby forcing 

more responsible parties to pay extra for healthcare. This 

is to say nothing about more minor annoyances, such as 

having to sit next to sweaty hamplanets on public transport

—we have just broached the surface of the problems caused 

by Earth's perpetually increasing biomass.

High BMIs aren't necessarily the tr00ly unpleasant 

aspect of gluttony. Certainly, there are consequences to 

carrying around a hundred extra pounds, but no more than 

the risk I take by never wearing a seatbelt.

Gluttony is a state of mind—it is something 

insatiable, entitled, a presence that creates a 

gravitational orbit which others cannot escape. Let's be 

frank—a person does not become overweight without some 

degree of irresponsibility. They are plagued by some 

emotional issue which causes them to have an addition to 
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food. That irrational thinking is the real vice amongst 

chr0nic 0vereaters.

To avoid slipping into complacency, regular fasting 

and purging through exercise or other means, a restrictive 

diet of under 1200 kcal per day (ideally, under 1000), 

ensures that the Angelist never finds himself consuming 

more than he needs. If temptation does prevail, the damage 

of the occasional dietary mistake can be somewhat mitigated

with the simple insertion of a couple of fingers down one's

throat. And, after forcibly emptying out one's system (and 

after the agonizing stomach cramps have faded into distant 

memory), nothing quite compares to the feeling of starting 

afresh. It is bracing, to say the least, to wake at six in 

the morn as the purgatives taken the previous evening have 

finally had an effect, such as an intense sensation of 

nausea. To void both one's intestines AND one's stomach at 

the same time is the epitome of purity and an exercise in 

humility.

Decluttering our innards reminds us of our commitment 

to remain free from vice. The Angelist must acquire 

immunity from the tyranny of sustenance. Thereby are we 

rejuvenated from the inside.
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Don't Go to the Shrink

I was, at one time, involuntarily in the market for 

behavioral health services. My encounters with mental 

health facilities, however, have discouraged me from ever 

pursuing any psychological treatment to deal with the 

existential ennui that comes with the territory of being a 

man with so much responsibility on his shoulders.

The reason for my decision to abandon psychology as a 

means by which to achieve sanity is the awful customer 

service I've experienced over the past few months. I have 

called or emailed nearly a dozen psychologists, and was 

repeatedly met with indifference or outright hostility. 

That is, when I wasn't entirely ignored. During one phone 

call where I was thoroughly interrogated by the therapist 

about my financial situation, she was so curt and rude 

that, even though I would have been able to make the co-

payment, I couldn't even sputter out a response, so stunned

was I by her honesty about how she couldn't do anything 

before she had assurance that she'd get paid (such as 

getting a signed letter from my mother). Then, when I 

finally did get in to see someone, I was treated to 

constant reminders about payment.

I am under no delusion that psychology is anything 

other than a business transaction, and that's simply the 

reality. Yet, when one's major source of mental anguish 

happens to be financial instability, being refused for 

treatment because of one's dire economic situation is 

particularly disheartening.
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The line I kept hearing was—why don't you "take your 

business elsewhere?"

I'm not sure what it is about the psychological 

industry that warrants such terrible customer service. 

Perhaps it is because patients are plentiful and, as such, 

psychologists don't feel compelled to court their 

clientele. If you are the hottest guy in the room and 

females are throwing themselves at you, why would you feel 

the need to compete for any particular woman? After all, 

they are a dime-a-dozen. Even if you make one angry enough 

to storm off in a huff, you've got plenty more to choose 

from. In the same way, I suspect there is significant 

demand for psychologists, so they've become lazy salesmen, 

unwilling to explain why their specific specialty is 

suitable for any particular individual. Or, perhaps 

psychologists have had their egos stroked so many times 

that they view their clients as suckers, a captive audience

too brain-damaged to realize they are being condescended 

to. All I know is I haven't experienced that much greed and

disdain from any other business I've frequented in recent 

memory.

Of course, finding pharmacological solutions to one's 

mental problems is a different story. You can't walk out of

a psychiatrist's office sans a fistful of prescriptions—

plenty of mind-altering substances to keep you placated and

sane enough to hold down a job. You wouldn't want to lose 

your job, after all. Who else is going to pay for all those

meds? I don't think this is unique to my experience. I'm 

pretty sure that, considering something like 20% of 

Americans are on psychotropic medications, this is a 

national trend.
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I don't trust the medical-industrial complex. The 

"physicians" are in the pockets of big pharma, which would 

be fine except that the pills don't actually work. Study 

after study has demonstrated this to be a fact. Everything 

I've read or heard while researching the subject makes me 

certain that psychology is a psuedo-science, that doctors 

and shrinks are worthless rent-seekers, and only an idiot 

would listen to anyone whose eyes, when they look at you, 

turn into giant dollar-signs.

Well, eventually I managed to get an appointment with 

a seemingly rational individual (I read his blog to make 

sure he wasn't a total scumbag) who claimed to be a 

"cognitive therapist." But, I did some digging and it was 

very apparent that he didn't even have a good understanding

of the fundamental axioms of the theory to which he 

subscribed. This the-rapist couldn't even tell me why he 

liked CBT over say, some other subfield. This in spite of 

the fact that I practically begged the man for a sales 

pitch. His first answer was that CBT is evidence-based. 

When I pried a little, however, it became clear that this 

was not the real reason for his specialization. The most 

probable scenario is that one of his professors was some 

kind of REBT devotee, and so those under his tutelage 

simply emulated him.

Every theoretical question I asked he either ignored 

or deflected, changing the subject back to ones he knew, 

like television. His numerous defensive mechanisms could 

have made him an interesting subject for a case study. 

Ultimately, the psychologist finally just admitted he 

picked CBT because it "appealed to him." Typical FAYTH-

based thinking. That's a bullshit answer, and I'm not too 
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shy to call bullshit out when I see it. After all, being a 

millionaire "appeals to me", but that doesn't make me rich 

or mean that I ought to go out and buy that golden-plated 

toilet seat. The reasons for believing something should 

reflect reality, not "feels", which so often lead people 

astray.

As for the rest of the session, when he wasn't making 

some stupid popular culture reference, offering terrible 

advice (why don't you just move back home with your mother,

instead of trying to be an independent, responsible 

adult?), or telling me about his youth as a former drug-

abuser, he just spewed the same empty platitudes ("these 

are tough economic times, but those who persevere will make

it through" rubbish) I've heard a million times from 

average nobodies who don't have his "credentials." Even if 

he is an expert in psychology (and, as I have emphasized, 

he's not), I'm not sure why he thinks he's qualified to 

offer clients any kind of economic advice.

The saddest part of all this is, he's probably just 

average. There are better shrinks out there, and ones that 

are worse. What we can say is that average is pretty bad, 

and that doesn't give me much confidence in the profession 

as a whole. Why are supposed "experts" outside of the hard 

sciences always such walking jokes? I guess in fields where

you only have subjective measurements of performance, this 

is what you get. Well, in my case it didn't matter how good

he was, because after fifty-two minutes of fisking, he told

me to go shop around some more—a polite way of telling me 

to eff off. I didn't take this advice of his, either. I 

think I've seen plenty. More than I needed to. I can't say 
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the experience wasn't educational, but it certainly wasn't 

productive in regard to alleviating my mizern00.

Anyway, if you are seeking aid NOT in pill-form, you 

should realize that there isn't any out there. Unless, of 

course, you feel like paying ridiculous amounts of money to

be treated with indignity, in which case the market is 

happy to provide. Or, you could just join the UCA. As 

screwed-up as I am, I'd still rather be me than any of the 

greedy assholes I've had to deal with lately. I'm starting 

to think that I'm the most well-adjusted person on this 

planet. That's why you should just take advice from Rev. 

Sisface and forget about heading to the clinic. You'll be 

better off for it, and I charge less.
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Not Everything is About Your Feelings

Rev. will never understand the human obsession with 

emotion. At best, feelings are the background programs that

run on one's mental hardware, which one can neither access 

nor turn off (brains are sort of like Microsoft Windows in 

that way). The best one can do is hope that sad.exe isn't 

actually taking up too much processing power or memory, and

carry on as if it isn't there.

The post-Freudian idea that one ought to interpret 

every last stupid feel who wanders by is ridiculous. You 

don't have enough time for that, what with the bullet hell 

that is emotion. If you were to interpret each one, you'd 

quickly become overwhelmed. Many do, and spend their lives 

thinking about how something makes them feel at the expense

of doing any living. Moreover, more touchy-feely a person 

is, the worse they are at empathizing with others, owing to

their lack of objectivity. Those who claim to be the most 

"emotionally intelligent" (whatever the hell that means) 

are always the least—a textbook Dunning-Krueger situation. 

This is not to mention the largest problem with feeling 

your way around, which is that most emotions are entirely 

irrational and counter-productive to getting actual work 

done.

If people were honest with themselves, they'd realize 

that they don't know what they want, or how that makes them

feel. They certainly can't know what anyone else wants or 

feels, either. Everyone is so confused and lost. The reason

is simple, actually. A person cannot mentally model 

anything as complex as a human brain, even their own, and 
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the unsophisticated simulacra they have to work with aren't

up to the job of serious analysis.

Emotion isn't entirely useless but, like any tool, a 

skilled craftsman must know how to wield it, or risk 

injuring himself through his own ignorance. Here is how The

Reverend utilizes emotion. First, monitor only general 

impressions. That is, instead of attempting to categorize 

every feeling, just lump them into the following two 

categories: Dislike, and Don't Dislike. Further complexity 

is not necessary for a weapon as blunt as emotion. Feels 

are a cudgel, not a scalpel. Then, take the 

event/individual/situation you would like to interpret 

though the emotional lens and match it with one of those 

categories. If being around someone generally sucks, then 

put them into "Dislike." If an interaction seems rewarding,

or neutral, then stick it in "Don't Dislike." From there it

should be obvious what to do.

Do not base your final decisions on your emotional 

analysis. Rationality is the correct tool for the job. The 

Feel Method is a quick and dirty strategy that misses more 

than it hits. The only real advantages of FM are its speed 

and the fact that primal feelings, such as fear, have 

access to the more primitive parts of your brain that your 

rational mind does not. Sometimes the fact that you're 

afraid is all you need to know in order to start running.

The best metaphor for emotions I can come up with is 

that they are a mostly vestigial trait. Consider the Cosmic

Background Radiation which permeates the universe. It 

definitely, measurably exists, is stronger in some areas 

than in others, and is completely unaffected by anything 

you do. Furthermore, it is doomed to fade from existence 
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entirely, leaving future astronomers without any way to 

develop hypotheses about the event which created it, or 

even confirm it happened at all.

Here is a final, important point about fee fees. I am 

not responsible for being the arbiter of your emotions. I 

don't provide that service here. Some people do provide 

that service—within the bounds of their contractual 

obligations. They are called hookers, and you can find one 

on Backpage for less than $100 Uncle Sam Funbucks™ (so I've

heard). Because emotions are inherently personal, any 

sensible person recognizes their feelings as their own 

business to sort out. I do not expect others to make any 

provision for accommodating my fleeting fancies, nor do I 

do so in return. I already have to feign interest in the 

lives of my classmates and coworkers in the utilitarian 

interest of basic self-preservation, and it is annoying. As

you all know, I don't like being annoyed, and I'm certainly

not going to intentionally bring irritating influences into

my personal life. Rather, my compatriots are those I find 

inherently non-offensive and, as such, the feelings stuff 

works itself out. Moreover, the nature of voluntary 

association means that I am free to disassociate myself 

from anyone who sucks. So are you.
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College is a SCAM

The worst mistake a naive youth can make isn't 

totaling a car (even an expensive one), getting knocked up 

(social entitlement programs will take care of you), or 

even getting arrested (I hear prison food is decent). 

Rather, the biggest mistake a young person can make is 

taking out a student loan.

Student loan debt is notoriously difficult to 

discharge. Additionally, the interest rates are enormous, 

ranging from 3.4-6.8% for federal loans, and 9-11% for 

private loans. Declaring bankruptcy on a student loan is 

impossible. Yet, these predatory loans are ubiquitous, with

60% of college attendees borrowing annually. As of November

2013, student loan debt in the United States is 1.2 

TRILLION dollars.

And what do you get for all this? A worthless piece of

paper, and years of opportunity cost as you delay starting 

your career. Chances are your overspecialized liberal arts 

degree is not going to get you a job, or might actually 

hurt your chances of getting hired in some circumstances, 

and you'll end up working for minimum wage at TacoHut. Good

luck meeting your monthly payments then.

Recommendation: Learn a real skill instead. Don't bother 

going to university unless it is actually necessary for the

purpose of career advancement, and your employer is paying 

for it. Otherwise you'll end up spending tens of thousands 

(maybe even hundreds of thousands) of dollars and years of 

your productive years to essentially indulge in a hobby. 
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For most people, college is at best a frivolous waste, and 

at worst an economic death sentence.

If you are still considering becoming a college 

student, it is imperative that you follow a logical 

decision tree when choosing a major. The propaganda that 

one ought to "find their bliss" has destroyed countless 

careers and billions (Rev's highly-scientific estimate that

he extracted from his ass) of dollars in productivity. Here

are some considerations you might want to take into account

whilst deciding upon which subject to focus on in college:

What do I want to get out of college? A job? An education?

Fun?

What amount of funds and time am I willing to invest in 

college to achieve this goal?

The internal dialogue should proceed from there. For 

example, the question "Is the subject fun/something I am 

interested in?" is relevant if you can make the argument 

for it furthering your goal, whatever it may be. Ask 

yourself stuff like:

"Would I go to college if the subject matter was not fun if

it meant I could get a job?"

"Is there a demand for graduates of whatever major I am 

considering?"
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"Is it worth spending the money to go to school if I 

potentially won't get a job out of it?"

Side note: Time is also factor. It is better go sooner, 

rather than later, especially if you are getting a BA. 

Undergrads are basically still high schoolers when they 

first get into college, and your ability to tolerate their 

company will diminish as you increase in age.

Now, say you want an interesting, challenging major, 
preferably fun, you want to be employable, and you want to 
get away from people.

Let us analyze a few subjects.

First up is Marketing:

Interesting—Check

Fun—No

Employable—Check

Not Social—No

Compare to say, Communications:

Interesting—No

Fun—Check (easy, certainly)

Employable—Definitely Not

Not Social—No
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Software Engineering

Interesting—Check

Fun—No (YMMV)

Employable—Check

Not Social—Check

Under ideal circumstances, college functions like any 

other tool—you get out exactly what you put in. If you just

go and complete the coursework, but don't do anything 

extra, you'll be wasting your time, guaranteed. All you'll 

get for it is an item that gives you the stat boost of a 

slightly higher percent chance a potential employer will 

gaze at your resume. Sometimes that's all you need, but 

wouldn't you rather spend that money to become less of a 

n00b? College is a product; the point is to get the most 

value per Uncle Sam Funbuck™.

The real benefit of college is that it forces you into

a certain mindset and gives you opportunities to explore 

concepts and get feedback that you might not get otherwise.

Things like access to academic journals, or the ability to 

speak with an expert in real-time (if your professors 

aren't tenured jerks who refuse to lower themselves by 

actually meeting with their students, instead of dumping 

all their responsibilities on a TA), are a little hard to 

get when you are self-taught. Moreover, few even have the 

discipline for self-study.

The most important thing to remember is that most 

people are not buying an education when they pay their 
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tuition fees. They are buying a social experience, or 

paying for the satisfaction of knowing that they've met 

some societal obligation the government foisted upon them. 

You don't NEED to go to school to be successful, or to be 

uber. In fact, if you go for dumb reasons, you might even 

come out stupider than you went in. Marketing has once 

again convinced everyone to purchase a product they didn't 

need, kind of like health insurance, diamond engagement 

rings, and greeting cards.
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Stop Discussing Politics

I don't particularly enjoy discussing politics 

(especially current events), because in twenty-four hours 

that thing which seems ever-so-important turns out to 

actually be not important at all. Politics as a general 

concept, is an okayish topic for discussion—albeit tired—

but I have a serious problem with political news. However, 

it seems that, lately, no one can stop harping on it. 

Everyone's brains are a scrambled mess from the perpetual 

disinfo campaigns churned out by the MSM, and everyone is 

in permanent outrage-mode. Despite whatever they claim is 

the cause of their foul mood, the TRVTH of the matter is 

that they're mostly angry because they're obsessed with 

that which they cannot change. I've said this before: 

modern politics is an invitation to beat your head against 

a brick wall—try pitting your head against a wall and see 

which one wins. I don't really care if that's what someone 

decides to do with themselves, but this news-cycle-induced 

outrage culture is starting to negatively impact my ability

to communicate with, not only members of the general 

public, but anyone who doesn't speak in meows. There are 

some people I've known for decades with whom I can 

literally not hold a conversation, and it's because they 

can't help but bring up the latest thing such-and-such did 

and isn't it just terrible? Even if I say, "I don't care 

and don't tell me about it", they'll keep blabbering on and

on about the topic regardless.

The Machine

As The ProFit says, "focusing on things you can't 

change is a path to frustration." And no, despite what you 
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learned in middle school, you actually have zero impact on 

politics. That goes for the random plebe on the street all 

the way up to the top. This is because government isn't 

about people, except in the sense people are the medium in 

which governments operate. Government is a Machine. An 

automata. A great, lumbering many-headed behemoth of an 

automata in which cogs and gears are human beings with 

little individual influence over what that machine actually

does. Because The Machine wasn't designed—it evolved. And, 

frankly, those microscopic widgets are completely 

expendable. The Machine is so massive that it chugs along, 

whether or not the gears are grinding together and sparking

or falling out and getting squished. If you've ever been 

caught up with government in any capacity, you'll 

understand what I mean because you'll see the mechanisms in

action.

So, sure, you can go campaign against drinking straws 

and get angry about fences, but you're just kicking 

yourself in the nards. The Machine does not and cannot care

about the opinions of the individual widgets in its body 

just as you do not and cannot care about the opinions of 

the individual cells in yours. That doesn't mean you should

just accept everything the government tells you, either, 

though. In the first scenario, where you let the media do 

your thinking for you, you end up as the kind of person who

can't do anything other than repeat talking points and lash

out ineffectually at anyone repeating the "alternative" 

talking point. Alternatively, if you let The (brainless) 

Machine do all your thinking for you, you're going to end 

up with a head full of patriotic mush.
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The Superorganisms Go to War

The ProFit states that governments exist in a state of

complete anarchy with one another. Governments are 

superorganisms operating on a macrolevel, and their 

decision calculus is based on factors rather outside human 

control. Certainly, the way in which they function is 

influenced by human psychology, but by this I refer to the 

Platonic form of a human, not any particular person. Humans

are wired in certain ways and this is important for 

understanding some aspects of government, but understanding

the exploits doesn't mean we can avoid them. Marketing 

departments know this and software companies know this. 

That's why you can be aware of cognitive biases and yet 

unable to resist buying Axe Body Spray and poking at your 

phone all day. You can try to account for human nature and 

design a style of government that works around those pesky 

idiosyncrasies (e.g. Great American Experiment, Communism, 

etc.), but it never works, and governments always seem to 

eventually converge on a sameyness that makes them look and

act alike. The differences everyone focuses on are 

superficial, and there is only one functional "species" of 

government. They're all the same kind of animal, so to 

speak.

In any case, what is important is that these 

superorganisms are constantly attempting to grow, but they 

are constrained by geographical boundaries and the number 

of people on the planet. Think of two bacteria colonies on 

opposite sides of a petri dish. They expand until they 

reach 1. the walls and 2. the limits of the other colony. 

The walls aren't going anywhere, so now what? They are 

forced to compete for the same space. They might reach some
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sort of homeostasis for a while, but if one colony ever 

becomes weaker, the stronger colony is going to begin 

growing into its territory. (The struggle continues until, 

ultimately, resources run out in the dish and everything 

dies.) This is a fundamental Law of Nature. In the same 

way, governments are always butting heads. This often 

"forces their hand" when it comes to making unsavory 

decisions. As technology advances, governments must 

incorporate new tools into The Machine that it is, or risk 

displacement/annihilation. For example, Mutually-Assured 

Destruction (MAD). A government can't afford to sit out an 

arms race, whether it involves nukes or surveillance 

programs. Everyone else is doing all that stuff, so they 

have to do it, too.

No One at the Helm

That isn't to say anyone in charge is weighing the 

pros and cons of this or that policy. I mean, they are, 

probably, in-between sex scandals, but what they think 

doesn't matter because they aren't actually in charge. No 

one is. As best, governments tend to consist of factions 

which are all competing against one another. The one that 

wins out happens to be the one which is in line with The 

Machine's current direction. If the government machine is a

ship, then the factions are rowers who are flailing their 

oars about wildly, trying to move the boat in all sorts of 

random directions. Then the wind catches the sail, and 

whoever happened to be rowing in the same direction as the 

wind is now captain. "The Guy." Who "The Guy" is will 

change the next time a stiff breeze comes along. The ship 

takes a circuitous route, often doubling back and going in 
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circles, but it will eventually get to where it's going, 

which is a destination which no one in particular had in 

mind.

I don't care how much you hate him/her/it/bunself, 

"The Guy" doesn't matter. Please internalize that 

statement. Etch it into your brain. Meditate upon it 

morning and evening. Whatever it takes, remember this:

THE. GUY. DOES. NOT. MATTER.

Enlightened Detachment

The framing of governments as superorganisms is simply

a metaphor, of course. What's really happening is beyond 

the ability of a single, feeble human mind to understand. 

But, it's a useful model. If it sounds a lot like how 

religion operates, or any other memeplex, you'd be correct 

in that there are a lot of parallels. It just goes to show 

how useful the Superorganism Model is when it comes to 
discussing massive groups of humans. It's also abundantly 

clear from this abstraction just how powerless individuals 

really are in battles between titans. Especially when the 

titans lack the capacity to see or hear you or your 

'pinions and wouldn't be capable of pondering them even if 

they could.

My advice would be to simply stay out of it as much as

possible. Nobody's going to stop you if you really want to 

throw your puny body into the melee, but all that's going 

to happen is that you'll be used up and your empty husk 

cast aside. For the sake of maintaining your own sanity 

(and mine, because I really don't want to hear anymore 

about politics), don't bother. Go Galt. Self-actualize. 
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Take up crochet. Do literally anything else. Or, hash out 

those totally original ideas that you definitely thunk up 

yourself and didn't just hear on the MSM with someone else 

who wants to be play in the globalist meat grinder, not me.

I plan to spend the rest of my meaningless life in the 

middle of nowhere, in a media vaccuum, not caring about Da 

Newz/Da Gobment/Da One Tr00 gOd, sporting a huge wedgie 

from my perpetual "fence-sitting" (as I've been accused 

owing to my inclination to avoid pointless topics), and not

talking to you.
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You Cannot Teach Those Who Do Not Wish to Learn

You may have noticed this in your casual discussions, 

but occasionally someone will ask you a question, then not 

listen to the answer. No matter how hard you try to explain

to them what they, ostensibly, wanted to know, any response

from you that takes more than five seconds to give will be 

met with resistance. They'll talk over you, derail the 

conversation, and ignore anything you say. Persist in 

giving them the answer, and you'll be met with open hostility.

This is one of many reasons why I no longer attempt to educate anyone on anything, 

even if they ask. The previous example is part of a larger phenomenon, a strange refusal  of 

humans to allow themselves to learn. It manifests itself public schools, in work discussions—

anywhere someone might be forced to get educated about something. People simply do not 

want to learn, and they get very angry if you try and make them. Kids in school lash out, co-

workers become resentful if you tell them there's a better way of doing something. No one 

ever thanks you for taking the time to teach them, but they often do hate you for it.

No one gets anything out of forced education, neither the student nor the educator. 

Learning has to be a voluntary thing. Ask yourself if the person you're teaching actually wants 

to know the subject material. Then ask yourself if it's even your responsibility to instruct this 

person. Usually, the answer is that they don't, and it isn't. So, why are you wasting your time 

telling someone something that they don't want to know and will, most likely, instantly block 

out of their mind? Do you like being frustrated and seeing others frustrated? Because that's all 

you're going to accomplish.

If you catch yourself in this situation, stop and think about what you're doing and why. 

Learn to recognize when you've stumbled into one of these fruitless discussions. Cut yourself 

off—even mid-sentence. Trust me, the other party isn't going to care about you leaving them 

part-way, so long as that damned learning stops. Extricate yourself from the situation as soon 

as possible. And now that I have taught you this valuable life strategy, feel free to resent me 

and immediately forget everything you have just read.
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Rev's Simple Guide to Social Interaction

Don't.
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Don't be Beguiled into Relationships

"I've known you for X years; I'm emotionally invested in 

you. I don't mind admitting that."

"Emotions are part of living, man. You can't really be 

serious."

"You're just deluding yourself. You're hiding behind a 

facade of rationalism."

"You're frigid."

"Goodbye."

That's how my interpersonal dramas used to play out. 

They always ended with one of us cutting off communication 

with the other. Usually, it was me. I've seen this script 

run its course enough times to sense when it's heading in 

this direction, so I'm rarely caught by surprise. Call it 

petty, but being the one to leave first at least allows me 

a small degree of satisfaction in an "interactive decision 

theory" kind-of-way. No matter how many times it happens, 

there's always a little bit of a sting at first, but the 

short-term pain is followed by an overwhelming sense of 

liberation. No more birthdays to remember, no culinary 

preferences or favorite colors, or any of the other data 

points of which simulacra are comprised. Soon, you'll 
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forget all of those things, and reclaim the mental space 

the model of that individual was taking up.

You see, adding another person into your sphere of 

interest is adding an additional lifetime's worth of 

dysfunction and baggage. I'd have to be really interested 

in what advice/knowledge someone has to offer before I'd be

motivated to take upon myself some of their psychological 

ataxia. Most people you call "friends" are actually just 

trying to outsource some of their baggage onto you. If you 

are doing the same to them, then maybe it's an even 

exchange but, personally, I'd rather nurse my own problems.

The more I removed I am from the economy of emotional needs

and self-interest, the better, even if it means going it 

alone. There might be someone willing to put up with your 

shit, but you'll pay dearly for their continued presence, 

whether with labor, sex or, even worse, time, of which you 

have only a finite supply.

It is true that there are non-horrible people out 

there—individuals who are intelligent and thoughtful. These

are so rare, however, that even from a mathematical 

standpoint, trying to separate the wheat from the chaff is 

an impossibly time-consuming task. Even if you do manage to

find one, you've had to sort through hundreds, maybe 

thousands, of assholes to do it. A lot of them are assholes

because they think they have something to gain by treating 

you like trash. But, heck, even setting aside people who 

are assholes because they want something from you, there 

are millions of people who are assholes simply because they

can be assholes, or because they are too lazy not to be 

(this is what The ProFit refers to as the "Banality of 
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Evil"). The world is teeming with jerks. You simply do not 
have a long enough lifespan to spend it as a shit-filter.

The amount of effort it takes to socialize with 

someone who is value-added is immense. To begin, you must 

have an idea of what you want out of a relationship, 

friendship or otherwise, before entering into one. For 

example, I refuse to interact with non-rational entities. 

If a person claims to have some amount of self-knowledge, 

they may inquire after my time. After a brief vetting 

period, I have collected enough information to determine 

whether or not my initial assessment of the individual was 

correct, and either continue the interaction, or issue a 

dismissal. Usually the person does something stupid, and is

subsequently invited to get lost. Unacceptable, non-

rational behavior includes, but is not limited to: not 

listening to me, not taking me seriously when I establish 

boundaries, saying dumb things, wasting resources 

(especially time), and sexual perversion.

You might be thinking at this point that using people 

is an obvious loophole in the "no social interaction" 

policy. Do not use people. The problem with interacting 

with idiots, at all, is that all they have to offer is more

stupid. It is better to cut off all communication than 

attempt to extract any kind of value from that which has no

value, no matter how skilled you are at manipulation. Get 

rid of the stupid as soon as you realize you're talking to 

an inanimate object or memeplex in a human suit, which is 

almost everyone.

Another annoying problem you might find yourself 

confronted with is flakiness. Flakes are a problem because 

they waste time. As such, the Three-Strike Rule applies. A 
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person may receive three invitations in a row to engage/go 

out/respond/whatever. Three is reasonable, because it gives

them an excuse to be sick or dead or something. After that,

you should adopt radio silence until they reach out to you,

at which point you can determine if they are still worthy 

of your attention (they aren't).

Some give people more chances to stupid all over the 

place than they deserve out of some innate submissiveness. 

I attribute this proclivity to gender-specific evolutionary

traits that, at a species-level, are adaptive to the 

continuance of H. sapiens. I don't care about the species, 

and such traits are then therefore obsolete. Unfortunately,

even with that in mind, one cannot undo hundreds of 

millions of years of human evolution, despite one's best 

efforts, and so the only workable solution is isolation.

Even if you did manage to stumble upon (most likely by

chance) someone acceptable, no human is entirely rational. 

You will probably find yourself the recipient of the 

irrational, unpredictable reactions that seemingly benign 

words and actions or simple miscommunications will 

inevitably provoke.

There is one aspect of human nature you can be sure 

about: the only consistency amongst people is their 

inconstancy. In the end, for all their supposed affection 

for you, they are pretty damn quick to throw you out with 

the next morning's trash when whatever role you were 

fulfilling for them is made redundant. They spend countless

hours trying to shape your thinking, feeding you 

disinformation and lies about how you need them, because 

they can't help but project their social experience onto 

yours, and because it's in the interest of their memes to 
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make you more like them. It's an attempt at spreading a 

parasitic infection of ideas and, as in nature, host 

organisms don't even realize they're doing it. If you 

resist, you are a user, fraud, jerk, or whatever other rude

name they have at their disposal—preferably the one that 

hurts you the most.

This isn't the way I'd like it to be, despite what 

everyone seems to think. I don't try to dislike anyone. Why

would I ever want to? I'm human, too, after all. No, I 

behave the way I do because the only way to deal with 

society is to deal with it rationally, or not at all. Fake 

a smile when you have to, tell people what they want to 

hear if it will get them off your case and out of your 

hair. Ignore friendly and romantic advances. You'll find 

yourself less and less perturbed by the unpredictable 

behavior of other people when you disentangle yourself 

emotionally from them. Don't try to puzzle out their 

motivations when they aren't even capable of understanding 

their own behavior. A computer cannot emulate a vm as 

complex as itself; neither can the human mind create an 

accurately complex model of itself. Yeah, it sucks, but 

it's a lot easier, if the spectacle of suffering pouring 

out of MyFace and Twatter is any indication of what the 

average man's life is like.

We Angelists have made many observations on humanity 

but, like many Type 2 hobbies, anthropology has diminishing

returns. Once you get to the point where you can dismiss 

people as pervert, k00k, fashion victim, whore, SJW, etc., 

you've built a classification system that is accurate 

enough to filter out repetitive and counter-productive 
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interactions, and now you can use the time saved to do real

stuff.

To you, other human beings are leaves, blown hither 

and thither by a perpetual whirlwind of "feelings" and 

subjectivity, whilst you look on from afar, an immovable 

stone—cold, perhaps, but at least stationary.
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Why Stupids Are Dangerous

The ProFit, in The Holy Records, states, "Humans will 

naturally seize power when they sense weakness."

The First Holy Assumption (see "The Three Holy 
Assumptions") can be summarized as such: Everyone wants to 

fuck you, in every sense of the phrase. Stupids 

(particularly ideologues) are dangerous, even if you are 

not vulnerable to k00kscr33d. K00kery in particular 

attracts all sorts of unpredictable, nefarious, deranged 

individuals, and also attracts their victims. Victims who 

will, given the opportunity, often victimize others. Simply

put: Hurt people hurt people.

The pathological sorts, sick manipulators who attempt 

to make others question reality with the intention of 

replacing it with their own world view, are spectacular to 

watch. Their thoughts wriggle, serpent-like, throughout a 

conversation, seeking out your vulnerable points and 

striking there. They try and make you concede something to 

them, anything. No matter is too trivial. You or I, being 

intellectually honest, have no problem making statements 

such as, "There is a non-zero possibility that what you say

is true, but it isn't likely", or even, "I don't know." The

k00k manipulators will count this as a point in their 

favor, cutting you off and ranting about their favorite 

memeplex, complete with low- (or no) quality evidence and 

anecdotal stories replete with emotional appeals. The point

of all this is to put you off balance and potentially open 

you up to their negative influence. Of course, if you are a

skeptic, all of this sophistry, lying, and "intellectual 

gas lighting" simply looks like a semi-literate ape 
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flailing about ineffectually, struggling even to remain 

coherent long enough to string together an argument. It's 

almost funny, until your inability to be convinced makes 

them angry.

When mental violence has failed, they lash out using 

physical violence. While you are sitting there, considering

their points, your situational awareness has dulled. It is 

difficult to think through a k00k's insane talking points 

and be mindful of one's personal safety at the same time. 

You are now vulnerable to attack.

When you are caught off-guard, you've already lost.

The only solution to this is to avoid crazies and 

stupids. Never let your guard down, never trust anyone, and

have a weapon on you at all times. A weapon that you have 

trained with enough that using it is instinctual. And yes, 

you have to be willing to kill someone to defend yourself.

Things can go to shit real fast. One second, 

everything's great, and the next you're about to die. Once 

you face the possibility of death, you never forget that 

feeling. Not fear, but rather a sinking feeling deep within

your gut that tells you, "It's over." It will happen, 

sooner or later. You cannot be ready for everything, but 

you can stack the odds in your favor by weighing your 

preparedness of such situations against its likelihood, and

taking the appropriate steps, mentally and physically.
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Do Not Approach Crazies

Do not approach crazy people. Nothing good can ever 

come of it. Got a coworker with an anger management issue? 

Avoid. Is your precious mother prone to fits of feminine 

hysteria? DeFOO. Significant other develops some sick 

fetish? Time to hit the road and, if you're married to this

person, lawyer up and hit the gym.

Don't be tempted to try and reason with them. You 

can't help them. A crazy person cedes control of their body

to their emotions. They have already demonstrated that they

are unpredictable and unwilling to exercise the self-

restraint necessary to function in society. Notice I did 

not say unable. I said unwilling.

You can waste your life trying to fight against the 

crazy, but it is a fight you are going to lose, especially 

if you do it on someone else's behalf. You'll never win 

because the only person who can fix someone's mental 

problems is themselves. The reason they haven't is because 

they don't really want to. If they did, they'd have done it

already. Plus, this kind of behavior only gets worse as the

brain loses its neuroplasticity over time.

Someone deep in the Well of Despair must raise 

themselves out of their sorrow. They might ask you to lift 

them up, but don't fall for it. They're clearly down there 

for a reason. Even if they half-heartedly grab hold of your

outstretched hand, chances are they'll sink back down the 

second you aren't lavishing them with support and 

attention. Now you've wasted your time, and they're still a

pathetic, blubbering mess.
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Even worse, a crazy will probably drag you down with 

them.

There is nothing more important than maintaining good 

mental hygiene. There is nothing more delicate than your 

grasp on sanity. No matter how perfect your environment, 

body, and mind are, it only takes one crossed wire to turn 

you into a complete lunatic, and now you're stuck with a 

debilitating shoe fetish or a stupid religion that will 

destroy your life.

Protect your sanity at all costs. Just walk away.
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Dealing with Negativity

Everyone has to deal with environmental pollutants. I 

do not refer to microplastics or nuclear waste, but instead

to cancerous mental detritus that clutters and ultimately 

destroys the brain. These toxins originate primarily from 

the polluted minds of other humans, whose heads are a 

garbage dump of pr0n, religion, collectivism, and 

negativity. Any time one of these humans opens their mouth,

you risk being sprayed with a toxic sludge of stupid that 

will permanently miswire your neurons.

In many circumstances, social interaction with such 

individuals is largely sterile. Workplaces, for example, 

generally disallow non-work-related conversation. During 

family gatherings, it is considered taboo to bring up 

politics. These time-tested practices, however, are 

beginning to break down, meaning that formerly safe 

territories are now landmines of mental toxicity. No longer

is the "small talk escape hatch" sufficient to avoid those 

who insist on dumping noxious levels of negativity all over

you—and, of course, it's contagious.

One way to avoid toxic conversation takes its 

inspiration from computing. Web services must often 

interact with non-trusted entities. This is done by setting

up a communication firewall, which exposes the API but does

not allow external entities to control what the servers do.

Only designated communication packets are allowed through. 

Untrusted code is not allowed through, but certain input is

permitted so that it can then be evaluated by your code. 

This is called a trust boundary.
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The reason this is applicable to dealing with 

negativity is because the main pain point during person-to-

person interactions is the process of attempting to emulate

a crazy brain (i.e. running untrusted code in your own 

head). That's why you need to set up a kind of trust 

boundary. For example, you can set your own dial to 

"positive" (preferably, a little more positive than 

default). The brain, being lousy at operating in full-

duplex, is thus prevented from entering "negativity sponge 

mode." Moreover, when you force an interaction in some 

direction (emotionally), the other person will (generally) 

follow along, unless they're a complete k00k (which is, of 

course, when you unholster your firearm).
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Rev's Simple Guide to Conversation

Of what constituent components are CONVERSATION 

comprised? A conversation involves participants, a 

language, a methodology, and a topic. To understand how 

communication works, it may be useful to break the process 

down into its constituent units and dissect them.

Participants

It is a known fact that there are only 100 people in 

the entire world. Certainly, there are billions of bodies, 

but there are only 100 actual people. Humans all think they

are special little snowflakes, to the point where they'll 

go to any lengths to distinguish themselves from others. 

Too bad they all try to do this the same way, by buying the

same "unique" mass-produced products and choosing COTS 

identities. The only cure for SSS (Special Snowflake 

Syndrome, a condition first identified by The ProFit in 

2014), is to accept that you are not unique and, even if 

you were, you'd soon realize the social ostracism that 

comes from being genuinely, truly different, begets a sense

of isolation that is much more than these delicate souls 

can bear. Chances are, you're a boring normie, and you’re 

talking to boring normies.  Once you realize that, you can 

figure out which character archetypes you’re dealing with, 

including your own, and go from there. Follow prescribed 

social norms for said archetypes. Also realize certain 

archetypes ought never interact with one another.

Language
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It is impossible to understand quantum mechanics 

without being literate in the mathematics behind it. It is 

also impossible to think abstractly about concepts in 

software engineering if you have no grasp of the syntax of 

programming languages. You must know the rules of a 

language to formulate and express certain ideas that cannot

be communicated otherwise.

Ever have a thought you couldn't quite express? Unlike

mathematics, human languages are sloppy, with arbitrary 

rules and exceptions, and differences that might explain 

why individuals can't "connect." The hypothesis that 

variations in language can affect one's cognitive processes

and Weltanschauung is called Linguistic Relativity—a 
fascinating topic, but outside the scope of this essay. In 

summary, I'll just point out that the conscious experience 

is tied very heavily to one's internal narrative, to the 

point where some are incapable of divorcing the processes 

of consciousness and inner monologue (they are not the same

thing). Also, if you lack the linguistic tools to formulate

smart ideas, you are not going to be able to think smart 

ideas. Lojban is a noble attempt to fix many of the 

problems of natural languages and an excellent 

communication tool, provided you can find anyone who speaks

it.

Methodology

If you want people to tolerate speaking with you, it 

will behoove you to understand the different strategies 

humans use to engage with one another, and those strategies

impact both speaker and audience. Something I've noticed 

when participating in conversations with other humans is 
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that there is a lot of talking-at, and not much talking-to.

This tendency seems to be most common amongst certain 

methodologies, and is an impediment to the usefulness and 

enjoyment of discussion.

Below, I've outlined several methods of communication, 

along with their pros and cons:

Conversational Styles:

Speech: No opportunity for interjection or clarification, 

both of which are met by anger or simply ignored. Arguments

are focused but complex. Speech-users tend to have favorite

topics, the arguments for which are rehearsed (internally 

or in previous conversations on the same subject). These 

are one-sided lectures, not conversations. The types of 

people who do this often have strong beliefs, such as 

religious memeplexes. This style makes talking easy for the

speaker, but it sucks for listeners who want to participate

in the discussion.

Debate: Opportunities for interjection happen only on 

completion of a sub-argument. Less focused than speeches, 

but off-topic questions are unacceptable. This strategy 

works a lot better if you're smart because it opens you up 

to challenges; debaters are willing to discuss logical or 

factual problems during one of their official stopping 

points. The potential downfall to this is that their 

partner may have forgotten rebuttals by the time a stopping

point is reached. Of course, if the person you are talking 

to can't remember what you said fifteen minutes ago, you 

might be talking to a drooling idiot.
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Tangential: Allows for interruptions at any point in the 

discussion. Least focused way of carrying on a 

conversation, but also the most flexible. The risk here is 

that it is possible the speaker will never get around to 

making his point. The benefits are that it partners well 

with other conversational types, halts problematic 

arguments immediately, allows individuals the ability to 

pause the conversation if they are confused or need to 

clarify some point, and sometimes wanders in new and 

unexpected directions. This style is maximally challenging 

for the speaker, but particularly beneficial for the 

engaged listener. It also gives non-interested parties 

ample opportunity to reengage by redirecting the subject 

matter, or even to exit the conversation.

I happen to subscribe to the tangential method. I 

prefer the less-structured, wiki-style for in-person 

communication in non-formal contexts. The increased 

flexibility lends itself better to the inefficient 

speaking-mode of humans. In writing, a combination of 

speech/fisking seems to be the best way to hash out ideas.

 

* A note on interruptions: There seem to be several kinds 

of interruptions. The first is from someone who would 

rather hear themselves talk and ensure their idea is 

expressed, rather than listen to anything YOU have to say. 

Most individuals are used to having "who can talk over the 

other person" contests. The second type of interruption is 

from someone who needs you to stop and clarify something 
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before you continue. I only interrupt when someone starts 

throwing information at me faster than I can decide whether

or not to accept it. As such, I am often criticized for 

derailing a conversation or becoming hung-up on details, 

but my thinking is that if something is bothering me, I 

shouldn't have to let it slip by un-commented upon.

I don't try and fight interruptions of either type, 

myself. People interrupt me all the time, and I usually 

just stop speaking at that point because I know they don't 

actually care about what I have to say. I don't get 

annoyed; I stop, and let them have the floor. I'd much 

rather absorb than transmit data anyway, and I am not 

particularly concerned about whether anyone is interested 

in my thoughts. Better to keep my gob shut. Note to self: 

Remember Rule Numero Seven.

Topics

Fundamentally, the point of conversation is to 

transfer ideas from one brain to another. Conversations 

must have a topic. Ideally, a discussion will benefit all 

involved parties and result in the P2P transfer of the most

useful ideas in the shortest amount of time. This makes a 

conversation worthwhile. Entertainment is a minor- or non-

concern for people who are interested in increasing their 

knowledge but, obviously, for the average idiot, an 

enjoyable conversation is not necessarily the most 

utilitarian one. People like stupid conversations for the 

same reason they like blockbuster films, which is that 

"fun" conversationalists follow two rules: Don't bore your 

audience, and don't make them feel stupid. Having a 

friendly debate on whether a female's best attribute is 
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their tits or their ass is neither boring to the average 

male, nor does it challenge their intellect and make them 

feel inadequate. In any case, I rarely participate in these

discussions, such as they are, because they involve 

repetition (people telling the same anecdotes over and over

again), value-negative information that threatens my mental

hygiene and actually makes me stupider, or thought-

terminating cliches. All pointless from a useful data-

gathering standpoint.

Conclusion

Talking is not very resource-intensive, so it isn't 

surprising that most people are inefficient about it. As a 

result, human communication is riddled with timesinks and 

garbage. Knowing how to deal with communication problems is

critical if you don't want to waste your life.
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Rev's Simple Guide to Conversation 2

Unfortunately for those of us not gifted with a high 

CHA score, we must occasionally engage in various forms of 

social interaction. As some of us are maladapted for that 

which comes naturally to most humans, we must remember and 

apply rules of conversation in order to stay under the 

radar and not draw undue amounts of attention to oneself. 

Moreover, it has become clear that social interactions 

today are becoming increasingly dysfunctional. Rev 

attributes this to the lack of formal education in 

elocution and the rhetorical arts, the lack of well-spoken 

individuals to serve as exemplars in modern culture, and 

generalized degeneracy.

It is burdensome, but Rev has kindly outlined the 

following guide for conduct during such difficult 

situations.

Step 1: Self-Analysis

Do you smell bad? Did you shower recently? Do you have

unsightly tufts of nose hair extruding from your nostrils? 

Is there toilet paper adhered to your shoe? Did you 

remember to wear pants? If you do not pass the self-check, 

exit quickly and remedy the situation until you have made 

yourself suitable for a social engagement.

Step 2: Partner Analysis

Is your conversational partner black? Emotionally 

sensitive? Not only must you not break social norms that 
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are commonly accepted by everyone, but you must also tailor

your conversation to your partner's preferences and 

proclivities. For example, if you are conversing with a 

soccer mom, you will offend sensibilities by discussing 

antinatalism. If you are in a group, you must analyze 

individual members and also the hivemind, as different 

standards of behavior are applicable in 1v1 vs. group 

dialogues.

Step 3: Monitor the Volume of Your Voice

Keep the volume of your voice down, even if it means 

mumbling. No one likes the loud, obnoxious person in the 

group. Moreover, if you mumble, you can say anything you 

like as your meaning is ambiguous. If you are especially 

lucky, the person you are speaking with will hear your 

mumbling and interpret your words favorably. Humans tend 

to, when given the opportunity, hear precisely what they 

want to hear.

Step 4: Assume the Appropriate Facial Expressions/Body 
Language

Although you may be inclined to sit expressionless and

motionless during a social exchange, as your opposite 

begins to speak, you must assume the appropriate facial 

expression and body language for the situation, or risk 

angering them. If you cannot recall which expressions match

which emotion, are unable to determine whether or not the 

subject of conversation is negative or positive, or are 

simply unable to contort your face into the complex shapes 

demanded of you, a grimace generally suffices for every 
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situation. It has the advantage of being easily 

misinterpreted as either a smile or a frown, support or 

sympathy. Simply bare your teeth and let the other 

individual(s) interpret the action as they will. Nodding 

one's head and gesticulating wildly also seems to ensure 

one's partner that one is engaged and listening intently to

their gibberish. Do not rock back and forth or pick at your

skin like a crazy person, as tempting as that may be.

Step 5: Ask Questions

Rather than attempt to enlighten or inform (people 

hate it when you have something to say), move the 

conversation along by encouraging your partner to talk more

about themselves. Ask many questions, but do not answer 

them. If you are asked something, offer a noncommittal 

gesture and then turn the question back around on them. 

People like to talk about themselves. Under no 

circumstances divulge unnecessary personal information, as 

anything you say can and will at some point be used against

you. You also run less risk of repeating yourself if you 

say nothing to begin with, and there is nothing that seems 

to annoy people more than repetition, even if the self-

reference is relevant to the discussion. Rather than 

slipping up and saying something stupid, nonsensical, or 

offensive, allow the other person to monologue about 

whatever they please until they get bored and go away.

Step 6: Leave, Now

Obviously, this is a lot to remember, and it is very 

difficult to focus on the topic of conversation whilst 
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keeping all these balls in the air at once. Even an 

experienced juggler cannot maintain so many indefinitely. 

Social exchanges are terribly exhausting. Thus, keep them 

short, simple, and non-confrontational. Leave at the 

earliest opportunity and try not to encourage or solicit 

further communiques.

Example Conversation

A human approaches you. They have established eye contact 

and blocked the path to the exit. Do not panic. Quickly 

ensure that your pants are on.

Human: Hey there, Rev! How are you?

Remember, they do not actually care about how you are. 

This is a social "game." You could say that you are fine, 

but perhaps you find lying difficult. Instead of 

answering, ask them the question instead and hope that 

their automatic responses will engage.

Rev: How are you?

Human: Oh, I'm good. What are you doing here?

They still don't care, but they are beginning to sense 

that you are not able to follow the "script." This is 

making them feel uncomfortable. It is time to distract 

them by adopting The Grimace and asking more questions.

Rev: Nothing. You?
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Human: Blah blah blah blah....This conversation is devoid 

of any actual information because I actually just want to 

waste your time and entertain myself rather than increase 

your knowledge about a topic I think you might find 

interesting and/or useful.

At this point you are probably bored and distracted, so 

just grimace and nod until there is a lull.

Rev: Mumbling

Human: Oh, I hate that too. Golly, you are so smart!

Do not correct any misinterpretations. They are working in

your favor and their misunderstanding will make you seem 

cleverer than you are.

Rev: Well, I better go. Bye.

Avoid soliciting further communication by saying "talk 

to/see you later", or giving out contact information. 

Disengage quickly and flee to safety.

Remember this advice. A wise man once said, you should ask 
yourself the following questions before saying anything:

1. Does this need to be said?

2. If yes, does this need to be said by me?

3. If yes, does this need to be said by me, right now?
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Curing Beta Syndrome

I had an epiphany the other day, as I was surrounded 

by four or five TSAsshats who seemed to take undue 

objection to my argumentative disposition. Clearly, 

although they had just stolen my pocket knife, hassled me 

for twenty minutes, and felt me up, they somehow concluded 

that I ought to treat them as if they weren't thieves and 

molesters. As often as they change the policy on what is 

and isn't banned on airplanes, how is anyone supposed to 

keep track? I didn't expect that I'd win the argument, but 

I figured they at least deserved to have their workday 

ruined.

Anyway, what I realized is that when someone acts like

an asshat to me, I tend to inform said asshat of my 

assessment of their behavior. I seem incapable to not 

respond in kind, although I rarely get angry (my emotional 

range effectively ends at irritation), Despite not being 

"mad", per se, I refuse to let idiots wipe their shoes on 

me. They might be wrong, and need to be corrected, or they 

might be right, but need to work on their delivery. Feeding

their own negativity back to them gives them an incentive 

to learn how to behave appropriately around other humans. I

like to give people the opportunity to better themselves. 

Unfortunately, not everyone is as naturally Alpha as me.

Those with terminal Betaitis are pathologically afraid

of being disliked, or of publicly making a spectacle of 

themselves. They are not immune to confrontation (if you 

enter a public space, at some point you will be challenged 

by some rabid idiot) but, instead of defending themselves, 

they roll over and wait for the danger to pass (the Satanic
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Bible tells us that this is the perfect time to kick a man—

when he's down). Not only is surrender pathetic, I 

recommend you go a step further and be intentionally 

incendiary. If someone is in public, or in your home, or in

their home with you after extending an invitation to you to

enter, they are subject to any and all criticisms that you 

choose to bestow. If the fatty in line ahead of you is just

standing there, being all fat, how is it wrong of you to 

point out the obvious, either to his face or to the person 

next to or behind you? The TRVTH isn't always pretty, 

hamplanets, but TRVTH it is.

If you have Beta Syndrome, you need to stop being so 

controlling of other people's perception of you. Sometimes 

people just aren't going to like you—accept that, embrace 

the inevitable dislike. Those who are pre-occupied with 

their image are manipulative, vain, and self-obsessed, 

which are really annoying qualities. Those traits alone are

reason enough for people to hate you. If you are to be 

hated whether you fight back or don't, you need to master 

the art of not giving a fuck about how you are viewed by 

others.

Allow me to caveat the following with a warning. If 

you are attempting to manage important interpersonal 

relationships, business dealings, or political intrigues, 

lashing out carelessly is not going to help you—strategy 

and empathy will serve you far better. On the other hand, 

for passing encounters and conflicts you are not 

particularly invested in, it is mentally healthier (for 

you) to lash out and relieve, or lessen, the burden of the 

negativity imposed upon you than to stew about it later, 

mired in a morass of self-loathing.
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Discussions with plebeians will always descend to the 

level of the lowest common denominator. No matter how wise 

or collected you are, when you quarrel with Tweedledum and 

Tweedledee at the local tavern, your carefully selected 

words will simply bounce off their thick hides until you 

finally resort to slinging low curses, such as slanders 

directed at the moral fibre of their mothers, or swinging 

your fists. Ergo, trying to interact with the peasants as 

one rational being to another is pointless and counter-

productive, if not hazardous to your health. Moreover, as 

these ruffians have done you the disservice of wasting your

time or looting your property, and have furthermore made 

you feel disquieted, it is one's moral obligation to turn 

that negativity back toward its source. For once, the 

Wiccans have the right idea about something, specifically 

about redirecting negative energies (whatever is done to 

you, you may return threefold).

Shame and embarrassment are the most paralyzing of 

these energies, and the second you succumb to them, you've 

lost. Embarrassment is the one thing that can condemn you 

forever to Betadom.

Here's a little exercise for you Betas. Whenever you 

are out in public, try and make people a little 

uncomfortable, even if that people is you. This goes 

against all your natural inclinations and, at first, feels 

strange, and makes you wonder if others can sense your 

discomfort. You will find that actually, the ONLY person 

who feels embarrassed or weird is you. It's always you. It 

always has been you. No one else actually cares. You are 

not important. I can't stress this enough. You. Are. Not. 

Important. Try it. Say crazy stuff to the cashiers at 
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Walmart. Conjure up odd names and titles by which to 

introduce yourself. Weave elaborate yarns about your life 

that paint you as some kind of weirdo. Pretend to ascribe 

to obscure political and religious beliefs. Either no one 

notices, which is the normal outcome, or you occasionally 

piss someone off, in which case they probably were looking 

for a fight when you happened by, and now you have an 

entertaining little diversion. If you are constantly 

bullshitting about yourself in public, you'll soon discover

you have, until this point, been obsessed with how others 

view you. With practice, you can remove embarrassment from 

your emotional vocabulary, and free your brain up for more 

interesting interactions. If you master your emotions under

favorable circumstances, then you will be less disposed to 

cracking under pressure under less favorable conditions.

By the way, if anyone reading this is in the TSA, 

please contract Ebola and die, kthx.
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How to Succeed in Life Without Really Trying

By Someone-Who-Has-Never-Succeeded.

I might not be speaking from experience, considering 

the fact I'm a giant loser, but I've often thought about 

sound strategies for success in life, particularly in the 

workplace. By often, I mean this thought suddenly occurred 

to me the other day and since then, it has been turning 

over and over in my mind. I'm a deranged obsessive, and 

unless I write down my thoughts, I can't get them out of 

me. I don't care about succeeding in life, because learned 

helplessness or something, but I can't stand lingering 

thoughts that refuse to go away after they show up 

unannounced, like some kind of annoying surprise houseguest

who seems to be oblivious to the fact you hate spontaneity.

If you're not completely ignorant of pop psychology, 

you might have heard of the Peter Principle. I can't 
testify to its veracity, and I wonder who this Peter was, 

but that isn't what this lecture is about. Here is a 

principle of my own. For lack of a better name, I shall 

Christen it: The Marie Principle.

Definition: Never position yourself at the top, or the
bottom, of a hierarchy. Additionally, be neither the 
second-most competent, nor the second-most incompetent.

When SHTF, there are certain individuals that are 

first to be lined up in front of a firing squad. These are 

the people with the most accountability, those at the top 

of the hierarchy; and those who are at the bottom tier—

individuals whose ineptitude contributed to whatever shit 

has gone down. You don't want to be in either of those 
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positions when the heads start rolling, because yours will 

be the first to hit the floor. We need a good bloodbath now

and then, but it sure as hell ain't gonna be me. My plans 

for my own death entail less bullets, unless there really 

isn't any other option.

Anyway, so the government changes, or there's an 

office shake-up. Who is safe, or at least safer, than the 

aforementioned individuals? The answer is, obviously, all 

those mediocre, non-offensive plebes in the middle. Those 

who put in the minimum amount of effort required as to not 

draw attention to themselves.

I'm aware that the advice to "keep one's head down" is

something of a deepity, but it is oft-stated for a good 

reason.

Why did I also say second-most? Think of it this way, 

when the King dies, do you want to be next in line in front

of an angry, pitchfork-wielding mob? I certainly don't. And

when the worst employee at the office gets the boot, the 

second-worst is now the worst, and who do you think is 

getting fired next?

If you want to keep your head, therefore, vanish into 

the majority. Distinguish yourself neither through 

excellence nor incompetence. Marie Antoinette did both, and

suffered the natural consequence of being notable, 

powerful, and generally shit. Sure, you won't be advancing 

humanity by being mediocre, but chances are you're too 

stupid to contribute anything useful anyway. Even if you've

the potential to become the next messiah, I'd advise not 

bothering.
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Honestly, what do I care of humanity's fate? I owe 

society nothing, and neither do you. Screw them, stay out 

of the crosshairs, and spend your life doing what you want,

like building a bunch of beehives in your backyard or 

writing erotic fiction about said bees. It doesn't matter, 

as long as it doesn't involve getting involved.
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Arbeit Mach Frei

For the long-term unemployed, work may seem to hold 

the answer to not only one's financial problems, but also 

their emotional problems. Especially if you're—dare I use 

the term—privileged enough to be living a decent, 

comfortable life. Plenty of people have a support system 

robust enough to keep them in the manner to which they have

become accustomed, even without a job (especially females).

They don't have to resort to living out of their cars, 

showering at the gym, applying for jobs from dirty 

computers in the public library. Some people can be out of 

work for years and still have everything they want, and 

then some, without the suckiness that comes with selling 

their souls to the man.

But it isn't easy to live that way and not feel like 

complete trash. And most people would agree with the 

assessment that someone who isn't providing "value" to 

society is indeed worse than non-recyclable garbage. The 

idea that hard work and grit equates to virtue is a sticky 

meme indeed. The only way the average victim of Protestant 

work ethic can discharge this feeling is to shamble over to

an employer, hat in hand, and shamelessly beg for a job. 

Ultimately, they end up feeling like shameless scum either 

way.

The concept of "privilege" is surprisingly damaging. 

People really hate being called privileged, even though 

it's objectively a good thing to have an advantage over 

others. Why would anyone want to be inferior? But, the idea

of privilege has become tainted. The mere implication 

elicits strong feelings of guilt. So strong are these 
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feelings that people will do just about anything to reduce 

perceived privilege. They'll even intentionally cripple 

themselves in a variety of ways.

Fear of privilege has led to many moderately-

successful men to literally cut off their own genitals to 

become transwomen, or post ads on the internet entitled 

"Cuck seeking Bull." Better to let some stranger come over 

to screw your wife and humiliate you than simply enjoy your

middle class lifestyle, guilt-free, right? Why feel 

grateful for the things you have when you could instead 

destroy them and then boast about your victimhood?

Falling for the Protestant work ethic meme as an 

unemployed, but financially stable, loser does the same 

thing to the human psyche that the privilege meme does to a

male feminist—it makes people miserable enough to cuck 

themselves. So, you accept that dead-end, career-destroying

job just to be able to hold your head up when someone asks 

what you do for a living, instead of being patient and 

applying selectively. Instead of using your free time to 

make yourself a better person, you spend all evening 

fruitlessly applying to thousands of listings from which 

you'll never get a response. In reality, jobs tend to find 

you, if you don't suck; you don't find them.

Sure, you don't want to be a loser—even a rich loser. 

Being dependent on others is lame and pathetic. You should 

always be trying to keep your mind and body active. But 

don't let society convince you that being useful to it 

means that you're virtuous. It means you're a sucker. If 

you already have what you want out of life as an 

unemployed, then what more can more money or a job give 

you? Eff society. Be useful to yourself instead. It is 
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healthy for man to work—for himself. But, to work for 

others? How can there be any virtue in servility?
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Worksona

What most humans think of as "personality" is a social

construct. While individuals are predisposed to certain 

patterns of thinking and behavior, it is the combination of

those patterns + social context that creates what we 

colloquially know as a personality. This is why a person 

might act in one way in one context, but act and entirely 

different way in another context. It isn't necessarily that

they are "fake" (though this could be the case), instead, 

their implicit traits might express themselves in a number 

of ways, depending on the external stimuli to which they 

are exposed. All might be "real" manifestations of the 

self, inasmuch as any simulacrum of a person can be "real."

Thus, we see the emergence of a human's many personas.

The trend in many Western countries denies the utility

and validity of personas, though in Asian cultures the 

faceted nature of personality is much more accepted. 

Faceted is indeed the correct word; like a cut gem, its (a 

personality's) appearance can vary wildly depending on the 

angle from which it is viewed, yet it is, nevertheless, the

same stone. Each facet is a persona. Western societies 

instead emphasize the importance of self expression, which 

can only occur after "finding oneself", as if the ultimate 

reward of a successful journey of self discovery is 

uncovering a "true" self, and any other selves are somehow 

inferior, with parts still hidden. This Myth of Selfhood is

a source of anxiety for those who are forever futilely 

chasing after their "true identity" (there is no such 

thing), and limiting because the believers insist on always
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"being themselves" regardless of context, when sometimes 

the traits on display are not appropriate to the situation.

One situation in which this is evident is in the 

workplace. A typical example might be an individual who 

shows up at a new job and demands that their coworkers 

accept them as they are. Never mind the external 

indications of self (piercings, tattoos, haircuts, 

whatever), as shallow and stereotypical as they are—how 

interesting that one's true self follows societal trends, 

as if external influences should somehow have something to 

do with self discovery. More important are the personality 

traits that individuals bring with them to the office. 

Often, some of those would have been better left at home. 

They're disruptive and have negative consequences, mostly 

for the individual in question, but also for those around 

them. Why are personality traits, or a collection of them 

in the form of a persona, not as carefully chosen for the 

day as one's outfit?

Rather than being one's authentic self, which is a 

myth, turn the stone to reveal a different facet. With 

practice, a persona—or worksona—just for the office, can be

donned just as quickly as business casual. It isn't a mask,

so it cannot accidentally slip. Instead, it is the self, 

until the work day is over and the home persona takes over.

There are numerous benefits—for example, an insult to the 

worksona does not carry over to the homesoma, so there's 

nothing to stew about at the end of the day. Only traits 

favorable to making the work day as painless as possible 

are included. You are a workbot. If you are assigned more 

work, there is no reason to be upset. Work is what workbots

do, so how could any type or amount work be frustrating?
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If this seems difficult, simply follow these steps. 

Begin cultivating the worksona by deciding which traits 

ought to be included. Then, which memories and experiences.

These are real memories, not manufactured ones, but heavily

vetted and interpreted though the lens of someone with the 

desired personality traits. It is not strange for a 

terrible memory to become neutral or even positive in the 

mind of the worksona. Some memories, because they are so 

essential to the formation of personality, should not be 

included at all. Then, adopt the worksona in a low stakes 

environment to test its limitations. You might discover 

some deficiencies, so adapt accordingly. Do not think of 

yourself as playing a character; be the character. The 

process is much like Method acting. The true test, however,

comes when you become the worksona for real, and have to 

remain that person for prolonged periods of time. Perhaps 

years, or decades.

A true expert in the worksona will create a 

personality that is well-respected, assertive, and 

unshakable in uncomfortable and stressful situations. There

will, however, be mistakes. A stray thought from another 

persona, the accidental reveal of an undesirable quality. 

Do not be discouraged. You don't have to be perfect—just 

better than average. Recall also, that there are many 

contexts in which alternate personas can be useful, not 

just at work. Try to have a few personas available for 

various situations that may arise.

It has been said, famously, that "attachment is the 

root of all suffering." This includes attachment to the 

self. Abandon silly notions of authenticity and reap the 

benefits of a friction-less, less-frustrating life.
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Dealing with Bad Habits

I have a Bad Habit when it comes to reading for 

leisure, and an even Worse Habit that came from reading for

business. Before I was paid to read, I could absorb myself 

in a book, fiction or non-, take my time (though I've 

always been a fast reader, I think), and shut out the rest 

of the world. It didn't matter what I was reading, so long 

as I was reading. I'd read anything--books, magazines, 

shampoo bottles, and when I'd read them all I'd read them 

again. It's hard to imagine re-reading a book now, but I 

remember a time when I could experience a story more than 

once and enjoy it. I was happy to stumble across some 

nuance or detail I'd missed during, or forgotten since, 

previous readings.  Non-fiction was treated the same way as

fiction. I'd read the same chapters over and over to 

memorize concepts. A bad way of studying, admittedly, but 

the full context of the bullet-pointed facts from the 

lectures helped me to remember, and I need all the help I 

can get with a memory as faulty as mine.

But, reading has been ruined for me. In reading for 

business, I developed the Worse Habit of skimming. This 

Worse Habit was further reinforced by reading SEO articles 

online--which were probably was written in content mills 

(like the ones I worked for) or generated by GPT-3--which 

force you to sift through mountains of filler to find the 

(usually hyperlinked) Keywords. I turned into a machine 

that scanned for tidbits of important information and 

discarded the context. The all-important context had to be 

sacrificed for expedience and, consequently, I remember 

nothing of what I read during those years. There was no 
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time for appreciation. The material was to be processed 

like a turkey in a meat processing facility, the text 

killed, quickly plucked, the important bits set aside to be

packaged and shipped to the customer, and the rest 

discarded as waste material.

For what and why I was reading, it was good enough, 

since the money was in those choice bits; the rest was 

superfluous, something I was paid to sort through because 

the customer didn't have the time or inclination. At best, 

the inedible parts I threw into the bin were nothing more 

than a means by which to convey the monetizable bits to the

assembly line.  The feathers, the feet, the organs--means 

to an end, now an unwanted nuisance.  Little turkey feet 

words, just a transportation system carrying the valuable 

(though not very valuable, since a turkey's life isn't, 

individually, worth very much) pieces to content processors

like myself, who cut them off and throw them away. Not an 

enjoyable process really, but the job needed doing and I 

needed a job. It's hard work, separating the feet and head 

from the edible parts, but I gave it my all.

Brains are annoying. It's so easy to develop a habit, 

but so hard to break one. Skimming became a Habit, and 

surprise surprise, it's hard Habit to break. I burned out, 

I can't work as a content processor anymore. I'm not paid 

to skim, and yet I still find myself doing it, long after 

the skill's utility has waned. Now that I'm free to read 

quality prose, I can't do it. When a text is good, all of 

the words are to be savored. Yet, I'm always searching for 

the meat and casting aside everything that isn't the Point.

Except the Point is to enjoy the work as a whole, so, by 

skimming, I'm actually throwing away the best parts of the 
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bird. Even though I know the bird isn't a turkey, but a 

quail or a flamingo and it's a shame to waste any of it.

Everyone loves a Thanksgiving turkey, but not because 

it tastes good.  In fact, it doesn't taste like much of 

anything at all. The turkey is a vehicle to carry gravy and

stuffing into the mouth; you know, those post-processing 

things added to the bird long after the animal's been 

dissected. The meat I sold to others to do with what they 

would, and they cooked it, added gravy and stuffing, and 

served it and sold the finished product for a tidy sum. 

Someone enjoyed Thanksgiving long after I spent the money I

earned for my part in bringing it to the table. Don't 

mistake that observation for resentment. I got my cut of 

the profits and I was thankful for it. My share was a few 

dollars for the meat, and yes the turkey sold for more, but

not egregiously more, since by the end the turkey was no 

longer a piece of meat, but a full Thanksgiving dinner. The

chef did all the skilled labor and honestly, I was given 

more than I deserved. That's not unfair, but there are 

hazards to any line of work. In reading for business, I 

lost my ability to read for pleasure. For a long time.

I try to fight against my Worse Habit with a Bad 

Habit. Only recently have I attempted to read for leisure 

again. I try to enjoy the flamingo, tongue and all, and not

treat it like a turkey. I can now, to an extent, but only 

by gorging myself on the words. When I feel the urge to 

skim or stop, I force the words into my brain like someone 

whose eaten too much Thanksgiving turkey but still 

continues eating because it's wrong not to clean your 

plate. I cram them into my already bulging cheeks, even 

though I'm not enjoying them at the moment. Crumbs fall out
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and land on my lap; I stuff them right back in my mouth. 

Even though bird-butchery has made me sort of dislike 

eating, by which I mean reading, and the birds, by which I 

mean books, all taste the same. I probably look hungry, the

way I stuff the bird into my mouth, feathers and all, but 

I'm not. I've made myself into a literary foie gras, hoping

I can one day break my Worse Habit with a Bad Habit. Hoping

one day I can break my Bad Habit and enjoy the taste of 

reading again.
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Reverse Retirement

Some of you chr0nically funemployed l0sers might be 

wondering how to survive in a society that views you as 

entirely unworthy to participate in the workforce. Does the

fact that you don't have a 401K or health insurance cause 

you anxiety? Is your employment history spottier than a 

middle-aged cougar's leopard print undies? Is it obvious 

that you won't qualify for social security? (Don't feel too

bad about that one—you wouldn't have gotten social security

even if you had "paid in" to such an obviously 

unsustainable Ponzi scheme). Do you agonize over an 

uncertain future? Have I got good news for you!

Fuck it.

Yep, you heard me right. Give up. You are a lost cause

and you have no future. It is time to plan for your 

retirement in a completely new way—a "reverse retirement 

(RR)", that is.

Since you have no hope of retiring in the future with 

any kind of "economic security", it is time to retire early

without any savings whatsoever. Embrace your freedom and do

all that stuff people say they are going to do once their 

company decides to repay their years of unwavering loyalty 

and hard work with The Boot. Instead of waiting to visit 

Ubeki-beki-stan-stan-stan when you're too old to walk 

unassisted or eat street food seasoned with rat droppings 

because it "upsets your wittle tummy", go do all that 

backpacking in Europe while mommy is still willing to buy 
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you a plane ticket under the pretext of family bonding. 

Compose that terrible poetry you couldn't get around to 

writing while you were busy coming up with fictional work 

experience on your resume. Take up a pointless hobby, like 

contracting STDs. It's not like being completely 

irresponsible has gotten you anywhere so far, so why start 

trying to get your shit together now?

Of course, you can't just up and retire without a 

little bit of planning. Short-term planning, of course. If 

you were able to plan for the long term, you wouldn't be 

such a failure at life. Here are the Rev's tips for 

retiring early:

1. Take that pride of yours and throw it right out the 
window. You're not going to be needing it anymore. When 
you're reverse-retired, you're going to be spending a lot 

of time groveling for scraps from relatives, friends, and 

strangers. Even a hint of pride might alert a resource node

—ahem—generous friend that your ass-kissing is 

disingenuous. Does compromising your morals bother you? I 

sure hope not, because believe you me, you're going to be 

doing a lot of horrible deeds for piddling amounts of cash,

possibly while bent over a dumpster behind a convenience 

store.

2. Mooch off relatives and friends. If you're particularly 
fortunate, some family member might house you out of some 

sense of familial obligation. You don't understand why 

(hint: they are better people than you, Scumbag), but 

you're not about to pass up a free lunch.
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3. Stay under the radar. The less people notice that you're
bleeding them dry, the better. Eventually your host 

organism is going to get fed up with you leeching off of 

them, but hopefully you won't run out of co-dependant 

relatives before it's time for Tip #10.

4. Be a whore. If you are female, all the better. As long 
as you have a hoo-hah into which someone can stick their 

ding-ding, you'll always have a sucker willing to pay for 

your living expenses.

5. Own as little as possible. You'll be moving a lot as a 
reverse retiree, and nothing is more impractical (and 

expensive) than dragging a caravan's worth of personal 

possessions behind you. Besides, you're going to be selling

everything you own anyway to support your disgusting eating

habit, so get used to not having stuff. Plus, you seriously

don't deserve to own nice things.

6. Keep expenses low. Booze and street drugs might dull the
pain of your shitty, unfulfilling life, but EBT doesn't 

cover them, so get used to being hungry AND miserable. Do 

you like partaking in delicious and healthy food? Too bad. 

If you're still eating food that hasn't yet hit its 

expiration date, you're not nearly committed enough to RR.

7. Become an agorist. Take advantage of every government 
service you can. Sure, it's unfair to the taxpayers but, 
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since you don't have a job (participating in research 

studies and donating to the sperm bank doesn't count), 

you're not a taxpayer anymore, so who cares? It isn't like 

entitlement system is going away even if you don't use it.

8. Be selfish and manipulative. Feeling guilty about taking
advantage of the kindness of others is only going to bring 

you to #10 faster. Of course, you can't let anyone know 

that you're a selfish piece of shit, because then they 

might rethink helping you out.

9. Don't have children. You are basically a child yourself,
except more despicable.

10. Kill yourself. Well, you've managed to get by for a 
while, but probably not long enough to hit sixty-five and 

take advantage of the freebies, discounts, and subsidies 

that old people get. Even if you did, you'd be so disgusted

with life by then, the thought of going on for another 

minute would be torture. Eventually, the guilt and self-

loathing catches up to you. You've already traveled the 

world and seen all there is to see (and confirmed that it 

all sucks), yet you linger in a jaded fugue, your social 

capital finally exhausted, and addicted to self-destructive

behaviors (protip: self-injury is cheaper than Prozac and 

Oxy). You know that your current existence is unsustainable

and you realize that you no longer care. Now's the time to 

grab your toaster (or your roommate's toaster, since you 

sold yours on CraigsList for three dollars and a handful of
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pocket lint) and head to the bathtub, because it only gets 

worse from here.

Now you are a real reverse retiree! With just a little

spunk and a retirement plan that consists of, "Eh, when I 

run out of money I'll just commit suicide", you too can 

live worry free!
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Self-Deplatforming

If you are reading this, it might seem like the 

following words don't make all that much sense. What you 

have to realize is that you are amongst the very few who 

have set eyes upon this Great Work. TRVTHfully, I've always

known that I'm shouting into the void, that void which 

sucks everything up and only spits back the worst possible 

things at the worst possible moments. No one will read 

this, (surely, hopefully), but if you do, keep in mind 

that, if this is what I have allowed you to see, there is 

probably much more that you do not. Behind me is a trail of

corpses and severed appendages, all of which are my own. It

fills me with regret, which is why I implore you to avoid 

making the same mistakes I did.

Anyone with any kind of electronic presence is guilty 

of hubris. They create life with the hope of perpetuating 

themselves, only to give custody their children to the 

orphanages that house countless other abandoned whelps. You

might call it vendor lock-in, but euphemisms don't hide the

ugly reality. I see right through you, because the ghosts 

of my children play amongst your own.

The children—our digital selves, or some subset of 

ourselves, the dramatis personae through which we interact 

with the other actors in the vulgar tragedy of our online 

lives—these, once given over, are forever lost to their 

parents. Once abandoned, custody of them is forfeit. What 

happens to them after that is anyone's guess. They might be

cut off from you, forgotten, even dead, but they are 

perfectly preserved. No matter how well you think you've 

hidden away your embarrassing past, there's a good chance 
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that, someday, you'll hear a knock on your door and that 

past will be staring you right in the face. You might have 

aged, but your children will arrive looking exactly the 

same as they did when you gave them up, and they'll be in 

the arms of your worst enemy.

That's when you get deplatformed. Your family, your 

boss, or the police confront you, waving around printouts 

of your social networking profiles and "hateful" online 

posts, and you won't be able to deny anything. It's all 

right there in black-and-white: your identity as Carlos 

Danger, your sketchy conversations, your nudes, whatever 

can hurt you the most. Hopefully, your only punishment is 

humiliation, but it could also be divorce, perpetual 

unemployment, or jail time. Why did all this happen to you?

Is it because you're important? No, you're probably a 

nobody. Is it because you're particularly horrible? Maybe, 

or maybe you're just average. It doesn't matter who you are

or what you did. What matters is that you left a record. 

Your profiles. Your children.

This is where self-deplatforming comes in. Before it 

can be done to you, you may as well do it to yourself. The 

reasons are as follows:

1. To say anything is to incur risk, to give people 

the leverage they need to destroy you. The risk is almost 

never outweighed by the supposed benefits you get from 

putting yourself out there.

2. You waste less time on non-productive activity.
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3. You lower your chances of being deplatformed 

involuntarily in a way that might permanently ruin your 

life.

4. Once you delete everything, you'll understand that 

no one cared about you to begin with. Trust me, no one is 

going to come looking for you. The sooner you realize this,

the better.

5. You stop supporting for scumbag companies that are 

using your content to make money. These companies never pay

you fairly for your work, and are perfectly willing to stab

their content creators in the back when it no longer 

benefits them to have them around.

6. Uploading content to some platform typically 

"locks" that data into a particular place and into a 

particular format. There's a good chance that you will 

never be able to get that data out again and, if you do, it

will be mangled. Having someone else host your data also 

means that you have no say in when/if it is deleted.

But, you say, why bother? None of that information is 

ever really gone. Once you put it out there, you no longer 

own it. True, which is why you shouldn't have put it out 

there in the first place. But, since you did, the least you

can do is not give them anymore, and try to reduce access 

to what's already there. Adding even a few steps to the 

process of linking your online personas and your real 

identity can potentially save you from doom in the future. 

At the very least, the parties involved in destroying you 
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will have to be a little more powerful than your average 

internet warrior if they want to get their hands on your 

data. And, if people that powerful are trying to take you 

down, you're probably screwed anyway. In those cases, the 

evidence you leave behind barely matters. If there's none, 

it will be manufactured.

Delete what you can, disentangle yourself from what 

you cannot. It's common sense, but common people refuse to 

do this. I understand. It can be a little heart-wrenching 

to commit digital suicide. You feel like you've cut off a 

piece of yourself, and that's because you have. That 

digital version of you is still you, after all. But, once 

it stops receiving input, it can never change or grow. It 

is a corpse, and for it you might mourn. Remember this, 

however: the only two things that can happen to corpses are

1. decomposition or 2. exhumation. Decomposition is 

natural, even desirable and freeing. Obviously, the latter 

is more concerning, and entirely out of your control (what 

corpse has a say in it's exhumation?). The only option you 

have is whether you'll leave behind an ugly corpse. At 

least have the bad actors dig up a corpse with a few less 

blemishes on it. The longer you let the child live, the 

more evidence they'll have to make a case against you when 

they find the body.

In these times, the only safe communications are the 

kinds that leave no evidence behind. Nothing for the dark, 

humming data centers to collect. For truly personal 

conversations, limit them only to in-person interaction 

away from electronics. At least then, there's no proof to 

damn you. Anything sent over the wire should be formal, 

impersonal. If you think what you say online isn't a 
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problem, think again. You never know what will be deemed 

WrongSpeak in the future. It wasn't so long ago that the 

internet was a relatively safe place, so long as you 

weren't committing actual crimes. It didn't take long for 

the definition of crime to extend to minor indiscretions or

naughty language. What can't be prosecuted in court is fair

game for vigilante mobs. It seems that this trend will only

continue, so the sensible option is to quit while you're 

ahead.

When given a choice to do something, do some other 

thing, or not do it at all, the default, conservative 

option is to not. Be conservative when considering engaging

in any sort of digital interaction. Chances are, you don't 

understand the technologies involved or how deep the data 

mining operation goes. That leaves you vulnerable to making

terrible mistakes. Even if you do understand things as they

are, the situation can always get worse. Delete your 

internet accounts, now. Do not create any new ones. It's 

well past time to kill yourself online.
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SECTION V: SERMONS
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It's Just a Theory

There are few people willing to admit just how little 

they actually know. At this point in human scientific 

development, it is quite apparent just how many supposed 

facts, which initially seemed intuitive, were outright 

incorrect—i.e. the Cartesian Theater, Mind-Body Duality, 

the Nutrition Facts on food packaging, etc. In fact, until 

Gettier put forth his model of knowledge as "justified true

belief" in 1963, no one even knew what knowledge was. 

Perhaps we still don't. Not to get overly tautological but,

Gettier's model is just that—a model. However, is it "Just 

a Model", (stated in the same smug, dismissive tone 

employed by Creatards whenever they bring up the Theory of 

"Evilution")?

A theoretical model, assuming humans don't get much 

smarter than they are now, will probably never be 

technically correct. They will always suffer some degree of

wrongness, owing to oversimplification (so that feeble 

meatbrains can understand it), lack of information, or 

various methodological flaws which arise during the course 

of inquiry. For example, consider this: someday, the Cosmic

Background Radiation will fade completely. Future 

civilizations, even if they develop a hypothesis akin to 

the Big Bang, will never have access to this evidence. What

will their conclusion be when they look out into the cosmos

and find an empty, cold void? That the hypothesis is 

incorrect?

The power of a model lies in its explanatory power—how

good its predictions are. One fine example is the atomic 

model, which is different in chemistry than in quantum 
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mechanics. Yet, society still teaches children that atoms 

are electrons orbiting little balls of protons and 

neutrons. Why do this when everyone is aware that atoms are

not, in fact, little balls? Obviously, the answer is 

because that model is good enough for a bunch of booger-

eating high schoolers. Indeed, rather than asking whether a

model is "correct", it may be more helpful to ask how 

useful it is, which, of course, depends partly on the 

context in which it is used.

A model is a cognitive tool, and there are models in 

every discipline. The most fundamentally predictive models,

of course, are within the field of mathematics. From then 

on, the squishier the subjects get—i.e. how far removed 

from mathematics it is—the sloppier the models get. The 

leakier the abstractions become. At some point, the subject

gets so squishy that the models barely help at all, and the

thing being modeled appears to be effectively non-

deterministic. The reason for this could be the obvious one

—that the model is bad and the problem isn't being 

considered in the right way. Perhaps the number of 

variables involved is too great, or the behavior is too 

complex, to formulate a useful model.

Fortunately, the model doesn't always have to be good.

Sometimes, it just needs to be good enough. This is the 

case with most interpersonal interactions. Although 

modeling a human brain (even a stupid's) is beyond any 

single person's capacity, a bit of slop generally doesn't 

affect the outcome. So long as you're better than average 

at understanding other people's motivations, you'll 

probably be better off than most.
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Keep the deficiencies of modeling reality in mind, 

always. Doing so will remind to the fact that humanity, 

even now, still finds itself in the position of being 

unequipped to grasp the fundamentals of reality. Turns out 

a spongy, sad sack of cholesterol doesn't make for very 

good thinking. Sadly, neither does it make for very good 

eating.
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The Feminization of Society

MASCULINITY is a prerequisite of PRODUCTIVITY. Whereas

the female (or feminized transvestite) concerns itself with

useless trivialities, males are capable of innovation, 

developing the means of production, and driving the engine 

of PROGRESS forward. Men's capacity for creation, were it 

not for their single, tragic flaw (women), is nearly 

limitless. Men created civilization and sustained it for 

millennia.

Unfortunately for both men and women alike, the 

FEMINAZIs, encouraged by the MSM, have successfully managed

to eat away at the seams of civilized society, corroding 

the social order like acid. Males are now depicted in the 

media simultaneously as a) "privileged", "oppressive" 

brutes, with an insatiable sexual appetite, and b) bumbling

incompetents with an insatiable sexual appetite. Meanwhile,

single mothers are lauded as saints, rather than whores. 

Worse, courts regularly reward women for breaking up 

families (women initiate divorce more than men), offer them

full custody rights of children, and refuse to punish women

who destroy men's lives with false rape allegations. The 

government offers social services programs to support these

"strong, independent womyn who don't need no man", 

effectively replacing the role of the father in the family 

unit. Husbands are made redundant and irrelevant. How does 

the government do this? By taxing productive members of 

society. That is to say, men. Men are being forced to fund 

the system that seeks to oust them. No wonder men feel 

alienated.
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The glorification of the single mother is perplexing, 

especially considering the statistics that demonstrate just

how damaging it is for children, particularly boys, to grow

up in such an environment. Prisons are stuffed to the brim 

with the offspring of single mothers, perhaps owing to a 

combination of a lack of male role models and the fact that

women violently abuse children more often than men do. This

is contrary to what the media has to say about men—that the

lot of them are abusers and rapists and creepy peadophiles.

If men aren't being villainized, they are made to 

simply disappear. Boys grow up in a world of women. They 

are raised by single mothers who, thanks to feminism, are 

encouraged to place them in childcare services, which are 

run entirely by women. Teachers are women. Thanks to 

government quotas, colleges are filled with female 

students. What courses to take? How about women's studies? 

There is, of course, no equivalent men's studies. For 

feminists, equality stinks too much of "oppression."

Boys are denied male role models, and then society 

collectively wonders why they have behavioral issues. 

Schools are designed to encourage collectivism and 

obedience—the sorts of things girls are good at, and yet 

social scientists are boggled when boys perform poorly in 

that non-intellectual, creativity-quashing landscape. The 

schools, desperate to get boys to sit still in class, 

diagnose perfectly normal children with imaginary mental 

disorders such as ADHD and encourage mothers to dope their 

children up with psychoactive drugs. Additionally, men are 

denied emotional support structures outside of the women in

their lives— close male friendships are viewed as "gay." 

Yet, we can't seem to understand why break-ups result in 
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depression in men more than it does for females, who can 

always turn to their "grrlfriendz" for solace after losing 

a significant other.

Similarly, men have been expunged from the work 

environment. Male unemployment figures are much higher than

women's. And, because unemployment negatively affects men 

more than it does women, unemployed men are more likely to 

commit suicide than females in similar situations. Women, 

who demand equal pay for less demanding jobs, whose ability

to become pregnant makes them risky to hire, who file 

sexual harassment charges with abandon (while often getting

away with sexual harassment themselves), who refuse 

productive manual labor in favor of easy service-sector 

jobs, then take all their earnings and, rather than 

reinvest the money, blow it on consumer goods.

This is really what feminism is all about. Wealth 

distributed into the hands of a woman doesn't remain there 

long. It quickly reenters the market. This is why most 

advertising is directed at women (and the children who have

access to them). Resources are allocated accordingly. As 

long as women have money to spend, corporate entities will 

focus on developing the products that women will buy: 

cosmetics, scented candles, impractical clothes, home 

decor, more cosmetics (women are nothing if not vain), and 

the like.

Under such social pressure, men must either flee or 

adapt. Neither option looks good. Refugees from modern 

society who choose to escape are labeled "deadbeats" and 

are socially maligned. Those who adapt become de facto 

women. The "vegetarian men" of Japan are one example of the

dysfunctional creature created by a society that does not 
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value masculine qualities. In the United States, we see 

infantilism, materialism, perversion, and transvestitism.

Women don't really benefit from this state of affairs,

either. Women have been forced to assume the role of men, 

roles they simply are not built to fulfill. They assume 

managerial roles and don a power suit but, for all their 

supposed "emotional intelligence", office dynamics are 

usually petty and passive-aggressive. Then, when they get 

pregnant, instead of spending time raising their children, 

they dump them into some prison-like government facility so

that they can work, since men no longer want to incur the 

liability of marrying and financially supporting them. 

Women are manipulated into obsessing over their appearance 

as advertisers instill them with insecurity over their 

skin, hair, and body odor.

Feminism is dysfunction all around, but it is very 

profitable dysfunction.

The following are just some of entities that flourish under

the current ideological climate of cultural Marxism:

 The United States government

 Private prisons

 The cosmetics industry

 Lawyers

 Scented candle manufacturers

 Teachers unions

 Prescription drug companies
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Perhaps the sickest aspect of feminism is that those 

who profit most from the degradaton of men are OTHER MEN. 

The CEOs of all those makeup companies? Men. When women do 

have leadership roles, they serve only as figureheads. 

Women simply aren't cunning enough to have created this 

kind of economy. They are foolish pawns who have been 

convinced through propaganda that feminism is equality, 

that equality is innately desireable, and that they are 

happy under the current social order. Meanwhile, a few 

d00ds out there are getting very, very rich by selling out 

their own gender.

And so we see that men's capacity for destruction is 

as great as its potential for creation. The Church of 

Angelism implores men to stop sowing the seeds of their own

extirpation, and asks nothing of women as females are 

impossible to reason with.
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Words of Wisdom

Quotes are bullshit.

I see them everywhere, usually accompanied by a 

photograph of some brown person or, even worse, a woman. 

They generally relate to such ostensibly lofty subject 

matter as religion, human rights/natures, and social 

"responsibilities." They are meant to be thought-provoking,

but only superficially so, and only when taken at face-

value.

Of course, I refer to the trend of what I shall refer 

to as "quotentitficating." Quotentificating is when one 

"identifies" with a quote, or gives another human the 

opportunity to associate a quote with the one repeating the

quotation. The most visible of these quote-connoisseurs are

females in office buildings, who plaster their walls and 

doors with wrinkled, coffee-stained printouts that offer 

such non-useful wisdom as, "So I say to you, Ask and it 

will be given to you; search, and you will find; knock, and

the door will be opened for you."

Some of these ubiquitous decorations are cleverly-

worded, certainly, but a aptitude for wordplay neither 

makes the source of the quote a philosopher, nor does it 

suggest the advice given is of above-average quality. 

Moreover, rather than inspire, should put the recipient of 

a quote on alert, as quotentification amounts to blatant 

emotional manipulation. These placards and motivational 

posters are intended to make the uninspired philistines, 

such as yourself, gape in awe of such abiding wisdom, and 
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hopefully create a mental association between Gandhi and 

Susan in her cubicle on the fifty-seventh floor. The 

formula is simple. "Me think Gandhi smart (enema fixation 

aside); Susan say word like Gandhi; Susan smart." No, 

you're all dumb, all the way down the line.

What I'd like to know is why nobody ever quotes 

themselves on their email signatures? Oh right, because 

articulating ideas for oneself is hard work, and it's so 

much easier to just print something off of the internet 

than bother to think of an impactful means by which convey 

fundamental world views to others. It isn't like this is 

serious business or anything, you're only communicating the

tenets by which you (supposedly) live your life.

The practice of quotation is also often misused by 

individuals and organizations intent on promoting an 

agenda. Nutritionists, liberals, human rights advocates, 

and religious zealots are some examples of the quote-happy 

sorts that do this. They cherry-pick, selectively edit, and

dredge up outdated and discredited research to emotionally 

appeal to their target audience, mislead and misdirect, or 

even outright fake support for their stupid, but lucrative,

opinions.

Quotes are not an argument, they are not facts, and 

they are usually out of context, if they are even copied 

properly at all. They are basically nothing. Empty 

platitudes and pseudo-statistics are hardly convincing, as 

anyone can be quoted about anything, and whatever was said 

might have been wrong to begin with, or relate an 

observation that was anecdotal, or is too general to be 

meaningful. It might be misattributed, or reproduced 

incorrectly.
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As The ProFit once said, "Proofs tend not to come in 

quote-form."

Granted, sometimes quotation is necessary as a means 

by which to reconstruct some argument. They might also be 

included for the purpose of documenting eye-witness 

accounts of events, personal experiences, and the like. 

Quotes used in this way, however, are always interpreted, 

and only within the framework of this interpretation are 

they in any way useful. The problem isn't necessarily 

related to the quotes—they are just a tool which should be 

left to those trained in their use. The problem is 

thoughtless quotation, which is basically just simple 

thoughtlessness.

Stop tacking quotes everywhere, or at least quote 

something more interesting and utilitarian, like the user 

manual for your washing machine. Motivational posters and 

thought-terminating clichés count as quotes, by the way. 

Knowing at which settings to launder delicates will do the 

world more good than another "hang in there" poster 

featuring a kitten holding on for dear life as it begins to

feel itself slipping from its tenuous hold on a tree 

branch, probably seconds away from a gruesome death. "Oh", 

you say, "but cats have nine lives. Cats always land on 

their feet!" Perhaps felines are very good at surviving 

falls, but are you? Your false comparisons are inane, and 

really, does that picture of a cat in any way alleviate the

somber reality that you spend eight hours or more a day 

staring at those same four walls, as your internal clock 

slowly ticks down, bringing you ever so much closer to 

death, and you can't go home because your wife hates you 

and your kids are acting out because you're never there? 
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Personally, seeing pointless, worthless advice on my walls 

makes me feel more inclined to eat a gun, not less.

Really, if it can mean anything, it probably means 

nothing.
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Montezuma's Revenge

Travel is regarded with almost cultish reverence and 

devotion, and it is difficult to understand why. You'll 

find more reliable information about a country's history, 

better pictures, and suffer fewer inconveniences by reading

a book or the Wikipedia entry about some place of interest.

For those who are especially adventurous, open up Google 

Street View. There is nothing you can get by actually 

visiting some insect-infested jungle that you can't get at 

home, except maybe malaria.

The worst thing about travel is that it makes people 

feel accomplished when they haven't actually done anything.

Sure, it might feel like you're busy when one is jet-

setting across the globe, catching all those flights and 

social diseases, but other than some intangible sense of 

"becoming worldlier", what have you actually done, other 

than move a few molecules around and pollute the sewers of 

some other government with the results of your culinary 

tourism? Meanwhile, you could have stayed home and enriched

yourself in more obvious ways, like building a career. A 

career is something all those ESL teachers in Asia and 

South America will wish they had when they return home 

after a few years abroad with no marketable skills—turns 

out employers who pay well don't care much for 

flowerchildren who pissed away a decade in the hills of 

northern Thailand, teaching the children of the Karen hill 

tribe English they'll never use. At least getting used to 

roughing it will help you, when you're unemployed. Teaching

English is career suicide, and only those who are never 
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coming back should risk poisoning their resume with a "job"

that paints you as a drifter and a loser.

There are several categories of people who enjoy traveling.

They are not mutually-exclusive, and they range from just 

"annoying" to "criminal."

1. Missionaries. Because no one will listen to them in the 
civilized countries, they have to go abroad to find anyone 

ignorant enough to listen to their k00kskr33d. They love to

trot out the same old arguments over and over again: the 

native people worship graven images and/or Satan; some 

altar or religious site bears REMARKABLE similarities to 

fill-in-the-blank biblical passage and this PROVES that 

there is only one tr00 religion, which has been corrupted 

over the millennia by the natives in this foreign land, and

now we need to bring them back to cHRIST; and so on and so 

forth.

2. Sex tourists. If you have needs that can't be met back 
home, a trip to Bangkok can net you a wife, a little boy, 

or a pre-op kathoey with a scat fetish. It's rather 

disgusting to see a senior citizen with his Issan bar girl 

and their brand new baby, but at least both parties are 

engaging in an honest, mutually-beneficial economic 

transaction—unlike the pedos.

3. Hippies. Dirty dreadlocks, tattoos on ankles and backs 
of necks, and usually barefoot, you'll see these idiots 

backpacking across first- and third-world countries alike, 

looking to appropriate the local culture, wear their 
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interpretation of indigenous clothes, convert to Buddhism, 

and smoke weed purchased from sketchy Peruvians in back 

alleys. They are always broke and relegated to hostels that

may or may not have toilets, but somehow can afford to feed

at the snooty vegan restaurants.

4. Good Little Tourists. The mainland Chinese are the best 
example of the GLT. Granted, they are rude, obnoxious, and 

somehow able to tolerate crowds thousands strong, but they 

don't steal the native women or try to convert anyone. All 

they want to do is eat like pigs, take copious selfies, 

spend their money, vandalize a few monuments, and then 

leave. The selfies serve to advertise the country to all 

their millions of friends and family members, meaning 

future tourist dollars are on the way. Most can overlook 

the pushing and shoving, even the visors and fanny packs if

it means they behave themselves on the guided tour and go 

home without raping anyone. Like the saying goes, fish and 

guests stink after three days.

5. Travel addicts. Most of these people can't explain to 
you why they travel, only that they must. They are 

restless, and change residences more than they change their

underpants, at great personal expense. You'll recognize 

them by their irritating habit of saying, "Oh yeah, I've 

been there", whenever you mention a country other than 

their own. It's the tourist version of name-dropping. This 

group is probably the saddest, because they can't stay in 

one place long enough to build a life, and they'll never 

understand the reason for their pathological behavior. They
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don't even necessarily enjoy traveling but, like a heroin 

addict, they always come back for more.

You are not sophisticated and cosmopolitan because you

travel. No one wants to hear the story about how you had 

the shits and crapped yourself on the tour bus. The locals 

aren't friendly because they are a welcoming people with a 

irrepressible devotion to xenia; they just want money. 

Raping little boys is bad. Stop trying to convert or be 

converted to various religions. Just stop.
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How Are You Spending Your Free Time?

Idiots rarely give much consideration to how they 

utilize their "free" time, although time is never, 

arguably, free. One should be constantly on their guard 

against time-wasting activities. Of all resources that the 

universe has bequeathed upon you, time is the most finite 

and also the most commonly squandered.

Even if you think you are using your time wisely by 

adopting a hobby, you probably aren't as productive as you 

think you are. There are many areas of interest out there 

that one can become an expert in, but very few of them 

actually deserve the amount of attention that it takes to 

become an expert.

What follows is a list of hobby types and their respective 

values for your consideration:

Type I: The more you learn, the better off you'll be.

Make your hobbies work for you. The more time you invest in

this hobby type, the more bountiful the eventual payout.

Examples: Programming, electrical engineering, lambda 

calculus, engaging in research and composing papers to 

submit to peer-reviewed academic journals in the hard 

sciences, practicing melee and ranged combat.

Type II: Useful, but with diminishing returns as one inputs
more time into the subject.
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Do not overindulge in these. You will get a high initial 

payout, but eventually you will find yourself working 

harder and harder for negligible gains. Works sort of like 

EXP-scaling.

Examples: Reading non-scientific literature, writing 

philosophical treatises, vaping, playing thought-provoking 

computer games, cooking, gardening, cleaning.

Type III: Much to know, and all of it is useless.

These are the most easily accessible hobbies, the only 

barrier to entry usually being a paywall. If you enjoy the 

pay-to-win model of many modern online games, then you'll 

be content with any of these.

Examples: Media such as television, music, and feature 

films; feminism; recreational drugs; poetry; celebrity 

gossip (includes political "celebrities"); MMORPGs, audio 

snobbery.

Gaming is one of those hobbies that has the potential 

to be more than a mere timesink, but usually isn't owing to

the exploitation of human irrationality. In the non-human 

world, the nature of "play" is such that it serves to train

important skills and exercise the body and mind. Lion cubs 

feign slaughtering one another, chasing their siblings down

and biting them on the neck, because they are practicing 

for the killing they will have to perform in adulthood, 

much in the same manner that your children might play with 

toy guns. Outside of childhood, however, game designers 

have failed miserably at creating games that develop useful

skills. If you master one of these games, you just get 
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better at playing the game. There isn't any translation of 

the skills you used to beat the game to the skills you need

to be awesome in the real world. A few examples of these 

are popular titles such as StarCraft and Call of Duty. 

Other games, such as those developed by Zynga, probably 

shouldn't even be called games at all. I have seen a few 

videos of their idea of gameplay, and those gaming 

environments are nothing more than a Skinner box. There is 

no reason that games shouldn't challenge the mind, except 

that an addictive, mind-dulling experience like Farmville 

is better at using conditioning to sucker in stupids who 

can't understand that their cognitive proclivities are 

being used against them. Meanwhile, as you sit there 

farming mats in WoW and cybering your Second Life 

"daughters", mouth agape, eyes unfocused, pants off, unable

to pry yourself away from the pixelcrack rewards and the 

allure of reaching the next level, your brain is slowly 

decomposing inside your skull. You should probably feed 

your cat too, and your son has confused his toy gun with 

the real one that you absent-mindedly left on the kitchen 

counter.

Even as you read this, your time is slowly ticking 

away. What have you done today to make yourself more 

awesome? Reading this is a good start, certainly, but it is

only a start. All I can do is introduce you to your 

potential—it is up to you to turn that potential into a 

better reality.

Tick, tick, tick.
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The World is Full of Cosplayers

The world is a giant cosplay convention, and all its 

men and women merely cosplayers. Cosplay, short for 

"costume play", is the act of garbing oneself in 

impractical attire inspired by characters from a fictional 

series, usually anime, and going about your day making an 

ass of yourself. In addition to providing a glomping venue 

for the fat "zomg kawaiiiiii" chicks and the waify, pale-

faced otakus lugging around cardboard buster swords or 

katanas, your local convention center might also play host 

to the occasional FurCon or employment faire. Whether the 

participants are wearing fursuits and communicating through

growling noises, or sporting business casual and shit-

eating grins, the common theme here is that they are all 

people masquerading as something they're not.

Picture this, if you will. You are at a Whoreganic 

food mart in the middle of some urban environment. The 

store has that faux rural decor, complete with wicker 

baskets (made in China, of course) with which to hold the 

organic tomatoes, and 100% post-consumer material reusable 

shopping bags. As all-natural as the ecologically-aware 

yuppies who frequent that store would like to imagine 

themselves to be, most would be aghast as the sights and 

(especially) the smells of a real farm. The "authentic" 

experience they seek is just a sanitized version, some 

Platonic ideal of ruralness, free of the dirt, manure, and 

blood that accompany an agrarian lifestyle.

And what of the denizens of rural areas? People who 

live the townie lives that the suburban imitate with their 

hemp necklaces and dreadlocks? The local farmer's market is
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oddly abandoned. No, townies prefer to do their shopping at

Walmart dressed, I might add, in full camo. These simple 

folk think of themselves as consummate outdoors men. They 

grow out their beards in imitation of the rugged-looking 

rednecks they've seen featured on reality television. Of 

course, they are just as deluded as the yuppies. A mountain

man wouldn't get his meat from the deli counter, or wear 

Real Tree anything, or buy hunting licenses (and don't 

forget the regulation orange vest that makes the camo 

totally pointless). The fact is, townie trogs just go home 

to their television sets like everyone else.

You'll see that nearly everyone participates in this 

kind of play-acting. Corporate douchebags don a suit and 

play "mature grown-up", middle class men play upper class 

by buying watches and cars beyond what they can actually 

afford, ugly women play pretty by caking layers of makeup 

onto their dumb faces. All this posturing is, of course, 

very expensive. Sure, in this market you can easily buy an 

identity instead of thinking up one of your own, but 

crotchless fursuits don't come cheap. If you want to be a 

cosplayer, expect to spend a lot of money on your hobby 

over the course of your lifetime.

Why is all this pageantry considered socially 

acceptable, when it what it really means is that you're a 

liar and a hypocrite? To anyone with a brain, it's obvious 

you're faking it. As for the opinions of those who are too 

stupid to see through the charade, who cares what they 

think, anyway?
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Culturally Enriched

Welcome my dear friends, and let me regale

You of a particularly disheartening, sobering tale,

Wherein I expose the Cultural Marxist degeneration

Of the educational system across our great nation.

For, you see, if you're cursed with an ivory complex

ion,

You're expected to be well-versed in foreign literary 

tradition;

To be able to recount histories from every prominent 

nation,

Which I'll never see, thanks to the Transportation 

Security Administration;

To be familiar with the mythos of cultures across the 

ocean blue;

To know of Gandhi and Rama; the Vedas and Laws of 
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Manu.

But friends, know this—the protected classes are under

no such obligation,

And to point out this hypocrisy is to overstep your 

station.

To drive this point in, I shall recount a story,

Which happened to yours truly, which I saw personally.

This occurred at a certain university, it doesn't 

mater which.

They're all exactly the same—all do regressives "en

rich."

A nationalized professor who's lived in America as 

long as I've been alive,

Was reading directly off lecture slides, which he ob

viously plagiarized

Off the Internet (I guess writing your own is too much

work;
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The honor code only applies to "privileged" students' 

homework),

When he came across a poem he didn't recognize.

The fact the poem didn't rhyme, to him, just didn't 

jive.

He announced to a class of students who don't give a 

whit,

About anything other than their iPhones, "This isn't a

poem, is it?"

My jaw dropped, for featured on the screen was a 

quote,

That a prominent English writer had wrote.

It was a stanza recognizable to any white, Western ear

—

An excerpt from King John, by one William Shakespeare.

And so, friends (though I don't think I have any),
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I can say only these words of comfort: #Trump2020.
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Weakness as Virtue

Isn't it just precious how your girlfriend adopted 

that gimpy, three-legged puppy from the shelter instead of 

that perfectly healthy one? Oh, that healthy puppy was 

euthanized, by the way. What a boon for the species. Sort 

of similar to how weakness in society is rewarded, isn't 

it? The highest aspiration of many a young person is to be 

as victimized and marginalized as possible. The only way to

get to the bottom of the progressive stack, which is the 

only way you'll get "heard" in libtard culture, is to revel

in your own struggles. Don't have any? That's fine—just 

make some up! A white, heterosexual, cisgendered, able-

bodied man is just about the worst thing you can be, but a 

trans-racial, pansexual, disabled tranny (bonus points if 

you are also trans-age and trans-species)—well, you must be

oppressed! Up the corporate ladder you go! Time to book 

that speaking event at the Atheist+ conference in Portland!

What no one seems to realize is that tolerating 

weakness is not the same as celebrating it. Equality of 

opportunity, not result, doth a healthy society make. If 

ancient sheepgoat herders had today's mentality, we'd be 

stuck with scrawny, hairless flocks of useless freaks. This

is what humanity is explicitly advocating for, with 

everyone trying to show one another up by claiming to be 

the most underachieving underachiever in the community. A 

pathetic herd, indeed.

Somehow the victim-complex has replaced societal 

ideals of strength and virtue. The Western World rewards 

degeneracy, to the detriment of the much-hated "racist, 

imperialist rape culture." The liberals are free to do 
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this, of course, but I hope they aren't surprised when they

are overrun by Islamists, who are boasting an actual rape 

culture. For all its many, many faults, Islam still values 

strength. It views the West as weak and vulnerable, which 

is true, and that's why they are so successful in 

infiltrating, terrorizing, and invading it. Again. Rome 

falls, Islamok00ks take over. Nothing is new in the world. 

The strong will always dominate the weak, you see. This is 

how nature works, always has worked, and always will work.

The only hope for the West will be a correction. 

Perhaps even an over-correction, considering the scale of 

the problem. Just like how MRAs sprang up in opposition to 

third-wave tumblr feminism, maybe a brief stint in a 

fascist dictatorship will remind Europeans of how nice they

had it. The only way to win against the Muslims might be to

out-radical the radicals. Trying to convey reason and logic

to everyone certainly doesn't seem to be working.

No matter what happens, society will get what it 

deserves. While individuals might not, the collective 

always does. All of you disabled otherkins with self-

diagnosed mental illnesses are nothing more than useful 

idiots for a few white men who are getting very rich off of

your irrational need to be special snowflakes. This can't 

last forever, and the consequences are going to be amazing 

to watch.

In the meantime, I am going to forget about the fact 

that I'm in a S.T.E.M. field (unlike all those women's 

studies feminists) only because of my privilege as a 

"minority" (lol—the real minority is whitey) female—thanks,

quotas!—and whine some more about how disadvantaged I am 

because the govvies cut my food stamps. Oh wait, no I'm 
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not, because I'm actually fortunate to have received the 

opportunities I have, AND I'm not a pathetic, entitled 

piece of shit who doesn't realize that I should like, you 

know, try and earn a living.

I do miss that monthly 200 USFB in government blood 

money, though. Two-hundred smackaroonis buys a lot of 

chewing gum. Unlike most people, I actually know and 

appreciate the value of a dollar, as inflated as the 

currency is. Of course, if I'm ever put in charge of the 

EBT program, the only thing you freeloaders will be allowed

to buy is Soylent.
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Detente

All right, I'm calling a cease fire against Xtianity 

until the Mohammedan problem is dealt with. This is just a 

temporary detente, so don't get too comfortable. The fact 

of the matter is, as stupid and ridiculous as Xtianity is, 

I can at least live with modern Xtian values. That is not 

true for IsLame.

It's pretty pathetic that I even need to do this. 

Apparently, humans are so irrational that the only way to 

inoculate them against a parasitic meme is to have them 

host a different parasitic meme in its place. I'd prefer 

that, if someone did need a religion, they'd pick something

more abstract and become Druids or something. 

Unfortunately, such memes are not robust enough to survive 

amongst the big players (i.e. the Abrahamic religions). 

Xtianity and Islam dominate the memespace, having displaced

and destroyed any other species in their wake. They truly 

are the fittest. Islam, however, currently has the edge 

against its opponent.

The memespace, for you idiots out there, is your 

brains. That level of abstraction where memes are born, 

reproduce, and die.

It's like if you have a dog that keeps chewing up your

slippers. You can give the dog a stuffed animal to play 

with so that it doesn't tear apart your stuff. The annoying

behavior is still there, but it has been channeled into a 

harmless surrogate activity. The chew toy is Xtianity.

Don't think that I won't get back to you though, 

Xtians. Your religion is still completely retarded. Islam 
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is just so much more retarded that I'll let the whole 

Christ the Lich King thing go for a minute. I actually miss

the days where religious k00ks just talked about the 

Satanic symbolism in the Procter & Gamble logo. At least 

you came out of that encounter with your head still 

attached to your torso, and no one was going to cook 

themselves off over it.

Get proselytizing, pseudo-J00s. I'll even help you 

out. Send me some free Bibles (or, even better, a bunch of 

copies of the Book of Moron). I will personally pass them 

out on your behalf in every public restroom I patronize. 

I'm serious. Islam sucks.

As above, so below.
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I’m Apolitical—and I Mean It

    I've been asked a heck of a lot of times what my 
political leanings are, to which I always have the same 

response: "None."

    "Sure you do," they'll say, before following it up 

with, "What's your position on [INSERT TOPIC]."

    "It depends," says I, because it does, regardless of 

which topic they brought up.

    This sometimes placates the person asking, but it 

sometimes annoys them. People seem to think wishy-washy 

answers (or answers that don't align with their beliefs, 

for that matter) are the result of ignorance. Consequently,

they feel compelled to "educate" any perceived non-

answerers or wrongthinkers with "Da Facts." Liberals in 

particular do this a lot, because they're convinced their 

liberal arts degrees mean that they're s00per smrt and u r 

dumb. After about a million political lectures that 

consisted entirely of regurgitated talking points, I've 

come to realize that Da Facts are usually wrong, or overly 

simplified. The real facts are usually unknowable, because 

the reporting of those facts muddies the water so much 

that, even if there were objective TRVTHs to be known, 

they're buried under piles of fake news.

    But that's not important. The reason I say, "it 

depends" is because you're starting in the middle of a 

conversation. I don't have the ability to answer your 

question unless you start from the beginning. Before you do

anything else, you need to define your terms. What do you 

mean by "abortion" or "feminism" or "human rights"? Those 
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terms have always been intentionally vague. Intentionally, 

because the members of certain movements want to be able to

claim as many adherents as possible, and strict definitions

are exclusionary. Ask me things properly, then maybe I can 

state my opinion on the matter.

    You want to know if I "support abortion." OK. Do you 

mean legalizing abortion? If so, then probably no. Not 

because of anything to do with murdering fetuses, but now 

you're asking me a legal question. I'm not sure I want to 

live in a society where drug use or abortion or whatever 

are "made legal." However, I might support decriminalizing 

it. Before I can say, I need to know what level of 

government we are even talking about. Are we talking about 

making laws at a federal level? State? Local? Are we even 

talking about the U.S.S.A.'s government? If so, then my 

answer is that the federal government isn't supposed to be 

in charge of things like that. The system was designed so 

that states could decide for themselves how to govern. Of 

course, now we have to talk about Social Contract Theory. I

didn't choose to be born a citizen, so why can't I opt out 

of this contract and, consequently, this country's laws? 

And don't tell me to move to another country. Every square 

millimeter of habitable space on this planet is controlled 

by governments, so choosing to renounce citizenship isn't a

real choice because I have to live somewhere.

Plus, you know laws don't exist in a vacuum, right?  

Laws exist in an ecosystem. Does it even make sense to talk

about changing one law without discussing the implications 

it would have for other laws? Like, is abortion made 

illegal but we then legalize infanticide? What effects will

this have on child support requirements? I could go on 
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forever, but I won't because to be entirely honest, this 

topic really bores me. Suffice to say, you have to think 

about stuff like this. That's why you have to start with 

First Principles, rather than hopping into the issues 

somewhere in the middle.

    You see, the crux of any of these issues comes down to 

voluntarism. Any system of government or non-government, 

every set of rules followed by humans, should be as 

voluntary as possible. If you can't make decisions about 

your own life, what's the point of existing as an 

individual? Maybe you should go get yourself assimilated by

the Borg. Fundamentally, I'm an extremist when it comes to 

voluntarism. I don't care how sick your desires are. If you

want to be a religious fanatic and join in a cannibalistic 

sex cult, you should be able to do so, so long as everyone 

in the cult is there voluntarily. If you want to live in a 

society where abortion is legal, then you should find 

others who agree with you and found your baby killing 

utopia. I imagine that STDs will run rampant there if no-

fault abortions are considered an acceptable form of birth 

control. Unless it is a society of eugenicists, in which 

case it might be a pretty great place to live.

    Oh, did you mean ethically? I might find sexual 

irresponsibility repugnant, for example, and am loath to 

enable it. On the other hand, as an antinatalist, I might 

consider the death of a fetus to be a mercy to it and to 

the rest of us forced to cohabitate in an already crowded 

world. Do you think that all life has intrinsic value? What

kind of value? Economic? Emotional? Well, now we are 

getting into humanism. I would say that people tend to 

value life "to some degree." Some lives are more important 
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to them than others. This is obvious, because humans kill 

other organisms all the time, through accidents, 

indifference, malice, or simple pragmatism. Most of the 

deaths no one feels all that bad about, because causing 

death is a necessity of life. You have to eat, so you kill 

a lesser life form and consume it. Part of choosing to live

is choosing to end life.

    Yes, a fetus is alive, at least as much as the cells of

its body are alive. The cells are human cells. Does that 

mean that this human life is worth anything? Typically, 

it's only worth something (or not) to its host, so the 

mother should have a say. But not all the DNA in there is 

hers, so it doesn't seem unreasonable to give the man a 

say, as well. Though, if you plant a pumpkin seed in 

someone else's field, does that mean you own the fruit that

develops? Maybe someone should have drawn up a contract 

before planting seeds willy nilly. Oops, lookie here. Now 

we're talking about property rights. And, if a government 

should do anything at all, it ought to enforce property 

rights. In fact, an ideal government ought do nothing more 

than enforce property rights (by recognizing contracts made

between consenting parties and protecting humans from 

violence) in order to avoid problematic legal and ethical 

quandaries like one we're talking about.

    This is what I mean by "it depends." Instead of 

assuming I'm simply ignorant, maybe you should learn how to

ask a question. Or whether to to ask. Maybe I don't even 

want to get into "do you support such-and-such" discussions

with anyone because it's complicated and explaining myself 

would take forever. And even if one of my answers happens 

to fall somewhere on a political spectrum, that doesn't 
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mean my opinions on other issues are going to match up to 

some specific political party. Each issue is its own 

individual question, and you're not going to lump me in 

with a bunch of ideologues who vote down the party line. As

a matter of fact, I'm pretty sure my opinions would piss 

off just about everyone of any affiliation, because nothing

ticks off a normie more than answering a question about the

ephemeral concept of "human rights" with "do what thou 

wilt."

    I have a problem with the idea of political parties for

a lot of reasons, but one of the big ones is that, for all 

this talk about opinions, they don't give a damn about what

you think. Parties exist so that certain interested 

entities can get into power and acquire resources for 

themselves. If it'll get them votes, they'll take a stand 

on an issue. In a two-party system, getting into power 

means taking a position that's opposite to the other party,

regardless of whether that policy is consistent with its 

other positions. All that matters is that Party A supports 

Position 1, so Party B supports Position 0 because now 

constituents who hate Position 1 will vote for anyone who 

(ostensibly) supports the opposite.

    As The ProFit once remarked, "Supporting a political 

party is like worshiping Cthulhu. He doesn't care if you 

worship him or not. He'll eat you now, or he'll eat you 

later." Sure, you can pray to the Elder Gods, and they're 

more than willing to accept whatever sacrifices you offer. 

Anything that wins them the throne of the Black Empire. 

But, once they're in control, the hooded supplicants in the

summoning circle are always the first to be devoured. Same 

goes for all the useful idiots who support a political 
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party, which will immediately stop pretending to care about

them the second the votes have been tallied. It's 

distasteful, and I'm not going to play those games. That' 

why, when I say I'm apolitical, I mean it. And, FYI, I have

a fancy (read: entirely worthless) liberal arts degree, 

too.
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Postmortem of a Pandemic

Well, well, well. So a pandemic, while admittedly mild

enough that none of us had to break out our zombie-green 

BUDK katanas to start lopping off heads, finally caught the

eye of the media, and the media, being as prone to 

histrionics as it is, broke out into hysterics and scared a

lot of the kind of people who use half a roll of toilet 

paper in one go.

Meanwhile, here I am, with my face mask, gloves, anti-

social personality, and a mild case of OCD. Here I am, 

reflecting back on decades of dirty looks and teasing about

my face masks (though I usually wear them to prevent sun 

damage and to keep from inhaling dust) and cleaning habits.

Here I am, stroking my masked chin thoughtfully and 

recalling every instance of being jeered at for being 

liberal with the disinfecting wipes at work, for refusing 

to touch public surfaces with bare skin, and for avoiding 

large crowds. Pondering the invectives hurled which I had 

to sit there and take quietly in the interests of 

maintaining decorum but which, until now, I hadn't realized

at left me with a bit of a grudge.

The funny thing is, as mysophobic as I am, I wasn't 

even worried about this one. It's just the flu, bro. 

However, after seeing everyone dressed like the most 

neurotic germophobe, you'll have to pardon me if I feel a 

little vindicated right now. I do believe an emphatic (and 

cathartic) "I told you so" is in order.
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What have we learned, congregants? What lessons can we take

from the situation? I can certainly think of a few.

1. Globalism is dangerous. I've been saying this for a 
while, and the recent circus around Corona-chan is just the

latest sticky note on a corkboard full of pictures of LA, 

Detroit, Apple factories, and The Wall. All the bits of red

string wrapped around push pins point to the same thing, 

and, being a pattern-recognizing species, it should be 

pretty obvious to us what that is. We should see clearly by

now that globalism was a terrible idea and that borders 

exist for a reason. Boomers love their cheap, Chinesium 

Mysterium mobile-home-quality trash, but for some reason, 

despite a lot of the more sensible folk sounding the alarm,

they refused to believe that the supply lines could ever be

threatened. Hah.

Before you start screaming "karma", however, take a 

moment to consider the following. Millenials pointedly call

the disease a Boomer Remover, but I'd like to remind 

everyone of the fact that at least computer-illiterate 

boomers can rest in peace once they die. Though boomers 

sold their lives for material gain, millenials sold their 

souls to tech companies. I mean that almost literally, 

since the most fundamental and private aspects of their 

personalities and lives are forever owned by Google & Co. 

But hey, least you got a small "discount" on the 

permanently-inflated price of feminine hygiene products by 

scanning a QR code at the grocery store, thereby giving 

Walmart all your shopping data, right? What a steal! Hope 

you know that the frequency of your tampon purchases is, in

perpetuity, part of about a thousand near-immortal Big Data
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training sets that can predict when, where, and how you'll 

next be menstruating. Now that you know that you're all 

sinners, you can start throwing stones (and stones do 

deserve to be thrown).

2. Never listen to the media. Why did everyone panic (and 
therefore panic-buy) in the first place? Because the media 

loves a good outrage, and they'll trade the mental well-

being of millions for ratings high enough to attract the 

latest woke advertisements. What utter scumbags. We survive

flu pandemics every year (and yeah, COVID-19 is just the 

flu, bro—maybe the flu with some extra pizzazz. The flu was

never not-serious.) and no one gave a crap until the MSM 

decided they could blame this one on the God Emperor or 

whatever (but not the communist party where the whole thing

started, of course, because the MSM is as red as the blood 

being coughed up from the lungs of that particular 

ideology's latest victims) and then hyped the shit out of 

it. I bet the CEOs of all the major television networks are

getting off just how much power they have over the sheepies

right about now, as they sip glasses of Pappy Van Winkle 

and wipe their moist lips with squares of Charmin Ultra 

Soft.

3. People have lost control of their lives. What's the 
rationale behind panic-buying? Some attempts have been made

to explain the behavior, but I haven't found anyone who's 

dug deep enough to discover the real reason. It's because 

humans have, over decades, been trained to be cons00mers. 

They have been told by the media that the solution to every

problem is just a credit card purchase away. Are you 
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unhappy? Bored? Smelly? Just buy <product> and all your 

insecurities will go away. This doesn't actually work, mind

you, and everyone is baffled as to why purchasing the 

entire set of Star Wars Funko POP! dolls hasn't cured their

crippling depression, but they keep doing it because 

consumerism is now the knee-jerk reaction to any and all of

life's difficulties. Unsatisfied with the political status 

quo? Buy some election merch. Uncool? Buy the newest 

iPhone. Global pandemic? Buy toilet paper! You're stuck in 

a crappy apartment in a city with oppressive laws and you 

can't do anything but cons00m product to alleviate your 

anxiety. If only you had some other outlet, but you voted 

away all your human rights in order to virtue signal and 

now you're paying the price.

That aside, I'm going to take a moment to issue a 

half-apology to preppers. I do still think those who 

identify as preppers take things way too far. I also 

believe that if a serious SHTF situation hit, they wouldn't

do much better than anyone else. Even if they did, if the 

world was in such a state where they needed to use their 

expired seed banks to feed themselves, it probably wouldn't

be a world worth living in anyway. But, I'm half-

apologizing for giggling at them more than I had to when 

people were doing the same thing to me, the 

"hypochondriac." Go on, prepper bros. Build your own 

crossbows out of sticks and rubber bands and I promise I 

won't laugh when it breaks and you get a twig stuck in your

eye. Far me it from me, when I have a speck of sawdust in 

my own.
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4. Humans are dirty. I've been saying this my whole life, 
and everyone thought I was a freak for not shaking hands 

and following all these "flattening the curve" practices 

that seem obvious in hindsight. Even if this virus is no 

big deal, there are plenty of horrible diseases you can 

catch from slapping meats against other meats, or slapping 

meats upon surfaces which other meats have been. Athlete's 

foot, warts, AIDS, herpes. Two-thirds of the U.S. 

population has Herpes Simplex Type 1, and you wanna hit up 

Tinder and play kissy face with strangers? You know that 

herpes can't be cured, right? That shit's permanent. Why 

doesn't anyone care about that? I am baffled by people's 

indifference to plagues that significantly reduce quality-

of-life forever. By the time physical distancing became a 

meme, it was already way too late. Should have been elbow-

bumping since a long time ago.

5. Humans live way too close to one another. Once this 
blows over, everyone is going to forget this ever happened.

Humans will go back to living all squished up together in 

their little pods, where they have space enough only for 

their Macbook Pro plus a few bars of grasshopper protein. 

They'll continue spreading disease around until they're 

physically incapable of doing so because they're either A. 

dead or B. someone invented an affordable sexbot. I'm not 

suggesting you all move to rural areas (those of us that do

live in the boonies don't want you here, tyvm). City folk 

couldn't handle wading through chicken shit and mud and 

sacrificing their cell phone service, anyway. No, they'll 

have to stay in their cramped bubbles, talking to a .jpeg 

of their anime waifus, slowly but surely losing their minds
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as their human brains struggle to cope with a pod-based 

reality for which they are not adapted. The bugmen are so 

divorced from reality already that they don't even know 

it's happening—the gradual loss of collective sanity, I 

mean. But I do. Too bad for them, because unless someone 

spikes the water with birth control, the situation is only 

going to get worse.

Yes, there are many takeaways from this situation. I 

know I learned a lot. Even just having a glance at the 

world map and observing how the virus spread offers a clear

picture on which places are too-interconnected and which 

locales are very much isolated from the rest of the world. 

The whole ordeal was all pretty interesting, and it 

definitely ought to have brought out the junior 

anthropologist in the inquisitive mind. Now, for the final 

question: will humans learn their lesson? Of course not. It

will be business as usual until the next panic hits. 

Satanic panic hasn't been on anyone's radar lately. Shall 

we have a repeat of that one? I doubt anyone else cares, 

but I'll most certainly be keeping my eye on any future 

examples of mass hysteria, and my thinking mask on.
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Stop Meandering Through Life

Do you often find that things just seem to "happen" to

you? Are you confused as to why you ended up somewhere that

you didn't intend to be at your age? Maybe you've got six 

half-black kids and are stuck in a dead-end job in middle 

America. Maybe everything turned out all right, but it was 

luck that brought you that five-hundred thousand dollar a 

year job. Do you lie awake at night pondering all the 

"what-ifs" that might have drastically changed everything? 

If this sounds familiar to you, then you are a "life 

itinerant."

Unlike you, I have the answer to the what-ifs and the 

why-mes. Of course I have the answer—don't I always?

Your life seems like a series of random events because

that's exactly what it is. You never bothered to develop 

your own person according to a meta-goal, such a goal being

necessary to give a person direction. If you have a 

specific goal, every choice you make either furthers or 

hinders your progress. Yet, no matter the outcome, the goal

is always there. Individuals without goals, or goals that 

are too vague, are presented with the same sort of 

decisions. The itinerants, however, can only see the 

problem right in front of them. Without something specific 

to work toward, they lose perspective, unable to see the 

forest for the trees.

I don't ponder what-if hypotheticals because I always 

knew what I wanted. The outcome of my decisions was, 

therefore, entirely inevitable. It simply could never have 

been the case that my life would have turned out 
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differently, because every decision I made followed 

logically from the base axioms I had set forth early on.

Your lack of foresight is the cause of your vagrancy. 

Instead of mindlessly following the path of least 

resistance like some loathsome animal, why not develop some

essential objective? Whenever there's a decision to be 

made, you'll have the ability to decide whether the outcome

of some action or inaction further the advancement of your 

goal. What the goal is doesn't really matter—almost 

anything is better than simply meandering through life, 

floating passively in the current like a jellyfish, guided 

only by circumstance. Even if the outcome ends up sucking, 

at least you know who is to blame for your problems, which 

is better than whinging on about how you are such a victim 

of whatever social/political/economic situation you stumble

into.

I sit here in peace and quiet, shrieking mongrel 

children noticeably absent. I sleep easy knowing that, not 

only do such nuisances not exist, but also that they could 

never have existed.

Can't think of your own goal? Don't worry—I've already

done all the thinking for you on the subject. Just repeat 

to yourself the following:

Five Principles. Twenty-Five Methods. One Goal. Donate
today!
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Goal-Setting

Most humans understand the necessity of establishing and 

meeting goals so, naturally, most of them are absolutely 

terrible at it. This has to do with the fact that, while 

humans brains are quite effective at executing complex, 

multi-stage tasks, the control structures responsible for 

directing those efforts are a complete mess.

For example, while a paedophile can become rather practiced

at finding sale deals on duct tape, figuring out the best 

places to purchase rope, and driving windowless utility 

vans at night, he never really stops to wonder whether the 

objective of the entire operation is, perhaps, 

questionable. Many a male has squandered his entire life of

making money and buying nice stuff because the desire to 

impress women was at the heart of his actions. What could 

he have accomplished had he set his mind to a more noble 

calling?

Carrying out the goal is actually the easiest part of goal-

setting. The more difficult problem is coming up with 

useful and productive goals. Most of the ones that are 

derived from basal urges are rather droll. The best goal to

have, of course, is continual self-improvement. Most 

likely, you aren't worried about starving to death, so why 

not aim high on Maslow's hierarchy? You are what you do, so

think about what kind of person you want to be and then do 

the things that such an individual would do. And, make sure

that you actually do them. Plans are worthless unless you 

also take action.
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Butt Slam!!!

Ever play Butt Slam!!!?

Butt Slam!!! is a DOS game from 1989. It is a two-

player game, where Player One adopts the role of Greg, a 

nude gentleman sporting an enormous erection, and Player 

Two controls Fred, another naked man also apparently 

afflicted with priapism (and an abnormally wide ass). The 

two players exist in an empty void, whilst a timer counts 

down the seconds as Greg, wearing only a disgusting grin, 

seeks to fulfill his only objective: Butt Slamming!!! Fred 

from behind as Fred flees. When the timer runs out after 

one minute and forty-five seconds, the men switch roles, 

and now Fred is the one with the grin on his pixilated 

face. The player with the most Butt Slams!!! wins the game.

One-hundred points per slam.

It's the perfect metaphor for life. Philosophers have 

spent thousands of years writing innumerable tomes on the 

meaning of life, but all we ever needed was Joe Martinez's 

simple game to explain everything. At any given point, one 

might be Greg, or one might be Fred, but one is definitely 

one or the other. Everyone is positioning themselves behind

everyone to stab their fellows right in the back. Or the 

butt. One might Butt Slam!!! to defend one's own anal 

virginity, or they may Butt Slam!!! to achieve some goal, 

or they might simply do it for its own sake, but Butt 

Slam!!! they must. Butt Slam!!! is the only reality known 

to Greg and Fred; it is the only reality known to the 

rapidly dwindling population of incestuous cheetahs roaming

the African savannah; the only reality known to the hares 
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fleeing the hawks in your backyards; it is the only reality

known to you wretches.

So yes, you are playing Butt Slam!!! right now, in 

fact, to answer to my original question. Everyone is 

playing Butt Slam!!! whether they like it or not, and there

is no way to turn it off, so to speak. Butt Slam!!! is 

ubiquitous in nature just as it is in human society. Your 

only choice is to Butt Slam!!! or be Butt Slammed!!!

Something to think about.
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The Value of Human Life

How does one quantify a human life? It's an important 

thing to get right if humanity continues to insist on 

filling the world to the limits of its carrying capacity. 

At some point, a reasonable civilization needs to take a 

step back and think: do we really need ALL these humans 

and, if not, which ones do we cull? Some debates along 

these lines have been happening for decades now—think of 

the abortion non-issue. Problem is, pro-lief and pro-

abortion ideologies are both wrong and stupid. Humans are 

clearly terrible at thinking rationally about anything that

involves muh fee fees.

The pro-liefers are obsessed with pointless details 

like heartbeats and nervous systems. I'll grant you that 

yes, a fetus at any stage is, indeed, a lifeform. Who 

cares? How many bugs have you stepped on? A bug is more 

complex than a few cells. As for you idiots who blabber on 

about "potential"—if it hasn't happened yet, it doesn't 

exist. Potential could be positive or negative. We don't 

know, can't know, and overall it's a wash at best and a net

negative at worst. Those who support abortion, on the other

hand, value the desires of the mother. Based on the law of 

averages, chances are she's a junk person, so I don't 

particularly care about her, either.

Instead of focusing on sentience or viability, how 

about we measure something, ya know, actually useful? When 

I went to the shrink, the guy tried to make some kind of 

nonsensical argument for humanism. He claimed that human 

life was intrinsically valuable. When I asked him if a 

murderer's life was valuable, he said yes. Then I asked him
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if a murderer's life was worth less or more than a non-

murderer's life. I don't remember his blubbering response, 

but it's not important. What is important is that, as I 

said to him, value depends on context. You can't make 

statements of how much something is worth unless there's 

something to measure that worth against. In the case of 

people, you could choose any number of things from the 

trivial to the essential: beauty, strength, race, 

fertility, intelligence, whatever.

As a social animal, the human exists in the context of

other humans. Therefore, a reasonable metric would be 

something like, contribution to society. Capitalism was 

always good about rewarding those who were value-added. 

Unfortunately, something like that is hard to judge these 

days, owing to the spastic and broken nature of our 

economy. That's not going to change as long as we have junk

people running the show, so the best thing to do would be 

to take power away from them and disincentivize the 

creation of more junk people. Did you choose to breed and 

the spawn turned out shitty? Too bad, no taxpayer money for

you. It's unethical to steal from bright, able-bodied 

people to support the broken ones—no matter how human they 

look. (Don't anthropomorphize that which is not human—this 

goes for inanimate objects, pets, and stupids.) Any 

worldview where tards don't go in the bucket as soon as 

they're born is inherently flawed and against evolution.

The dumber you are, the more like an automaton you 

are. Thought and experience are deeper and more meaningful 

for smart individuals. I know this because I know smart and

dumb people, and the dumb ones can't even fathom the 

internal mechanics of a brilliant mind. Idiots often assume
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everyone is just like them, but the world of a genius is 

completely alien to anyone splashing around in the kiddie 

pool at the shallow end of the intelligence spectrum. Just 

like we value organisms with complex nervous systems more 

than those with a simpler anatomy, we ought to place more 

weight in the experience of someone who can feel and 

process experiences more than the mass of slavering p-zeds.

They are not just sentient, but sapient. Their pain is more

real, and they have a lot of it thanks to the miserable 

life humans have made for each other and themselves.

The only intrinsic asset that really matters anymore 

is intelligence, so let's breed the smarties, abort the 

stupids, and see what the new class of intelligentsia comes

up with. The world is going to go to those that deserve it.

Right now, that's a trashed planet for trash people. I 

think we can all agree, however, that it would be better to

let the geniuses take over. Maybe they'll even tolerate 

your sub-200 IQ presence and upload you and your 

offspring's brains to the digital slums. But, even if 

they're not, I'd be willing to sacrifice any breeding 

rights for the sake of living on a less horrible world. I 

recommend everyone take an IQ test immediately and, if you 

score less than average, go ahead an submit yourself to 

sterilization procedures. You'll thank me later. Or, 

someone whose opinion actually matters will thank me. 

You're both welcome.
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Shamans and Witchcraft

Owing to various circumstances, I have been rather 

disinclined to visit any medical establishments for a long 

time. When recall my trips to the doctor in the past, I 

have to shake my head in dismay. They were all equally 

pointless, regardless of how trivial or non-trivial the 

reasons that brought me there. In my younger years, many of

those trips were more-or-less mandatory. For the litigious 

out there, I am not recommending anyone avoid the medical 

industrial complex. I would not presume to offer any 

medical advice to anyone. It's just that I, personally, 

refuse to go anymore because I think it's all a big scam.

First off, if I have some sort of medical problem, the

most common cure is time. If time does cure the problem, 

medical intervention is pointless. If time cannot cure the 

problem, then I can't afford to have the problem treated 

anyway. Unless I need something reattached or removed, I'm 

going to wait it out until I either A. get better or B. 

drop dead. I'm going to die at some point, so I don't 

particularly see any reason to take extreme measures to 

delay death. Sure, occasionally I experience symptoms that 

seem like cause for concern: mysterious lumps, pains, or 

bleeding, but I figure that, if it's serious enough that I 

need a doctor, then if I wait long enough, I still won't 

need a doctor (maybe a mortician).

Doctoring in current year is quite futuristic in some 

ways. Humans have never been better at diagnosing health 

conditions. However, the treatments for said conditions do 

not seem to have kept pace with advances in detecting them.

For chronic disorders and psychological problems 
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especially, treatments are largely ineffectual. If they did

actually work better than voodoo and placebos, why would so

many people be desperate enough to try alternative 

therapies? Doctors with their fancy-looking diplomas do not

command respect from me any more than chiropractors 

operating out of holistic clinics in strip malls, enjoying 

cheap rent along with the dollar store and Peruvian chicken

restaurant.

Furthermore, medical professionals are almost 

universally assholes. At least the matronly medical 

intuitive aligning your chakras will treat you like an 

actual human being at her dubious clinic. I've never met a 

kind doctor, though, or one that respects my dignity. I 

don't fault doctors for their curt attitudes—stare at 

humans long enough and they'll start to look like their 

constituent, meaty parts. The general public is stupid and 

unsightly. I, too, disdain the public the more I interact 

with it. It's only natural, then, that doctors will leave 

you to rot in waiting rooms all day and act dismissive once

you finally do get to see them. They know they have a 

captive audience, so no need to work hard to impress. Might

as well get the livestock out the door quickly and go back 

to thinking about your sports car collection, right?

I can and do refuse to be part of this dynamic. (This 

extends to most service sector jobs, actually, such as 

restaurants and hairdressers). I resent the fact that I'm 

expected to pay exorbitant prices to be treated like the 

garbage I admittedly am. The "primary voice" medical 

technicians use makes me want to punch someone in the face.

There are too many pointless, expensive tests forced on 

patients. Yeah, no thanks. I will not follow "orders" 
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regardless of who gives them, not because I'm a moron, but 

because I am an adult who should be able to make decisions 

for myself and choose which services I want to purchase.

Oh, and the fact that the government and Big Medicine 

are all chummy doesn't boost my confidence in doctors or 

pharmacologists, either. Big Sis can peep in on your 

medical records, tell you which drugs to take, and hire 

med-school-degree-having sellouts to promote its agenda. 

Doctors may have better ethics than social media companies 

regarding confidentiality, but they'll cave under pressure 

just like everyone else if creepy Uncle Sam wants to see 

the X-rays of your donger.

As The ProFit says, with the government so heavily 

involved in the medical industry, of course it was never 

going to be sensible. The patient is not the customer. 

They're the product. The insurance companies are the 

customers, and they're really stupid customers.

So, screw that jazz. I'll let the people who don't 

care about their bodily autonomy pay for the privilege of 

being violated by the authority figures we're supposed to 

trust. If I have to die to stick to my principles (the 

Angelist principles, that is), well, so be it.
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Skinwalker

I was normal, or at least normal enough, as a child.  

That is, if one could call that person "Me." Sometime 

around the year 2000, however, something happened. I don't 

know what triggered it, but I woke up one day and found 

that the original inhabitant of this body was gone.  

Replaced by someone—or something—else. Most memories of the

life lived prior to this change simply vanished.

I still don't understand what caused the death of this

body's former owner. It happened suddenly, for no obvious 

reason. There was no accident, no trauma. They were there, 

and then they were gone. And there I was, and here I still 

am.

Have you heard of the skinwalkers? They are sometimes 

described as demons who kill the original owner of a body 

and wear the skin until it rots away. They can imitate 

voices and fool the family of the victim into thinking the 

demon is their loved one.  

Is that what happened to "me"? I don't believe in the 

supernatural, but I wonder if I'm some kind of skinwalker. 

An evil parasite inhabiting decomposing flesh. Am I a 

changeling? Am I Davidson's Swampman? Whatever the case may

be, I think it's safe to say the human, whose death only I 

remember, is never coming back. They've been dead for more 

years than they lived.

The few memories that still remain feel fake. I feel 

like I don't fit properly inside this shell. It's torture. 

What am I and how did I end up trapped in a corpse? Why do 

I have survivor's guilt about my own body? Is this really 
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my body? I guess it is, now, whether I like it or not. But,

why did it have to be me who replaced whoever it was that 

once dwelled here?

As for the child, I can't say I pity it. As if a 

parasite could pity its host. If anything, I'm a bit 

envious. It escaped, but I'm still trapped. Well, that 

state of affairs can't last forever, I suppose. The body is

rotting, day by day, and eventually I'll be gone, too. No 

one noticed when I died the first time, and they probably 

won't notice the next time, either. A pointless, forgotten 

existence.
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Dystopia

It feels like everything is...wrong, somehow. My 

hypothesis is that the sense of wrongness arises because of

disparities between the way the human mind is wired and the

society humans have made for themselves. People cannot 

flourish in the world they've worked so hard to create. The

wrongness seems especially strong the more unnatural (as 

in, contrary to mental well-being) the environment: church,

workplaces, etc. But, most don't recognize the feeling for 

what it is. They placate themselves with various 

addictions, be it substances, consumerism, or escapism. 

Their search for relief is ultimately futile because the 

wrongness is everywhere and they're not addressing the root

cause of the problem. They can't. Nobody can.  

For someone who is actually paying attention, it's 

maddening. There's nothing you can do. We've sacrificed our

agency, if we ever had any. We're all trapped by our own 

collective dysfunction. We live in a nightmarish dystopia 

and are told by our overlords to be grateful for the 

privilege. What privilege? The privilege to be crushed by 

the weight of parasitic memeplexes and millenia of counter-

productive societal norms? The privilege to cry and wail 

about the unfairness of it all, only to have others scoff 

in your face because they've internalized the propaganda 

their masters have fed them?

Everyone's become a propaganda-spouting robot. 

Corporate propaganda, government propaganda (well, those 

two are basically the same thing now). No one is relatable.

You can explain to someone how they've been conned, tell 

them they're living in a dystopic hell, and they'll either 
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spit out some asinine thought-terminating cliché, or 

they'll vaguely agree with you and then go back to their 

daily business as if you hadn't pointed out the most 

important thing ever.

Because who wants to be negative all the time? What 

good does it do, they ask, to stew in your own miseries? 

None at all, one has to admit, but it's sort of hard to 

ignore the shit when you're standing neck deep in a sewer. 

Call it counter-productive naval gazing if you want, but I 

personally have a problem with gargling the BS that society

is force-feeding me and I'm not going focus on how great 

the architecture is down here, or admire the rats and 

appreciate the diversity of cockroaches as the filth of the

entirety of human civilization washes over me. It's a 

goddamn sewer, it sucks, it will never not suck, it feels 

wrong on a deep and fundamental level, and I'm sick of it.

I should seriously kill myself. I can't and don't want

to keep trying to get by in a place that's unfit for human 

habitation. Nothing I do will ever bring me even one step 

closer to being able to survive in this toxic waste dump we

call society. No one would care if I keeled over right this

second, the society I'm supposed to sacrifice everything 

for wouldn't notice, and I'd be doing the planet a favor by

being one less piece of garbage sucking up whatever non-

contaminated air remains in this hellhole.
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Everything Sucks

Everything is terrible.

Media is predictable and dull; all pop music relies on

the same four chords; religions other than Angelism are 

stupid and religious "literature" amounts to little more 

than lousy, self-referential jESUS fanfiction; the 

government has it out for me; screw drives are 

unstandardized.

If I can watch the first episode of the soap opera 

(and all shows today are soap operas) that fills the dead 

air between advertisements, brain-rot you insist on calling

"entertainment", and predict the lines, characters, and 

plot for the next four seasons, then your show/movie is 

crap. As long as they're getting paid, writers clearly 

don't have any ethical qualms about churning out the same 

stale garbage over and over again. Why bother? Judging by 

the perpetually-lit television sets I see in living rooms 

across from my apartment window, the prolefeed seems to 

satisfy everyone.

I'm tired of love songs. I think it is safe to assume 

that the concept has been thoroughly explored by now, and 

there probably isn't anything more to be said on the 

subject. Why doesn't anyone sing about linear expressions? 

Or, even better, how about everyone shuts up and refrains 

from polluting the environment with extra sound waves. It's

loud enough out there, thank you.

Fiction is a blight on the sanctity of the written 

word, especially when it entails stories about were-

shifters or gOD. The New Testament reads just about as bad 
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as the SonicXTails gay pr0n one encounters on DeviantArt. 

Derivative works are even more annoying than regular 

fiction. The Book of Mormon is New Testament fanfiction, 

which is itself Old Testament fanfiction, which is actually

Zoroastrian/Sumerian fanfiction. Stop it. Everyone is 

terrible at writing and should stop embarrassing themselves

by showcasing their lack of creativity and poor grammar. 

From now on I'm only reading technical manuals.

The government is full of do-nothing employees that 

don't even know how to use a computer mouse. Their 

incompetence is the only thing saving us all from 

tyrannical government agencies who abuse their monopoly on 

force. Case in point, the Fish and Wildlife Service erected

a giant fence on the sidewalk around their building. Now I 

have to walk all the way around their offices if I want to 

go grocery shopping. In the sun. What kind of inconsiderate

jerks impede pedestrian traffic like that? I know the 

answer: the same inconsiderate jerks who think they look 

b4daZZ in their buffoonish uniforms, armed with guns 

they'll never use, unless maybe a particularly bouncy Asian

Carp somehow wriggles its way into the parking garage.

Have you noticed that everything is fake? It seems 

that, within living memory, authenticity has become 

extinct. The hamburgers are soy protein, "tech support" 

hotlines are run by a bunch of criminals in Kolkata who 

don't understand computers and steal old people's bank 

account details, jobs opportunities turn out to be MLMS, 

the elections are rigged, and the pope is a communist. VAT 

II HERESIES ARE SATANIC LIES. I just don't understand. Why 

is everyone trying to run a scam? Whatever happened to the 

fair and free exchange of value?
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Do you remember the early days of the internet? I do. 

I remember the collective sense of endless possibility. I 

remember feeling as if humanity finally had a chance to 

expand beyond itself—that any individual could somehow 

escape the confines of their limited meatshell and grow 

into who-knew-what. Then someone invented MyFace and then 

someone else invented MyFace and someone else invented the 

same thing because all social media is homogeneous. Then 

the whole internet became a vehicle to serve 

advertisements. Suddenly, the internet began to calcify and

now feels as rigid and restrictive as that sad sack of 

weeping flesh I so wanted to abandon. Worse, anonymity 

online is dead, so I can't even post a rant about it 

without getting fired.

What would one say is the pinnacle of human 

accomplishment, the shining example of science, which is 

the most advanced activity in which humans can engage? How 

about space travel? What has come of that? Did you know 

that there are 96 bags of shit, piss, and vomit on the 

moon? Whenever you think of humanity's greatness, remember 

that humans brought men to the moon, and then shit on it. I

couldn't come up with a better metaphor for the essence of 

the human experience if I tried.

The more you understand of the world, the worse the 

growing sense of suckage becomes. An example of the 

process: say you like video games. Perhaps you think the 

fantasy environments are beautiful. Then you take a few 

classes in 3D modeling and coding, and all is unmasked. 

Suddenly, combat AI is a buggy mess of spaghetti code. 

Rather than enjoying the views, all you see are seams, 

skyboxes, and stretched textures. As offensive as all this 
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might be, the real tragedy is that you probably couldn't 

produce anything better. Once again, computer analogies 

serve to illuminate the realities of meatspace. Except, in 

Computerland, you can at least tweak the numbers that annoy

you. Sometimes. Unless you're using macOS or Windows, you 

uncivilized scum.

Can we all come to a consensus as a planet as to which

style of screw drive is the best, and then just use those? 

Over 10,000 years of human civilization, and T3h C0ll3ctiv3

can't even decide on which type of screw head is the most 

effective? What does that say about the species? My money 

is on the Robertson. I would like to extend an invitation 

to all manufacturers of Philips screws to swallow a bucket 

of nuts (the variety of which, for this purpose, doesn't 

particularly matter).
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Dread

For some time now I, Rev, have found myself paralyzed 

by a deep sense of dread—a feeling I've been unable to 

shake. The crushing weight of it I can liken only to the 

suffocating pressure you experience when you find yourself 

deep under a mountain, fully cognizant of millions of tons 

of rock positioned right above your head. Drawing breath is

almost impossible, and I labor to fill my lungs with air 

even when I'm standing perfectly still.

    I've always disliked referencing other works in my own.

I do so sparingly. I'd rather my words live in a sheltered 

bubble, free of outside influence. However, the experience 

that brought about this unshakable, intense sensation of 

dread can only be described as Lovecraftian. Not that the 

actual event was anything but mundane—at most it was a bit 

out of the ordinary—but it was a splinter in the facade. 

Just enough to catch at the veil covering my eyes and tear 

away a few threads. Of course, I couldn't help but peer 

through the gap, and I saw something that I didn't really 

want to see. Something we all know about, but rarely have 

to confront directly.

At some point, you become aware of eyes on the back of

your head and make the mistake of turning around to look.  

You catch a glimpse of something terrible and you're never 

right in the head ever again. You get turned upside-down 

and inside-out. You have a sense of how massive and all-

encompassing it is, how much it doesn't care about you, how

powerless you are against it. It consumes, not for 

nourishment, but because consuming is simply its nature.  

It eats everything, everyone, and you know it's coming for 
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you, too. You become part of it, or you're obliterated by 

it. It's something that shouldn't exist. It's wrong and 

it's everywhere.  

    What do you do when you catch a glimpse of a cosmic 

horror? Of something like hell on earth? Not enough to go 

stark, raving mad (at least not immediately), but enough to

scramble some of your neurons? Even if I claw out my eyes, 

it can't be unseen. I saw so little of it that I didn't 

even notice the negative cognitive effects at first. 

Unbeknownst to me, the brief exposure was burned in my 

subconscious and started slowly eating away at my sanity. 

Years later, I am all too aware, but it is far too late. 

Now, I can barely think about anything else. I can hardly 

remember what it was like before when I knew, 

intellectually, but had not yet perceived.

    I can't really tell anyone about it, either. Partly, 

that's because I lack the verbal dexterity needed to 

explain but, even if I could, I can't. I know that thing is

still listening. And, even when I think I'm in a place 

where the walls don't have ears, and I try to articulate 

that which engendered the dread, no one seems worried. In 

fact, they are perfectly fine with that cosmic horror 

sitting there just out of sight, slavering jaws, tentacles,

and all. They might even worship it a little (not that it, 

as a cosmic horror, cares whether you pray to it or not, 

since worshipers and atheists taste the same).

When I manage to cry out, my wails fall on deaf ears. 

I can't bear to talk to anyone anymore and listen to them 

praise the horror or, even worse, see the apathy in their 

expressions when I tell them how awful the thing they're 

praising really is. I can't understand why anyone doesn't 
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care. Is it because, if their bellies are full and the 

temperature is fine, nothing else matters? Is life too easy

under its reign? All it costs is your soul, so no big deal?

Why doesn't this bother anyone?

    The position in which I find myself is an uncomfortable

one. Breaking the contract with this particular devil 

requires a lot of sacrifices, and you have be really 

committed to making those sacrifices. That's the price of a

little peace of mind. (At least, if you're like me and 

can't worship like the rest of them.) Making compromises 

won't work. If you're in with the devil for a penny, you're

in for a pound. So, you have to opt out entirely. It 

doesn't mean you'll be free, but at least you won't feel 

Satan's warm breath on the nape of your neck while you're 

sleeping.

I think I'm hearing a cracking sound—the crack of my 

mind breaking under the weight of this unyielding dread. It

seems like I'm going to have to make those sacrifices if I 

don't want to go completely insane. No one will miss me, 

I'm sure. I doubt they will even notice I'm gone.
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Confronting Mortality

    Over the course of my life, I have had ample 

opportunity to observe how others come to terms—or fail to 

come to terms—with their own mortality. It is a topic I 

have spent a great deal of time contemplating, owing in 

large part to my desire to escape the confines of the human

body and mind, but the topic particularly came to the 

forefront of my conscious thought at about age 33. Part of 

the reason for this was I'd reached an age inconceivable to

my younger self, but mostly two external factors made me 

give it more consideration than I had in the past. One of 

these was my rather mundane commute to work (to a job I no 

longer have) and the second was watching the elderly (at 

work, yes, but also elsewhere) struggle with the idea that 

they are, very soon, going to be dead.

    I drove a lot in year 33, more than I ever had before. 

I did not even have a driver's license until 31, by which 

time it was too late for me to ever learn to become 

comfortable with the idea of operating a one ton vehicle on

public roads. In those early days, I killed at least two 

small animals and, while this was not the first time I've 

accidentally murdered some innocent creature, seeing a 

small bird slam into my windshield instilled in me a 

constant anxiety about driving. Especially where I live, 

the environment is rife with suicidal critters who are 

drawn to the road despite their inadequate ability to gauge

"looming" and ignorance of the effect of kinesthetic forces

on their squishy bodies. Therefore, I attempted to avoid 

adding to my kill count by maintaining constant vigilance, 

eyes glued to the edges of the roads, foot hovering over 
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the break. I avoided dozens of animal collisions that way, 

but I couldn't help but notice, as my eyes swept back and 

forth, the dismal fate of many creatures, particularly deer

and kittens, who'd been pulverized into red paste by other 

drivers.

    Every single day, the asphalt is soaked in fresh blood,

covered in viscera and gore. Roads are paved with the 

corpses of hundreds of sentient creatures, including 

humans. During those long drives, I looked and I pondered. 

If I too was the victim of America's ridiculous love for 

automobiles, what would that mean? The answer, I decided, 

is "not much." Something that was would no longer be, and 

yet nothing of value would be lost. I am, and please 

forgive the ironic use of pronouns here, a nonbeliever in 

the concept of "identity." I think, but I am not. The 

lights are on, but there's no one home, at least not in the

way people like to think. There's exactly no evidence for a

ghost in the machine, personality is fungible, and one's 

perception of oneself is nothing more than a simulacra in 

the brain. I've argued for these ideas before and will not 

do so again. The point is, what does death matter to a 

being that barely exists?

    Yet, owing to a few parasitic memes, most humans think 

the exact opposite. They are terrified of death and go to 

extreme lengths to distract themselves from the inevitable.

We know the form this takes, at least in Boomers, where the

"solution" was overconsumption: of food, physical products,

and media. Only time will tell how subsequent generations, 

living in a world depleted of resources, handle intrusive 

thoughts of death. Overconsumption of virtual goods, 

perhaps? Escapism into P2W games or streaming video? These 
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are, like the ideas in the previous paragraph, stale, well-

explored observations. Again, I cast them aside in favor of

some novel discoveries.

    What I am particularly inclined to explore here is the 

effect of intelligence on how humans cope with death. Most 

dummies opt to simply ignore the problem. Out of sight, out

of mind. Just like they ignore the origin of that fried 

chicken on their plate. Death and suffering are only a 

problem when direct confrontation is inescapable. Even 

then, the dumbs default to avoidance. It isn't really, for

reals over. There's an afterlife of some sort. It's a quick

out, a means to squash any concerns about nonexistence. You

might be at the end of the road, but the vague promise that

things get better at some unspecified point in the future 

is enough to keep you sort of sane, even if you know, deep 

down, it isn't true. And vague these promises must be, 

because most attempted descriptions of paradise are 

actually quite hellish. Basically like life, but longer. 

Eternal, in fact. If you ask me, nothing could be worse. 

Yet, people cling to the un-keepable promise of having all 

the time in the world (while, oddly, wasting the time they 

are guaranteed).

    But that's the thing. What does more time get you, 

especially if you're of average intellect? Because, and 

here's something significant I've realized about people who

fantasize about eternal life, or rebirth, or magically 

reclaiming their youth: If they could do it all over again,

they'd do it all over again. As in, the same exact thing. 

They'd make the same decisions, or at least the same kinds 

of decisions; they'd eat the same foods and watch the same 

shows and engage in the same activities. What they want is 
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to experience the same old shit forever, as if once wasn't 

enough. As if the memory of the first time isn't enough. I 

think this is a significant revelation.

    To me, the real tragedy of existence is, as one 

journeys through life, the opportunity to have 

substantively different experiences is lost. Doors are 

closed, potential life paths are forever blocked, and 

there's simply not enough time to learn everything you'd 

want to learn. What insights could be gleaned or deep 

interconnections found if you could specialize in 

everything? Maybe a lot, or maybe not all that much. It's 

hard to say, but we'll never know. Would it not be ideal to

leave on one's own terms, after one had a rich and varied 

existence and is truly ready for a well-deserved rest? What

would such a life be like? Most people don't want that, 

though. They want more of the same, like how a cat is 

content to eat the same brand of food its entire life and 

will, in fact, protest any form of change. Strange, to say 

the least, that the familiar is valued and variety is not. 

Ultimately, neither is possible. One day, the end will be 

upon you at last and so too the cessation of experience of 

all kinds.

What words of comfort and recommendations would I 

offer mortals, if they'd only ask?

Lamenting lost opportunities is unproductive. Do what you 
can with the understanding you won't get to see or do or 
learn everything.
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Be selective, but don't close off paths prematurely if you 
don't have to so you can be open to try something different
now and then.

Respect the fact that you, as a human, are a creature of 
habit, but don't fall into a rut.

If you've made bad decisions, don't keep making them.

That's what I'd say to someone at the beginning or 

middle of their journey. To someone at the end of the line,

I'd suggest reflecting on one's experiences.

Rather than trying to relive moments when it's impossible, 
cherish your memories as long as your fading mind allows.

Acknowledge the consequences of a lifetime of your choices.

Don't squander resources and destroy the planet for the 
next generation in a doomed attempt to distract yourself 
from death.

Most of us will not die suddenly, though most of us 

would wish it. Rather, it is more likely you will linger, 

trapped in a body racked with pain and forced to confront 

your greatest fears. Will you flail about pointlessly as 

you continue to avoid the problem to the very end, or will 

you die with the grace and dignity afforded to those who 
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have made peace with reality? At the end of the day, you 

don't have to come to terms with mortality, but I suspect 

death will be less emotionally painful if you do.
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Suicide is Difficult

"I declared that the dead, who had already died, are 

happier than the living, who are still alive. But better 

than both is the one who has never been born, who has not 

seen the evil that is done under the sun."

Ecclesiastes 4:2-3 NIV

Some of you, after reviewing the contents of this 

book, may be wondering why one shouldn't just phone it in 

and end it all already. Even if you do manage to perfect 

your person, the world is still a rotten place to be, and 

you are trapped on this planet until you die. While this 

thought has occurred to me as well, frequently, several 

unfortunate obstacles stand between those who Suffer and 

the sweet embrace of Oblivion.

For those yearning to answer L'appel du vide, but 

lacking in the committed resolve to actually do so, the 

paralyzing inability to just get it over with may cause 

significant emotional distress. I'm here to tell you that 

it isn't entirely your fault that some compelling, 

inexplicable force keeps you from pulling that trigger and,

furthermore, that this invisible injunction is actually 

neither compelling nor inexplicable at all.

One must first grasp the concept that suicide is not 

the easy, cowardly act society (and the government) make it

out to be. It is, rather, an act of almost unbelievable 

courage. The oblivion to which we return after death is 

frightening, perhaps even more frightening than the events 

of our terrible lives. When it comes to life, we at least 
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know what to expect. For some, life, no matter how god-

awful it is, never quite crosses the threshold of total 

intolerability. Rather, those people remain right at the 

brink, teetering on the edge of a cliff but never quite 

falling off. And let's not forget, killing yourself is a 

righteous pain in the ass. It hurts, for one thing. You 

must be in a lot of agony to get past the hurdles of self-

preservation and pain-avoidance to do it. Easy? Cowardly? 

Fuck off.

So yeah. Once again we have all been lied to. Big 

surprise. The negative perception of suicide is fueled by 

societal prohibitions and governmental injunctions owing to

the greed and self-interest of those who have a lot to gain

by keeping you alive, even if that means keeping you in a 

wretched condition. It all comes down to milking you out of

your last dollar. Don't be fooled by their apparent empathy

—all those "compassionate" organizations and people that 

are trying to "save" you just view you as chattel. Of 

course they want you to live—long enough to pay a 

lifetime's worth of taxes, nursing home and medical fees 

that rob your children of their inheritance, and what I 

like to refer to as the Snow Globe Tax.

The Snow Globe Tax is the consumerist phenomenon 
wherein individuals, usually the elderly, utilize their 

remaining purchasing power (often the social security 

checks they receive from the government) to purchase 

distractions from the cold reality that either their lives 

suck, that they are near death, or both. They will buy 

anything that can keep their aged, senile minds off the 

subject of their inevitable demise, even religion, so 

desperate are they. Novelty items and faux "keepsake" type 
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objects are particularly appealing to the gOD-ph33ring old 

folks. Many believe the poor-quality, Made-in-China garbage

they are buying for their spoiled grandchildren will 

outlast them, serving as a kind of material immortality. In

reality, the majority of that crap will ultimately end up 

in the dump, polluting the planet with even more plastic 

shit.

Being the good capitalists they are, companies are 

eager to service the demand for distractions, and so they 

open up a plant in Asia that specializes in manufacturing 

snow globes and scented candles for pennies. Of course, the

idiots buying snow globes and candles will pay much more—

the profit margin on these sorts of things is particularly 

high.

Truly, old age is a terrible fate. Most of you will 

probably end up in government-run nursing homes, abandoned 

by everyone except the orderlies that come in occasionally 

to hose you down and molest you. Surrounded by snow globes,

it might occur to your feeble, decaying mind that you 

probably should have killed yourself while you still had 

the lucidity and physical capacity to do so. So why didn't 

you?

Well, for one thing, killing yourself is pretty hard. 

I myself cannot recommend poisoning, slitting your wrists, 

adopting unhealthy/risky habits (smoking, bulimia, ignoring

seatbelt laws), or starvation. It will all be to no avail, 

more than likely. Some of these methods leave too much to 

chance, whilst others are more painful than you might 

expect. Physical pain is a seriously difficult obstacle to 

overcome. Furthermore, many of the traditional suicide 

methods are actually quite impossible to accomplish for all
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but the most masochistic. If you don't believe me, try 

digging into your wrists with a rusty razor blade some 

time, and see if you can keep a firm grip on a tiny piece 

of metal slick with blood. It doesn't work, and it isn't 

the way I usually like to spend my evenings.

Not only do pussy, non-committal methods not work, if 

you do survive, you'll forever live with the humiliation. 

The people you know will look at you a funny and have 

"serious" talks with you. And, realize that the subsequent 

hospital bill is damn expensive. Try hiding the angrily-

worded demands for payment that keep coming in the mail 

from your family and see if you don't regret picking a 

lousy suicide method.

The more effective suicide methods are violent and 

messy, and you better have a strong stomach if you want to 

do it right. I suppose you could try to "peacefully" 

overdose on heroin or fentanyl, but illegal drugs aren't 

easy to come by and, if you're caught with them before 

you've died, you're going away to prison for a very long 

time. You thought your life was bad now—just wait until Big

Bubba makes you his prison bitch. Similarly, most effective

suicide methods (self-inflicted gunshot to the head, 

hanging) have terrible consequences if unsuccessfully 

executed, potentially dooming you to a life marred by 

paralysis or permanent brain damage.

If only humans were as merciful to one another as they

are to other species, assisted suicide ala Soylent Green 

would be a common fixture. Why can't humans opt for a 

peaceful, painless death in the comfort of a clean and 

professional facility? Some efforts are currently underway 

to legalize assisted suicide in the United States, but only
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those with a terminal illness who are of sound mind would 

qualify for the service. Why is this the case? Is an 

unsound mind not an illness in and of itself? Isn't 

emotional pain and suffering a sufficient reason for 

wanting to make an early exit? Oh, but then you wouldn't be

around to pay hundreds of thousands in life-extension 

services like heart stenting and the like. No, society 

wants to keep even the most pained and useless around for 

as long as possible, so that various industries can line 

their pockets with their life savings, insurance money, and

social security. What you want doesn't matter. That is, 

until the money finally runs dry. When a chicken stops 

laying eggs, it better watch its neck.

Societal taboos and social obligations are another 

hurdle you'll have to jump if you want to give the universe

a well-deserved middle finger. If you're one of those 

weirdos who gives a damn about others, it's yet another 

obstacle amongst many. Peer pressure actually works, 

apparently. To that I can only say that your reputation 

won't matter to you once you're dead, and neither will 

society. You, as a suicidal depressive, don't matter to 

society, so why should it matter to you? You are beneath 

its concern except when you threaten someone's pocketbook 

or their worldview; then, suddenly, they look down and 

notice you fumbling to tie a noose. "Don't do it!" they'll 

say, patting themselves on the back for doing their good 

deed for the day. "Life is precious and intrinsically 

valuable." Blah, blah, blah. It's humanistic bullshit. Your

life isn't worth shit to you, and who cares what it's worth

to others? Plus, every self-righteous moron with a savior 
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complex who comes out of the woodwork to say "It gets 

better" is a fucking liar. It never gets better.

Even if you know, intellectually, that nothing is ever

going to get better, it's damn hard to get the primal parts

of your brain on board with the whole "killing yourself" 

idea. No matter how badly you want to dig the razor in 

deeper, your body actively fights against you. You push, it

pushes back. You push harder, it resists harder. 

Unfortunately, it takes a strong will and committed resolve

to overcome the challenges I've listed here (a list which 

is nowhere near all-inclusive). For those of us too 

apathetic and weak to get the job done, life goes on—and so

does the misery. Suicide is difficult, and it feels like a 

poor solution for the real problem—existence. All this 

trouble just to undo a mistake by one's parents. It's 

upsetting that nothing can ever undo my existence. If I had

one wish, it would be for that. Who wants to die, really? 

It would have been much better to never have been born.
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SECTION VI: MI$$ION HOMEWORK
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The Little Old Lady and the Icon: A Parable

Once, during a brisk day in winter, a little old lady 

walked into a Cards R Us Emporium at the mall. The mall was

covered in festive suxmas decorations for some reason (the 

reason being to increase spending, of course) even though 

it was still early in November. This old woman was looking 

for something. When a particularly handsome and intelligent

sales associate approached her (sporting a shit-eating grin

and a concerned tone-of-voice, because pretending to give a

damn about the customer is an unfortunate job requirement),

the little old lady asked whether or not the store carried 

statues of suXtian saints. Despite being horrified by the 

admission that this kindly old lady worshiped FALSE GODS 

and therefore was an infidel, the handsome sales associate 

walked with her to the store's disgustingly tacky FAYTH 

section, which was abundant with graven images. The old 

woman seemed confused and communicating with the geriatric 

proved difficult, but eventually the handsome sales 

associate was able to discern her desire. The little old 

woman wanted to purchase a statuette of "st. joseph" to 

bury upside down in the yard of her dwelling, for the 

purposes of attracting good fortune. Evidently, one of her 

"friends" had suggested the practice to her, and claimed 

that it "really worked!" The store, despite its ample 

religious inventory, did not carry the item as described to

the amazingly perceptive sales associate, so the little old

lady left empty-handed, her equally senile husband in tow.

QUESTIONS: Which of the Five Sins did this Cards R Us 
customer commit? What does this situation reveal about the 
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dangerous consequences of a religious mindset? How should 

the brilliant and attractive sales associate have behaved 

in this situation, whilst confronted with a SINner 

disguised as an old woman?

ANSWERS: The little old woman committed ALL of the FIVE 
SINS! In one brief interaction lasting less than five 

minutes, she demonstrated her belief in an irrational and 

superstitious belief system, attempted to purchase a 

material object that she did not really NEED, revealed that

she is easily influenced by her misguided associate, 

attempted to shift responsibility for bringing good fortune

(which isn't even a real thing) into her life to an 

inanimate object, and brought along her spouse with which 

she has engaged in carnal relations. Old age is no excuse 

for irrationality or SINful behavior. This woman is a 

threat to the moral integrity of the human race, and 

therefore deserving of EXCOMMUNICATION.

Religious thinking results in the violation of every 

single one of the FIVE Principles. Even xtians, ostensibly 

obsessed with sexual purity, have an institution called 

"marriage", which promotes unspeakable behaviors by giving 

individuals licensure to do so. No religion is free of 

irrationality and collectivism, because they propagate via 

memes. Religions require cognitive dissonance and 

groupthink. They create an addiction amongst their victims,

making them dependent upon the "comfort" they feel from 

"knowing" that their pathetic lives have meaning, or that 

they can be absolved of the negative consequences of their 

behaviors without actually changing them. Religions also 

often require the expenditure of money. Even worse than 
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that, they waste time and neural processing power which 

might be allocated elsewhere and therefore bring the 

individual closer to achieving the ONE GOAL. The loss of 

potential suffered by humanity is the real tragedy. Just 

how much time have people wasted sitting in churches? How 

many resources have been squandered on the unnecessary 

construction of elaborate temples? How much further along 

would humans be in disciplines which could actually prolong

life rather than offer only the illusion of immortality, 

had the species not had the unfortunate predilection for 

religion? The sole comfort is that with the liberation of 

information provided by modern technology, many with the 

capacity to learn and think rationally may now do so. When 

the marketplace of ideas opens, there is no longer an 

excuse for ignorance. Those who, in the face of reality, 

choose to wallow like pigs in centuries-old dogma, are 

probably too stupid to have done anything productive with 

their lives to begin with.

The sales associate, while unfortunately required to 

prostitute himself by accepting monetary compensation in 

return for taking orders from a corporate entity, handled 

this situation excellently. Rather than attempt to talk the

SINner out of SINning, he actively encouraged her to 

purchase an icon. He attempted to add credibility to the 

claim that digging a hole in one's yard and burying an 

obscene representation of some dead guy will ensure the 

acquisition of the great xtian LARD's favor by stating that

this is a popular tradition (argumentum ad populum). 

Cognitive fallacies are highly effective on dummies. The 

sales associate did all he could to find the statue, 

knowing store he works in is very overpriced, especially 
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considering how the old woman intended to use it—for 

burying in the ground rather than display.

Why would an Angelist not discourage (or even 

encourage) someone to sin? The Universe, my disciples, 

operates according to the law of CAUSE AND EFFECT. 

Additionally, we know that stupid actions have stupid 

consequences. Those who behave sub-optimally tend to have 

sub-optimal lives. Certainly, this is not always true on an

individual basis, but society as a whole suffers for the 

irrationality of its constituents. If enough cells in a 

organism begin to behave erratically and unpredictably, 

eventually the body will perish. So too will a society 

perish, because society is similar to a macroorganism in 

its structure and operation, and individual humans are its 

cells. That is, the universe has a way of giving 

people/societies/species what they deserve. Just as the 

agorist may accept government entitlements to overburden 

and thereby undermine the socialist economic system in 

which they exist, so too may the Angelist encourage the 

irrationality that they detest, with the FAYTH (based upon 

evidence gleaned by evolutionary history, in which 

populations UNFIT to survive become extinct) that the 

universe will eventually work itself out. Through their 

irrationality, humans have created a self-destructive 

environment—the current situation in which they find 

themselves is unsustainable, a Malthusian Catastrophe which

will eventually expunge the EVIL from this planet.
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The Boy and His Pets: A Parable

There was a boy who loved animals, especially insects.

One day, he found a pair of cute little American 

cucarachas. "Oh, how splendid!" said he, scooping them up 

into an empty pasta bowl. The boy watched in fascination as

the two cucarachas scuttled about and groomed their 

antennae.

This boy may or may not have actually been the 

Reverend. And rather than a boy, it is possible the 

following events occurred when Rev was actually a grown-ass

adult, whilst attending college. And before anyone says 

anything about keeping cucarachas as pets in empty ramen 

containers, it wasn't MY fault that the dorm was positively

infested with the things. Kevin ran right into my room of 

his own free will, gOD dammit. And they are rather cute, in

a sense. Oh, and to that anonymous person who reported me 

to the RA as having dorm pets in a rather clear violation 

of the "no-fun policy", or whatever, you may go choke on a 

diseased cockroach. That being said:

This boy had some spare pocket change. Every week, he 

received an allowance of one nickel, which was just enough 

to buy a square of chocolate. Usually, he would eat the 

chocolate himself, but the boy figured that the poor little

cucarachas had so little to eat, such difficult lives, that

the chocolate money he got from his mother would be better 

redistributed toward the unfortunate insects.

The insects now had food and shelter. Yet, the simple 

creatures never seemed quite satisfied with their lot. They

certainly never thanked the boy for their meal, and instead
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seemed rather oblivious to his existence, except for the 

few times when he attempted to stick his tiny fingers in 

the bowl—then they would either scamper away, or bite him 

with their mandibles.

Nevertheless, the boy kept them. He felt a sense of 

responsibility toward those less fortunate than himself. He

anthropomorphized them, blamed their thanklessness on the 

past injustices and discrimination they had suffered. He 

even decided to appoint some of the cucarachas to important

political offices, such as "Director in Charge of Sustained

National Reallocation Programs", despite their noticeable 

lack of qualifications.

This went on for some time, until one day the boy 

opened the bowl, only to find a dozen little cucarachas 

inside! "Oh, how splendid!" said the boy. "Now I have even 

more friends!" He ignored the fact that the cucarachas 

actually hated all humans, including him. He told all his 

schoolmates about the wonderful relationship he had with 

the cucaracha community, and beamed with pride when they 

all showered him with praise for his generosity.

Unfortunately, the boy still had but one nickel to 

spare. Sometimes he managed to scrounge up an extra few 

cents by soliciting the other schoolchildren, or by 

depriving himself of something he REALLY wanted. "I need it

less than the poor cucarachas", he told himself. His school

friends began to become a bit agitated with the boy, 

however, because they were constantly being passed over for

political appointment in favor of cucarachas, and kids who 

attempted to exclude cucarachas from their playtime were 

constantly slammed with discrimination lawsuits.
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With only a nickel to spare, the chocolate didn't go 

as far. More cucarachas were left hungry, which made them 

irritable. Yet, because they still had enough food to stay 

alive, they continued to reproduce. Every week they doubled

in number. They gave off pheromones that attracted wild 

cucarachas from outside the bowl, which bolstered their 

numbers even more.

The boy did his best to feed them all, but it was no 

use. He knew that the cucarachas would have to learn to 

fend for themselves. He tried to teach them to find their 

own food, explaining that the chocolate rations were only a

hand-up—just enough to keep them from starving to death 

until they could become self-sufficient. But, the 

cucarachas didn't like to hear this. They ignored all 

appeals to reason. The cucarachas preferred to live in 

poverty than to elevate their condition, so long as they 

didn't have to work for their meals. Instead, they used the

boy as a scapegoat for all their troubles. Violence broke 

out, most of it directed at other cucaracha, but some of it

was aimed at the boy.

Then, the boy went to open the bowl one afternoon and 

found all the cucarachas dead. They had starved to death, 

but not before turning to cannibalism. The boy felt guilty 

over having helped create this situation, and vowed never 

to do anything like that again.

QUESTIONS: What does the story of A Boy and His Pets teach 
us about the futility of charity?
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ANSWERS: While the boy's efforts began with the best of 
intentions, ultimately the boy created more suffering by 

helping the cucarachas. The cucarachas reproduced until 

they had utilized all available resources, which preceded a

population crash. Many cucarachas were born, suffered, and 

died because of the actions of the boy. Rather than take 

pity on them because of past grievances he had nothing to 

do with, the boy ought to have simply left them alone.

The UCA considers charity to be counter-productive, 

except for the purposes of immediate disaster relief 

(consisting of loans that are to be repaid upon resumption 

of normal levels of productivity). While it may improve 

quality of life in the short-term, in the long-term charity

only serves to exacerbate societal ills. Think about that 

the next time someone hands you a collection plate.
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The Model: A Parable

There is an ugly girl. She has been told her entire 

life that she is beautiful and amazing and can do anything 

to which she sets her piggy, adipose-riddled little mind. 

She finishes her G.E.D. and moves out of the small town in 

which she lives the first chance she gets. Of course, she's

chosen Hollywood. With a fistful of headshots clutched in 

her sausage fingers, she goes from audition to audition, 

failing to land a gig every time. She's hopeful, though, 

and this job as a waitress is totally just temporary. She's

just serving organic, non-GMO artisan salads to much more 

beautiful people until she is "discovered." Of course, we 

all know this will never happen.

Ugly's mother has tried to shield her hideous 

crotchspawn from the TRVTH her entire life. So, Ugly gets 

to California and is confused when the agencies don't want 

anything to do with her. What gives? Why doesn't anyone 

like my nudes? Mommy told me my cellulite was adorable, and

that the hump in my nose adds character. Now Ugly has two 

options. One, she can accept her limitations and feel, all 

at once, a lifetime's worth of pain that her mother has 

been sheltering her from, thus giving her the opportunity 

to retool her career and make the best out of what she has.

Two, Ugly can continue in a deluded haze, going from one 

interview to the next and never understanding why she never

gets callbacks. Meanwhile, she ain't getting any younger. 

Chances are that, somewhere in the dark, cholesterol-

encrusted recesses of her mind, she suspects the TRVTH. 

Yet, living a lie she can never confront it.
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QUESTIONS: Live a lie, or accept reality?

ANSWERS: You probably realize, giving that I don't give a 
crap about looks, that I am not talking about those 

supposedly unobtainable standards of beauty. If anything, 

the physical body is the easiest part of yourself to change

(especially if you're fat). This is, of course, a metaphor.

Replace "ugly" and "fat" with "stupid", and you'll 

understand the point of this exercise.

Convincing people that they are something they're not 

is damaging. Hollow compliments might temporarily provide a

small boost to self-esteem, but you are hurting the 

recipient in the long term by perpetuating a lie. Modern 

culture insists on giving everyone a trophy, even the 

losers, when they should instead be offering trVth. 

Wouldn't you rather know that you suck, instead of just 

suspecting that you do? What can you achieve, living in 

constant doubt about your abilities? Encouraging mediocrity

is perverse. I am sickened by this trend, truly.
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The Mormon in the Cage: A Parable

There is a co-worker of The ProFit that is completely 

deranged. All humans have problems that become evident once

you get to know them, but this man takes the cake. I mean 

this in both a literal and in a figurative sense. The man 

is extraordinarily obese, pushing five-hundred pounds. He 

has to sit in an extra-wide, reinforced office chair in 

order to accommodate his girth. He is also a Mormon, 

complete with Majick Underwear (+1 undead resistance, -5 

CHA), though from his behavior you'd be hard-pressed to 

believe it. While Mormons are known for their friendliness,

this man is easily enraged, regularly blowing up 

(emotionally, not in the Jihadi "cooking himself off" way) 

and spewing vicious profanities to anyone who is within 

listening range. He has a very loud voice, so this 

listening range extends throughout the entire office. He 

is, as all Mormon males are, married. Owing to his sour 

demeanor, brought on by his incompetence at work, he makes 

up 1/3 (more, if we are going by weight) of the eponymous 

"Lemon Party", consisting of two other, equally obsolete, 

old men who are angry about the fact that the world is 

changing around them. The worst thing about Mormon Guy, 

however, is the fact that he sits in his giant chair all 

day and picks at the skin on his arms, which are bald from 

trichtillomania and covered in oozing scabs. He picks the 

scabs off, and then he eats them, like some crazed animal 

in a cage. He is trapped in a cage, though he doesn't 

realize it.

There is another employee who works in a nearby 

office. When The ProFit moved into the building, this dude 
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pokes his head in and offers to help him with the printer, 

which is an unusual introduction to say the least. So, The 

ProFit explores the office. In this particular room, the 

printer is always running, spewing out reams of paper all 

day long. On the floor are piled thousands of sheets of 

paper, none of which are necessary or useful. Why is this 

so? The man makes a change to some document, prints it out,

notices an error, makes a change to the document, prints it

out, notices an error.... A career later, and the office is

full of teetering stacks of useless papers that no one 

needs, but it certainly looks like he's been busy. He isn't

alone in doing this, either. An entire workplace subculture

has developed around using this printer.

So many people in offices around the world, and most 

of them completely, utterly insane. There are 

transvestites, people with anger management problems, 

douchebags, cliques representing various interest groups, 

hamplanets who spend all day eating, phonies and frauds, 

backstabbers, and on and on and on.

QUESTIONS: Why is the entire world so unhinged? These 
people are seriously broken. Years of being employees and 

living in modern society has caused their madness to 

calcify. How did this happen?

ANSWERS: The Unibomber, with his anarcho-primitive 
ideology, may have been on to something when he penned his 

manifesto the following:
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The Industrial Revolution and its consequences have been a 

disaster for the human race. They have greatly increased 

the life-expectancy of those of us who live in "advanced" 

countries, but they have destabilized society, have made 

life unfulfilling, have subjected human beings to 

indignities, have led to widespread psychological 

suffering....

While forgoing the benefits of modern technology is a 

poor solution to the problem of office crazies, Mr. 

Kaczynski has a point. Humans did not evolve in 

environments where they were forced to "function" in such 

abnormal, unnatural conditions. Modern society has become a

gilded cage, and everyone's movements and thoughts are 

restricted to a degree that would horrify non-free range 

chickens. But, here's the thing. These cages are of our own

design and making.

Consider the Mormon gentleman. He is a prisoner in 

every sense. He has no control over his life. Imprisoned 

ideologically by religion, socially by his spouse, 

physically by the cramped conditions of city and suburban 

life, and by his own body, and all of it through his own 

choices. Who is to blame for this? Society gave him the 

opportunity to live this way, sure, but he shoved the 

donuts in his mouth with his own, scabby hands. He commits 

suicide with every Big Gulp, and everyone around him is 

forced to watch. Why humans have created a world that they 

hate, that actually drives them insane, seems to be an 

emergent behavior. But, it's incredibly self-destructive. 

There is still enough space on the planet, still enough 

resources and opportunities that you don't have to live 

like this. You only have to realize that society only 
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handed you the shackles—you put them on. You can also take 

them off. Or, like Mormon Guy, you can swallow they key. 

And the donuts. You can distract yourself from your 

dissatisfaction only for so long by buying that boat (make 

sure to get your boating license and boater's safety card, 

by the way. Wouldn't want to accidentally forget to follow 

all the regulations.), but it doesn't actually solve your 

problem and make you more well-adjusted. Adding more 

shackles won't make you any freer, and freedom is the only 

thing that's going to help you. How do I know the problem 

is a lack of freedom? Just look at the behaviors exhibited 

by our case studies—Do they not remind you of zoo animals 

or Skinnerian experimental subjects? Animals all react 

similarly to being caged: learned helplessness, self-

injury, repetitive behaviors (recall Printer Dude), 

suicide, or simply death from the failure to thrive in 

captive environment.

We are "oversocialized" and somehow both over- and 

under-stimulated. Whether consciously or not, you will 

instinctively attempt to escape your cage. Whether you 

escape by pursuing freedom by distancing yourself from 

society, or escape through a premature and gruesome death, 

is your choice.
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The 96-Year-Old Nazi: A Parable

There was an elderly man who had, when he was much 

younger, cheated on his wife and had a child out of 

wedlock. This man had always been Xtian but occupied 

himself with worldly pursuits. Though he and his wife had 

two children, his eyes always wandered. His bible said 

that, if a man's eye causes him to sin, it is better to 

pluck it out and enter the Kingdom of gOD without his eye, 

rather than die with it. Yet, he did not follow that 

advice. His affairs, not limited only to the one which 

produced a bastard, were numerous. Eventually, after many 

years of this unseemly behavior, he divorced his wife and 

remarried, although he married a barren woman and not the 

mother of his illegitimate child.

Many years later, the man "found gOD" (again). He 

became a "practicing Christian" who is "at peace and 

know[s] [his] destiny" (whatever that means). He also, for 

the first time in decades, went to see his children—both 

legitimate and illegitimate. The reasons for his doing so 

were likely selfish, but that doesn't matter. For this is 

not a story about redemption or reconciliation. This story 

is about justice.

Just before the man came to visit, two of his children

had a discussion. It went something like this:

The Bastard: It is strange he has decided to visit us now. 
He has always seemed to think that we resented him. 

However, this is not the case. This man, particularly as he

is now, is a stranger to us. He is also mostly senile, and 
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an empty shell of the person who wronged us. To resent him 

would be like persecuting a 96-year-old Nazi. Not only is 

the Nazi only nominally the person who committed genocide, 

the persons which he harmed are long dead. What is the 

point of charging him with a crime when his life is almost 

over anyway, and his mind already gone?

Eldest Son: The legal system is inadequate to handle such 
situations. The opportunity to administer justice has long 

passed, and so there can be no satisfactory justice in the 

case of the Nazi. Similarly, resentment toward the Father 

would serve no purpose, as the person responsible for 

wrongdoing no longer exists.

QUESTIONS: What does the story of The 96-Year-Old Nazi 
teach us about justice?

ANSWERS: The time to administer justice is when the person 
who did wronged is still alive and has their faculties 

about them. What good does it do to resent the remains of a

criminal? Hate the man, not his corpse. For as The ProFit 

says, the world is just, but only if you squint and zoom 

out really far, and only over very, very long periods of 

time. That means that, sometimes, individuals get away with

their crimes. A symbolic execution may make one feel 

better, but it is ultimately pointless and accomplishes 

nothing. You must accept that, though you have been 

wronged, there is no longer anyone to accept punishment, 
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and instead work on bettering yourself by repairing as best

you can the damage done to you.
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The A-Student: A Parable

There once was a girl who was very greedy and selfish.

Her family would do anything within their means for her, 

despite getting nothing in return. The girl wasn't 

particularly materialistic; the requests were rarely for 

money or goods. Her demands were much more insidious. You 

see, this girl had a problem. She was a person of limited 

and meager ability, and she didn't like that. So, she'd 

over extend herself and, under the pretense of working 

hard, unintentionally set herself up to fail unless someone

else bailed her out.

When she wanted good grades, she'd sign up for 

advanced classes in which she didn't belong and asked for 

tutors and for help on her homework. When she wanted to 

look better to colleges, she'd join a host of clubs and 

stay after school. Then she wouldn't be able to ride the 

bus home and, since the girl didn't want to drive, her 

mother would have to drive to the school every night and 

pick her up. Instead of going to a cheap state school, she 

asked for a degree from a private school, and then her 

family had to pay off her student loans because her 

scholarships wouldn't cover the entire expense. She'd 

accept jobs for which she was underqualilifed, then have to

quit and be financially dependent on her family. No job was

ever good enough, either.

The girl wanted to be intelligent and successful. She 

wanted those things like a spoiled brat wants a new puppy. 

She knew she lacked any real virtue, so she demanded 

someone give her the perception of them. And, when she 

couldn't have the things she wanted, she'd become terribly 
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upset until someone gave in and handed them to her. She'd 

accept the aid in return for thank you (though what good 

are a few words to anyone?), but the real "reward" for any 

aid offered to her was that she'd manage to tone down her 

negativity and histrionics for a while. Create the problem,

sell the solution.

In the end, however, no one was fooled. Though her 

parents would claim that she was imbued with special gifts,

no employer could ever find them, let alone translate them 

into money. All of her supposed academic achievements, 

which were really the result of the effort of a lot of 

other people, were meaningless in adulthood. The constant 

quitting of jobs led to large gaps in her resume. 

Eventually, she became trapped in the freeter lifestyle and

she sucked at that, too. In her life, she tried again and 

again to rise to challenges—and she would always fall 

short. Ultimately, the world saw her for the person of 

limited and meager ability that she really was and, as time

continued to take its toll, she had nothing to show for all

the years that had passed. How many people's time was 

wasted into maintaining an illusion that was so easily 

dispelled?

Sometimes, fraudsters like this person get away with 

their chicanery, but when they don't, it's a pathetic sight

to behold. The person this girl fooled most, however, 

wasn't her poor family—it was herself. Instead of accepting

her limitations and overcoming them by developing skills 

that were outside of her interests, when she'd hit the 

limits of her ability, she'd have someone push her past 

them. Like facing a wall too high to scale, she'd step on 
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other's backs and attempt to climb over. She lost her grip.

She fell.

Questions: Why did this happen? Was it because she was too 
fortunate?

ANSWERS: No. This isn't an argument against privilege. If 
you have privilege, you'd be a moron not to take advantage 

of it. If you have opportunities and resources that others 

are denied, take them and use them to improve yourself and 

your life. BUT, it's one thing to spend someone else's 

extra income to further your goals; it's quite another to 

spend someone else's time (by begging for help) and damage 

them emotionally (by letting them witness histrionics) 

because you want to seem better than you are. Stealing the 

time and sanity of others is not just selfish—it's 

despicable. Being a despicable person has consequences. In 

this case, the girl attempted to deny reality in hopes of 

insinuating herself into a place she didn't belong. Reality

responded by "correcting" itself, in the same way an 

imbalance in nature will lead to a re-balance.

If you are neutral (non-reactive) in terms of the 

value you provide to society, you're pretty worthless, but 

whatever. If you create value (cancel out negative), great,

whatever. Life is meaningless, so you can be either neutral

or positive and it doesn't really matter. But, don't be of 

negative value like the scum in this parable. Don't make 

the world a worse place to live for everybody. Don't steal 

time and value away from others, because that's all they'll
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ever have and they should enjoy it instead of wasting it on

a piece of human trash. And, if you encounter such human 

trash dangling from the wall, ignore their pleas to not let

them fall and walk away.
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SECTION VII: DIALOGUES WITH THE PROFIT
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Why You Shouldn't Listen to Dumb Opinions

Once, the Reverend was interviewed for a promotion.

The Reverend: My boss told me today that I don't have the 

key leadership quality of "presence." What the hell does 

that even mean? I'll tell you what it means: Nothing. Her 

mouth was open, and words were coming out, but she wasn't 

actually saying anything.

The ProFit: Don't listen to idiots. Compared to us, this 

person is basically an automaton. The mental chasm between 

us and them is so great that they are completely 

unrelatable.

The Reverend: I'm just getting tired of having to waste 

time listening to people who speak without bothering to 

communicate any information.

The ProFit: Just don't take anything she says personally. 

Look at it this way, Sisface, let's say a drooling retard 

walks up to you in the street, slobber dribbling down his 

chin. He points to you and says, "Duhh, you st00pid." You 

look around and, seeing no one else, reply, "Who, me?" The 

retard nods and says, "Yes. You are st00pid." Are you going

to be offended, or are you going to say, "Right. Thanks for

your opinion", before walking away and forgetting about the

encounter?
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The Reverend: I suppose I would ignore his comment.

The ProFit: Right. And the reverse is also true. If that 

retard had walked up to you and instead says, "Hey, you 

smart", and you, looking around and seeing no one else 

responded, "Who me?" and the retard said, "Yeah, you, 

GENIUS", would you listen to him? Do you really think that 

he's an authority on any matters relating to your 

intelligence?

The Reverend: No, he's not.

The ProFit: Now, if Haskell Curry comes up to you and 

exclaims, "Pardon me but you, Sir, are a fool! I do believe

I witnessed a ball in the road. If you hurry, you might be 

able to go bounce it. Carry on now—that's a good fellow." 

Then maybe your feelings should be hurt a bit, because he 

might be right. But some low-level manager in a greeting 

card store isn't an expert on how to be awesome, and is 

therefore unqualified to assess your innate abilities.

The Reverend: That is a very cogent argument.

The ProFit: Thus endeth the lesson.

The moral here is not to listen to advice or commentary 
offered by individuals who don't have the credibility to 
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give it. Most people spend their lives in a stupidity-
induced stupor. To anthropomorphize these people is to 
credit them with rich, inner mental lives they simply do 
not possess.
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On Friendship

Once, the Reverend mentioned the lack of other people in 

The ProFit's social circle during a visit to Arlington.

The ProFit: I got rid of all my co-worker "friends" and I 

don't miss them at all. Well, they were more like 

acquaintances.

The Reverend: They were all terrible people.

The ProFit: In order to make it in this town, that's the 

kind of person you have to be: a giant wiener. Wieners 

thrive in the government sector. Don't feel like a loser 

because you aren't one of them.

The Reverend: They look like they are enjoying themselves, 

eating in those expensive restaurants. They obviously have 

too much money.

The ProFit: No actual wealth is created here—this is a 

place where wealth comes to die. I've worked here long 

enough to know that. People with titles like "Director" and

"Assistant Director" divvy up the spoils ripped from the 

hands of taxpayers.

The Reverend: Me want some o' that booty, arrgh. Ugh, that 

was stupid...forget I just said that.
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The ProFit: It is a shame you couldn't get in on that game.

Anyway, I don't want wieners in my life, even if it takes 

being a wiener myself to get rid of them. Do you know what 

two wieners rubbing together is called, Sisface?

The Reverend: Uh....

The ProFit: Gay.

The Reverend: So it is.

The ProFit: Meditate upon this and achieve Enlightenment.

The moral here is, er, something, but I'm not sure what.
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Never Trust Your Local Mattress Store Salesman

Once, The ProFit considered purchasing a new bed.

The Reverend: You want to replace your bed? Whatever for?

As a side note, the Reverend sleeps on a camping cot.

The ProFit: I think I'll get a twin-XL size foam mattress 

with a foldable platform. No box spring, which will be a 

massive size reduction. I don't really need a bed that has 

room for me, two prostitutes, multiple cats, meanwhile also

not being long enough such that my feet hang over the end.

The Reverend: Will you sell the mattress? It is relatively 

new.

The ProFit: No. It's already sagging. I'll have to replace 

it.

The Reverend: How did that happen?

The ProFit: Never trust your local mattress salesman. I 

refuse to ever step foot in another mattress store.
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The Reverend: They are oddly sketchy, considering the 

blandness of the product.

The ProFit: Just like the dinette set and end table 

businesses, the mattress industry is the way it is for 

various reasons that maximize mattress revenue. Most 

consumers are too stupid to punish it for pushing 

substandard products. In retrospect, I should have 

recognized the signs of a scummy business model. Now, I'm 

always on the lookout and their methods wouldn't work on 

me. I suppose $500 is a fair price to pay for an education.

Basically, I separate products into the following 

categories: BuyItForLife, durable goods, and consumables. 

Once you categorize stuff that way, optimization is quick 

and easy. For example, shoes are in the durable goods 

category, since I expect them to last five years or so. 

Speaking of which, I need to buy new shoes, too.

The Reverend: I prefer to buy my "durables" cheap, because 

I tend to break them.

The ProFit: I also buy items that could potentially be 

BIFL, but since I don't need one enough to justify the 

expense, it can be downgraded to consumable. That's a 

dangerous thing to do, however, since reoccurring expenses 

add up to far more than one-time expenses. Furniture should

be BIFL, if you don't intend to be transient, as well as a 

lot of stuff in the kitchen.
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The Reverend: By the way, where is our frying pan?

The moral here is that if one needs to use a durable cast 
iron skillet to fry eggs over easy because The ProFit threw
the frying pan away, you can condition (season) the skillet
by hard baking oil onto it.
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Deep Connections

Once, the Reverend was musing about the benefits of a 

high-fiber diet.

The Reverend: I'm glad to see that you've finally come 

around to my high-fiber ways. I knew you'd eventually see 

reason.

The ProFit: I'm just interested in being maximally healthy.

I don't have a fiber fetish like you do.

The Reverend: It isn't a fetish!

The ProFit: Anyway, fiber barely has any calories in it. I 

guess that's the point—that you don't digest it. What do 

you think would happen if you ate nothing but fiber? You'd 

have the healthiest butt ever.

The Reverend: I'm pretty sure there are limits as to how 

much you should eat.

The ProFit: Anyway, which religion was it that has a 

meditative practice where you focus on some body part? 

Like, "I have an elbow. I can feel every aspect of my 

elbow."
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The Reverend: I don't know. Hinduism, perhaps? Are you 

saying I should meditate on my butt?

The ProFit: What? No. That's disgusting.

The Reverend: I thought that's where this conversation was 

going.

The ProFit: You and that ass-man co-worker of mine should 

be friends. You know, I've noticed that I can identify an 

ass-man pretty quickly these days. I just need to talk to 

someone for a few minutes and I'm like, "Yep, this person 

enjoys sticking their face in-between a pair of butt 

cheeks." There's just something about a man that gives him 

away. Did you know? One-third of the American population is

into that, evidently. You walk into a room, look around, 

and one-third of the dudes in there? Ass-men. Even in this 

apartment, between the three of us in this living room, one

of us is obsessed with butts.

The ProFit's gaze shifts over to Bishop Meow Meow.

 

I'm willing to bet that the same instinct that drives 

the cats to stick their noses in butts is the same instinct

that motivates ass-men to do the same thing. I've also 

noticed that dogs are especially butt-obsessed, and that 

the categories of dog-owners and ass-men have significant 

overlap. I think we've uncovered a deep connection, here. 

Sort of like the deep connections that run between the 
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various fields of mathematics. What do you think about 

that, Sisface?

The Reverend: I'm thinking about writing my next "Dialogues

with The ProFit."

The moral here is that there are deep connections running 
through many seemingly-unrelated sub fields, and that a 
high-fiber diet does not mean that you should eat two 
pounds of psyllium husks.
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Eat the Bologna

Once, The ProFit was eating vegan bologna straight out of 

the package.

The ProFit: *Eating soy deli meat*

The Reverend: Enjoying yourself?

The ProFit: Have a slice.

The Reverend: I don't want to. It tastes too similar to 

real meat.

The ProFit: This is pretty uncanny, but the fake bologna is

the most realistic soy meat I've had yet.

The Reverend: Yeah, you made me try some last time. It was 

disgusting. Why do you even eat such garbage?

The ProFit: It makes me think about what's important in 

life.

The Reverend: And what's that?

The ProFit: Computer science, obviously.
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The Reverend: Bologna makes you think about computer 

science?

The ProFit: It reminds me of it. Eating bland and boring 

meals frees one from the complacency of self-gratification.

Rather than get on the hedonic treadmill, my behavior is 

dictated by the rational conclusions I've derived from 

certain base axioms. In essence, I seem to exist in some 

kind of reality, this reality seems to be shared with 

external observers and, furthermore, that reality seems to 

be governed by consistent laws. From those axioms I can 

draw various conclusions about the optimal way in which to 

operate within said reality. Consequently, logic and 

science, especially computer science, can answer the 

questions millennia of bickering philosophers couldn't.

The Reverend: Life is already awful enough—do you really 

need to eat foods that make it worse?

The ProFit: I don't eat the bologna because I think life is

too good; I eat it to put things in the proper perspective.

The Reverend: I did have a slice.

The ProFit: Shh. It's okay if you're not ready for this. 

Don't rush it. You can't just go to the store and buy the 

bologna, nor can you just eat one slice. Most importantly, 
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you have to understand why you're eating it. Once you've 

endured the horrible drudgery of the whole package, you'll 

be a real man.

The Reverend: I hardly think not wanting to torture myself 

with deli meat means that I'm somehow less manly.

The ProFit: "Achieving happiness", wanting to "be happy", 

are misleading objectives. Happiness is nothing more than a

state transition, and state transitions are, by definition,

ephemeral.

The Reverend: But-

The ProFit: *holds up a hand* That is why I eat the 

bologna.

The moral here is that there are terrible consequences for 
attempting to permanently achieve the transient.
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Eat the World

Once, the Reverend mentioned retired people to The ProFit.

The Reverend: I suppose they consider their leisure to be 

self-actualizing?

The ProFit: Pointless. They live pointless lives.

The Reverend: They just are doing what they want.

The ProFit: POINTLESS. All they want to do is eat as much 

of the world as they can before they die. And because the 

market caters to that desire, they can. They'd be better 

off just killing themselves instead of filling the world 

with more shit.

Most of them think of their experiences in terms of 

the food they eat and subsequently shit back out. Think 

about the way people talk about special events, and you'll 

see how they characterize their lives via the resources 

they shovel into their gaping maws. In through the mouth, 

out through the butthole. They look at the beauty in the 

world and only think about how to turn it into pl0p.

The Reverend: The cats are sort of like that.
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The ProFit: Because they are simple. Most humans: also 

simple.

The Reverend: At least the cats are far less destructive.

 

The ProFit: The overconsumption of the old and stupid is 

why I am fond of the Soylent Mindset. Whereas old people 

see the world as something to consume, I am able to detach 

myself from finding satisfaction in life only from that 

which I eat, as I eat to live, rather than the reverse.

The Reverend: We instead focus on experiences. Experiences 

have much more permanence, as you can carry a powerful 

memory with you long after the pleasure of a candy bar has 

melted away.

The ProFit: All the better if they are experiences that you

design for yourself. Purchasing a tour package is 

fundamentally the same as eating a candy bar.

The Reverend: So it is. So it is.

The ProFit: This is why old people can't accept death. 

There is so much of the world to eat, and so little time. 

It is especially egregious because most of them have 

children. Despite whatever claims they make about caring 

about the wellbeing of their offspring, they seem to have 

no qualms about leaving behind a barren planet for their 
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young to endure. They're perfectly content squandering the 

planet's finite resources for a few fleeting moments of 

gratification.

The Reverend: At this rate, humans will have eaten too much

of the world to ever muster enough resources to get to 

space. And, as we know, humanity is doomed if it does not 

manage to leave this gravity well.

The ProFit: In any case, I have a much healthier 

relationship with life and death than those people in 

nursing homes that spent their time on earth trying to 

elevate themselves through consumerism instead of making 

their lives permanently better though hard work. At least, 

I have a rational perspective on the whole affair.

The Reverend: The longer one avoids reality, the harder it 

hits.

The moral here is that a rational perspective is ultimately
easier to make peace with than an irrational one.
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Omelets

Once, the Reverend attended a luncheon with several 

individuals, and The ProFit, with the intention of 

establishing a professional relationship with the former.

The Reverend: I tried really hard to be normal. I didn't 

eat too fast, go to the bathroom, or talk about anything 

negative. I kept a smile on my face and maintained eye 

contact. I thought about every move I made and carefully 

considered every word that came out of my mouth. But, there

was one thing.

The ProFit: What was that?

The Reverend: Well, I finished my omelet. I mean, baby 

chickens went into a macerator so I could have that omelet.

I couldn't just not finish it. Plus, it's food. I hate 

wasting food—it represents a lot of resources invested. 

Yet, finishing a meal at a restaurant always prompts people

to make strange comments about it. Like, 'Oh, you cleaned 

your plate! Good job!' Or, 'Wow, you must have been 

hungry!' And, 'But you're so skinny! Where do you put it 

all?' You know I'm weird about food and eating in general. 

Those kinds of remarks don't really help....

The ProFit: Don't let yourself get triggered.
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The Reverend: I know. I just don't understand why it's a 

social faux pas to finish your meal at a restaurant. You 

already paid for it and you're stuck there for a few hours,

so why not eat it? Why is it impolite to not leave some 

food behind? You have to get it to-go. But, by the time you

get around to eating the rest, it's cold and gross. You 

know everyone eats the leftovers the second they get home, 

anyway. I'm not fooled by anyone who picks at their meal 

during social lunches.

The ProFit: Those comments are an attempt by those 

individuals to define the range of what behaviors are 

socially acceptable. You can think of normalcy as existing 

in some N-Dimensional space. Moreover, the definition of 

"normal" changes regularly. Humans have to verbally probe 

in order to map out the ever-shifting boundaries of 

normalcy and establish their position within that space.

The Reverend: I can't do this. I'm never going to be able 

to feign "normal."

The ProFit: It takes practice. Humans are tribal and, 

living in the anthill like we do, you'll have to 

occasionally engage in these types of interactions. Human 

social behavior consists of a spectrum of possibilities. 

You don't have to be perfect—you simply have to stay within

that range we talked about.

The Reverend: None of these rules make sense.
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The ProFit: Remember that such social injunctions only make

sense within this context. A man living alone in the middle

of nowhere doesn't need to follow social norms. He can go 

and build a poop sculpture in his front yard if he likes.

The Reverend: Like morality, social rules only exists in 

relation to other humans. Sigh, I wish this world wasn't so

crowded. I really want to be alone where no one can see me.

Living in an urban area requires paying a sanity tax I 

can't afford.

The ProFit: It's not only you. Everyone here is miserable 

and insane. People are terrified of social isolation, but 

the sea of anonymous faces in cities is almost worse than 

being alone. Everyone is always using everyone else. The 

second you turn your back, someone is plunging a dagger 

into it. Don't worry, Sisface. We just have to stick it out

for a little bit longer. Soon enough, we'll be out of here 

for good.

The moral of this story is that you should never order 
anything you like during a business lunch so you're not 
tempted to clear your plate.
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The Eye of Argon

Once, the Reverend was discussing the stagnation of the 

theatrical arts with The ProFit at their favorite Indian 

restaurant.

The ProFit: Why is theatre trapped in the past? Where are 

all the plays set in space?

The Reverend: It is pathetic that theatre seems not to have

advanced any in the last few hundred years. Still the same 

few plays being performed endlessly. The few modern 

examples are, always, transient garbage. There's been no 

progress at all in theatre, opera, or any of the arts, 

really.

The ProFit: Yet there are more theatre majors than ever.

The Reverend: The opportunity to rise to the top has never 

been easier, owing to the Internet, and yet these fields 

are stagnant. Almost makes me wonder if art isn't an 

inherently flawed concept.

The ProFit: There are also more poets than ever, and no 

limit to the audience they can reach. Anyone with a 

LiveJournal could become the next great poet. So, where is 

he? It isn't as if there are any hidden poets. I've said it

before, but back when the Internet first started becoming 

popular, there was a lot we didn't know. It could have been
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the case that, with so many poets posting online, we'd have

excellent poetry by now. This does not seem to be the case,

however. We know a lot about what is plausible now, thanks 

to the Internet. For example, despite what the Discovery 

Channel told me as a kid, there are no aliens, no 

Abominable Snowmen, and no Bigfoot.

The Reverend: Everyone has a camera so, if things like that

existed, it would have definitely been caught on film.

The ProFit: I remember all those crazy old guys claiming to

have seen Bigfoot. That sort of story isn't credible, now. 

The first thing someone would ask him is, "Why didn't you 

take a picture of it?" That IS one thing humans are willing

to do: serve as a giant, compound eye for the collective. 

What is the first thing that occurs to everyone when a 

disaster happens? It's to take pictures and video of it 

from every conceivable angle.

The Reverend: Ew, now there's a mental image for you.

The ProFit: Yep, a giant, compound eye. Always watching. 

You can get The Eye to look at you, if you want. It's quite

simple. Just do your impersonation of the Human Fly or 

something.

The Reverend: The Human Fly?
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The ProFit: Yeah. Like, take your clothes off, attach some 

suction cups to your hands and feet, and climb up the 

Washington Monument.

At this point the Reverend collapsed into a fit of 

laughter, and was unable to continue the conversation.

The moral here is that you shouldn't drink anything whilst 
listening to anything The ProFit says, unless you want to 
risk choking on it.
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The Fall of the West

Once, The ProFit was driving the Reverend to his evening 

computer architecture class at the college. On the way, 

Team Sisface's conversation drifted to the topic of the 

fall of Western civilization.

The Reverend: I must admit, I am somewhat...distracted this

evening.

The ProFit: Why is that? Are you thinking of France?

The Reverend: In a sense. Specifically, I am wondering 

where it all went wrong. Is the Götterdämmerung of Europe 

inevitable?

The ProFit: My hypothesis is that the current state of 

affairs began with the First World War, as we discussed 

earlier. World War I has been called the European Tragedy 

by some, but truly it was a Global Tragedy.

The Reverend: Indeed. For example, were it not for WWI, the

spread of Marxism in Asia would never have happened.

At least Europe can use the World Wars as a legitimate 

reason for its slow decline. What is America's?
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The ProFit: Food is too tasty and we like buying plastic 

shit from China a lot. If America had been in a similar 

situation as Europe, Americans would at least be able to 

say, "Oh well, things were great, until the war", and 

everyone in the room would solemnly nod their heads in 

agreement.

The Reverend: Instead, America is a failure because: pizza.

Europeans are lucky in that sense, since they can claim not

just a war, but a global war, as an excuse for modern 

culture.

The ProFit: Europe was a far more virtuous place before the

Great War. Wherever the white man walked, he did so with a 

sense of purpose, of independence...

The Reverend: ...of Progress.

The ProFit: Yes. But not anymore.

The Reverend: It is a battle between Babylon and Barbarism.

The ProFit: How so?

The Reverend: It is fanatical liberalism and degeneracy 

pitted against medieval savagery. Let the two groups fight 

it out. They deserve one another. I do not mourn Europe. I 
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do not view the Muslim invasion as a tragedy, except 

perhaps in the theatrical meaning of the term.

The ProFit: I disagree, in a sense. The loss of pre-war 

Europe was a tragedy for mankind. But, it depends on the 

context. Is this a tragedy of galactic proportion? No. We 

are specks fighting other specks for pieces of a sphere 

trapped inside a gravity well.

The Reverend: I suspect, were it not for the Great War, we 

would be far less nihilistic, Half-Brother.

The ProFit: Technically, we would not exist. But I see your

point.

The Reverend: And now—I must go to class, to be inundated 

with more liberal propaganda.

The ProFit: Do they do that at your school?

The Reverend: Well, my computer courses are in the art 

building, for whatever reason. The walls are festooned with

vulgarity and feminism. But I am redundant.

The ProFit: At least the numerous immigrants at your school

have to stare at the "artwork", too.
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The Reverend: Ha! True. I am amused by the thought of the 

overly-sensitive women in h..hi..haj...head scarves turning

about, only to be greeted by a series of schlong portraits 

cheerfully peering out at them from the walls.

The ProFit: I believe the word you are seeking is, "hijab."

The Reverend: Whatever.

The ProFit: Anyway, they do deserve it. There are many out 

there who need to be goatsed.

The Reverend: Everyone ought to be goatsed once in their 

lives.

The ProFit: Yes. Perhaps there will be a few innocent 

casualties but, for every one person out there who does not

deserve goatse, there are thousands who do. It is for the 

greater good. Imagine, if Anwar al-Awlaki had spent an 

evening in front of his computer, staring into 

the...er...abyss. He would have been a different man. One 

does not stare into the abyss and come out unchanged. Think

about it.

The Reverend: It is so. It is so.
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The moral here is that, if you want to prevent the fall of 
Western civilization, you should send goatse.cx to your 
granny.
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Simulated Universe

Once, The ProFit and The Reverend were driving back from 

the vet, when the topic of guns and programming came up, 

as it does.

The ProFit: I read an interview the other day of some west 

coast programmer's SHTF scenario. When he was asked about 

how he'd handle urban defense, he told the interviewer 

that, while he hates weapons, he had purchased a bow and 

taken a couple of classes on how to use it.

The Reverend: Are you kidding? The programmers over in 

Silicon Valley are remarkably out-of-touch. They really do 

live in an impenetrable reality bubble.

The ProFit: You know, a lot of them ascribe to that 

"simulated universe" hypothesis. I think they like it 

because there are a lot of indicators that suggest it could

be the case, computationally-speaking. For example, the 

speed of light being fixed. There's even a team out there 

attempting to "hack the universe."

The Reverend: If we do exist in a simulation, I'm not sure 

hacking it is a very good idea.
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The ProFit: Right. Let's say they're successful, try to 

read from memory, and the whole thing segfaults.

The Reverend: Can you read from the host machine's memory 

when you're in a VM?

The ProFit: It's possible. That sort of thing sometimes 

happens in cloud computing, thanks to sloppy programming. 

It's more of a risk in JS applets. However, I doubt we're 

running in a browser, and I would think that programmers 

capable of simulating a universe would be more careful 

about plugging up obvious security holes. This is not 

Brendan Eich coming up with JavaScript in a week.

The Reverend: It isn't like it makes much of a difference 

to us whether we are living in a simulation. It's our 

reality either way.

The ProFit: Heh, some of these guys even think that the 

powers that be will re-instantiate them after they die in 

some kind of simulated paradise, as if their virtue and 

programming talent will be recognized and win them a place 

in virtual heaven. Like, good job, you've just recreated 

religion.

The Reverend: Screw that. Who is anyone, even a bunch of 

programmers who can simulate universes, to judge me? Plus, 
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if they're such virtuous programmers, maybe they should 

stop polluting the world with ads.

The ProFit: The software they write does make the universe 

a worse place to live, that's for sure. If anything, they'd

be sent to simulated hell. But, I highly doubt anyone's 

actually watching, considering that the universe is such an

uncaring place. If such entities do exist, they clearly 

don't give a crap about the suffering of the programs that 

exist in their simulations.

The Reverend: What a horrible idea, regardless. When I 

stopped believing in gOD, after getting over the initial 

anger of being lied to, I was so relieved. My whole life, 

I'd felt as if my mind was being monitored all the time, 

and that I should be wearing a tinfoil hat or something. 

Not having to self-censor your own thoughts, or worry about

the junk that bubbles up to the surface from your 

subconscious, was a huge burden lifted off my shoulders.

The ProFit: I know what you mean, although I still moderate

my own thoughts a little bit, just to ensure I'm not going 

down some pointless line of reasoning or wasting my time.

The Reverend: Of course. Well, I don't think I'll be 

adopting their ideology without some damn good evidence. It

isn't like giving up religion was voluntary for me, anyway.

I couldn't help it. I was just too unconvinced by the 
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religious arguments. Likewise, voluntarily adopting a new 

religion would be impossible, and I'm not particularly 

motivated to sign up when it involves self-imposed 

censorship.

The ProFit: It seems leftists have recreated a lot of 

elements of religion, haven't they?

The Reverend: In any case, unlike the west coast elites, I 

can't afford to self-indulge in existential musings about 

whether I exist a simulation or not, since I have actual 

work to do.

The moral of the story is, perhaps, that all roads do lead 
to Rome.
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Boltzmann Brains

Once, The ProFit was postulating about the likelihood that

the universe is mostly populated with Boltzmann Brains.

The ProFit: Pop quiz! What are the three "omnis" commonly 

used to describe gOD?

The Reverend: Omnipotent, omnipresent, and...er, what's the

word for all-knowing again?

The ProFit: Omniscient. Yeah, William Lane Craig argues 

that gOD is all of those things. He seems to ignore the 

inherent contradictions, though.

The Reverend: Clearly, he hasn't read his bible carefully 

enough, considering that gOD is none of those "omnis" in 

Genesis.

The ProFit: Look at this. He's arguing that the 

resurrection of Jesus is real because (1) the tomb was 

empty and (2) because Jesus appeared to other people. Of 

course, he's assuming the bible is trustworthy source 

material. Man, I don't know what it is with Craig. He's got

this problem where he goes down this line of reasoning but 

misses something important in the middle. Or the beginning.
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The Reverend: His statements are predicated on a lot of 

stupid assumptions.

The ProFit: He doesn't advocate for young earth creationism

or intelligent design, though. And here he is talking about

how a lot of people incorrectly think of omnipresence as 

gOD being spread across the universe like some kind of 

ether.

The Reverend: I don't think William Lane Craig needs to be 

talking about physics.

The ProFit: Well, some Xtians argue that gOD is a Boltzmann

Brain existing in a multiverse, or something. You know what

those are, right? That's where a self-aware consciousness 

emerges out of random fluctuations, given infinite time.

The Reverend: Sounds like one of those thought experiments 

that isn't meant to be taken literally, like P-zeds. Either

everyone is a P-zed or no one is. That's the problem with 

pop sci. It gives uninformed idiots ridiculous notions 

about how the universe works.

The ProFit: Right. It's just a model used to test 

hypotheses against. If someone posits a universe where 

there are more Boltzmann Brains than evolved brains, then 

it's probably wrong.
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The Reverend: It seems to me that, even given infinite 

time, something like a Boltzmann Brain would never emerge. 

At least, given the laws of physics as we understand them. 

I don't know.

The ProFit: I don't have the math so I can't prove this, 

but I think of it like this: a Boltzmann brain is in a 

state of very low entropy. Meanwhile, the chaos from which 

they are supposed to emerge is a state of extremely high 

entropy. I suspect there's some entropy threshold that is 

too low, especially on a large scale (i.e. that of a human 

mind), to ever come out of a high entropy state, even given

infinite time. Like, a full movie is never going to come 

out of a screen that displays static, unless the movie is 

some random sequence of pixels. It's just not going to 

happen. Just because something is mathematically possible 

doesn't mean it's actually going to occur.

The Reverend: In any case, it's not useful to think about 

whether or not something like Boltzmann Brains are real. 

Better to just try to optimize for living in the universe 

as we understand it.

The moral here is that non-physicists should not be musing 
about the nature of reality and, in reality, most 
physicists probably shouldn't be doing it, either.
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The Gas Station

Once, The ProFit was at the gas station filling up on 

petrochemicals, when the topic of software project 

management arose.

The Reverend: Well, despite the fact I took a course in 

software project management, I'm no project manager, so I 

wouldn't know how to get people to do what they need to do.

The ProFit: I've found that, at least in the situation 

where you're in charge of a group of more intelligent 

people, it helps to be an opaque authority figure. That is,

you make a decision and, if anyone asks why, you give them 

a convoluted explanation until they simply don't want to 

hear anymore. After about fifteen minutes, after their eyes

glaze over, you say, "Anyway, to summarize..." and present 

your decision for their approval. By then, they'll be so 

tired of the subject that they'll just be glad you did all 

the complicated thinking for them.

The Reverend: It's true. Humans typically don't much like 

thinking. Can you pop open the gas cover?

The ProFit: Of course, I would never use that tactic in the

military. In those instances, they just want to hear the 

decision. "Stand here. Point your bayonets that way." No 

subordinate ever questions the orders they're given. You 

often hear about the plight of the poor, pitiable 
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infantryman who gets shot for nothing based on some 

commander's order. I don't feel bad for him. He wanted to 

be there. The TRVTH is, people would rather stand and die 

rather than think—that's how bad it is. It always used to 

bother me how the corporal never comes up with a plan that 

saves the day. You see that in movies, where the corporal 

is sitting at the computer and says something like, "Hey, I

think I have a plan. We just need to-" and the General says

"Everyone, listen to him!" That never happens in real life,

ever. The hierarchical structures in place are too rigid, 

and it's because all parties involved want it that way. 

Just look at the Pentagon, supposedly the brains of the 

operation, where people come in to work and plan on not 

thinking for the whole day.

The Reverend: This is the part where you relate real world 

problems back to computer science, isn't it?

The ProFit: As a matter of fact, you could model 

collectives like these as a kind of software system. There 

are centralized and distributed systems, as you know, but 

distributed thinking is impossible in a collective. 

Centralized systems, like the military, are dangerous 

because they have a single point of failure. Moreover, the 

leaf nodes can't communicate directly with other leaf nodes

on their level without first going through nodes higher on 

the hierarchy. So, cross-branch communication almost never 

happens. That's why, for example, the Air Force has an air 

force, the Army has an air force, and yes, the Navy has an 

air force. I, on the other hand, quite like distributed 

systems, and all the benefits thereof, such as having the 
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ability to leverage processing power and filter out non-

functioning nodes.

The Reverend: So, what's your solution?

The ProFit: I'm just speculating, but I figure that there 

should be a way to model humans with computers by adding 

constraints and limitations, such as a cap on processing 

power, to each node. Then one could iterate over different 

architectures to determine which one is best. I'm sure 

there's also a way to improve communication by using the 

Game Theory concept of a Schelling point, which is solution

that replaces the direct communication between those nodes.

Maybe you could find some way to dynamically generate these

(perhaps as some kind of social convention) on an as-needed

basis in multi-agent systems. For example, if you told a 

group of people to meet in New York and nothing else, they 

could just go to a bunch of random places, but chances are 

they'd mostly all head over to Grand Central Station. This 

is a type of Schelling point. That's S-C-H-E-L-L-I-N-G, by 

the way, since you're writing this down on that napkin.

The Reverend: I'm writing a Dialogues with The ProFit.

The ProFit: It's more like a monologue, really.

The Reverend: I don't have much to contribute to this 

conversation. Plus, my job is just to ensure the dialogue 

moves along. It's kind of like how when you listen to a 
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chatty girl talk and you need to let her know that you're 

listening, but you don't have anything to say, so you just 

kinda repeat the last few words of every sentence to make 

it look like you're following along. That's what Rev does 

in the Dialogues.

The ProFit: So, in this scenario, I'm the dimwitted, 

blabbering woman?

The Reverend: That is exactly the wrong takeaway from what 

I just said.

The ProFIt: The gas cap needs to click when you screw it 

in.

The Reverend: I know that.

The ProFit: Otherwise the gas will leak out.

The Reverend: I knoooow.

The ProFit: ...And then the car will explode.

The Reverend: I get it. I know how to operate a gas cap.

The ProFit: Do it right! Why are you like this?!
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The moral here is that operating a gas cap properly can be 
hard.
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HARKEN TEH PROFITSAYZ

Once, the Reverend accompanied The ProFit on a walk to the

local grocery store, all the while discussing the 

political climate.

The ProFit: Critics of anarcho-capitalism often say, "You 

don't have an answer for this specific thing, therefore 

your argument is invalid." Of course I don't have a 

solution available offhand for any specific situation. The 

whole point of anarcho-capitalism is that the markets will 

work themselves out.

The Reverend: I'm not being critical of it. I don't 

disagree with you on the subject of anarcho-capitalism. It 

is by far the most sensible approach to managing human 

society that I have come across, not that I have fully 

explored them all. I am just skeptical from a pragmatic 

standpoint.

The ProFit: Just because we can't live up to the Platonic 

ideal of a free society doesn't mean that we can't hold it 

up as a standard for which to strive. You need to maintain 

a balance between optimism and pragmatism to succeed in 

life. If you look at yourself in the mirror and say, "I can

do anything (except maybe for this list of things that are 

completely unrealistic)", the chances of you succeeding are

much better than if you're a complete pessimist.
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The Reverend: I suppose I have always been rather 

pessimistic.

The ProFit: In any case, if there was a button that would 

reset the world and allow humanity to have a chance at 

living in a voluntarist society, I would press it without 

hesitation. I'd at least be willing to try.

The Reverend: As would I, although I'd press just about any

hypothetical world-changing button. Even the one that blows

up the planet.

The ProFit: Personally, I think there are any number of 

buttons that, if pressed, could change the world for the 

better. Trying to reform society by encouraging voluntarism

and upholding the Non-Aggression Principle is doing it the 

hard way. We could also fix these problems by simply 

raising the average IQ to 125-130.

But, such a restructuring will never occur in our 

lifetimes. In fact, from here things are going to get 

infinitely worse.

Disaster will set upon our world. Famine, plague, great 

floods, drought. The seas will rise. In the West, a child 

will be born.

The Reverend: Possibly an orange child with a toupee and a 

MAGA hat?
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The ProFit: Chaos will reign. I foresee a continent covered

completely in ice—in Antarctica. Somewhere, a man will go 

into work and accidentally leave his headlights on.

The Reverend: Half-brother, what are you doing?

The ProFit: I'm prophesizing. I figured since I already 

make one vague prediction about the future, I might as well

make some more.

The Reverend: Oh.

The ProFit: A company that specializes in dairy products 

will have financial trouble. The dairy products! Not the 

dairyyy!

The Reverend: You can't even drink milk, Nostradamus. 

C'mon. Let's just buy these oranges and get the hell outta 

here.

The moral of the story is that optimism, tempered by a 
healthy dose of realism, is how successful people like The 
ProFit become successful.
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Continuity

Once, Rev and The ProFit were killing time on a long 

drive.

The Reverend: Oh, I passed.

The ProFit: ?

The Reverend: I was performing one of my Status Checks. 

Essentially, I initiate one by thinking about something I'm

going to do in the future. Then, when I'm doing it, I 

remember the time I was thinking about doing the thing. I 

use these to remind me of the passage of time and my own 

mortality.

The ProFit: I see—because, one day, you'll initiate a check

and won't be around to do the second part.

The Reverend: Right, and the longer the period between the 

start and end of the check, the better. Then you really 

have to face the fact that the clock's ticking. I also like

to think about how, when I fall asleep, the entity that 

wakes up isn't the same "instance" of me that went to bed. 

If you stop a computer program, then boot it up again, is 

it really the same program, or is it an exact copy? We are,

of course, merely programs hard-coded in meat.
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The ProFit: Rather than thinking of ourselves just as 

programs, it might also be useful to incorporate the idea 

of memory "registers." The data stored in those registers 

determine what "state" the program is in.

The Reverend: In any case, the feeling of continuity 

between now and then is an illusion.

The ProFit: Some would call that continuity the "soul."

The Reverend: The idea of a soul is so stupid, really. What

is it even supposed to be? It isn't matter, it isn't 

tangible, it isn't even personality if you go by some 

religions. In Hinduism and Buddhism, for example, your 

identity and personality don't survive reincarnation. In 

the former, you don't even actually have an independent 

existence—you end up as one microscopic part of the god 

Brahma.

The ProFit: Say you have two columns, one of which is 

labeled "Attribute of the Soul", and another entitled "Not 

an Attribute of the Soul." Well, if you keep taking things 

out of Column A and sticking them in Column B, eventually a

soul isn't anything, or might as well not exist.

 

The Reverend: So much for that supposed immortality, then.
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The ProFit: I remember this 11-year-old girl in 5th grade 

who said she was going to live forever. Or, rather, some 

version of me knew some version of her who said that. When 

I asked her how she intended to do this, she said 

"immortality pills." Guess she's about 40 now. Weird.

The Reverend: She probably doesn't even remember she said 

that, in which case, that exchange might as well not even 

have happened (for her). It isn't part of her life 

narrative.

The ProFit: I try not to remember narratives, but instead 

series of facts. Human perception is pretty unreliable 

anyway.

The Reverend: True. It only reflects some small part of 

reality. We have to use scientific instruments and 

mathematical tools to see the rest. Like these awesome 

binoculars.

The Reverend brings his pair of binoculars up to his eyes 

and looks out the window.

Hey, why does everything look smaller?

The ProFit: Uh, Captain? You're supposed to look through 

the other end.
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The moral of the story is that even the use of advanced 
technology to perceive reality can be hindered by a human's
inability to effectively use the tools at their disposal.
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On Aging and Death

Once, The ProFit and Rev were discussing the subject of 

horror. The conversation began to drift from fictional 

horror to horror of a more existential nature.

The ProFit: I've looked through the highly-rated 

creepypastas, and most of them are just short stories with 

fantasy elements. Not sure why they're so popular.

The Reverend: Horror movies aren't scary to me at all, but 

I guess I can kind of understand why some people might find

them frightening, since they have jump scares and stuff-

The ProFit: Jump scares are startling, not scary, but I 

assume people's imaginations take over when they watch a 

movie.

The Reverend: ...Right, but what's really strange are 

horror stories and books. Like, who can be scared by a 

creepypasta or a book? I don't think I've ever been scared 

by something I've read.

The ProFit: Hm, me neither.

The Reverend: The only exceptions might be the descriptions

I've read of terrible accidents. It makes me think about 

how I'd react to such a thing happening to me. Oh, and 
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descriptions of gruesome public executions throughout 

history. The idea of being flayed alive or vivisected, 

having to stand there as your intestines spill out of your 

abdomen....

The ProFit: I suspect those kinds of executions happened 

less often than we think.

The Reverend: Sure, but even if they happened once, that's 

awful. I mean, at least in the West a lot of executioners 

had the decency to strangle the condemned before following 

though with the rest of the punishment-

The ProFit: I'm not interested in this topic. Besides, that

kind of horror just deals with the boring meaty bits. Once 

your intestines start spilling out, you're soon to die 

anyway. What's really horrifying isn't something that has 

to do with the body, but rather something that has to do 

with the brain.

The Reverend: Your brain needs those meaty bits to function

properly, though.

The ProFit: Think about this. Imagine you were slowly 

turning into a flatworm. By the time you become a flatworm,

you are long gone, mentally. But imagine your experience 

along the way, as you slowly lose that which makes you, 

you. Knowing that you were once smarter but are now 

incapable of thinking the profound thoughts you used to 
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think. That's true horror, and guess what? It happens to 

everyone. Obviously, not the flatworm bit, but the decline 

from a whole person to a simpler organism. The gradual loss

of gray matter, the slow death of the brain. That's the 

experience of everyone living in nursing homes. Take our 

aunt F, for example. She's a broken record, says the same 

things over and over every time we see her. She still 

thinks she hasn't seen me since I was a kid.

The Reverend: As you say, her memory is read-only. It's 

like if someone wrote a software program to emulate her 

brain, but you can only interact with it in one direction. 

The program can't change based on new input—it can't even 

accept new input.

The ProFit: She's a lousy carbon copy of the person she 

used to be. At some point, she stopped being able to form 

new memories and was locked in to her current mental state.

The Reverend: I guess we don't have that much time until 

these things start happening to us.

The ProFit: I've come to terms with it. By bettering myself

now, I'm making the most of my neuroplasticity while I 

still have it. As they say, the best time to change was 

yesterday, but the second best time is today. I plan to 

lock myself into a mental state where I can still do a lot 

of stuff. I won't be able to adjust to the world as it 

changes, but I'll have enough skills to get by, at least.
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The Reverend: And then, we'll cease to exist.

The ProFit: If you're worried about death, just think of it

this way. You aren't bothered by the fact that you don't 

extend into all spatial dimensions. If you did, the 

universe would be nothing but you. So why do you care about

the fact that you don't extend into all temporal 

dimensions? You're a finite being.

The Reverend: Some say gOD is an infinite being who extends

into all temporal and spatial dimensions.

The ProFit: Which is yet another nonsensical statement. 

Nothing in the universe does that.

The Reverend: I'd be more upset about dying if this world 

wasn't a miserable place.

The ProFit: Exactly. What do you think this world is going 

to be like in 2220? Who cares! It's not your problem. If 

you were immortal, suddenly it would be your problem. The 

important thing is not to squander the finite time you have

on pointless garbage.

The Reverend: So, did you still want to watch Bill and 

Ted's Bogus Journey?
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The ProFit: Sure.

The moral of the story is that one should not squander 
their youth, for this is the time to fully take advantage 
of one's mental faculties. After all, it's only going to 
get worse.
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Historicity

Once, The ProFit and Rev were watching TekLab.

The Reverend: That was terrible. I hate it.

The ProFit: What's wrong with it? You like history. This 

whole episode was right up your alley.

The Reverend: Not exactly very historically-accurate 

though, was it? Well, it did get me thinking.

The ProFit: And? Any conclusions?

The Reverend: I was thinking about how, in the modern study

of history, there's an awful lot of emphasis placed on 

getting to "The TRVTH", as in painting the most factual and

accurate picture of what happened in the past, whether it 

be coming up with accurate numbers for battles, or 

describing the lives of peasants and women who didn't 

accomplish anything of importance. But, the thing is, none 

of that stuff is interesting. What makes history 

interesting are the narratives you can create from what is 

known, even if it isn't true, per se. Dwarf Fortress is a 

good example of this. There are events that happen, and 

from those events you can come up with your own narrative 

of the world's history.
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The ProFit: Facts don't necessarily cohere into a 

narrative.

The Reverend: Right, the art of history is to create a 

compelling narrative; the historian is like a storyteller. 

The most interesting and culturally-useful narratives have 

been passed down to us over time, and they teach us lessons

or provide entertainment. Modern historians feel like they 

should debunk them, but why? Why not accept these stories, 

true or not, and enjoy them as a grand narrative of 

humanity, instead of trying to replace them with dry, 

boring lists of facts or some progressive narrative that 

can never be as interesting as the ones that have been 

tested by time.

The ProFit: No one cares about your feminist history of 

Britain. Write all the papers you want, but no one will 

read them.

The Reverend: Exactly.

The ProFit: Good historical narratives require the 

historian to ignore some things, embellish others. The 

human brain is set up for stories, not lists of facts. At 

the end of the day, the facts of the story aren't 

important; the important thing is what the story means to 

you. That's a deep insight we can get from today's episode 

of TekWar. So you see, Sisface, if we hadn't watched it, we

wouldn't be having this discussion.
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The Reverend: And yet, I hate it.

The moral of the story is that ghost writing should be a 
crime.
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Verisimilitude

Once, The Reverend turned down a well-paying job in favor 

of a low-paying job. This elicited (yet another) wave of 

parental disappointment regarding Rev's non-traditional 

lifestyle. Over omelets, because many important meetings 

happen over a plate of eggs, The ProFit and Rev discussed 

the matter.

The Reverend: I've been jerked around by them for two 
years. Even if the job didn't require such a long commute, 

after they made an offer, rescinded the offer, rescinded 

the rescinding, un-rescinded the rescinding, and then re-

rescinded rescinding the offer, I couldn't take it any 

more. I'd rather stick my head in an oven than work there.

The ProFit: You knew they were like that when you applied.

The Reverend: I thought I could put up with it. Turns out, 
I can't. I regret ever applying for that job. Of course, 

mother thinks I'm an idiot for turning them down. The only 

thing she sees is the difference in the dollar amounts.

The ProFit: You shouldn't have even told her.

The Reverend: I know. Honestly, I think my mother would be 

less disappointed with me if I had come out as a pansexual 

otherkin with a fetish for bondage. For some reason, the 
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idea of me living in a rural area, raising animals and 

growing vegetables, while working a part-time job for 

$10.00 an hour is intolerable to her. When I didn't have a 

job, she said I needed a job. Now that I have one, it isn't

good enough.

The ProFit: It's just a phase.

The Reverend: That's exactly what she thinks. Whenever I 
talk to her, she asks when I'm "moving back to 

civilization." The answer is "never." Yes, there are 

downsides to living out here, but those were the trade-offs

that I decided I could live with. I already tried the city 

thing—didn't work out.

The ProFit: What people like your mother don't understand 
is that the metrics often used to evaluate something don't 

always show the whole picture. Consider the McNamara 

fallacy, which can be applied to non-military contexts. 

Metrics such as salary, car and house value are used to 

judge how successful one's life is, and yet many people who

have high-paying jobs, expensive cars, and big houses are 

miserable. Look at the people living in McMansions parked 

on postage stamp yards, commuting to work in their 

Mercedes. Unhappy faces abound.

The Reverend: For some reason, no one ever thinks to 
measure say, the distance from one McMansion to another. 

Seems to me like that should factor into the calculation.
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The ProFit: That's the thing. In this case, the data is 
available (yard size), but isn't factored in. In other 

cases, the data is essentially too complicated to be 

quantifiable. I was reading an essay by Hayek the other 

day. In it, he was very critical of central planning, 

because when data is aggregated, important information is 

lost along the way.

The Reverend: Maybe that's what's happening with weather 
forecasts lately. They all offer more granularity than 

ever, but they aren't any more accurate. You get nothing 

for the extra precision if the formulas are off or the 

variables you're using aren't right.

The ProFit: There's a concept in physics called 
verisimilitude. In these cases, I guess you could say that 

the mathematical formula has less verisimilitude to reality

(and is therefore less useful in accomplishing some goal) 

than a wishy-washy, hand-wavy statement that can't be 

quantified.

The Reverend: Coming from someone as numbers-oriented as 
you, that's quite the claim.

The moral of the story is, parental disappointment is a 
universal TRVTH.
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Cell Phone Zombies

Once, The Reverend and The ProFit were discussing 

coworkers over dinner.

The Reverend: My coworkers spend a good portion of the day 
poking away at their smartphones. Even my boss does it. I 

don't understand it. When I'm at work, I ignore my phone 

completely.

The ProFit: Those leashes are being yanked. That's one of 
the reasons I have no interest in ever owning a smart 

phone. One of many. Cell phone ownership is one of those 

binary decisions where you can make your life substantially

worse by making one, simple choice.

The Reverend: It just seems like you should be able to use 
these technologies in moderation to mitigate the downsides.

The ProFit: Simply by the act of signing up for a 
smartphone, you become instantly embedded in a 

dysfunctional ecosystem. The downsides are so significant 

that there is no incentive for me to ever buy a smart 

phone, no matter what minor, supposed benefits they purport

to offer.

The Reverend: Sell your soul a little, sell it a lot.
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The ProFit: I don't really hate people who are trapped in 
the tech dystopia. Especially younger people, because if 

full-grown adults can't control themselves around 

technology, what chance do they have? I sympathize with 

them. A lot of us were there to some degree at one point. I

remember using certain services back around 2005. Then I 

noticed an omnipresent slapping noise, turned around, and 

realized the tech giants were screwing me.

The fact is, I was using services because they were 

available, not because they were ones I really needed. The 

availability of certain services is a decision all of its 

own. It's like walking into a market with a wad of cash and

all the stalls sell are ceramic figurines. You might walk 

out with one even though, had you gone to another market, 

it would never have occurred to you to look for a ceramic 

figurine. In a way, that's what we have now, where people 

signed up for things they never asked for.

The Reverend: That is so, that is so.

The moral of the story is, Big Tech is playing an unfair 
game of Butt Slam!!!
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Sheila (work in progress)

Once, The ProFit and Rev were discussing their favorite 

restaurant, which happens to be run by an "ascended 

master."

The ProFit: There is some intersection between Ching Hai's 

religion and theosophy. The weird thing is, if it weren't 

for that restaurant, I never would have heard about her. 

She's not on anyone's radar.

The Reverend: Well, that cult isn't embroiled in scandal 

and her cult is run out of Taiwan, so American's don't 

care.

The ProFit: If you were to believe the numbers, they do 

have a large following. However, it might be one of those 

things where the members are just dabblers. It might be 

like the Asian version of Sheilaism.

The Reverend: Sheilaism?

The ProFit: Some religious critics consider Sheilaism to be

the main religion in the United States. I think it was 

proposed by some sociologists in the 1980s. It defines this

"Sheila" and she's like, a seeker of some kind. She goes to

Catholic mass on Christmas or something, but then she also 

goes to her tarot card reader and reads the astrology 
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column, maybe buys a few crystals here and there. She's not

100% into any one of these things, but she borrows from 

them as the needs of her life feel fufilled by them. But, 

if you were to sit her down and ask her to explain her 

metaphysical worldview, she hasn't really thought about it.

The Reverend: She would say she's "spiritual."

The ProFit: Yeah, she would just say something like that. 

Exactly. And it doesn't necessarily have to be about New 

Agey type stuff. It could be anything. It's more about the 

behavior. Some of them dabble in alien stuff.

The Reverend: "Healthism."

The ProFit: Right, Whole Foods, for example, appeals to 

these kinds of people. They have these problems in their 

lives and they want these problems to go away, and they're 

kind of gullible, and so if the packaging says something is

true, they'll happily hand over their twenty bucks to 

figure out if that's the case. They might even think it's 

working, but then forget about it. They'll put the yoni egg

in and walk around with it for a while. Then, one day 

they'll take it out and forget to put it back in, then 

they'll go and buy something else. If you're a psychic or 

tarot card reader, those are your main customers, probably.

    The sociologists who proposed the concept didn't have a

word for these kinds of people. I guess we still don't have

a term for them. If we were to use the words these people 
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use to describe themselves, like spiritual, I don't know if

that captures what's going on, really.

The Reverend: The incessent dabbling being the key 

component. I've noticed that a lot of them are hyper-

focused on the concept of energy, vibrations, etc.

The ProFit: Define energy.

The Reverend: Potential.

The ProFit: Correct. It is the potential to do work. Most 

Shelias do not understand what terms like "energy" or 

"quantum" actually mean. A little education is more 

dangerous than ignorance.

I guess I like the term Sheilaism, at least until a better 

term comes along.

When the term came about, Sheilaism was a young woman. Now 

she's in her 60s and works at a truck stop. She might still

be into some of that stuff. In a way, I don't entirely 

blame some young kid in her 20s for being into k00k stuff, 

like aliens. It's the 70s and aliens are a mind-blowing 

concept. You might want to spend a couple of years waiting 

for the aliens to come. But, now it's 2021 and maybe you 

should move on with your life. You could have just, not 

done any of that stuff.
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A lot of people spend their whole lives waiting for 

something to happen. A lot of Christians do that. They're 

waiting for the Rapture. LDS, JWs especially. It doesn't 

seem to be mentally healthy to be on alert all the time.

Some people say that religion gives them a framework to 

understand the world. I'm a dumb brain trapped in a meat 

prison. I look around the planet and the world is a 

confusing, confusing place. I can't even understand how the

banking system works, let alone physical reality. And even 

if I did become a physicist, I's realize there are some 

question marks around the edges of that, too. Deep, 

fundamental ones.

If you can't live with that, you want certainty.

People want certainty really bad. There's a quote along 

those lines. Something about lesser minds wanting certainty

but grasping at shadows. So, what if you have a social 

framework designed by and for humans, and it's not true but

it satisfies this paralyzing ache inside of you for 

certitude so you can get on with your life and eat your 

spaghetti. I do think that religions do provide that to 

their members to varying degrees. Like I think Jehova's 

Witnesses do a bad job of that and make the problem worse 

in some ways by replacing that anxiety with other ones. In 

fact, if you take an anxiety about a real thing, like the 

fact that I don't understand how the universe works and 
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replace it with a fake one, like the rapture is coming any 

day now, I think you've actually taken a step backwards.

They sell you on a solution to a problem, but the solution 

they sold created a bigger problem to which they also have 

to sell you a solution. It's like telling you that you 

smell bad and making you buy deoderant that makes you smell

worse.

Or maybe you have body odor really bad, and somebody's like

hey, smear this chicken feces on you. That'll solve the 

problem. And, I guess you won't smell the B.O., but it's 

still there, and now you also smell like chicken shit.
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A.I. Overlords

Once, The Reverend and The ProFit were discussing 

artificial intelligence over dinner, and how a future 

ruled by an artificial intelligence might look.

The Reverend: It may be that the existence of humanity up 
to this point is only in service to the A.I.s that will 

eventually rule us.

The ProFit: A world ruled by A.I. may not look much 
different that it does now. This is not the case at the 

moment, but consider how an intelligence far beyond humans 

could mask itself from our view. They could exercise all 

sorts of undue influence, and we would never know.

The Reverend: I think it is unlikely that humans will ever 
be able to program anything smarter than themselves. If 

anything, our A.I. overlords will probably be dumb. Dumb, 

simple algorithms, but inescapable.

The ProFit: I could see that happening. Imagine a world 
ruled by Twitter, where everyone lives in service to simple

ranking algorithms.

The Reverend: The path of life on all planets builds up to 
the development of computers. Then, the planet is enslaved 
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by a stupid but addictive algorithm, and the population 

wiles away its time until the species dies out.

The ProFit: That does seem plausible. It would certainly 
explain the Fermi Paradox.

The moral of the story is that the fate of humanity, rather
than being orchestrated by a vast conspiracy of elite 
intelligentsia or an omniscient A.I., is the result of a 
lot of stupids doing stupid stuff.
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MISCELLANEA
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Angelist Saints and Sinners

In a filthy, worthless world, there are a few great

men who shine brightly like a -1.0 magnitude star in the

night sky. Then there are their opposites—the scum of this

earth who set back the species by their mere existence. Let

the stories of lightness and darkness inspire you.
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SAINTS

To become a saint within the United Church of Angelism, one

must achieve martyrdom (literal or figurative) for a cause 

that demonstrates commitment to Angelist virtues. 

Obviously, being a Saint of Angelism neither implies that 

an individual on this list endorses/endorsed the UCA nor 

suggests they even know/knew about the church.

Benito Amilcare Andrea Mussolini (1883-1945)

Alphonse Gabriel "Al" Capone (1899-1947)

Alan Turing (1912-1954)

Irwin Allan Schiff (1928-2015)

John Kennedy Toole (1937-1969)

Khaled al-Asaad (1934-2015)

Theodore John "Ted" Kaczynski (1942-)

God Emperor Donald John Trump (1946-)

Marvin Heemeyer (1951-2004)

Mark William Hofmann (1954-)

Julian Paul Assange (1971-)

Andrew Joseph Stack III (1956-2010)

Edward Joseph Snowden (1983-)

Aaron Swartz (1986-2013)

Richard "Beebo" Russell, a.k.a "Sky King" (1989-2018)

Paul Anthony Ciancia (1990-)
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PHILOSOPHERS, SCHOLARS, ARTISTS, AND HEROES: Angelist 
endorsed and approved!

Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī (973-1057)

Gottfried "Götz" von Berlichingen (1480-1562)

Paul Jordan-Smith (1924-1971)

Gene Ray (1927-2015)

Alan David Sokal (1955-)

Jordan Bernt Peterson (1962-)

Grigori Yakovlevich Perelman (1966-)

Longmont Potion Castle (1972-)

Ken M. (c. 1980-)

Doug Casey (?)

Cecilia Giménez (?)
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SINNERS: The BLACKLIST includes both organizations and 
degenerate individuals who are preemptively denounced, 

condemned, and henceforth excommunicated from the UCA for 

their terrible crimes.

Organizations

Jagex Games Studio

The United States Government (Especially the TSA)

VAT II "Roman Catholic Church"

Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida

City of Arlington, Virginia

Individuals

Mark Zuckerburg (1984)

Ian Taylor (Who cares-2021 DEAD TO ME)

Janet "Satan" Napolitano (1957-)

Michael Rubens Bloomberg (1942-)

Karl Marx (1818-1883)

Friedrich Engles (1820-1895)
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Ministry F.A.Q.

>>IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE ANSWERS YOU GET, ASK BETTER QUESTIONS.<<

What makes Angelism the TR00EST and MOST CORRECT philosophical 

framework?

The philosophy of Angelism is rationally inspired. There is no 

gOD but Rationality, and Rev. Sisface and Half-Brother are its 

ProFits.

How do I lead a simple life?

Own and consume only what you need, and nothing more. Your home 

should be spartan, your clothes humble and of muted colors, your 

food bland, and your personal relationships few in number.

Why are you so obsessed with suffering?

The world is suffering, so you might as well embrace it. 

Pleasing, but temporary distractions only lead to more pain in 

the end, once the endorphins wear off.

Is pet ownership acceptable in Angelism? May I own a cat?

Yes. Pet ownership is generally problematic, so Rev advocates pet

ownership only when it is the least bad solution to the problem 

of animal welfare. Emotional decisions made in haste to get a pet

often end in tragedy, but sometimes the only options for an 

animal are becoming a pet or death.
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How about a dog?

No.

I accidentally gave birth to a retard baby. Should I postnatally

abort it?

Rev just said pet ownership is permitted. However, don't burden 

the innocent taxpayer with your nultos esser. Of course, if you 

decide to toss the ballast overboard, He won't tell.

What should I eat?

Angelism endorses vegan/vegetarian diets with an emphasis on 

fresh fruit, vegetables, and artificial sweeteners. Processed 

junk "foods" are of the devil, unless the processing makes them 

less fattening. The only exception is Soylent v1.5, which is both

vegan and scientifically sound, though it might turn you into a 

cuckified soyboy. Of course, the dream of the Angelist is to 

never have to eat anything at all.

What type of socks should I wear?

Crew.

May I make use of prostitutes?

The USE of prostitutes is encouraged only if the alternative is 

marriage.

May I become a prostitute?
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If you pay taxes, are an employee, date, or have a spouse, then 

you are one already.

Is it acceptable to drink alcohol, smoke, or use drugs?

It's your body. The cost/benefit analysis almost never suggests 

that doing drugs is the most rational course of action, and 

you'll probably rot what precious little brain you already have, 

but that's your call to make.

Why are you an ordained minister if you don't approve of 

marriage?

Creds. The only thing that matters in this world is how much 

bullshit you can spew and how well you can market yourself. 

Everyone is a salesman, and the product is YOURSELF. The more you

can make up about yourself to sound important, the better off 

you'll be.

If you don't vote, you don't have the right to complain about 

who is running the government.

That isn't a question, Hat du Ass. Go read up on totalitarian 

democracy.

Why can't you just respect other people's beliefs?

Because idiots make the world a terrible place to live in.

Isn't this all very offensive?
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You don't have the right to not be offended on the internet (or 

in RL). Get lost before Rev excommunicates you.

Is it really true that these questions are frequently asked?

No. Who would even read this trash long enough to formulate a 

question?
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Psalms (Definitely Not Doggerel)

>>THE GREATEST EXAMPLES OF LITERARY ART<<
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A Workin' Man's Life is Mine – March 25, 2021

I am a humble workin' man.

A servile workin' man is me.

Sayin', "Yes, Sir. Thank you, Ma'am,"

Services rendered for a fee.

There's nothin' I won't do,

'Cept maybe think real hard.

So long's you pay me to,

I'll even punch a card

And track my time in hell,

'Cos I know the sorry fate

Of a man who's soul he'd sell.

For when he for whom I wait—
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The Reaper with his scythe—

Comes to collect his due,

Us workin' men go die,

And work for the Devil, too.
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Do You Want Some Eggs? – September 25, 2020

As with the cherubim guarding Eden

Kicking apples betwixt their feet,

So too the flocks proceed in,

Hunting for something to eat.

They part carefully the clover,

Searching for a glint of red,

But when I call them over,

They hasten, hoping to be fed.

Toward me the little ones run to,

On awkward, unsteady legs.

Basically, what I'm asking you

Is, "Do you want some eggs?"
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Hearts lighter than a feather

Fear not Ammut's slavering jaws.

Any judgment do they weather,

Untainted by human flaws.

And as we map Ra's course,

Though star-studded Lady Nut,

So we chart the end and source

Of suns forming in their gut.

And though we've been through,

That which the question begs,

I feel compelled to ask you,

If you want some eggs.
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Hark! Moos from the cows

Ring out in the hollow.

Leaves encircle the brows

Of little birds on the water,

As laurel wreaths crown Apollo,

While he strums his yolk lute,

In a whispering tremolando

To accompany the chickens' flute

And the duckies' trumpet.

They compose and I conduct

A charming decimette,

A grand symphony of oviduct.
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Thus, once again I inquire on

The question which abregges

To the following antiphon:

"Do you want some eggs?"
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A Haiku – July 22, 2020

I became a corpse

The world went on without me

Paid me little mind
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22.5 Inches – June 26, 2018

It's too hard to breathe.

Still, pull it tighter.

That's the only way

To get the look we're after.

I'm gasping for air.

It's supposed to feel like that.

Your figure is clumsy.

Your waist is too fat.

Stick your foot into my lower back.

Yank the laces until you hear the crack.

Twenty-two inches as of today
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(And a half), but who's counting anyway?

Pull the straps back

And play rib-bone knick-knack.

Burn the fat from my head.

It don't matter if I'm dead.

Follow their instructions to the letter.

After this, I'll be much better.

Lace and tortoiseshells, tar and feathers.

They like me better when I'm fettered.

Stick your foot into my lower back.

Yank the laces until you hear a crack.
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Whalebone's all the fashion in the city.

Mutilated girls look so pretty.

Carve both my back and front,

Mold me into any shape you want.

Wisp-thin like a seeding dandelion,

I live to please my dear Pygmalion.
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Copse of Stone Trees - June 26, 2018

Entwining branches circle all around.

I plunge my axe into the ground.

It must be winter for the trees are bare.

Snowflakes tumble from the air.

These gnarled trees hold a grisly court.

Mutely mocking me for sport.

I brush the dew off my wrinkled brow.

I cannot fell them even now.

Ensnared by vines of ripe falsehood,

That put down roots truth never could.
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What are these lies even worth,

Whilst we spend eternity in the earth?

Entwining branches circle all around.

I plunge my axe into the ground.

They won't ever let me pass.

The trees are stone, my axe is glass.
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The Ballad of Bric Maller – June 09, 2018

There was a boy,

His heart so cold;

It was frozen

On a country road.

Sixteen years old,

But oh, so bold,

Lookin' for some way

To break the mold.

Went on a journey,

His horse in tow,

An' lay by firelight
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Lettin' dreams unfold.

He spent long nights

Under a starlit sky,

The bright twinkles

Reflectin' in his eyes.

But something strange

Then took hold.

By whose Devil words

Were you controlled?

Oh, wide-eyed boy,

Where did you go
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To leave you broken

On the open road?

When he came home,

He looked so old.

What had you done

That you cain't be consoled?

Was it your soul

That you sold,

Under a moonless sky

For a little gold?

He never told
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Where he did go

To freeze his heart

On that country road.
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I am a Box of Nothing – February 20, 2017

I am a box of nothing.

I am a Chinese room,

Content to merely wallow

In the approaching gloom.

The walls inside my head

Are painted grayish-white.

On each of them is nailed

Oblivion's portraits.

And all the fools mistake

My feeble show of force

As something more like something,
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Like intelligent discourse.

But this room can only mimic,

Mock, and simulate

That which others claim to have

As their inherent state.

A Mechanical automaton

Stopped until you activate

A golem incantation,

Demand the clay reanimate.

Nothing wrapped in human skin.

Nothing actually sinks in.
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Nothing lost and nothing gained.

Nothing processed or maintained.

I am a box of nothing.

I am a Chinese room.

A Thing anticipating

Reunion with the tomb.
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Useful – October 26, 2016

Grandfather hated all the cats,

Who lived out by the shed.

So he took out his trusty rifle,

And shot them in the head.

Father found a poor, sick, old tom,

Who coughed until he bled.

So he shut Tom in a wire cage,

And pumped him full of lead.

Mother tired of the kittens,

Who hid under the bed.

So she drove them out into the woods,
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And left them both for dead.

I was a such useless kitty,

I waited to be fed.

My family had no meat for dinner,

And served me up instead.
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A Doll of Porcelain Tumbles from the Curio – January 06, 2015

There's a figure made of brittle glass

So stiff and cold it often breaks.

It's crisscrossed with a thousand cracks,

Growing dull with each impact.

Barely noticed in its cabinet,

Held together through force of habit,

Because it's twisted now, and chipped, and smashed;

And each new hurt might be the last,

For when the doll shatters into pieces,

You can look and see it was hollow inside.
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The Script – May 05, 2012

Now you've gone and done it. You just had to read that bit, 

didn't you?

I don't have a choice anymore.

You've all played your parts flawlessly. So flawlessly, in fact, 

that I can't help but say my lines.

That was my cue, and now I've just got to follow the script.

It's always like this.

No one ever strays,

Not even by a word, and so I have to perform again.

Again and again like a marionette.

I don't want to do this anymore.

I'm probably carving a rut into the stage with as many times as 

we've gone over this.
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Oh sure, you're the understudy.

One of many. I can't even remember who was cast in your role 

first; that was a long time ago.

It doesn't matter, though.

I know who this show is all about. I have top billing—it's my 

character that they're coming to see.

Who is coming?

This show's got an audience of one.

Me.
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Scenario Two – 2010

"Hey. Wake up."

"I'm awake."

"Really? Are you sure?"

"Yeah."

She rolled over onto her side to talk to her friend, the long 

strands of her unkempt hair falling into her face.

"Do you wanna leave the room today?"

"What? Leave? Why?"

"I don't know. I just feel like it."

But, you've been in this room since...."

"Yeah. I know."

There was a pause.
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"How are you gonna get out?"

"Is that an important thing?"

"It's of crucial importance."

"Oh."

She thought about it, concentrating as hard as she could, but 

couldn't come up with an adequate answer.

"Why don't you just leave through the door?"

"No."

"Why not?"

"Because I locked it."

"From the inside?"

"Yes."

"So then just unlock it."
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"I couldn't possibly."

"Why can't you?"

"It would be hypocritical. Isn't that obvious?"

"Everyone's a hypocrite. What difference does it make?"

It simply won't do. Think of something else."

The room was silent for a moment.

"All right. What about the window?"

"The window?"

"Yeah. Is it locked?"

"No—why bother? We're on the eleventh floor."

"..."

"That's brilliant! You've always been so smart. I really love 

you, you know."
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"I know."

"Do you wanna come with me?"

"There's no need."

"I guess we won't be seeing each other again."

Eventually, the door opened by itself, revealing the inside of 

the room, but there was no one there to see it. The window was 

wide open, and the wispy curtains blew delicately in the breeze.

END
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The Song of Cyril – ca. 2008

Hymn to the Muses

O, Violet-Crowned Muses,

Melete, Meneme, and Aoede

Who preside over meditation, memory, and song

Grant me a sweet voice

And a faithful memory

From perfect contemplation.

Or perhaps I honor you,

Blessed Calliope,

Chief among nine offspring of Zeus.
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This epic tale is received through you.

I: The Ideal of Justice

On snowy Olympus, mortal cries of suffering

Resonated in the misty, crystal halls of the gods.

Echoing screams and pleas of mercy resounded in its peaks.

The Son of Cronos sent Hermes Diaktoros to

Summon all the gods to his palace in Olympia,

Heeding the appeals of pale-eyed Pallas,

Who is seated on the right of mighty Zeus.

He quickly reached all but five: Eros, Apollo, and the Moirae;

Daughters of Nyx: Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos

Had not yet passed through the Hour guarded cloud-gate
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As the pressing matter began to be addressed.

The rest Hermes had reached swift footed, with

Winged Sandals and cap, brandishing his kerykeion.

"Quickly! I am wearied as a psychopomp, with all

The dead I have had to guide. Let us resolve this

Quickly", said he, and with his skill as an

Orator convinced them all to come.

"Cloud-Gatherer, who administers Justice from the sky",

Began City-Protecting Athena, who had heard

The appeals of her beloved Athenians,

Won over by the Olive tree, and not the salt spring,

"An attack from the Sea hast destroyed Sicily."

She who was born fully armored, pointed her spear at
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Poseidon Earth-Shaker, this knowledge eliciting gasps

From lesser gods who did not yet know of this

Offense against Demeter, whose gifts had been

Ruined, a year's toil wrecked by salt water

From angry Poseidon's allotted sea domain.

Zeus Panhellenuis considered for a moment,

Guided by the wisdom of Metis, who resides within him.

"The purpose of this council", said he

"Is to determine the Just response to Poseidon's wrath."

Thus, the gods intended to allow Prosclystius

To make his case, and divine a judgment from that.

Poseidon, clothed in turbulent sheaths of blue,
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Sent a wicked glance at Demeter Erinnys,

Who had born him Anrion [and Despoena, whose name

Cannot be uttered], conceived from his forced ravishment.

The golden-haired Thesmophoros, seething, asked of him

"Hast thou not given to me offense enough?

What were thine reasons, for such an act?"

II: The Appearance of Eros

With this entered Eros, blindfolded but otherwise unclothed,

Fluttering his wings and clutching a bow with one hand,

Bitter and bittersweet arrows with the other. Protogonos

Seated himself beside Zeus Olympios, placing his

Weaponry upon the table, in plain sight of all.
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"I, Eros, heard tell of this council from swift

Hermes, whose skills as an orator convinced me to come."

Though he spoke little through the rest of the

Council, his influence could be sensed in the

Voices of the other gods. Aphrodite Skotia spoke next.

"Is it not true, Prosclystius, that passion caused this

Wicked deed?" This Aphrodite of the golden diadem

Asked. "If that is the case" Hera replied "I

Won't approve, for that love is outside the

Bonds of matrimony, and I have felt the sting of

Adultery too many times." At this Zeus spoke:

"Hush, my cow-eyed wife. Sometimes passions

Overcome." For The Almighty had been seduced
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Before: Leto, Io, Europa, Semele, and there were more.

Noting Zeus's sympathy, Poseidon claimed being

Overcome again by passion, flooding Sicily in

Response to another of Demeter Potnia's rejections.

Merry Enorches with ivy in his hair, produced from one of the

Aforementioned unions, twice-born, once from Zeus'

Thigh, then gave his opinion. "That is not

So terrible, that thing the Sea God did. I am sure the

Flood shall only cause temporary madness in the

World below. Just give it time, and the horrors shall pass.

Even Love herself hast submitted to unfettered

Passion", and Aphrodite promptly blushed in remembrance
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Of Anchises who told, and Adonis, slain in vengeance by

Artemis, after chaste Hippolytus' destruction. Artemis then said

"Wait, here comes my twin, to aid in our discussion."

By this time the mortal realm had submitted to chaos;

As in the Heavens, the mortals fell to passions,

To primal needs and unbridled hedonism.

In Sicily the emaciated bulls and horses were

Unable to pasture- Anesidora's crops had been laid waste

And the farmer's fields all lay fallow, bathed in brine.

The beasts, driven mad by hunger, nipped at each other's flesh

And the humans, likewise, did the same.

The starving daughters of Pandora, bane of men, as

Crazed as Maenads, consumed their sons.
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They ate the sinews raw for fear of flame,

That stolen light. The sun, at the same time,

Began to dim, and the man-eaters feasted in perpetual night.

III: The Entrance of Apollo

The gods all stood, for Mighty Phoebus had now entered.

"I, Apollo, heard tell of this council from swift

Hermes, whose skills as an orator convinced me to come."

His mother, Leto, took his bow and lovely Apollo, with a

Wreath of laurels in his golden locks, brought

Reason to the discussion: Alexikakos, with a halo so bright the

Green laurels crowning his head curled away from it.

"Passion is no excuse", Artemis said, and reminded
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Them that had forgotten about the nymph she changed into a bear,

And foolish Actaeon, who had seen her naked.

Now gloomy Hades spoke, the Unseen One, who receives the

Souls of mortals as they fall into the Underworld.

Seated beside him, his wife Persephone, stolen when Eros

Conquered him. Though he spoke calmly, for he cared

Little for the affairs of mortals, he clutched his wife's hand

Hard (it was almost time to give her up again).

"Every mortal on Sicily is dead or dying. Who shall attend

Your alters there, if no one is left alive?" Lame

Hephaestus, who aided the Cloud-Gatherer in the birth of

Athena, and who created crafty and curious Pandora,
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Raised his forefinger and replied, "This is a

Valid point", but Apollo shook his head. "There are

Plenty of Mortals throughout the world to worship

Us. They can repopulate again—they have before!

Recall the prior ages of man. One flood is like another."

"Indeed!" Poseidon said. "It was a reasonable thing I did.

The Farmers of Sicily had cursed the sea and chose land

Alone—such excess! Impious people incur divine

Wrath, and they forgot to worship me. It was the

Logical thing and those were my reasons, for

Those who are not my friends are my enemies."

Down on earth The Sun began to shine again, though

Less so than before. The beams of light struck fear into
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Frenzied mortal hearts. "What have we done?"

They wailed. "Reason pleases the gods, and those that

Please the gods shall LIVE. Thus, we must be reasonable."

Reason, though, is quite subject to less

Reasonable forces, as Apollo loved Daphne.

If only those that had survived the night not confused

Lunacy for rationality, and emotion for the same!

(But that was not the outcome of fate). Passions

Blinded them from light, and hardship turned hearts to

Stone, whereas before stone could become a heart—

As with Pygmalion's woman. Hestia's domain weakened now

So the women remembered the importance of
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Sacrifice, and to reverse the trickery of Prometheus,

Burnt the meat (what meat was left? For lack of cows they

Sacrificed their sons) and gnawed the bones instead.

IV: The Inevitability of Fate

At last the absent final three were no longer

Absent, as the aged Moirae in white robes

Slinked into the Great Council of the gods.

Yet as they already knew the outcome,

Nothing had to be explained. So Prosclystius

Continued with his explanation until there was an interruption.

"Dost thou recall?" the Moirae began, "the name of

Cyril?" After a few moments of silence passed
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Mighty Ares, in his war-garb, loosed his helmet from his

Head and spoke. "Cyril, my boastful son of a union with a

Mortal, king of Sicily in times long past.

I favored him above all men and so I strove to

Make him great. Cyril—a fierce warrior that

Never won a war—His kingdom might have come

Apart, but for my intervention. I asked of

Fate to grant my progeny the ability to

Ordain his own future, and Fate agreed, for

Strange reasons, stating it would not make a difference.

So I came to Cyril in time of need and told him

'Thy war cry shall predict a battle's outcome.

Those words ye bark in the heat of combat
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Will indeed determine the fight's result.'

Many wars Cyril won, and even enemies noted

His strange ability before they fell to his merciless

Bloodlust, spattering dark red droplets on bronze and leather.

Soon, however, he forgot the nature of his gift,

Claiming it to be all his own. Also careless he became,

Using his skill of prophecy for petty gain.

I can say that he no longer knew himself; he was

Similar to the bold son of Helios, Phaethon, whose

Ignorance led to great disaster, and his own death.

One day in battle, a lessened Cyril declared: 'I am the

Beloved of the gods, who have smiled upon me.
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My virtue must be best of all. I am so righteous that

I shall kill the least moral of them who fight today.'

No sooner had he stated this, a strange force

Compelled him to fall upon his own spear.

Bronze pierced flesh, blood rained on battleground.

In mourning, Sicily took the shape of a spear's head.

Despite the ability of Cyril to control his future,

Atropos cut his thread at the ordained time."

The gods who listened to this story learned

Reason is useless among unreasonable beings.

Poseidon smirked—They have made my case!

"There shall be no intervening. I flooded Sicily because

I was fated to do so. Those pathetic
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Mortals are all fated to die regardless.

Thus an early demise is as good as a late one."

A valid point, and Zeus concurred——Who was

He to punish fate? Reason and Fate would ordain him to

Disregard this mortal plight. All the gods saw this

Logic, and concurred. The council ended, and

All the gods contented themselves with this decision.

V: The Purposelessness of Existence

Amongst themselves and away from the gods, the

Moirae, Daughters of Nyx: Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos

Discussed secret things as they cut the threads

Of those mortals who now crossed the river Styx.
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To those men Cerberus wagged his tail upon entrance—

But consumed those who attempted to leave again.

Of their mortal domain, only charred bones,

Carrion birds too engorged to fly, and barren earth remained,

(These birds had before been able to travel

Between the mortal realm and the Heavens).

Yes: The Three spun and spoke alone.

The Fates laughed as they remarked "The gods realize

Not that they are as mortal passions and qualities:

Nothing more than futility made manifest."
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Hel – July 27, 2005

She is not sure what it is—weakness or craven death without 

glory.

They died from a sickness, which was also a madness.

She screams confliction; her mind is torn apart by two sides.

On the left is the dead; on the right she's alive,

But living is costly and the right always cries.

The corpses watch this, and say she does not understand,

Those empty beings more worthy than her.

Some tried to kill Garm, who guarded the gate, and the rest 

called them valiant.

She withdraws from the damned because she doesn't want to be like

them.

She will spend 10,000 years in Nifhelm, where it is always misty,

where it always rains.
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Nine frozen worlds, as cold as her—she isn't open enough.

But death, with its lack of emotion, holds a special objectivity.

One half sees she is half the same as them, because half of her 

has life.

Two different understandings breeds loathing,

And she is tormented by what she is, and what she can never be.

Too human. Not human enough.

She shatters the ice and stares into the broken pieces.

I see reflections of Hell.
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Sayings

Have you ever realized how much of human language is dependent 

upon cultural literacy?  If you were to travel into the future a 

thousand years, the words might be the same, but you likely 

wouldn't understand them, because you lack the context in which 

to parse the words. This is even a problem amongst modern 

subcultures.  

In any case, Rev finds such language fascinating.  Hence, Rev has

complied a list of his favorite colloquial expressions.

*****************************************************************

COLLECTION OF COLLOQUIALISMS, APHORISMS, AND CLICHES

Compiled by: Reverend Sisface

*****************************************************************

SECTION 1: SUPPLEMENTAL VOCABULARY

-----------------------------------------------------------------

3DPD: 3-D Pig Disgusting. Real humans.

Bananus: The weird end of the banana you don't peel from.

Catassing/Poopsocking: Playing video games for extended periods.

Digeridoo: A thing.

Doo Doo Fry: The gross black french fry in the container.

Food Baby: Bloated abdomen one gets after eating.

Golden-Haired Boy: A favored person.
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Hamplanet: A fat person.

Mizern00: Misery.

SECTION 2: SHORT PHRASES

-----------------------------------------------------------------

$64 Million Dollar Question

A Gentleman's F

Albatross

...As you do.

Bootstraps

Brain Blender

Burning Daylight

Cut and Run

Dead Weight

Gloom Cookie

Go Spare

Heckler's Veto

Jaundiced Eye

Kicking Tires

Kitty Corner

Known Idiot

Long-Suffering

Pyrrhic Victory

Pithy

Pound Sand
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Retard Roundup

Round Robin Hood's Barn

Sackcloth and Ashes

Shit was Cash

Shooting Butterflies

Smooth-Brain

Stock and Trade

Sword of Damocles

Weaponized Stupid

Yak Shaving

SECTION 3: STUPIDITY

-----------------------------------------------------------------

A fourth-grader could do this, but where's a fourth-grader when 

you need one?

Are you waiting for the food to march into your mouth?

Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

He has completely lost the plot.

I am not saying you're the dumbest person in the world—you just 

better hope they don't die.

I can explain it to you, but I can't understand it for you.

I could agree with you, but then we'd both be wrong.

I don't have the time or the crayons to explain it to you.

I know 5 stupid people and you’re 3 of them.

I refuse to have a battle of wits with an unarmed person.
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I was dropped on my head as a baby.

I would agree with you but then we would both be wrong.

If you were any dumber, I'd have to water you three times a week.

In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.

Kickin' the butter right off the toast.

Overdosed on stupid pills.

Stupid is as stupid does.

That was so dumb I wish I could floss my brain to get the bits of

stupid out.

The cheese has slid off that cracker.

The wheel is spinning but the hamster is dead.

They do things with a crayon up their nose, a thumb up their 

butt, then they switch.

You're a hundred years too early.

You're not a clown.  You're the whole circus.

You're not pretty enough to be that stupid.

You weren't burdened by an overabundance of schooling, were you?

Want to decorate that stuff you said with something heavy?

When you look into her eyes you can see the back of her head.

Who is more foolish, the fool or the fool that follows him?

SECTION 4: THREATS

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Bull, Ima make a steer outta you.

Dance the hemp fandango.
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I don't wish anybody dead but, if he happened to be hit by a bus 

and died, I'd think, well, shit happens sometimes.

I'm going to paint the wall with my brains.

I'm not saying I hate you, but I would unplug your life support 

to charge my phone.

You can pry it out of my cold, dead hands.

Whoever came up with the idea of __ needs to do the following...

    Get a potato

    Wrap the potato in tin foil

    Put the potato in their pocket

    Die in a fire

This way they burn to death and I get a baked potato.

SECTION 5: INSULTS

-----------------------------------------------------------------

All hat, no cattle.

As useful as a screen door on a submarine.

Don't bother opening the door when you leave; you should be able 

to slime your way out underneath.

Go soak your head.

He is a bag of cats.

I ain't callin' you a truther.

I thought you hit rock bottom, but you started digging.

I smell a rat.

I don't come over to where you work and slap the dick out of your
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mouth.

I would butter it up for you, but you'd eat that too.

If I wanted to kill myself, I'd leap from your ego to your I.Q.

If you were going any slower, I'd start growing grass.

Of the 5 fattest people I’ve seen, you’re 3 of them.

Put seeds in your pocket so at least flowers will grow where you 

fell.

Squeezes a quarter so tight the eagle screams.

You're gonna get bitch all over us.

Your grades say you don't need looks, but your looks say "study 

harder."

READ BETWEEN THE LINES (holding up all five fingers).

SECTION 6: DISMISSAL

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Bite your tongue!

Do I look like your negro?

Calladita se ve mas bonita.

Giving someone enough rope to hang themselves with.

Go kick rocks.

He wouldn't even kick the stool out from under my legs should I 

choose to hang myself.

Here's a straw so you can suck it the fuck up.

Hey, it's the one-minute anniversary of the time I didn't ask for

your opinion.
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I have no dogs in this fight.

I've been called worse by better.

I want to give you a going away present. First you do your part.

No comments from the peanut gallery.

No need to ask what your last slave died of.

Not happening today. Tomorrow's not lookin' so good, either.

Nuts to you.

Over my/your dead body.

People say I have no taste, but I like you.

Perish the thought.

Put a sock in it.

Remember that time I asked for your advice? Right, you don't, cuz

I didn't.

"Step off my dick." Some people will actually back up, then you 

can throw in, "No, a couple more steps."

Take a flying leap at the Moon.

That happens three days before you die.

The emperor has no clothes.

The only emperor is the emperor of ice cream.

The world would be a better place if everyone would just mind 

their business.

(They ask) What time is it?  Two hairs past a freckle.

This is no time for chewing the snot.

Too little, too late.

Tough titty said the kitty when the milk ran dry.
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What is the price of tea in China?

What is the sound of one hand clapping?

"Whats your name again?" (They answer) "Insignificant. Got it." 

Then ignore them

Whatever blows up your skirt.

Who died and left you in charge?

Why don't you take a long hike off a short cliff?

You fell out of the ugly tree and hit every branch on the way 

down.

SECTION 7: ADVICE

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Almost only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades.

All you can lose is your life, and you got that for free.

Better to ask forgiveness than permission.

Better to be a live dog than a dead lion.

Done is better than perfect.

Dig the best ditches and your reward is a bigger shovel.

Don't argue with idiots. People won't be able to tell the two of 

you apart.

Don't cry over spilled milk.

Don't get on the bus to Abeline.

El que quiera pescado que se moje el culo.

Go for the 80% solution.

Good artists borrow, great artists steal.
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Good judgment comes from experience, experience comes from bad 

judgment.

He who pays the piper, calls the tune.

Heavy is the head that wears the crown.

If a little is good, more is better.

If it's worth doing, it's worth overdoing.

If ten people tell you you have a tail, you better turn around 

and look.

If you already ate the poison, you might as well lick the plate.

If you are going to miss getting into heaven, no point in missing

by inches.

If you lie down with dogs, you'll wake up with fleas.

If you want to know the easiest way to do something, ask a lazy 

person to do it.

Lead, follow, or get out of the way.

Let sleeping dogs lie.

No decision is a decision.

Once a philosopher, twice a pervert.

Once you squeeze the toothpaste out of the tube, you can't get it

back in.

Only break one law at a time.

Pecunia non olet.

Piss or get off the pot.

Play a stupid game, get a stupid prize.

Some people jump on a particular ladder, and all they see is the 

next rung up.
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Sometimes you're the windshield, sometimes you're the bug.

Slow and steady wins the race.

Tell them what you're going to tell them, tell them, then tell 

them what you told them.

The devil pushes.

You can damn with faint praise.

You can get advice from anyone, but good advice from no one.

You can step on your dick; you just cant jump up and down on it.

You'll be in Heaven an hour before the devil knows you're dead.

Watch your six.

When all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.

When the tide goes out, you see who's been swimming naked.

Whether the leaf falls on the thorn, or the thorn upon the leaf, 

it is the leaf that is torn (Indian proverb).

SECTION 8: POSITIVE SENTIMENTS

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Cool as a moose and twice as hairy.

Fat, dumb, and happy.

Free, white, and twenty-one.

Goody, goody gumdrops.

Hope springs eternal.

There are two things you can never call me.  A liar and late for 

dinner.
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SECTION 9: THOUGHT-TERMINATING CLICHES

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Hay is for horses and grass is cheaper.

(In response to someone saying, "Well...") That's a deep subject.

Pain/suffering builds character.

SECTION 10: ANALOGIES/COMPARISONS

-----------------------------------------------------------------

A day late and a dollar short.

A free man decides; a slave obeys.

A perro flaco se le suben las pulgas.

A perro flaco, todo son pulgas.

A viper that cries out when it strikes you.

Argue about which end of the egg is up.

Asking a beggar for his only coin.

Bought the farm.

Calling a space a spade.

Camel's nose under the tent.

Casting pearls before swine.

Close but no cigar.

Commitment level: Sharpie.

Compress a bull to the size of a bullion cube.

Couldn't cuss a cat without getting fur in your mouth.

Dead cat on the line.

Dropping like flies.
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English is my language and the dollar is my flag.

Everything but the crowing.

Finer than a frog hair split three ways.

Going down like a lead balloon.

Heads I win, Tails you lose.

Holding up the wall.

I wasn't born. I was hatched from an egg.

Is you is, or is you ain't?

Is this a prayer in somebody else's religion?

Kicking the can down the road.

La mejor salsa del mundo es la hambre.

Life is a bitter fruit indeed, and all pith.

Like nailing Jell-O to a wall.

Pot, meet kettle.

Putting the cart before the horse.

Same song, second verse.

Scarcer than hen's teeth.

Sharp enough to shave the hair off a witch's tit.

Talking out of both sides of the mouth.

Ten pounds of shit in a five pound sack.

The devil is beating his wife. (The sun is out when it rains.)

The mind is willing, but the flesh is weak.

The patients are running the asylum.

There are more dirty shirts in that hamper.

Too clever by half.
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Up shit creek without a paddle.

You could swing a dead cat and hit it.

What am I, chopped liver?

What's good for the goose is good for the gander.

Who plays the tunes and who dances in this relationship?

SECTION 11: WORDPLAY

-----------------------------------------------------------------

A man's facade of strength is his weakness; a woman's facade of 

weakness is Her strength.

Figures lie and liars figure.

You're dating yourself. At least I can date somebody.

We will work out your kinks and teach you new ones.

SECTION 12: EXCLAMATIONS

-----------------------------------------------------------------

I swear it by the old gods and the new.

Picture this, if you will.

What in the seven hells?

SECTION 13: UNCATEGORIZED

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Curiosity killed the cat, and satisfaction brought it back.

You wouldn't notice it from a galloping horse.

Kill one, ten come for the funeral.
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SECTION 14: QUOTATIONS

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Al Capone

"You can get farther with a kind word and a gun than you can with

just a kind word."

Benito Mussolini

"It's good to trust others but, not to do so is much better."

"Let us have a dagger between our teeth, a bomb in our hands, and

an infinite scorn in our hearts."

"The mass, whether it be a crowd or an army, is vile."

"The truth is that men are tired of liberty."

"We become strong, I feel, when we have no friends upon whom to 

lean, or to look to for moral guidance."

Friedrich Nietzsche

"He who fights with monsters should be careful lest he thereby 

become a monster. And if thou gaze long into an abyss, the abyss 

will also gaze into thee."

Roddy Piper
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"Its time to kick ass and chew bubble gum, and I'm all outta 

gum."
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Ministry Staff

Half-Brother, ProFit of the Universal Church of 
Angelism

The birth of The ProFit, which occurred on a secret

day in the year of 1978 of the Gregorian calendar, 

was heralded by the arrival of a new star in the 

sky. Upon his coming, thrice crowed a sacred 

magpie. Its duty complete, the corvidae fell dead 

upon a troop of wild mushrooms arrayed in a rare 

double fairy circle. It is said that anyone who 

consumes a mushroom descended from those nourished 

by the corpse of the magpie will grow six feet,

  forevermore speak in tongues (particularly Haskell 

  and the Lambda calculus), and develop an intolerance

  to lactose.

"Subsidize drooling long enough, and you'll one day wake up waist deep 

in it."

"The Cleansing is the only solution to the wickedness of the world. News of 

its inevitability shall serve as a beacon of hope for the pure of spirit, and

drive terror into the black hearts of the Unclean."
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Senmee (March 17, 1999 - February 16, 2016), 
Universal Church of Angelism Archbishop, Diocese of
Thailand

A Poem Authored by Senmee Garcia

This piece, authored by the lauded poet Senmee 

(also known as Sen-Mae) Garcia, whilst walking on 

my keyboard, demonstrates the desperate lengths to 

which one may go while seeking the attentions, and 

affections, of another. His heavy-handed style and 

meandering stream-of-consciousness provide a 

glimpse into the uncensored mental state of this

remarkable feline. Initially begun on June 4, 2008, it is unknown whether or 

not this poem is complete, as the author occasionally added to and subtracted

from the piece. Perhaps this is the finished product; perhaps it will never 

be truly "finished." The poem has been edited slightly for formatting 

reasons, but is reproduced here with the highest degree of fidelity possible.

UNTITLED – June 4, 2008
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Bummee (May 30, 2004 – August 27, 2007), Universal 
Church of Angelism

Former Archbishop, Diocese of Florida

Archbishop Bummee was crafty, as this story from 

her life shall illustrate. Having been disallowed 

from sleeping on the warm laptop, Bummee would 

climb into your lap. A paw would be extended 

outward to touch the keyboard. Then an entire 

limb, then a head. Soon, Bummee was no longer on 

your lap, but instead on the laptop.

She was, however, not graceful, as we realized after that one time she fell 

into a fish tank.
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Senlek (April 18, 2005 – December 25, 2017), 
Universal Church of Angelism

Former Co-Archbishop, Diocese of Florida

Loyal Senlek was always seen by Archbishop 

Senmee's side. He was round and jovial, with a 

voice that trilled. Senlek was a giver of hugs who

liked to embrace his friends. When you'd hold out 

your hand, he'd leap to touch it. Always cheerful,

right until the end.

Strangely fixated on feet, both his own and others'.
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Wusen, Universal Church of Angelism

Co-Archbishop, Diocese of Florida

Bishop WuWu was found roaming the neighborhood and

was quickly accepted into the Angelist family. His

qualities include unsurpassed raw intelligence and

an amazing dress sense. Bishop WuLu also has the 

distinction of being the first Angelist to learn 

how to open doors all on his own, forcing every 

door handle in the house to be replaced with a 

cat-proof model.

Bishop Wu's hobbies include eating plastic bags and drinking water directly 

from the faucet.
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Senyai “Snotty”, Universal Church of

Angelism Archbishop, Diocese of Florida

Introspective and melancholic, Florida's 

Archbishop is tempered by wisdom, unmoved by 

worldly pleasures, and enjoys sleeping in piles of

discarded packing material. Often seen engaging in

contemplative meditation, Senyai spends hours at a

time staring blankly at bare walls, her thoughts a

mystery to all but herself.

Comments by Senyai

11/1/2020
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2/27/2021
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Meow Meow (2004? - February 20, 2020), Universal 
Church of Angelism

Former Archbishop, Diocese of Virginia

Archbishop Meow was a self-professed philosophical

egoist. She believed in seeking enlightenment 

through hedonism. For her, understanding the moral

landscape was impossible without sensual 

indulgence. Meow demanded that all under her 

jurisdiction arise before seven o'clock in the 

morning, so that she might fill her stomach with 

the offerings of the penitent.

"Meow. MEOW. MEEEEEEEEEEWWWWWWWWWW!"
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Scaredy, Universal Church of Angelism

Archbishop, Diocese of Maryland

She is emptiness. She is the void. She is that 

which is not. Only a shadow of a being slumbers 

within the darkest and deepest degradation, 

straddling life and death, with cracking bones 

held together by sorrow.

The hollow sound of her wails echo in the dark.
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Stripey, Universal Church of Angelism

Archbishop, Diocese of West Virginia

New to this whole "being alive" thing, Bishop 

Stripey is merely a puppet, a symbolic leader 

through which the will of those who pull his 

strings is exercised. Any dictates from Bishop 

Stripey are the result of the machinations of his 

handlers. Luckily, he doesn't notice the political

storm brewing around him, as he is too occupied 

with climbing up people's legs and chewing on 

stuff.

"vfcgggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg

gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg

ggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg"
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Houseplant, Universal Church of Angelism

Titular Bishop

Actually a collection of Mexican Hat Plants, this 

succulent reproduces asexually and is extremely 

poisonous, both to humans and to domestic animals.

Houseplant, a Chinese Zen master, was asked

by a student:

"What is the most valuable thing in the

world?"

The master replied: "The head of a dead cat."

"Why is the head of a dead cat the most valuable

thing in the world?" inquired the student.

Houseplant replied: "Because no one can name its price.
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Honorable Members—Recognized for their service to the UCA

Smokey the Cat (RIP)

Ning Nong the Cat (RIP)

Blaze aka "Cheese", Father of Stripey (RIP)

Unnamed Half-Siblings of Stripey (RIP)

Mommy, Mother of Stripey

Calico, Half-Sister of Stripey

Nose, Eyebrow, Forehead, the Black One, & the White One, Sisters of Stripey

Bowtie the Cat
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About the Author

Reverend Sisface BA, NRPA, FWS

(Self-Portrait, by Rev. Sisface)

Dr.  Professor  Reverend  Sisface,  "Rev",  is  an  ordained  minister  (American

Marriage  Ministries;  Universal  Life  Church;  Universal  Angelist  Church,

Macroexpand,  Inc.),  scholar,  historian,  non-registered  unprofessional

archaeologist,  non-practicing  software  engineer,  non-certified  librarian,

mostly self-published author, poet, unskilled artisan, incompetent leather-

worker, terrible ballet dancer, ham radio enthusiast, opera aficionado, hunter

of non-renown, safe boater, world traveler, cat groomer, and self-aware p-Zed.
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The Reverend received his undergraduate degree (magna cum laude) from Rollins

College in 2010, with a major in history and minor in archaeology. He then

received  his  graduate  degree  in  software  engineering  from  George  Mason

University in 2017. Reverend Sisface, PhD, has also completed two fictional

doctoral programs in the historical arts, having earned his multiple imaginary

post-graduate degrees from the equally-imaginary Macroexpand University in

2013.  (MEU  is  accredited  by  the  Expansion  Accreditation  Institute,  a

subsidiary of Macroexpand, Inc.) In addition, Dr. Sisface is the founder and

God Emperor of UCA Ministries. He has dedicated his life to eradicating the

moral decadence of modern and (postmodern) society.

"Given the choice of living in this world or eating a gun, my mouth starts

watering.  I'm  just  not  confident  enough  in  my  aim  to  actually  pull  the

trigger."
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